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ABSTRACT 
 

Tourism can degrade the very environments that attract visitation. A sustainable 

trajectory is therefore essential. Sustainable tourism quality control tools (QCTs) are 

mechanisms that translate sustainable tourism concepts into practice, voluntarily adopted at 

business discretions. Conceptualised on a weak-to-strong continuum, they include policies, 

codes of conduct, awards, and certification programs. Certification programs, although 

recognised as the aspired trajectory of sustainable tourism practice, attract low industry 

uptake. Various structural and perceptual factors influence this low uptake, but this 

apparent conundrum implicates another critical, yet under-researched question; if 

businesses are not adopting certification programs, what QCTs are they adopting, if any?  

Accordingly, through six research questions and a multi-method qualitative 

methodology, this study identified the diversity of contemporary QCT practice to inform a 

more optimal mode of engagement with sustainability. The most recent attempt to structure 

this knowledge, in 2006, consisted of just four QCTs organised along the single dimension 

of strength, without further specification (Weaver, 2006). Addressing this major gap in the 

literature, the first research phase inductively and content analysed the extant literature to 

identify QCT diversity as per the literature (RQ1), and creates an organisational framework 

that captures this (RQ2). Building upon these outcomes, the second empirical phase 

employed a case study approach in the ski resort destination of Park City, Utah to identify 

QCT diversity (RQ3), refine the framework to capture the revealed diversity in the 

literature and industry practice (RQ4), and identify QCT prevalence in industry practice 

(RQ5). Data collection techniques included semi-structured interviews, online and 

documented material review, observations, and site visits. These materials were coded, 

thematically and content analysed. The third propositional phase leveraged the collective 
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insights and presents a framework for practical and theoretical progress of sustainable 

tourism (RQ6). 

The first phase culminated in a three dimensional framework that effectively organises 

the diversity emerging from the literature, entailing 15 QCTs organised across five function 

categories (how QCTs primarily progress sustainable tourism), three “toolboxes” 

(expressions of conceptual strength), and two “menus” (expressions of conformance) 

(RQ2). Diversity was subsequently assessed across these key barometers. This revealed that 

conceptually weak, opportunistically adopted QCTs constituting a metaphorical QCT 

“Buffet” were the most numerous and diverse in strength and function compared to the 

conceptually strong, highly structured QCT “Set Menu” (RQ1). 

In the second phase, the organisational framework was refined to accommodate 

another empirically added 11 QCT showing new diversity that warranted new 

classifications. The revised framework capturing the diversity revealed collectively in the 

literature and empirically entails 26 QCTs organised across five function categories, four 

toolboxes, and three menus (RQ4). The rudimentary, opportunistic Buffet QCTs, again, 

were the most diverse across central barometers (RQ3). Investigation of QCT prevalence 

revealed the ubiquity of a proposed Buffet Effect in the case study site (n=27). Unlike 

conventional thought advocating standardised models of singular, homogenous practice, the 

contemporary situation in Park City reveals an adaptable model of multitudinous and 

heterogeneous practice, with each business using multiple QCTs and all combinations 

unique (RQ5).  

In the third phase, collective insights informed a framework for the subsequent 

progression of sustainable tourism theory and practice. Underpinnings of sustainable 

tourism theory and practice were aligned with QCTs themselves. In the spirit of dialectal 

interchange, the relative merits of the revealed standardised and adaptable models of QCT 
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practice were fused. The proposed new model encourages (a) flexibility and idiosyncratic 

QCT practice, (b) diverse, multitudinous QCT practice for synergistic effects, and (c) 

guidance rather than conformance sustainability (RQ6). 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Tourism is among the world’s largest industries (UNWTO, 2012). Unlike other 

industries it reaches almost every part of the planet, and globally has realised almost 

uninterrupted growth since the 1960’s (UNWTO, 2016; Page, 2009). With such 

prominence, the tourism industry has profound natural, socio-cultural, and economic effects 

worldwide, potentially undermining the very foundations that attract visitation (Weaver, 

2006). Tourism-induced impacts on natural environments result from infrastructure 

development, resource consumption, waste generation, and greenhouse gas emissions 

(Becken & Hay, 2012; Williams & Ponsford, 2009). Economic byproducts include leakage, 

whereby the host destination’s tourist revenue is lost to another’s economy (Mak, 2005). 

Commodification is among the socio-cultural costs of tourism, as the reorientation of a 

destination’s culture for tourist consumption eventually erodes its integrity (Cohen, 1988). 

Tourism, however, also generates benefits, accounting for 10% of world GDP (UNWTO, 

2016), promoting cross-cultural understanding, (Munsters, 2010), and incentivising natural 

and cultural preservation (Tomljenovic, 2010; Weaver & Lawton, 2014). To minimise and 

maximise the respective costs and benefits, a mindset of sustainability is essential. 

Sustainable tourism, as both process and outcome, is therefore increasingly a dominant 

force in industry inquiry and practice (McCool, Butler, Buckley & Weaver, 2013; 

UNWTO, 2016).  

Sustainable tourism involves the minimisation of adverse tourism-related impacts to 

maintain the integrity of natural, socio-cultural, and economic environments (Weaver, 

2014). These three pillars are collectively referred to as the triple bottom line (TBL) 

(Elkington, 1998). Translating this into practice has been central to industry agendas since 
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the 1990s, giving rise to the necessity and implementation of sustainable tourism quality 

control tools (referred to hereinafter as “QCTs”). Imperative for sustainable tourism, QCTs 

translate sustainable tourism concepts into practice. QCTs can be defined as voluntary 

mechanisms (products, practices, processes, or services) that assist businesses to progress 

towards, and promote sustainability (Black & Crabtree, 2007). Conceptualised on a weak-

to-strong continuum, QCTs include but are not limited to policies, codes of conduct, 

awards, and certification programs (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Weaver, 2006). Certification 

programs - with their premises of comprehensive sustainability standards and 

independently verified practice - are widely recognised as the aspirational trajectory of 

sustainable tourism practice (Font & Buckley, 2001; Honey, 2002; Synergy, 2000; 

UNWTO, 2006; Weaver, 2006). However, they currently experience extremely low rates of 

adoption, with only about 1% of the global tourism industry holding certification (Dodds & 

Joppe, 2005). This apparent conundrum raises a critical yet under-researched question; if 

tourism businesses are not adopting tourism certification programs, what QCTs are they 

adopting, if any?  

Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to identify the diversity of contemporary 

sustainable tourism QCT practice to inform a new framework that facilitates an optimal 

mode of engagement with sustainability.  

 
1.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
  

In relation to this overall study purpose, the following research questions are 

presented:  

 
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What is the diversity of quality control tools as per the 

literature? 
 
Research Question 2 (RQ2):  How can the diversity emerging from the literature be most 

effectively organised? 
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Research Question 3 (RQ3): What is the diversity of quality control tools in industry 

practice? 
 
Research Question 4 (RQ4): How can the diversity revealed collectively in the literature 

and industry practice be most effectively organised?  
 
Research Question 5 (RQ5): What is the prevalence of the identified quality control tools in 

industry practice? 

Research Question 6 (RQ6): How can these insights be mobilised to inform the subsequent 
progression of sustainable tourism theory and practice? 

 

1.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

This constructivist and pragmatically informed research adopts a three-phase multi-

method qualitative approach. The first phase inductively content analyses the secondary 

literature to identify the preliminary diversity of QCTs (RQ1) and its associated 

organisational framework that captures this (RQ2). Building on these outcomes, the second 

phase employs a case study to identify the diversity of QCTs in the industry (RQ3) and 

adjust the preliminary organisational framework accordingly (RQ4). This empirical phase 

will also investigate the actual prevalence of the QCTs within the case study (RQ5). 

Subsequently, the third propositional phase proposes a new QCT framework to facilitate 

the practical and theoretical progression of sustainable tourism (RQ6).    

Given the exploratory nature of the study, the multi-method qualitative research 

design harnessed various data collection and analysis techniques to gain a holistic depiction 

of QCT diversity, prevalence, and an organisational framework that captures this. The ski 

resort destination of Park City, Utah, United States, was selected as the case study due to its 

dependence on tourism, its salient engagement with sustainability, inclusion of various 

tourism sectors within a cohesive and compact geographical area, and the researcher’s 

personal ties with the destination. Within the case study, data collection methods included 
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semi-structured interviews, online and documentary material review, and observation and 

site visits. Data analysis techniques from the first two phases included coding, thematic 

analysis, and content analysis. Derived findings were continually cross-compared for 

corroboration and crystallisation.  

 
1.3 STUDY SIGNIFICANCE 

Tourism is continuing to expand throughout the world, and sustainable practice is 

essential if this expansion is to associate with widespread triple bottom line benefits. QCTs 

are the essential element of sustainable practice, but the high merit accorded to one 

particular QCT - certification programs - does not align with industry uptake. By revealing 

the actual parameters of QCT practice through inductive engagement with the relevant 

literature and empirical engagement with a relevant case study, this research may help to 

optimally reconfigure the landscape of sustainable tourism theory and practice so that the 

promise of this global industry can be realised.   

 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE  

Chapter 2 (Sustainable Tourism Knowledge Domain Context) will selectively review 

the sustainable tourism literature to introduce key concepts informing the research problem, 

patterns in QCT adoption inquiry, and to identify the literature gaps addressed by the 

research. Chapter 3 (Methods) describes the research design, case study site, data collection 

methods, and analysis techniques for each research phase. Chapter 4 (Literature Analysis) 

presents the findings revealed from secondary sources. In doing so, it will unveil the 

diversity of QCTs and the organisational framework emerging from the literature (RQ1, 

RQ2). Chapter 5 (Empirical Findings) presents the case study outcomes and thereby 

addresses RQ3 and RQ4 as well as RQ5. Chapter 6 (Discussion) analyses the research 

findings collectively, creating a framework to mobilise the subsequent progression of 
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sustainable tourism theory and practice as per RQ6. Chapter 7 (Conclusion) summarises the 

research findings, and how they address the attendant research questions. It will present the 

research contributions, study limitations, and avenues for future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM KNOWLEDGE DOMAIN  
 
 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter introduces the key concepts informing the study, drawing selectively 

upon the literature from the sustainable tourism knowledge domain. Section 2.2 discusses 

sustainable tourism theory and practice, and Section 2.3 introduces QCTs and their 

historical context. Section 2.4 then reviews the current QCT landscape and aspired 

trajectory of sustainable tourism practice. Section 2.5 reviews alternative modes of QCT 

practice. Section 2.6, based on these prior sections, outlines the research gaps addressed by 

this study. These collective insights inform a recapitulation of the Chapter 1 research 

questions in Section 2.7 and corresponding research trajectory. 

 
2.2 SUSTAINABLE TOURISM  
 

Sustainable tourism has its vestigial roots in the concept of sustainable development, 

popularised by the World Commission on Environment and Development (or Brundtland 

Report), as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 43). Sustainable 

development differed from previous development worldviews by suggesting that the 

preservation of natural and cultural environments did not threaten economic prosperity and 

vice versa, thus appealing to both slow- and pro-growth advocates (Weaver, 2006). Critics 

counter that this conceptual ambiguity promotes extreme interpretations, ranging from 

resource preservationist to exploitative stances that respectively formulate “very strong” 

and “very weak” sustainable development interpretations (Hunter, 1997, p. 852; Turner, 

1991). Few concepts have attracted a similar level of attention, and the attendant paradox is 
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that while its semantic ambiguity contributes to its widespread acceptance, the specifics of 

meaningful technical application are still lacking for the same reason (McCool, Butler, 

Buckley & Weaver, 2013).  

Like its parental concept, sustainable tourism is an actively debated topic that 

continues to evolve conceptually (Bramwell, Higham, Lane & Miller, 2017; Weaver, 

2014b). Sustainable tourism discourses have discussed alternative tourism and mass 

tourism as “rival” vehicles for progressing the sustainability ideal. Initially, polarity 

discourses viewed sustainable tourism as a form of meritorious alternative tourism situated 

as the polar opposite of inherently “unsustainable” mass tourism (Weaver, 2017). However, 

growing recognition emerged that alternative tourism could be unsustainable and mass 

tourism could be sustainable depending on individual circumstances (Butler, 1990; Clark, 

1997; Weaver, 2001, 2006). Contentions for unsustainable alternative tourism are diverse 

and compelling (Weaver, 2017). This includes the perspectives that alternative tourism 

lacks the capacity to make a significant contribution to quality of life or local economic 

development (Butler, 1990); conflicts between local residents and visitors (Cohen, 1987); 

possibilities of inter- and intra- community conflict from distribution of benefits and costs 

(Ranck, 1987), and elitist volunteer tourists motivated by social media engagement, ego 

satisfaction, and resume building rather than commitment or altruism (Coghlan & Gooch, 

2011; Wheeller, 1993; Guttentag, 2009). In contrast, examples of mass tourism advancing 

sustainability ideals are also evident. Mass tourism evinces the role that economies of scale 

and sound business practices play in progressing sustainability ideals.  Larger hotel 

corporations, for example, actively implement environmentally and socio-culturally 

responsible initiatives such as, respectively, large-scale recycling and charitable donations 

(Bohdanowicz, 2006; Weaver et al., 2013).  This depolarisation discourse is reflected in 

Weaver’s (2000) notion of “sustainable mass tourism” (p. 217). As such, mass and 
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alternative tourism are not sustainable or unsustainable by inherent characteristics, but by 

the management strategies employed (Jafari, 2001; Weaver, 2017).  

Ultimately, with growing recognition that mass tourism could be sustainable and 

alternative tourism unsustainable (Butler, 1990; Clark, 1997; Weaver, 2001, 2006), it has 

become increasingly accepted that sustainability is a goal towards which all forms of 

tourism can and should aspire, irrespective of scale. Building upon these prior 

conceptualisations and convergences in a period of “amalgamation” (Weaver, 2017, p. 66), 

Weaver (2014b) describes sustainable tourism as an “evolving synthesis” of alternative and 

mass tourism (p.131). Here, the alternative tourism thesis and mass tourism antithesis 

amalgamate dialectically to resolve the disadvantages associated with each; capitalist-based 

mass tourism and ethics-based alternative tourism otherwise possess contradictions and 

weaknesses that limit their effectiveness in isolation. The aspirational result of this 

evolutionary synthesis is “enlightened mass tourism”, wherein economies of scale and 

innovative capacities of mass tourism combine with the ethical sensitivities and community 

responsiveness of alternative tourism (Weaver, 2014b, p.131). 

The practical application of sustainable tourism remains challenging regardless of its 

conceptual evolution (McCool et al., 2013). Consistent with all these perspectives is that 

sustainable tourism fosters both weak and strong interpretations (Hunter, 1995, 1997), 

leading Hunter (1997) to advocate its re-conceptualisation as an “adaptive paradigm” (p. 

851). Accordingly, pristine natural environments warrant strong biocentric approaches, 

while highly modified environments of existing mass tourism contexts, such as urban cores, 

warrant biocentrically weak approaches because they are already highly modified and are 

not amenable to reversion. Sustainability can also be differentiated through “status quo” or 

“enhancement” manifestations that respectively imply the maintenance or improvement of 

a given situation (Weaver, 2006). Affiliated with Hunter’s (1997) adaptive paradigm 
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notions, destinations as diverse spatial contexts may ultimately merit a combination of 

weak, strong, status quo and enhancement approaches. More broadly, the weak and status 

quo approaches together align with a “minimalist” sustainable tourism that could provide a 

low-risk basis of engagement leading eventually to “comprehensive” sustainable tourism 

that privileges the strong and enhancement approaches (Weaver, 2006, p. 25). 

The latter raises attention to additional narratives in sustainable tourism discourses as 

to whether sustainable tourism is a process or an outcome, an important issue from 

planning and management perspectives (Sharpley, 2000). Status quo sustainability seeks 

impact neutrality. To the extent that this is a measurable outcome, it therefore implies 

sustainability as an outcome. However, enhancement sustainability, seeking open-ended 

and continual improvement of the status quo, embodies an ongoing and long-term process 

(Weaver, 2014a). Moreover, the collective two-step process from status quo to 

enhancement sustainability in and of itself represents sustainability as a continuous process, 

not an end goal or finite outcome.  

Sustainability in the tourism industry, as viewed as a continuous process, demands 

continuous adaptation and resilience in light of the complex social, economic, and 

environmental systems in which the tourism industry is intertwined (McCool et al., 2013; 

Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2004). This notion of resiliency and adaptability is also embraced 

in discourses surrounding sustainable tourism theory and practice (Farrell & Twining-

Ward, 2004; McCool et al., 2013). McCool et al. (2013) call for greater emphasis on 

enhancing resiliency in sustainable tourism given global TBL uncertainties. This line of 

thought aligns with Farrell & Twining-Ward (2004), who emphasise the imperative of 

adaptability and resiliency in sustainable tourism due to the inherent dynamism of the 

tourist system (Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2004). 
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This research accepts the consensus that sustainable tourism should concurrently 

address the economic, environmental, and socio-cultural elements of a destination as per 

the TBL, and that the aspirational goal of enlightened mass tourism should be pursued. It 

also acknowledges that different contexts warrant customised approaches to sustainable 

tourism practice (Bramwell et al., 2017; Swarbrooke, 1999; Weaver, 2014b). Moreover, 

sustainable tourism as broadly conceived is not equated with specific end goals; rather, it is 

a process that requires continual adaptations for amplified resilience, as demanded by the 

dynamism inherent to tourism systems and associated external contexts (Farrell & Twining-

Ward, 2004; McCool et al., 2013). Tourism businesses and destinations can thus progress 

towards increased sustainability, but cannot achieve it in any definitive “final” way. 

 
2.3 SUSTAINABLE TOURISM QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS 

This research draws upon previous paradigms to formulate a guiding 

conceptualisation of sustainable tourism and its practical progression through QCTs. 

Extending underpinning sustainable tourism theory and practice to QCTs, it draws upon 

Weaver’s (2006) minimalist and comprehensive sustainable tourism approaches and 

Hunter’s (1997) adaptive paradigm. It posits that sustainable tourism practice may warrant 

a combination of weak and strong manifestations in specific destination and business 

contexts. Minimalist approaches, actualised by “weak” QCTs, provide low barriers to entry, 

and can transition towards comprehensive sustainable tourism progress, abetted or replaced 

subsequently by stronger QCTs as circumstances allow. Just as sustainability in the 

industry requires continual adaptation and evolution to reflect the inherently dynamic 

tourism system, QCTs also demand constant evolution, synthesis, and customisation to 

progress industry-wide sustainability (Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2004; Hunter, 1997; 

Weaver, 2006, 2014b).  
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Quality is a critical factor for the success of all tourism destinations and businesses 

(Black & Crabtree, 2007), regardless of differences in the conceptualisation of sustainable 

tourism. The generic quality management literature traditionally associates the notion of 

‘quality’ with customer satisfaction, and alignment of expectations, in relation to a given 

product or service.  In this sense, quality exists only when products and services meet 

customer expectations (Oakland, 1994; Weiermair, 1997). However, following the 

introduction of sustainable development and its TBL ideals, sustainability is increasingly 

recognised by businesses and consumers as an important aspect of quality across numerous 

industries, including tourism. The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 

for example, interprets quality as a result of processes that generates satisfaction with 

product and services needs, consumer requirements and expectations of an acceptable price, 

conformity with traditional barometers of quality – health, safety, security, hygiene, 

accessibility transparency – and harmony with human and natural environments (Toplis, 

2000). This holistic understanding of quality, with its emphasis on TBL ideals, parallels 

notions that the natural, socio-cultural, and economic integrity of destinations is imperative, 

as these conditions directly influence tourist visitation and experiences (Weaver, 2006). 

The importance of TBL ideals as elements of quality are further reflected in the tools that 

translate sustainable tourism concepts into practice; traditional elements of quality – such as 

health, hygiene and safety – are now extended by TBL considerations (Honey, 2002; Toth, 

2002).  

This research equates quality in sustainable tourism with engagement in practices that 

(a) minimise the negative TBL impacts induced by their operations (since these cannot be 

eliminated) while (b) progressing the concomitant positive impacts, as per enhancement 

sustainability (Weaver, 2006). Quality is important in sustainable tourism because without 
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TBL integrity, businesses and destinations will suffer. Sustainable tourism quality control 

tools (QCTs) are the vehicles that facilitate and embody quality in sustainable tourism, 

ensuring its practical application if applied appropriately (Black & Crabtree, 2007). QCTs 

can be mandatory or voluntary and either business or destination oriented (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001; Weaver, 2006). Mandatory QCTs meet regulatory 

standards, and their adoption is obligatory. These include government laws and regulations 

pertaining for example to minimum wage and worker benefit regulations, zoning bylaws, 

and waste disposal (Weaver, 2006). In contrast, voluntary QCTs are adopted at user 

discretion, and encourage sustainability progress that meets and often exceeds regulatory 

requirements (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006). The Sustainable 

Tourism Education Program, for example, is a QCT that can be voluntarily adopted by 

business owners while the Green Destinations Standard can be adopted at the discretion of 

destination managers (see GSTC, 2017).  

This study focuses on voluntary QCTs designed for business use. They embody 

guiding frameworks and mechanisms (practices, products, processes, or services) that 

facilitate sustainability progress. Their use entails practices that meet and exceed regulatory 

requirements, and their voluntary nature is envisaged to progress quality in sustainable 

tourism, promoting innovative and customised applications (Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

Honey, 2002; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006).  

 
2.3.1 The Quality Control Spectrum 

Presented in Figure 2.1, the sustainable tourism Quality Control Spectrum of Weaver 

(2006) provides the incipient analytical framework for this research. This is the only such 

framework identified in the English-language literature pertaining specifically to the QCT 

context. It conceptualises four basic QCTs along a strength continuum ranging from 
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conceptually weak measures that focus awareness and responsibility (policy statements and 

codes of conduct), to stronger forms that implicate formal management systems and 

independent oversight (certification) (Black, 2002; Black & Crabtree, 2007; Weaver, 2006).  

 
Figure 2.1 The Quality Control Spectrum 

Adapted from Weaver (2006) 
 

Certification programs, the strongest of these QCTs, award a marketable logo to 

entities adhering to prescribed standards, as independently verified (Font, 2002; Graci & 

Dodds, 2015). Certification is renewed at set intervals, typically annually or bi-annually, as 

long as continued adherence is confirmed (Bien, 2006; Black & Crabtree, 2007; Font, 2001, 

2002; GSTC, 2016; Honey & Rome, 2001). Awards are prestige-conferring mechanisms 

offering ephemeral recognition (e.g. for one year). They are exclusive, with only one or 

several granted per award cycle (Weaver, 2006; Weaver et al., 2013). Codes of conduct 

build capacity through endorsed statements about socially and environmentally responsible 

behaviour, while policies are rhetorical commitments to responsible tourism that may 

spawn the use of other QCTs (Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Weaver, 2006). 

Detailed conceptualisations are available in Appendix A.  
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Terminology 
 

This research adopts the “quality control tool” terminology because it pertains 

specifically to the sustainable tourism context (Black, 2002; Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

Weaver, 2006). Notably, terminology for these voluntarily mechanisms—collectively and 

individually—is varied and inconsistent. For example, a prior study has used “voluntary 

policy instruments” synonymously with QCTs (Ayuso, 2007, p. 144), while another uses 

“voluntary tools”, “voluntary initiatives”, “quality assurance tools”, and “quality tools” 

interchangeably (Black & Crabtree, 2007 p. 18-20). Ultimately, they all essentially 

encapsulate voluntary mechanisms (practices, products, process, and services) for 

progressing quality in sustainable tourism. This is the core criterion that will guide the 

identification of other QCTs as this thesis progresses.  

 

2.3.2 Historical Context 

Tourism-related QCTs emerged in the early 1900’s with the Michelin star rating 

system for accommodations (Honey& Stewart, 2002). These early QCTs largely addressed 

quality, health, safety, and economic considerations (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). More 

recently, the focus expanded to include environmental and sociocultural considerations. 

The holistic and more concerted inclusion of TBL considerations gained momentum in the 

1990’s, a decade of QCT proliferation when tourism certification programs, awards, and 

codes of conduct all gained popularity (Font & Buckley, 2001; Graci & Dodds, 2015; 

Honey, 2002). Pivotal international forums that brought sustainability into the international 

arena included the 1992 Rio Earth Summit and its Agenda 21, which called for all 

industries to engage in environmentally and socially responsible practices (Honey & Rome, 

2001; Sasidharan, Sirakaya & Kerstter, 2002). Subsequently, the 1995 Agenda 21 for the 

Travel and Tourism Industry marked the tourism sector’s public rhetorical commitment to 
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sustainability (Honey & Stewart, 2002). Several prominent QCTs that emerged during this 

period included the first globally applicable tourism certification program (Green Globe) as 

well as United Nation Environmental Program’s (UNEP) Environmental Codes of Conduct 

for Tourism, Pacific Asia Travel Association’s (PATA) Environmental Code for 

Sustainable Tourism, and the World Travel and Tourism Council’s (WTTC) Tourism for 

Tomorrow Awards (Honey & Stewart, 2002; Wood & Halpenny, 2001; Weaver, 2006).  

The 1990’s also witnessed the parallel and complementary momentum of corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) (Bohdanowicz & Zientara, 2008). Now regarded as a business 

imperative, CSR contends that corporations possess a moral duty to operate sustainably, 

integrating TBL practices with core corporate principles of competition, profitability and 

growth (Weaver & Lawton, 2014). Presently, CSR policies are ubiquitous among large 

international companies, including within the hotel sector (Bohdanowicz, Zientara & 

Novotna, 2011).  

By 2000, approximately 300 ecolabels existed (Font & Buckley, 2001). “Ecolabel” 

and “ecoseal” are generic terms popularised in the 1990’s that mainly encompass 

certification programs, but also variably reference other QCTs that award a marketable logo 

(Font & Buckley, 2001; Sasidharan et al., 2002). During this period, tourism certification 

programs rose to prominence, being widely envisaged as the most credible, effective QCT 

available to industry, and the preferred vehicle for reaching a common understanding of 

sustainable tourism practice (Honey & Rome, 2001; Schultz, 2014; Synergy, 2000; 

Weaver, 2006). Subsequent efforts were focused on enhancing their congruency, 

credibility, and legitimacy (Honey, 2002), leading to calls for a global accreditation body to 

“certify the certifiers” (Honey & Rome, 2001 p. 11; Font, 2002; Font, Sanabria & Skinner, 

2003) and a globally recognised baseline of consistent sustainable tourism practice (Dodds 

& Joppe, 2005; Sanabria, 2002). The Mohonk Agreement in 2000 was pivotal in this 
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respect (Font & Sallows, 2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; Mohonk Agreement, 2000), which 

eventually led to calls for the establishment of a Sustainable Tourism Stewardship Council 

(STSC) to harmonise existing certification program standards and develop a global 

accreditation body (Bricker, 2009; Font et al., 2003).  

The STSC eventuated, but was superseded in 2010 by the Global Sustainable Tourism 

Council (GSTC) (Bricker & Schultz, 2011), which represents the greatest progress towards 

enhancing congruency and credibility in sustainable tourism to date. The GSTC is an 

international body that “establishes and manages global sustainable tourism standards with 

the aim of increasing sustainable tourism knowledge and practices among public and 

private sectors” (GSTC, 2017). It in turn established the Global Sustainable Tourism 

Criteria. These GSTC criteria were developed through an extensive industry and expert 

consultation process, representing the first global baseline consensus on sustainable tourism 

practice (Bricker & Schultz, 2011). The GSTC also serves as an accreditation body for 

certification programs in the tourism industry. Their hierarchal recognition process awards 

a common seal to tourism certification programs that align their standards with criteria that 

assure credibility, efficacy, and programmatic consistency (GSTC, 2017). 

 
2.4 CONTEMPORARY QUALITY CONTROL TOOL PRACTICE:  
      CONVENTIONAL LANDSCAPE 
 

As historical QCT practice focussed on enhancing congruency and differentiating 

credible options through mechanisms for independent assurance (Graci & Dodds, 2015; 

Honey, & Rome, 2001; Honey, 2002; Font & Sallows, 2003; Font et al., 2003), 

conformance-based QCTs offering comprehensive, common standards of sustainable 

tourism practice were advocated accordingly (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Honey & Rome, 

2001; Sanabria, 2002; Weaver, 2006). Tourism certification programs epitomised these 

ideals and have thus been widely positioned as the aspired trajectory of sustainable tourism 
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practice since the 1990’s. Perceived advantages for adopting businesses include potential 

market and economic advantages from logo display and resource efficiencies, respectively 

(Graci & Dodds, 2015; Honey, 2002; Font & Harris, 2004; Toth, 2002). They also offer a 

comprehensive framework for sustainability progress that permeates all aspects of business 

operations, and include mechanisms for continual improvement (Honey, 2007). Expert 

intervention is an added advantage that confers high credibility through independent 

verification of conformance (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006).  

Tourism certification programs, therefore, have attracted considerable attention in 

QCT inquiry (e.g., Buckley, 2002; Esparon, Stoeckl, & Gyuris, 2014; Font, 2002; Font & 

Buckley, 2001; Font & Harris, 2004; Honey, 2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; Honey & 

Stewart 2002; Jarvis, Weeden & Simcock, 2010; Medina, 2005; Mycoo, 2006; Park & 

Millar, 2016; Sampaio, Thomas & Font, 2012; Weaver, 2006) and practice (e.g., Synergy 

Report, Mohonk Agreement, STSC, GSTC), with a focus on optimisation. Historically, the 

first phase of evolution entailed calls by industry experts to refine programmatic integrity 

through the more widespread integration of third party verification prior to logo use, 

holistic consideration of the TBL, hierarchal logos to recognise high performers, scaled 

membership fees to reduce costs to certification induction and retention, improved cost 

efficiencies, and enhanced market benefits to certified members (Buckley, 2002; Font & 

Harris, 2004; Honey, 2002, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001; Synergy, 2000). This in effect can 

be described as “Certification 1.0”.  

The more recent or second contemporary phase has been spearheaded by prominent 

industry organisations such as the Rainforest Alliance, STSC, and the GSTC. This stage 

emphasises enhanced consistency in sustainable tourism standards as per globally 

recognised criteria, distinguishing the most credible programs available, and solidifying the 

independent assurance thereof. The result is “Certification 2.0”, the state-of-the-art in 
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tourism certification programs as of 2017; these align with globally recognised criteria and 

prescribed standards for programmatic integrity, (e.g., recertification) as independently 

verified by an accreditation body through the GSTC Recognition process (GSTC, 2016). 

 
2.4.1 High-Merit, Low-Uptake Conundrum 

While commonly positioned as the most advantageous and credible QCT, far less than 

1% of businesses globally held certification in the early 2000’s, according to Dodds and 

Joppe (2005). This, at least superficially, indicates a high-merit, low-uptake conundrum. 

Recent figures indicate the persistence of low adoption. Preliminary secondary research 

conducted by the author in 2014, for example, found that 5,213 businesses held 

certification to a GSTC recognised certification program (DestiNet, 2014). If one adds 

Ireland’s Green Tourism Business Scheme, which had the most membership of any 

program at that time, certified membership reaches 7,444. More recently, ECOTRANS 

(2016) estimated that 11,250 businesses held certification to at least one of the 20 leading 

sustainable tourism quality labels. However, only 11 of those labels engaged in the GSTC 

recognition process, and these accounted for only 4,328 of those businesses. The apparent 

low uptake of tourism certification programs is problematic because a critical mass of 

adopters is necessary to generate the aforementioned market advantages and other traction, 

and more broadly suggests a limited capacity to progress sustainability (Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; Font, 2002; Font & Epler Wood, 2007).  

 
2.4.2 Factors in Low Certification Program Adoption  

A significant body of research investigates this high-merit low-uptake conundrum. 

Cost, in time and money, is a frequently cited deterrent (Ayuso, 2007; Carasuk, Becken & 

Hughley, 2013; Mair & Jago, 2010; Jarvis et al., 2010; Strambach & Surmeier, 2013; 

Rivera, 2002). Cost associates especially with membership fees and verification (Dunk, 
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Gillespie & Macleod, 2016; Honey, 2007; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sasidharan et al., 2002). 

Considerable time costs incurred by businesses to evidence conformance translate into 

financial costs through lost productivity (Ayuso, 2007; Honey, 2002), which deters 

engagement (Dunk et al., 2016). Especially time-consuming are certification programs 

using process-based or hybrid standards that rely heavily on documented evidence of 

policies, procedures, and action plans (Toth, 2002). On-site verification costs are amplified 

if identified non-conformities require rectification (Bien, 2006; Toth, 2002). Conformance-

centric imperatives distinguish certification programs from other weaker QCTs (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Buckley, 2002; Font, 2001, 2002; Honey, 2002; Weaver, 2006), but 

ironically are a key implicated factor in their low adoption.  

The perceived complexity of use—stemming from absence of knowledge, skills, and 

general unawareness to inform selection—is another frequently cited deterrent (Ayuso, 

2007; Chan, 2008; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sampaio et al., 2012). Like conformance, this 

complexity is also innate, being related to the need for comprehensive and holistic 

standards of practice to reflect TBL aspirations (Buckley, 2002). Acquiring and 

maintaining certification, accordingly, requires compliance with numerous multi-faceted 

criteria in a specified sequence (Honey, 2007). Associated processes of concept and 

terminology comprehension, and indicator selection, monitoring and evaluation amplify 

procedural rigour (Honey, 2007; Weaver, 2006). Empirical inquiry has corroborated the 

link between inadequate knowledge and skills, and low adoption (Best & Thapa, 2013; 

Chan, 2008; Jarvis et al., 2010), echoing assertions that businesses without prior knowledge 

and experience in sustainability will struggle to achieve certification (Honey, 2002).  

Historical factors are also relevant. In the early era of proliferation, many questionable 

programs and administrating organisations faced accusations of greenwashing, whereby 

adherence to sustainable tourism practices is falsely claimed (Honey & Rome, 2001; 
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Synergy, 2000; Honey, 2002). Short of deliberate deception, critics also purported that 

weak or absent monitoring, verification, and enforcement mechanisms enabled business 

misrepresentation (Synergy, 2000). Similarly questioned was their ability to deliver 

intended benefits such as market advantages (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font & Epler-Wood, 

2007; Medina, 2005) and enhanced performance (Rivera, 2002; Rivera & de Leon, 2004). 

Proliferation and associated program ephemerality and reinventions have also caused 

widespread industry confusion (Buckley, 2002; Font, 2002; Graci & Dodds, 2015; Honey 

& Stewart, 2002; Sanabria, 2002). Few programs have acquired widespread consumer and 

industry awareness and recognition, and in turn, the envisaged broadly attributable market 

benefits for users have yet to manifest (Ayuso, 2007; Dunk et al., 2016; Graci & Dodds, 

2015; Font & Epler Wood, 2007).  

Resultant low adoption, again, is problematic because a critical mass of adopters is 

necessary to generate the aforementioned market advantages, and more broadly, suggests a 

limited capacity to progress sustainability in the tourism industry (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; 

Font, 2001, 2002; Font & Epler Wood, 2007). Does this lack of traction, however, mean 

that the tourism industry is disengaged with the pursuit of sustainability progress?  

 
2.5 CONTEMPORARY QUALITY CONTROL TOOL PRACTICE: A BUFFET         
       EFFECT? 
 

While global tourism certification program adoption is low, the literature indicates 

extensive industry engagement in other modes of QCT practice. Recognition of policies, for 

example, is evident throughout sustainable tourism inquiry (Ayuso, 2007; Best & Thapa, 

2013; Dodds & Kuhnel, 2010; Nicholls & Kang, 2012). While few empirical studies 

explore awards (Weaver et al., 2013) or codes of conduct (Ayuso, 2006, 2007), they are 

amply conveyed in the conceptual and evaluative literature with examples from industry 
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practice (Font & Tribe, 2001; Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Toplis, 2007; 

Weaver, 2006). Other voluntary mechanisms which tentatively qualify as QCTs are also 

evident, including non-certified environmental management systems, environmental 

programs, performance indicators, and environmental best practices (Ayuso, 2007; Best & 

Thapa, 2011, 2013; Le, Hollenhorst, Harris & Shook, 2006; Mensah, 2014; Needham & 

Little, 2013). These indicate a contemporary QCT landscape richer than that indicated in 

Weaver’s (2006) original Quality Control Spectrum, but never before articulated.  

Intriguingly, the original weaker QCTs (policies, codes of conduct) and above 

candidate QCTs are usually incorporated into tourism certification programs, which can be 

therefore conceptualised as apparent QCT amalgams. For example, tourism certification 

programs aligning with the GSTC recognition process require that businesses develop 

sustainability management systems with attendant policies and action plans, create a code 

of conduct for either employees or visitors, and continuously measure progress through 

selected performance indicators (GSTC, 2017). This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, which 

presents selected QCTs hierarchically “bundled” within tourism certification programs as 

per globally recognised criteria (i.e., GSTC Criteria and recognition process) (GSTC, 2016, 

2017). In effect, this represents its QCT structure, which refers to the QCTs collectively 

bundled within another QCT.  
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Figure 2.2 Selected Quality Control Tool Bundled within Tourism Certification Programs  
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management that appear to qualify as QCTs (Best & Thapa, 2013; Dodds & Kuehnel, 

2010; Needham & Little, 2013; Nicholls & Kang, 2012). Tourism certification programs 

also involve measuring sustainability progress through indicators, and entail the 

development of codes of conduct for guidance and capacity building surrounding 

responsible behaviors. The literature similarly shows independent use outside certification 

contexts (Ayuso, 2006, 2007; Mason, 2007). Finally, tourism certification programs include 

mechanisms for reporting progress. The literature also shows that businesses use voluntary 

mechanisms that enable the same, independent of the certification program context 

(Bohdanowicz & Martinac, 2007; Buckley, 2012; De Grosbois, 2012).  
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Thusly, while tourism certification program adoption is low, the literature reveals 

business engagement in alternative QCTs and other voluntary mechanisms to progress 

sustainability, many of which are also bundled within certification programs. This suggests 

the independent use of disaggregated “ingredients” of tourism certification programs, and 

the concomitant possibility that businesses are partaking in a QCT “buffet”. In this 

restaurant metaphor, tourism certification programs constitute a “set menu” dining 

experience where patrons select first, second, and third courses from a menu; each course is 

sequentially delivered and specifically portioned with set accompaniments. Specific timing 

and structure is implied, as with the certification process of an application period, baseline 

assessments, and adherence to prescribed hierarchal sustainability requirements within a 

specified timeframe. This set menu contrasts with a buffet dining experience, where the 

starters, entrees, and desserts are set out simultaneously, and patrons can consume these in 

the order, pace, portion, timing and combination that best meets their dietary objectives. 

The intriguing possibility of this “Buffet Effect” provides a useful context and 

“propositional landscape” for the subsequent exploration of the diversity, organisation, and 

prevalence of contemporary QCT practice, as per the research questions outlined in Chapter 

1.  

 

2.5.1 The Quality Control Spectrum and Buffet Effect 

In Weaver (2006), certification programs are described as the strongest QCT. As 

revealed above, certification programs are also an amalgam of QCTs. Thus, a 

distinguishing feature of theoretical certification program “strength” is not only the 

assessment methods that confer greater degrees of assurance, but also the variety of QCTs 

amalgamated under one system. For example, a policy is weak in isolation, but acquires 
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strength in tandem with environmental best practices and performance indicators that 

progress and monitor performances towards stated policy goals.  

Independently used, policies or codes of conduct are akin to the disaggregated 

“ingredients” of certification programs. Policies and codes of conduct therefore align with 

the metaphorical QCT Buffet, which are also conceptually weakest QCTs in Weaver 

(2006). Certification programs align with the metaphorical QCT Set Menu, the strongest 

QCTs in Weaver (2006). Accordingly, the original Quality Control Spectrum broadly 

reflects the latent constructs of the QCT Buffet and Set Menu. The conceptually weak 

QCTs can be generally conceptualised as the Buffet while the stronger constitute the Set 

Menu. These metaphors therefore provide useful heuristics for investigating QCT diversity, 

organisation, and prevalence.  

 

2.6 RESEARCH GAPS       

The Buffet Effect is proposed in this thesis as the pathway through which sustainable 

tourism is actually progressed in industry, given the contexts of sustainability and quality 

described above. Yet, nothing is known theoretically or empirically about the contours of 

this Buffet Effect, or whether it actually exists. This lack of attendant knowledge 

constitutes a major research gap in the sustainable tourism knowledge domain, and one that 

if filled could potentially move the industry substantively forward. The resultant specific 

gaps addressed by this study are twofold. First, there is a lack of clarity as to the actual 

diversity of the contemporary QCT landscape, and secondly, regarding an organisational 

framework that captures this. The most recent model emerged a decade ago (Weaver, 

2006). This Quality Control Spectrum only presents four QCTs, and loosely organises them 

along a one-dimensional continuum of strength. Yet, initial engagement with the literature 

has already indicated candidate QCTs that are not reflected in Weaver (2006), and a more 
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sophisticated protocol is warranted to accurately capture this latent diversity. Prior study 

has yet to build upon this foundational insight, despite its potential for advancing 

sustainable tourism theory and practice. This lack of incremental knowledge building yields 

critical gaps surrounding the diversity of contemporary QCT practice, optimal modes of 

organisation to capture this diversity, and how these insights can progress sustainable 

tourism theory and practice. This thesis addresses these gaps in the sustainable tourism 

knowledge domain.  

 
2.6.1 Research Blueprints 

Figure 2.3 presents the blueprints guiding the research. In the first phase, the literature 

analysis will identify QCT diversity as per secondary sources (RQ1), and create an 

appropriate organisational framework for the latter (RQ2) to guide the subsequent empirical 

investigation. This is shown as Step (A). The subsequent empirical phase of the research 

will identify QCT diversity in industry practice (RQ3), refine the organisational framework 

to reflect these added empirical outcomes (RQ4), and identify QCT prevalence in Park City 

(RQ5). This is designated as Steps (B) to (E). The empirical investigation of QCT diversity 

and prevalence will focus on identifying the real world salience of the alleged Buffet 

Effect. The final “propositional” phase (Step F) proposes a framework through which an 

optimal engagement with QCTs can be facilitated, as per RQ6.  
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Figure 2.3 Research Blueprints 
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2.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

       This chapter explored the relevant literature from the sustainable tourism knowledge 

domain to introduce key concepts that guide the subsequent investigation of QCT diversity, 

organisation, and prevalence. Practitioners and academics have both displayed a 

longstanding rhetorical commitment to and engagement with sustainable tourism. However, 

because of inherent conceptual ambiguities, the specifics of practical application remain 

unarticulated, and little is known about the quality control tools (QCTs) that are 

foundational to sustainable tourism progress. Nonetheless, consensus does exist that 

certification programs are the most advantageous QCT, at least in theory, for reaching a 

common understanding of sustainable tourism in practice because they offer credibility 

through independent verification as well as potential marketing benefits and eco-savings. 

Yet, due to attendant costs, complexities of use and market confusion due to brand 

proliferation, adoption remains extremely low, thus rendering a high-merit low-uptake 

conundrum. This however does not necessarily mean that industry is disengaged with 

sustainable tourism. Rather, there is ample evidence that businesses are using other QCTs. 

Intriguingly, many of them are bundled within certification programs, and while 

nomenclature differs, they are functionally congruent. The possibility of this Buffet Effect 

suggests that businesses are using the disaggregated ingredients of certification programs, 

engaging in the QCT Buffet rather than the certification program Set Menu.  

     The most recent framework to capture QCT diversity and organisation is Weaver’s 

(2006) Quality Control Spectrum. This simple one-dimensional spectrum emerged nearly a 

decade ago and does not capture the QCT diversity revealed even by incipient literary 

engagement. As literature building upon this foundational insight could not be found, it is 

apparent that little is still known about QCTs despite their critical role in facilitating TBL 

outcomes. The intriguing possibility of the Buffet Effect provides a promising framework 
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for further investigation of QCT diversity. Research blueprints were presented to address 

the associated research questions, and the methods for doing so are articulated in the 

following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODS 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the methods used to answer the research questions. Section 3.2 

discusses the underlying research paradigm. Section 3.3 provides a research overview, 

introducing the associated multi-method qualitative design and its rationale. Section 3.4 

elaborates the inductive approach employed in the literature analysis, and its importance for 

informing the subsequent empirical investigation. Section 3.5 outlines the empirical phase, 

introducing the case study context, the target population, sampling techniques, and data 

collection methods. Finally, Section 3.6 discusses data analysis leading to the propositional 

phase of the research.  

 
3.2 RESEARCH PARADIGM, ONTOLOGY, AND EPISTEMOLOGY 

The interpretive social sciences paradigm guiding the empirical phase of this research 

assumes a relativist ontology of multiple realities, and a subjectivist epistemology where 

researcher and participants co-create understandings using a naturalistic set of 

methodological procedures (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Jennings, 2010). This research 

paradigm accepts that multiple realities explain a phenomenon rather than one causal 

relationship or theory, and draws upon qualitative methodologies accordingly (Jennings, 

2010). As such it is particularly apt for this research, which explores the hypothesised 

Buffet Effect, that is, the understudied diversity of opportunistic QCT practice as it occurs 

in the “real world”. This necessarily relies on insider perspectives, and in this case, key 

informants of each qualifying business. The resultant collective insight will enable the 

refinement of the tentative organisational scaffolding derived initially from an analysis of 
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the extant literature. Inherent to this research paradigm, a qualitative methodology will 

permit an in-depth understanding of the diverse modes of QCT practice (Jennings, 2010; 

Merriam, 1995). This involves issue interrogation as per the literature and in natural 

settings through such diverse means as a case study approach, interviews, and observation 

(Creswell, 2007). Within this ontological framework, pragmatism also prevails, and is 

inherent to the emphasis on sustainable tourism practice. Coupled with the exploratory 

nature of the study, ‘what works’ is necessary to fulfill research questions as new insight 

emerges in each stage of investigation.  

 
3.3 RESEARCH OVERVIEW  

This research is exploratory because the investigated phenomenon is complex and 

understudied (Jennings, 2010; Neuman, 2006); prior study has yet to articulate the 

intricacies of contemporary QCT diversity and organisation, or the proposed Buffet Effect. 

Qualitative methodologies are most conducive to exploratory research (Jennings, 2010) 

because they: (1) facilitate in-depth, contextual insight, (2) explore familiar research 

problems via unique approaches to generate novel insights; and (3) reveal a complex, 

detailed understanding of the issue (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 1995).  

 
3.3.1 Research Design and Rationale 

This multi-method qualitative research draws upon numerous data collection methods 

and analysis techniques to fulfill the research questions (Jennings, 2010). The research 

consists of two phases. The first phase is the literature analysis. This phase adopts an 

inductive approach to identify QCT diversity as per the literature to address RQ1 and create 

a framework that effectively organises this diversity to fulfill RQ2. Secondary data sources 

were content and inductively analysed to extract patterns and themes in QCT discourses to 

identify QCT diversity, build upon the original Quality Control Spectrum of Weaver 
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(2006), and create a framework that imposes order to QCT discourse. This tentative 

framework provided the foundation for the subsequent empirical addition, refinement, and 

identification of QCT diversity and prevalence, including that of the Buffet.  

The empirical phase employed a case study approach to identify the diversity of QCT 

adoption within industry practice to address RQ3, refine the organisational scaffolding to 

reflect this addition to fulfill RQ4, and unveil the prevalence of QCTs within a destination 

context as per RQ5 (see Section 3.5). Buffet diversity and prevalence are emphasised in this 

phase. Case studies permit holistic investigation of contemporary phenomena within real 

world settings, and allow researchers to place organisations in their social and historical 

contexts (Yin, 2009). This is particularly conducive here, since QCTs are inherently 

grounded in real world practice, and contexts of practical application are necessary to 

understand the attendant diversity. Case studies offer further advantages of accommodating 

multiple data collection methods, which are imperative to deriving a holistic understanding 

of the understudied complexities of QCT practice (Yin, 2009).  

Specifically, an exploratory case study approach is employed, interrogating the ‘what’ 

through single or multiple cases of a phenomenon, such as QCT practice, where pre-

existing insights are scarce (Yin, 2009). Notably, many types of case studies exist and are 

not mutually exclusive (Jennings, 2010). This exploratory research is thus concurrently 

indicative of an “instrumental” case study, as the research focuses on an issue and selects 

one illustrative bounded case (Creswell, 2007; Stake, 1995). Park City, Utah, is selected as 

the case study context because, firstly, it is a tourism-dependent and tourism-intensive 

destination focused on its ski resorts (see Section 3.5.1). Second, sustainability 

considerations are at the forefront of its public and private sector agendas, and deemed 

essential to economic vitality and community well-being. Coupled with anecdotal evidence 

of high sustainability engagement, this suggests favourable implications for reaching 
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adequacy, or saturation, surrounding QCT diversity (Creswell, 2007). Third, the 

researcher’s personal ties within the destination were leveraged to attain high participation. 

Such community embeddedness, fourth, translates into strong rapport with informants, 

enabling the acquisition of meaningful in-depth insights. 

The use of various data collection and analysis techniques is a key feature of the case 

study method (Veal, 2011; Yin, 2009). Such multi-method qualitative research facilitates a 

rich description of the phenomenon explored (Creswell, 2013; Molina-Azorin & Font, 

2011), and in this case, yielded a holistic depiction of QCT practice to fulfill the assigned 

research questions. Data collection within the case study region included semi-structured 

interviews, field observations, site visits, and documentary and online materials (see section 

3.5.3).  

Purposeful and snowball sampling elicited 31 semi-structured interviews. Interviews 

with key destination organisations were conducted for context, but mainly served to create 

the list of potential businesses whose managers would be subsequently interviewed, refine 

the semi-structured interview guide, and liaise with informants. To understand the QCT 

diversity and prevalence in Park City, interviews were conducted with business informants 

representing three key industry sectors (accommodations, attractions, tour operators). Site 

visits were conducted either prior, during, or after interviews to gain further insights into 

each business’ operating context. Prior to interviews, online materials of solicited 

businesses were reviewed to gain an initial understanding of QCT adoption, tourism 

products, and operating contexts. Any documentation provided by the business prior to, or 

during the interviews was similarly gathered to inform data analysis, as were publically 

available materials relating to the specific QCT “brands” used by businesses. 

Data analysis techniques in the empirical phase employed coding (open, axial, 

selective), thematic analysis, and content analysis (see Section 3.6). The secondary and 
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primary data were continually compared throughout the process for corroboration and 

detail, as well as to identify new QCTs and avenues of diversity.  

This research is designed for replication, guided by the organisational framework and 

methodological blueprints outlined below. Reliability, in the precise sense of replication, is 

not a common a feature of case study research, but is accommodated here to facilitate 

follow-up empirical investigation of the topic in other destinations. 

 
 Rationale for Qualitative Approach 

Qualitative research is under-represented in the tourism literature (Stumpf, Sandstrom 

& Swanger, 2016), despite its benefits and calls for expanded engagement to advance the 

field (Ateljevic, Pritchard, & Morgan, 2007). In the context of QCTs, adoption studies 

exploring multiple QCTs emphasise quantitative methods (Best & Thapa, 2011, 2013), 

including in the North American ski resort destination context (Smerecnik & Andersen, 

2011; McGrady, 2016). Quantitative research, in isolation, inhibits understanding of the 

problem by discounting idiosyncratic participant voices, and is thus considered inadequate 

to gain a deep and holistic understanding about operational and social contexts (Veal, 

2011). Moreover, commonly employed quantitative survey research methods do not permit 

exploration of QCTs beyond those presented in a confined list. Given that comparatively 

less is known about QCT diversity collectively, it is necessary to elicit insights from 

practitioners that use them, understanding the operating contexts in which they are applied, 

and exploring new avenues of diversity beyond designated options. Qualitative methods 

can encourage such insights, by themselves or in tandem with complementary quantitative 

techniques (Jennings, 2010).  

Moreover, qualitative research methods such as semi-structured interviews enable 

face-to-face conversation; this is important because QCT awareness and technical 
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knowledge is low among industry (Ayuso, 2007). It is therefore plausible that businesses 

believe they are using a particular QCT, but use a different one altogether. It is similarly 

plausible that businesses are unaware that they are actually using certain QCTs. Also 

possible is that new modes of QCT practice and diversity will emerge. These 

misinterpretations are challenging to capture via quantitative approaches, and qualitative 

research methods are therefore warranted. 

 
Figure 3.1 articulates the research “blueprints” initially set forth in Chapter 2 (Figure 

2.3), expounding the materials collected, and articulating the procedures (shown in Steps 

(A)-(E)), the data analysis techniques, and the resultant output(s). The figure focuses upon 

the primary research phases leading to the propositional phase: the literature analysis and 

the empirical phase. The research phases are detailed in the subsequent sections.  
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Figure 3.1 Research Design, Materials, Data Analysis, and Outputs 
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3.4 LITERATURE ANALYSIS  

The adopted inductive approach for extracting patterns and explanations from relevant 

data sources (Veal, 2005) is inherent to qualitative methodologies (Neuman, 2006). 

Secondary data are also important sources of information for qualitative methods (Decrop, 

1999), and in this case, are essential to fulfill the research questions and provide the 

foundation to explore QCT diversity empirically. The literature analysis identified QCT 

diversity as per the English-language literature as per RQ1, and created an organisational 

framework that encapsulates this diversity to address RQ2. As per Figure 3.1, the following 

describes the data collection methods, materials, data analysis, and the process of Step (A) 

and key outputs that emerged from this research phase.  

 
3.4.1 Data Collection and Materials 
 

As per Sarantakos (1998, 2005), guidelines for documentary research were followed 

for this study. This included locating, organising and analysing relevant documents, 

evaluating the extracted information, and interpreting these data. Documents were primarily 

located through formal channels, including library catalogues, journal indices and 

databases. As alluded to in Chapter 2, terminology for existing and candidate QCTs is 

varied, inconsistent, and sometimes non-existent. Numerous search terms that reference 

QCTs, and candidate QCTs individually, in specific groupings, or collectively were 

therefore used. These include “certification programs”, awards”, “codes of conduct”, 

“policies”, “ecolabels”, “environmental management practices”, “sustainability initiatives”, 

“CSR initiatives”, “environmental best practice”, “sustainability practices”, “sustainability 

tools”, “quality control tools”, and “voluntary initiatives”, in addition to broad terms such 

as “sustainable tourism”. Informal channels were also accessed to identify relevant 

materials, which involved consulting experts about industry sources conducive to the 
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research objectives (e.g., ECOTRANS, DestiNet, GSTC, among other industry websites) 

(Jennings, 2010).  

A snowballing technique identified relevant sources through both the formal and 

informal channels. For formal channels, reference lists for a given work were drawn upon 

to elicit relevant materials. For informal channels, experts provided references for 

subsequent consultation. Secondary data sources included the English language peer-

reviewed sustainable tourism literature, books, industry publications, and online materials. 

Relevant materials were identified by detecting and analysing the presence of key words or 

concepts, including QCTs, candidate QCTs, or “brands” (Sproule, 2010). The materials 

were evaluated for relevance to the research questions, and organised accordingly 

(Sarankatos, 1998; 2005). This yielded the materials for subsequent analysis and 

interpretation. The interpretation process for the collected materials involved the inter-

digitation of induction and deduction, drawing out patterns and themes in QCT discourse as 

described below. 

 
3.4.2 Data Analysis  

The materials were content and inductively analysed in Step (A). Denoted in bullet 

points in Figure 3.1, Step (A) involved identifying QCT diversity themes (latent 

classification criteria), QCT identification (qualifying criteria, distinction protocol, 

distinction criteria, identification of qualifying phenomena), and QCT organisation (macro 

schemata). Content analysis was primarily employed in QCT identification, which involves 

detecting and analysing the presence of key words or concepts (Sproule, 2010). Inductive 

analysis was used throughout Step (A), which extracts patterns and explanations from QCT 

discourses (Veal, 2005).  
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In Step (A), the materials were content and inductively analysed to identify QCT 

diversity themes. This entailed analysis of the ways in which QCTs vary, and in which 

prior study organises and expresses QCTs collectively, individually, and in specific 

groupings. Key words, concepts, and phrases were extracted via content analysis, and 

inductive analysis drew out patterns and themes in QCT discourse to condense them into 

content-related categories that encapsulate diversity (i.e., variability parameters) (Creswell, 

2007; Sproule, 2010). The process concluded when no new diversity themes emerged 

(theoretical saturation), and adequacy was reached (Creswell, 2007). These diversity 

themes embody latent classification criteria to potentially underpin the organisational 

framework. Subsequently, established guidelines - reflective of research objectives -

directed an analysis of the utility of each classification criterion to underpin the 

organisational framework.  

The process of QCT identification occurred concurrently with the process of 

identifying QCT diversity themes. The sustainable tourism literature and books identified 

the focal QCTs herein, while the industry sources were drawn upon to gain a deeper 

understanding of the nature of their use. Some QCTs were readily identifiable in the 

content analysis of the literature, as they were referenced by commonly used names (e.g., 

certification programs) or brand (e.g., Green Key Certification). However, other QCTs 

were expressed as actions, such as “automatic runoff taps to save water” (Le et al., 2006 p. 

556). In such cases, inductive analysis was then used to identify the QCT described by that 

action through corroboration of other secondary materials. Inductive analysis subsequently 

determined whether the QCTs identified were congruent with qualifying criteria. Inductive 

analysis also derived a distinction protocol and distinction criteria to distinguish among 

individual QCTs. The distinction protocol used a typology approach to classify QCTs and 

thereby identified those that lie within the framework (Gbrich, 2007; Jennings, 2010).  
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The selected classification criteria to underpin the framework were then further 

articulated through induction. This gave rise to attendant macro schemata, which serve as 

key barometers of the emergent QCT diversity, and across which the qualifying QCTs were 

organised. This then permitted analysis of their diversity across crucial dimensions.  

It is important to mention the researcher’s role in this process (Jennings, 2010). In 

addition to 10 years of academic specialisation in QCTs, she is an accredited sustainable 

tourism auditor and consultant, and has worked with a global body recognised for 

establishing credible sustainable tourism standards. This experience was also leveraged to 

inform the research, expert consultation, and analysis.  

 
3.4.3 Research Step (A) Articulated and Key Outputs 

Step (A) rendered four key outputs necessary to inform the empirical phase. The 

following describes each articulated process of Step (A) denoted in bullet points, describing 

guidelines and criteria informing the creation of corresponding outputs. The resultant 

output is then introduced.  

 
Diversity Themes (Latent Classification Criteria) 

Identification of diversity themes yielded latent classification criteria to potentially 

underpin the organisational framework. These latent classification criteria are referred to as 

variability parameters because their identification involved analysing the QCTs themselves 

to deduce the ways they vary. Established guidelines reflective of the research questions 

assessed the utility of each variability parameter to underpin the framework. These 

guidelines include the need to distinguish between the Buffet and Set Menu. Additional 

guidelines were important to assure systematic and precise classification. For practical 

purposes, also important was that the variability parameters underpinning the framework 

permit mutual exclusion in and feasibility of classification, and confer practical utility for 
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academics and practitioners alike. As such, the guidelines collectively directing the 

selection of the variability parameters included (1) Buffet and Set Menu distinction, (2) 

mutual exclusion in classification, (3) feasibility of classification, and (4) practical utility. 

The variability parameters selected to underpin the organisational framework serve as key 

barometers of diversity.  

 
Output 1: Variability Parameters 

The variability parameters are the first key output that emerged from this process. 

Offering a broad depiction of QCT diversity as per secondary sources, they served as the 

basis of comparison to understand whether new variability parameters emerged from the 

process of empirically identifying Buffet diversity in Step (D). The variability parameters 

selected to underpin the organisational framework are necessary inputs to create the 

organisational framework.  

 
Quality Control Tool Identification 

The second necessary input includes the QCTs themselves, which emerged from QCT 

identification. Two sets of criteria were used in QCT identification. The first set entails the 

qualifying criteria, which guide the inclusion of QCTs using inductive analysis. The 

qualifying criteria incorporate one broad and four specific criteria. The former, iterated in 

Chapter 2, require that they are voluntary, business-specific mechanisms (processes, 

products, practices, and services) that progress quality in sustainable tourism progress. To 

derive the specific qualifying criteria, the researcher considered research questions and 

scope, practicality, time constraints, and financial considerations (Jennings, 2010). 

Accordingly, it was deemed imperative to identify the QCTs that are (a) re-occurring 

themes (b) in the English language sustainable tourism literature, (c) display adequacy with 
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regard to their independent or de-bundled use (this will be articulated in Chapter 4), and (d) 

include those featured in prior studies of North American ski resort destinations.  

  The second set was comprised of the distinction criteria, which ensure that each 

QCT substantively differs from all others. The associated protocol was derived by 

exploring patterns in QCT discourse through inductive analysis. The distinction criteria 

were developed by amalgamating numerous sources to build consensus. They offer broad, 

targeted, and detailed indications of the overarching approach to sustainability progress 

offered by each QCT, including (1) defining conceptualisations (broad approach), (2) 

primary function (targeted approach), and (3) QCT structures (detailed approach) (i.e., 

QCTs collectively bundled within). As such, each distinction criterion offers a different 

view point of QCTs that together, help to understand whether QCTs substantively differ 

from others, providing consensus. An example revealed in the literature analysis 

(environmental management systems or EMS) is used below to exemplify these distinction 

criteria and illustrate how each was derived from the literature.  

 
Distinction Criterion 1: Conceptualisation (Broad Approach) 

Defining conceptualisations were content and inductively analysed to extract key 

characteristics, key features and procedures, thereby identifying its broad approach 

(criterion 1). The following passage from the literature offers a conceptualisation of 

environmental management systems (EMS). The key features are denoted in italicised text 

at the end of passage. It indicates that using EMS is predicated on continuous improvement, 

involving a “systematised” (p. 116) array of procedures, and a “structured” (p. 116) 

approach to environmental management (El Dief & Font, 2012).  

EMSs … reflect the extent to which a company has modified its systems and 

structures to accommodate an environmental program, which defines an 
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environmental policy, establishes environmental objectives and targets, evaluates 

the firm’s environmental performance on a regular basis…they set the mechanism 

to improve environmental performance in a systematised and structured manner 

[broad approach] [emphasis added] (González-Benito & González-Benito, 2006 as 

cited in El Dief & Font, 2012, p. 116). 

Further analysis of the literature found that other scholars discuss EMS as offering a 

systematised, structured approach to continuous improvement in sustainability progress, 

and further, that they entail the formalities of documentation (Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

Honey & Rome, 2001; Font & Buckley, 2001; Toth, 2002; Tinsley, 2001). Thus, the key 

defining features of EMS are that they involve the formalities of documentation, 

systematisation and continuous improvement. When comparing the QCTs identified in the 

literature versus others, these key features were drawn upon for distinction. In the empirical 

phase, similarly, these key features helped to understand whether QCTs were existing or 

new.  

 
Distinction Criterion 2: Function (Targeted Approach) 

Content and inductive analysis of numerous conceptualisations subsequently derived 

the primary function of each, revealing a more targeted understanding of its approach, 

relating to how it primarily advances sustainability progress (criterion 2). Prior research 

conceptualises EMS as mechanisms for environmental management (Ayuso, 2007; El Dief 

& Font, 2011; Goodall, 1995; Stoesser, 2004, Mensah, 2014). Similarly, umbrella terms 

used to describe EMS included “environmental management practices” (El Dief & Font, 

2011, p. 116; Mensah, 2014 p. 450), and “environmental management initiatives” 

[emphasis added] (Mensah, 2014, p. 450). As such, their primary function is one of 
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environmental management (function is further articulated, as reflective of all qualifying 

QCTs, in Chapter 4).  

Distinction Criterion 3: Quality Control Tool Structures (Detailed Approach) 
 

The combination of content analysis and inductive analysis identified QCT structures 

(criterion 3), which show the specific array of QCTs involved with its use (i.e., QCTs 

bundled within). The QCT structures reflect a detailed approach to sustainability progress 

offered by each QCT. The same conceptualisation of EMS as above can be leveraged to 

gain a broad understanding of its QCT structure. The corresponding text suggesting a QCT 

within the structure are italicised, and the corresponding Type is denoted in brackets: 

EMSs … reflect the extent to which a company has modified its systems and 

structures to accommodate an environmental program [environmental program], 

which defines an environmental policy [policy], establishes environmental 

objectives and targets, evaluates the firm’s environmental performance on a regular 

basis [evaluation tools, monitoring tools; performance indicators]….they set the 

mechanism to improve environmental performance in a systematised and structured 

manner [emphasis added] (González-Benito & González-Benito, 2006 as cited in El 

Dief & Font, 2011). 

From the passage, some QCTs bundled within EMS are clearly identified via content 

analysis, such as environmental programs and environmental policies. However, others 

required inference, and therefore inductive analysis was used. For example, the passage 

conveys that environmental performances are evaluated on a regular basis, and evaluation 

ultimately informs continuous improvement. It can be inferred that a baseline evaluation of 

existing performance levels must be undertaken, which serves as the basis by which 

continuous improvement is gauged. Similar to the QCTs bundled within certification 
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programs (refer to Figure 2.2), this suggests that evaluation tools are involved with its 

application, which may include initial use of baseline evaluation tools. Mechanisms to 

evaluate performances continually for measuring and monitoring performances are 

subsequently needed. ‘Environmental performances’ is terminology used that often 

references resource measurements, implying the use performance indicators (Toth, 2002, 

2006). Further suggesting performance indicators is that the conceptualisation describes 

EMS as ‘systematised’ in nature, and performance indicators permit this, which are used to 

habitually measure resource use (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Toth, 2006; Weaver, 2006). 

Together, this suggests the use of QCTs for measuring and monitoring progress, as they 

provide the necessary inputs for continuous evaluation of performances. Thus, from this 

conceptualisation, initial inference suggests that the QCTs constituting the QCT structure 

of EMS include environmental programs, environmental policies, evaluation tools, 

environmental performance indicators, and monitoring tools.  

This exemplifies the initial analysis employed to identify the QCT structures for each 

QCT. This process was then repeated and compared with other secondary sources to further 

articulate its QCT structure (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001, Font & 

Buckley, 2001; Tinsley, 2001; Toth, 2002). For example, other sources confirm that 

environmental auditing is a key component of EMS, suggesting it too constitutes its QCT 

structure (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Goodall, 1995; Stoesser, 2004). QCTs that 

facilitate employee training were also revealed as part of their use (El Dief & Font, 2011). 

This process continued until consensus was derived surrounding its QCT structure. The 

QCT structures provided herein are thusly derived from amalgamating numerous sources, 

and the author’s professional experience, providing the foundation for further articulation.  

For each QCT, these distinction criteria and the combined sources that informed them 

are provided in Appendix A (criterion 1, conceptulisations and criterion 2, function), and 
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Appendix B (criterion 3, QCT structures). Notably, it is the combination of these 

distinction criteria that permits the useful classification and identification of Types. This is 

important because some Types have the same function (criterion 2) and similar QCT 

structures (criterion 3), yet substantively differ in the broad approach which solidifies their 

distinction (criterion 1). The distinction criteria for each QCT were continuously compared 

to distinguish among QCTs. The same process was used to ascertain whether the QCTs 

used in the case study site were indicative of those identified in the literature analysis or 

newly emergent from the empirical phase. An example of how these three criteria work 

together to distinguish Types is provided in Chapters 4 (Section 4.4) and 5 (Section 5.2).  

 
Output 2: Tentative Typology 

This process of QCT identification yielded the second key output of a tentative 

typology. The tentative QCT typology identified the focal QCTs for this research phase, 

and the foundation to build upon empirically. The focal QCTs within the typology are also 

necessary inputs for the subsequent process of QCT organisation, and the resultant 

organisational framework.  

 
Quality Control Tool Organisation 

Accordingly, the literature analysis initially derives two necessary inputs to create the 

organisational framework. Identification of QCT diversity themes yielded the first 

necessary input - the variability parameters to underpin the framework. QCT identification 

yielded the second input - the focal QCTs to lie within the framework. This enabled the 

subsequent organisation of QCT diversity. The variability parameters selected to underpin 

the framework give rise to attendant macro schemata. The macro schemata serve as key 

barometers to identify this diversity. They permit the consistent comparison of QCT 

diversity as per secondary sources and empirically.  
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The focal QCTs were incrementally organised across each macro schemata resulting 

in the tentative identification of the Buffet and Set Menu constructs. This process also 

facilitated the assessment of QCT diversity across several crucial dimensions.  

Subsequently, all macro schemata were combined to create the organisational framework 

that captures QCT diversity (RQ2), which then permitted the identification of QCT 

diversity as per secondary sources across the macro schemata (RQ1). 

 
Outputs 3 and 4: Tentative Organisational Framework and Diversity by Macro Schemata 

The key outputs from this phase were addressing research questions. Namely, it 

derived an organisational framework that effectively organised QCT diversity as per the 

literature (RQ2), the third output. The fourth output was the identification of QCT diversity 

revealed by secondary sources across the macro schemata (RQ1). The tentative 

organisational framework and the diversity within offered the foundation for subsequent 

empirical refinement and comparison of QCT diversity, respectively. 

 
3.5 EMPIRICAL PHASE: CASE STUDY  

The empirical phase explored QCT diversity within industry practice as per RQ3, 

refined the tentative organisational framework to reflect this added diversity to fulfill RQ4, 

and identified the prevalence of QCTs in industry practice as per RQ5. Ethical approval 

was obtained prior to data collection (available in Appendix C). The following first 

introduces the case study context. Subsequently, research participants, sampling, and 

instrumentation are presented along with the data collection methods.  

 
3.5.1 Case Study Site: Park City Utah, USA 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the case study site of Park City, Utah, USA and highlights key 

tourism landmarks. Park City is a ski resort destination located in the Wasatch Mountain 
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Range in Utah. A silver mining town that almost became a ghost town, Park City 

rebounded in the 1980’s through tourism development.  

 

Figure 3.2 Case Study Site: Park City, Utah 

 
 
         

Largely consisting of high-end to luxury tourism products, Park City is home to the 

“Best Ski Resort in the United States” awardee as per the prominent World Ski Awards 

(part of the World Travel Awards), the location of the annual Sundance Film Festival, the 

former host to the 2002 Winter Olympics, and current host of world class ski and 

snowboard competitions. As of 2017, Park City also accommodated the largest ski resort in 
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the United States, and the second largest in North America. As a whole, the US ski industry 

generated US$3 billion, and realised an estimated 52 million visits in the 2015/2016 ski 

season (IBISWorld, 2017; NSAA & RRC Associates, 2016).  

Park City hosts approximately three million tourists annually within its 45 square 

kilometer city boundaries. Tourists outnumber the resident population (approximately 

25,000) during the high season. Although experiencing economic diversification through 

other industries such as medical services, the Park City economy remains dependent on 

tourism (Park City Chamber of Commerce, 2014). 

 
Tourism in Park City 
 

Located thirty minutes from Salt Lake City International Airport, Park City holds 

accessibility advantages over competing alpine resort destinations, such as Vail and Aspen, 

Colorado, which must be accessed via remote regional airports or three-hour drives from 

the Denver International Airport. This comparative advantage has fuelled domestic and 

international visitation. Yet, Park City continues to be a seasonal destination with primary 

tourist visitation occurring during the winter and summer months. On average, Park City 

hosts more than 1.1 million tourists during the winter season (January-March), and over 

850,000 tourists during the summer season (July-September). Visitation has remained 

relatively consistent over the past decade. Winter and summer tourism is characterised by 

high repeat visitation (77% in winter, 53% in summer) and high average per person daily 

expenditures (US$378, US$295, respectively). The average length of stay is one week, and 

average group size is four people. Park City experiences the effects of low seasonality 

during the Spring (April-June) and Autumn/Fall (October-November), when visitation 

decreases by approximately 50% and 40% on average, respectively. Average 

accommodation occupancy rates have steadily declined since the late 1990’s, in part 
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resulting from Park City’s affluent visitors selecting condos and vacation homes as their 

preferred accommodation (Park City Chamber of Commerce, 2014). 

Primary winter activities include skiing and snowboarding. Although Park City 

receives less average annual snowfall than other regional ski resorts, its ski resorts 

accommodate a plurality of the total market share of all Utah Ski resorts (44%). They 

operate year-round, and connect to an extensive network of 400 hiking and mountain biking 

trails. Park City has the first gold level ride center as per the International Mountain Biking 

Association, which fuels its growing summer recreation market. During the summer 

season, the primary purpose of visit is recreation (61%), and main activities include the 

Alpine slide and zip lines (72%), Olympic venues (38%), hiking (36%), scenic lifts and 

gondola rides (30%), mountain biking (18%), and golfing (17%) (Park City Chamber of 

Commerce, 2014). 

 
Park City Community and Sustainability 
 

Park City experienced extensive development and population growth following the 

2002 Winter Olympics. Annual residential growth of approximately 3% is largely due to 

amenity migration, with newcomers attracted to the area for its proximity to key 

employment centres and high quality of life factors such as healthcare, education, 

recreation and leisure, and resort lifestyle. Park City residents are physically active, highly 

educated (almost 50% of adults hold at least a Bachelors Degree), affluent, and Caucasian 

(81%), although there is a growing Hispanic minority (19%). Tourism tax revenues provide 

residents with a high quality of life, yet also contribute to a high cost of living, reflected in 

high median single-family home prices (over USD $1 million) and per capita incomes 

almost double the national average. High cost of living in the city centre and the growing 

second homeowner market (70% of all homes in Park City) feed urban sprawl and 
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expanding city limits. Park City’s Historic District served as its initial city boundaries, 

which have since expanded to the wider Synderville and Summit Park areas (Park City 

Chamber of Commerce, 2014). 

Sustainability issues pertain also to the specifics of the local tourism industry. Park 

City relies on winter precipitation for water resources throughout the summer and fall 

seasons. The potentially devastating effects of climate change have adverse implications for 

snowpack, thus threatening the integrity of its traditional core tourism resources (Park City 

Chamber of Commerce, 2014). While snowmaking equipment is used to offset low 

precipitation, it requires high inputs from scarce water and energy resources, and increases 

operating costs. These costs are often passed on to consumers, increasing the price of the 

trip. Moreover, the artificial snow is inferior to the dry powdery snow that contributes to 

the attractiveness and quality of the winter tourism product. With Park City’s economic 

dependence on natural resources, sustainability is of growing importance to destination 

stakeholders, though within a context of presumed continued growth, since like most 

destinations, the concern for sustainability is conditioned by concomitant support for 

continuing population and economic growth (Weaver, 2013); the aforementioned urban 

sprawl and increasing social inequity indicate problems with the broader sustainability 

context that could impact the sustainability of the tourism sector, no matter how 

environmentally and socially meritorious the latter, or even if the climate change issue were 

to be somehow “solved”. 

Notwithstanding such broader concerns, various local organisations are at the 

forefront of Park City sustainability awareness campaigns and initiatives, including the 

media broadcast “This Green Earth”. The Park City destination organisations provide 

toolkits for businesses to engage in sustainable practices. Among the leaders are the ski 

resorts, given their particular concern with climate change. Park City government bodies 
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also place sustainability at the forefront of their agendas, with a designated Sustainability 

department which advocates the TBL approach (Park City Municipal Corporation, 2017). 

The importance of sustainability considerations for the vitality of economic and community 

well-being, coupled with existing engagement in sustainability, positions Park City as a 

favourable destination to explore QCT diversity. 

 
Position of the Researcher  

The researcher is personally embedded in the community, moving as a young child to 

Park City in the early 1990’s, prior to the post-2002 Winter Olympic development boom. 

She completed elementary, middle school, and high school in the Park City School District. 

Her family and friends still reside in the area, which she visits bi-annually. Thus, she has 

longstanding connectivity with the local community, and a deep understanding of 

community dynamics and norms, historical and present. She also experienced firsthand the 

destination growth, development, and high sense of community. The researcher has also 

been employed in the Park City tourism industry, working for an accommodation, and 

managing one of the most frequently visited attractions in Park City. She therefore has a 

strong understanding of the destination dynamics from personal and professional 

perspectives and is deeply embedded in both the community and the tourism industry 

networks.  

 
3.5.2 Participants, Sampling, and Participation Tactics 

Participants included key informants from relevant destination organisations and 

tourism businesses. Business informants were the main participants for identifying 

practiced QCTs, while destination organisation informants were consulted for preparatory 

and contextual purposes.  
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Business Informants 

Key informants of local tourism businesses, that is, managers and owners most 

knowledgeable about the sustainability situation of their business, were relied upon to 

communicate the diversity of voluntary QCTs in Park City. Businesses were selected from 

a study population of about 450 specialised tourism businesses using purposive sampling 

(Creswell, 2007), which involves selecting participants that can best inform insights into 

the research topic (Creswell, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Jennings, 2010). Specifically, 

this study used maximum variation sampling, which uses pre-defined criteria to 

differentiate participants and select a representative array (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This 

better ensures that the findings will reflect diverse perspectives, and thus situates as “an 

ideal” in exploratory qualitative research (Creswell, 2007, p. 126). The primary sampling 

criteria was the tourism industry. Three sectors critical to year-round tourism were selected 

- accommodations, attractions, and tour operators. They are also critical to year-round 

tourism in Park City. Within each, insights were elicited from businesses of varying sizes 

(SME and large), markets (economy to luxury), and management structures 

(owner/operator to corporate). Such diversity is optimal for unveiling the full spectrum of 

QCT practice employed.  

The sampling frame was derived using publically available Summit County databases. 

Guided by the above purposeful sampling criteria, a “long list” of 45 potential businesses 

was created to account for the possibility of declined participation. This was subsequently 

refined throughout the process based upon destination stakeholder insights using a snowball 

sampling technique (Creswell, 2007). The initial long list was derived by leveraging the 

researcher’s understanding of the Park City community dynamics. Namely, Park City has a 

strong sense of community, the community is highly interconnected, and some tourism 

organisations in Park City have considerable community influence. Thus, if participation 
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from these key players could be secured, it is likely that others would follow suit to 

maintain good community standing; this largely proved true. The initial list therefore 

included these key players in the tourism industry. Given Park City’s strong sense of 

community, key industry players want to be seen as part of the community in the eyes of 

their peers. Thus, if another industry peer referred them via snowball sampling, it was 

thought that participation would be likely, and in turn, others would be encouraged to 

participate as well. As such, snowball sampling was particularly apt for this case study.  

The final sample size was achieved when theoretical saturation (no new themes) was 

judged to have been attained following the 25th interview (Creswell, 2007, 2014). Another 

two interviews, nevertheless, were conducted to verify saturation, assure equal sectoral 

representation, and obtain further idiosyncratic insight. Ultimately, 32 business informants 

were contacted; three did not respond, one declined to participate, and another did not 

receive executive approval within the timeframe of data collection. A meritorious response 

rate of nearly 90% was thereby achieved.  

Equal representation in accommodations, attractions, and tour operators (9 each) was 

reflected in the final sample of 27 businesses. The business characteristics collectively are 

presented in Table 3.1. Detailed business profiles for each informant are provided in 

Appendix D. Within each sector, pairings of businesses with similar operating 

characteristics and competing products were included for comparative purposes 
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Table 3.1 Business Informants 

SECTORS 
NUMBER OF 

BUSINESS 
INFORMANTS 

INFORMANT 
POSITIONS 

BUSINESS 
SIZES 

OPERATING 
SCOPES 

OWNERSHIP 
STRUCTURES MARKET 

Accommodations 
& Lodging 9 

Managers, 
Owner/ 

Mangers 

SME 
Large 

Local, Regional, 
Multi-National, 

International 

Private 
Ownership, 
Corporate, 

Owner/ 
Manager 

Economy, 
Mid-

Market, 
Luxury 

Attractions 9 
Managers, 

Owner/ 
Managers 

SME 
Large Local, Regional 

Private 
Ownership, 
Corporate 

Economy, 
Mid-

Market, 
Luxury 

Tour Operators 9 
Managers, 

Owner/ 
Operators 

SME 
Large Local 

Private 
Ownership, 

Owner/ 
Operator 

Economy, 
Mid-

Market, 
Luxury 

SME: < 75 employees 
 
 
Sampling: Destination Organisation Informants 

A purposeful sample of three destination organisations was also solicited, representing 

both public and private sectors; four interviews were conducted with managers and 

directors. Sampling occurred prior to the sampling of the representative business 

informants. The destination organisations are peak private and public sector organisations 

overseeing destination sustainability initiatives, tourism, events, and marketing. Destination 

organisation informants were drawn upon to elicit contextual insights surrounding 

sustainability initiatives in the destination, refine the semi-structured interview guide for 

business informants, and facilitate contact.  

 
Participation Tactics 

Tactics to maximise participation included off-peak season data collection (April-

early June, 2015), leveraging personal networks to contact prospective informants, 

personalised invitation e-mails and correspondence, letters of support from influential 

destination organisations (sent with invitations to participate), follow-up phone calls when 

there was no response to initial e-mails, assurances of anonymity, and media interviews to 
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generate awareness surrounding the nature of the research and the importance of 

participation. (Participation tactic materials are provided in Appendix E).  

 
3.5.3 Data Collection 

Data collection incorporated multiple qualitative methods (Creswell, 2007; Yin, 2003) 

as illustrated in Figure 3.3 and outlined sequentially below. The lines between the methods 

reflect continual comparison of the accumulating results to enable a holistic understanding 

of local QCT diversity and to maximise reliability (Creswell, 2013).  

 
Figure 3.3 Data Collection Methods: Empirical Phase 

 

 
Document and Online Sources, Field Observations, and Site Visits 

Documentary and online materials, field observations, and site visits contributed to a 

holistic understanding of QCTs and their contexts. These were particularly important for 

semi-structured interview preparation. Prior to each interview, each business’ website(s) 

was thematically analysed to understand existing claimed QCT engagement, operating 
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contexts and tourism products. In the case of corporate-affiliated businesses, their corporate 

websites were also reviewed to understand corporate-wide sustainability initiatives, QCTs, 

and the nature of their use. Materials were also collected about the various “brands” of 

QCTs used by informants. For each business, claimed QCTs were recorded in a matrix. 

Field observations and business site visits were made throughout the data collection 

process, thus providing the necessary context to understand how QCTs were applied in 

practice. Here, observations focussed on gaining a picture of operational environments 

(size, layout, location), aesthetics, public display of any sustainability-related accolades 

(e.g., certification or awards), signage reminding guests or employees of responsible 

behaviors (e.g., “please recycle”), resource reduction technologies or apparatuses (e.g., 

automatic sensor faucets), and public display of the business’ sustainability-related 

activities in media or marketing materials. For each business, recorded observations were 

merged with notes taken during semi-structured interviews to facilitate data analysis.  

The collection of numerous documentary and online materials was particularly 

important for semi-structured interview preparation because it informed customised 

interview questions for each business beyond the standard template. Such informed probes 

yielded the holistic insights necessary to identify QCT diversity. Secondary sources also 

provided an initial understanding of application contexts and allowed the researcher to 

make the best use of time during the interviews. With an understanding of existing 

engagement, the researcher could elicit informant descriptions surrounding the nature of 

their use, not simply their identification. In addition, the preparation assured that holistic 

understanding of QCT practice was gained, as it was considered plausible that informants 

would not be able to recall all facets of sustainability engagement during interviews. 

Finally, it provided the necessary efficiency to assure ample time to discuss other QCTs 

that may have not been listed on publically available sources. 
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Semi-Structured Interviews: Destination Organisations  

Relevant informants were contacted via personal e-mail messages which attached the 

ethical material documents describing the nature of study and the terms of their 

participation. Following written consent, four interviews were conducted with key 

informants of each organisation. Semi-structured interviews asked open-ended questions 

relating to (a) key sustainability-related issues facing the community, (b) sustainability-

related initiatives, resources, services, and QCTs, and (c) identification of business 

informants they thought would be suitable to facilitate a thorough investigation of QCT 

practice in the region (interview protocol available in Appendix F).  

 
Semi-Structured Interviews: Businesses    

Semi-structured interviews with key business informants were the primary source of 

data. Informants were invited to participate by personalised e-mail, which included the 

ethical clearance forms (written consent) outlining the nature of the study, terms of 

participation (including audio-recording for data analysis purposes), assurance of 

anonymity, and their right to withdraw any time from the process. The researcher also 

provided a letter of support from a prominent local tourism organisation.  

Most interviews were held in the informants’ operating location. Those held off site 

involved owner/operators that did not have a fixed office space and/or where the outdoors 

were essentially their operating context. In such cases, the researcher also became 

familiarised with these contexts during data collection, or already had a longstanding 

familiarity with these spaces. The interview process commenced once written consent was 

given. Prior to formal interview questions, informal conversations were held to establish 

trust and rapport (Babbie, 2004). Initial conversations helped to reignite direct or indirect 

ties, which proved advantageous during the interview. Upon initial meet and greet, 
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common responses were along the lines of, ‘You went to high school with my son’; ‘your 

mom was my son’s first grade teacher, how is she?’; ‘Oh, you’re Bill’s daughter!’, and; ‘I 

haven’t seen you since high school—great to see you!’ This interconnectivity proved 

invaluable for providing the rich insights necessary for such exploratory investigation. 

These longstanding social ties also reaffirmed a trusting relationship to promote 

trustworthiness of responses (Pitts & Miler-Day, 2007). 

Prior to the commencing audio-recording of the interviews and questioning, the 

researcher also presented a few PowerPoint slides that overviewed key concepts 

(sustainability, TBL, sustainable tourism and QCTs) to assure comprehension and 

awareness of topics discussed during the interviews; real world examples were given and 

technical terminology was avoided (Guba & Lincoln, 2005). All 27 interviews with 

business informants were subsequently audio-recorded with permission. Interview duration 

ranged from 50 minutes to 2+ hours, averaging approximately 1.5 hours.  

The semi-structured interview guide included open-ended questions, with core 

interview inquiries corresponding to the research questions (Berg, 2007). The guide was 

piloted with several informants having deep understandings of the Park City tourism 

industry, and subsequently refined. Sections on business context, affirmation of publically 

listed QCTs, their descriptions, and additional QCTs not listed publically, were included 

(interview protocol template provided in Appendix G). Initial contextual questions sought 

further insight into application contexts. Questions were customised according to perceived 

engagement (i.e., from semi-structured interview preparatory materials collected). Probes 

elicited responses relating to the distinction criteria. Each business was also asked about the 

dates of QCT adoption, and where necessary, whether a given QCT was adopted 

independently, or if its use was a component of another QCT. The latter probes were 

imperative to avoid an inflated depiction of diversity and prevalence (further discussed in 
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Section 3.6). To understand whether additional QCTs were used, but not listed publically, 

questions were framed using comprehensible terminology. For example, businesses were 

asked if they measured resource use or monitored progress, and subsequent probes elicited 

responses to inform their identification and conceptualisation. As will be discussed in the 

following chapter, this also provided the necessary insights for distinguishing among 

individual QCTs and organising them into suitable frameworks. Observation notes were 

also taken during semi-structured interviews, noting non-verbal cues and areas for further 

probing.  

To increase reliability, the test-retest method was used, wherein interviewees were 

asked the most crucial questions in different ways during the natural flow of conversation. 

Consistent answers indicated reliability (Babbie, 2004). If the answers were not consistent, 

probes were continued to understand the actual situation. In cases where informants used 

specified QCT “brands”, interview responses were compared with publically available 

online materials. Following each interview, yielded data such as adoption dates were 

incorporated into the respective adoption matrices. New QCTs, or areas of uncertainty 

surrounding independently adopted ones, were flagged for further investigation. The 

evolving adoption matrices for each business were inspected repeatedly throughout the 

process to ascertain adequacy (Creswell, 2007). 

 
3.6 DATA ANALYSIS 

In this empirical phase, data analysis techniques included coding, thematic analysis, 

inductive analysis, and content analysis (refer to Figure 3.1). Thematic analysis was 

conducted in each step of empirical data analysis (B-E). Content analysis was employed in 

the final step of empirical data analysis (E). Inductive analysis occurred throughout the 

process, drawing upon patterns within the data. Additional data interpretation techniques 
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included a typology and matrices during QCT identification (B) and organisation (C) 

(Gbrich, 2007; Jennings, 2010). All materials were continually compared to distinguish 

new QCTs, for avenues of diversity, and for context. The following overviews the data 

analysis techniques, and then elaborates the process of data analysis for each Step (B)-(E) 

of the empirical research phase.  

 
3.6.1 Material Preparation 

The materials for this phase included the outputs from the literature analysis, 

interview transcripts, field notes, and document and online materials; these data sources 

were used to understand the diversity of QCT practice within the destination. The semi-

structured interview transcripts were transcribed, rendering 500+ pages of single-spaced 

text. Transcripts were cleaned, and read at least twice prior to initial coding, facilitated by 

Nvivo software, tables, and matrices (Jennings, 2010). Field notes and online and 

documentary materials, coupled with initial analyses done on site, were also compiled to 

inform the analysis.  

 
3.6.2 Thematic Analysis 

Thematic analysis occurred in each Step (B)-(E) of data analysis. Thematic analysis is 

a well-regarded qualitative technique for capturing the complexities of textual data (Guest, 

MacQueen & Namey, 2012). It entails a data reduction and analysis strategy where the 

latter are segmented, categorised, summarised, and reconstructed to identify important 

concepts within the data set (Given, 2008). Implicit and explicit ideas, or themes, within the 

data are revealed and described (Guest et al., 2012). In this case, the themes were the QCTs 

themselves and avenues of their diversity (i.e., variability parameters, macro schemata). 

The product of thematic analysis is a description of the patterns (i.e., the QCTs and their 
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diversity) and a framework that unites them (i.e., typology and organisational framework 

(Given, 2008). 

Identified themes were coded through initial open and subsequent axial coding 

processes. Coding is the process of grouping evidence and labeling ideas until they reflect 

increasingly broader perspectives (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). Initial codes were 

derived from the tentative organisational framework obtained from the literature analysis 

(i.e., QCT and macro schemata). Additional codes were derived from the materials 

collected during the empirical phase. Initial open coding identified QCTs on a business-by-

business basis. These were transposed in an adoption table for each business for further 

coding and analysis. This was conducted for each business until all QCTs were derived. 

Subsequent axial and selective coding occurred throughout Steps (B)-(D) of QCT 

identification, organisation, and diversity. Axial coding looks for themes that cluster 

together, linking the sub-themes to an initial category that emerged during open coding 

(Creswell, 2007; Gbrich, 2007). In Step (B), QCT identification, axial coding refined the 

list of QCTs identified during initial and open coding; QCTs that were indicative of the 

same, as per the QCT distinction protocol, were coded as such. Selective coding followed 

axial coding; one core category is analysed, and claims are linked and refined. This was 

employed to refine the organisational framework (Step (C)), which then permitted the same 

to identify Buffet diversity across the macro schemata and emergent diversity themes (Step 

(D)). Additional visual analysis techniques were used to refine the organisational 

framework (matrices). In Step (E), following content analysis, thematic analysis was also 

employed to draw out the diversity of the most frequently adopted QCTs in each menu. 

Occurring within all steps of data analysis was consideration of QCTs independently 

adopted versus bundled use. This process was necessary to avoid an overinflated depiction 
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of diversity and prevalence; thematic analysis was employed to do so, and the process will 

be described in the subsequent section. 

 
3.6.3 Content Analysis 

The outputs from Steps (B)-(C) distinguished the Buffet from the other menus, 

thereby permitting content analysis to understand QCT prevalence in the final Step (E). 

Content analysis detects, records, and analyses the presence of words or concepts in forms 

of communication (Sproule, 2010). Here, it enumerated the number of businesses adopting 

each QCT, the combination of QCT adopted by each business, the number of businesses 

engaging in each menu, and the operating characteristics of businesses within a given menu 

engagement grouping. The codes were the QCTs, derived from Steps (B)-(D). This offered 

the insights to fulfill RQ3. As this empirical phase emphasises Buffet diversity, it also 

offered a broad depiction of Buffet prevalence (i.e., number of businesses engaging in the 

[Buffet] menu) as well as a narrow depiction (i.e., number of businesses adopting each 

Buffet QCT).  

Inherent to both thematic and content analysis, an inductive process cross-compared 

between themes, the empirical materials collected, and the literature (Creswell, 2007). 

Inductive analysis was also employed to identify QCTs when expressed as actions in Step 

(B), as consistent with that described in Step (A). The secondary and primary data were 

continually compared throughout the process for corroboration, detail, and to identify new 

QCTs and diversity (variability parameters). The following describes the data analysis 

process.  

 
3.6.4 Research Steps (B)-(E) and Outputs  

Steps B to E of this process are described below, following from Step (A) as presented 

in Section 3.4. The key outputs from each step are also introduced. The protocol to 
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distinguish independent QCT adoption versus bundled use follows; this was particularly 

imperative in the initial Step (B), from which subsequent depictions of QCT organisation, 

diversity, and prevalence were derived. 

 
Step (B) QCT Identification 

QCT identification employed thematic analysis to identify the QCTs within the 

destination. Those identified in the literature analysis provided the basis of comparison to 

ascertain whether they were indicative of the same, or newly emergent. QCT identification 

was conducted for each business, according to sector, and then aggregated to understand 

those used within the destination.   

The process of QCT identification was three-fold, which commenced during data 

collection. For each business, first, thematic analysis of the online materials gathered 

during data collection rendered an initial depiction of the diversity of QCTs adopted. 

Online materials included business’ websites, corporate affiliate websites where applicable, 

and QCT brand websites. These were transposed into initial tables. 

Second, thematic analysis of interview transcripts refined adoption for each business. 

Relevant data sources collected during the empirical phase were similarly drawn upon (i.e., 

field notes, online and documentary materials relating to QCT brands, corporate affiliate 

sustainability initiatives, documents provided by businesses interviews, initial tables). They 

were analysed as necessary for their identification, conceptualisation, and organisation. 

Some QCTs were clearly identifiable, since informants referenced them by name (e.g., 

certification, award), or brand (e.g., LEED certification). In other cases, businesses would 

describe QCTs, but not reference them by name or brand. In such cases, thematic analysis 

grouped actions, process, plans, and procedures that were used to progress towards a 

common goal, such as waste management. Similarly, inductive analysis was employed 
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when businesses referred to QCT embedded actions (consistent with Step (A)). For 

example, if a manager stated that they measured gallons of water consumed monthly, this 

suggested the use of a performance indicator (Toth, 2006; Weaver, 2006). Thematic 

analysis also drew upon the relevant materials to ascertain whether a QCT was used 

independently, or was bundled within another; this independent adoption versus bundled 

use is articulated in the final subsection. The resultant QCTs were recorded in tables for 

each business. 

A third facet of identification involved determining whether an empirically derived 

QCT was indicative of an existing one identified in the literature analysis, or a newly 

emergent one. The distinction criteria identified in the literature analysis were drawn upon 

to do so. The empirically derived QCT was continuously compared to those identified in 

the literature across these criteria. This yielded a “short list” of QCTs identified in the 

literature that were similar to their empirically derived counterparts. The empirically 

derived one was then compared with each of these existing ones (i.e., literature analysis), 

again guided by the distinction criteria. If the empirically derived QCT was indicative of an 

existing one, fourth, further analysis identified its diversity, as per the identified variability 

parameters identified in the literature analysis; this provided the necessary insights to 

organise them in a typology.  

If the empirically derived QCT was not congruent with any of those identified in the 

literature analysis across all distinction criteria, they were coded as a new one. Those new 

ones were then compared across all distinction criteria to understand whether they were 

indicative of the same. Each new QCT was similarly analysed to ascertain the way that it 

varied for further distinction in the typology. Once all were identified, a typology approach 

organised them. This typology is the key output for this step (B), introduced in Chapter 5.  
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Step (C) Quality Control Tool Organisation 

The process of QCT organisation followed. All QCTs identified in the literature 

analysis and empirically were organised in the organisational framework as per RQ4. As 

articulated in Figure 3.1, Step (C), analysis of materials (diversity analysis) and visual 

analysis techniques (organisation by macro schemata) refined the organisational framework 

to accommodate added empirical diversity. Analysis of materials and visual analysis 

techniques were compared to refine the framework to effectively organise the added 

empirical diversity. The comparison of the visual and diversity analyses considered each of 

the macro schemata that underpin the framework. The QCTs identified empirically were 

organised across each macro schemata, using protocols consistent with that set forth in the 

literature analysis. For the menus, for example, QCTs were organised across the 

corresponding macro schemata, yielding a visual illustration. Prior to distinguishing them 

as the Buffet or Set Menu, thematic analysis identified the emergent diversity of QCT; this 

diversity was reduced into key sentences.  

Subsequently, the original Buffet and Set Menu segregations from the literature 

analysis were transposed over the illustration; QCT diversity within each menu was also 

thematically analysed, and reduced into phrases and conceptualisations that best describe 

that menu. The diversity of the initially identified QCT clusters was then compared to this 

menu description to ascertain fit. If incongruences emerged, the organisation of QCTs 

across the macro schemata were subsequently refined and re-organised. In turn, the 

classification protocols for segregating QCTs in groupings with similar characteristics were 

similarly refined as necessary. The refined macro schemata were then combined in the final 

organisational framework that captures empirical diversity.  
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The key output for this phase was the updated diversity framework that captures QCT 

diversity in industry practice, addressing RQ3, which permitted subsequent investigation of 

diversity – and specifically that of the Buffet - and prevalence in industry practice. 

 
Step (D) Diversity  

Identification of QCT diversity emphasised the Buffet. With refined organisational 

scaffolding, diversity was identified collectively across the macro schemata to address 

RQ4. Subsequently, a targeted analysis identified Buffet diversity across the macro 

schemata and the variability parameters. Buffet QCTs were thematically analysed 

collectively, drawing out key diversity themes. These variability parameters were compared 

to existing ones to understand whether new avenues of diversity emerged. The key output 

was to yield insight into QCT diversity in industry practice, and specifically, Buffet 

diversity (RQ4). 

 
Step (E) Prevalence 

With all QCTs identified and organised, and their menus distinguished, it was possible 

to identify prevalence through content analysis. Prevalence was expressed in terms of 

QCTs and menus; the latter are particularly important to understand Buffet prevalence, and 

in turn, ascertain whether the Buffet Effect is evident within the case study. Content 

analysis involved first enumerating the QCTs independently adopted by each business, as 

per their adoption table rendered during Step (B) of QCT identification. The resultant 

adoption frequency table showed the number of businesses adopting each QCT within each 

menu. The adoption frequencies were then analysed and compared; the most and least 

frequently adopted QCTs within each menu were identified across all menus collectively. 

Thematic analysis then explored the overarching diversity of QCTs adopted within each 

menu, as gauged by the variability parameters. This yielded insight into the diversity of the 
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most frequently adopted QCTs within each menu, and the number of businesses adopting 

each Buffet QCT. 

Content analysis then identified the prevalence of menu engagement, expressed as the 

number of businesses engaging in each menu; if a business adopted one QCT within a 

menu, they were considered an adopter for that menu. Menu engagement groupings were 

then explored to draw out patterns, themes, and explore the characteristics of businesses 

within each menu engagement grouping. This provided a second indication of Buffet 

prevalence, in terms of the number of businesses engaging in the Buffet (menu).  

Another byproduct of the above was a depiction of the combination of QCTs used by 

each business. These mixes were subsequently merged onto a matrix for further analysis. 

Businesses with similar operating characteristics were compared to see whether similarities 

or divergences existed in the combination of QCTs adopted. Key adoption patterns were 

drawn out, their relevance assessed, and integrated into the findings. Collectively, this 

rendered business adoption by QCT, menu, and QCT mix. In doing so, it identified Buffet 

prevalence by QCT (number of businesses adopting each Buffet QCT) and menu (number 

of businesses adopting at least one Buffet QCT). The key output of this phase was fulfilling 

RQ5, which sought to identify QCT prevalence in industry practice, with particular focus 

on the Buffet.  

 
Independent Quality Control Tool Adoption Versus Bundled Use  

This research makes a distinction between independent QCT adoption and bundled 

use. This is an essential distinction given that tourism certification programs represent an 

amalgam of numerous QCTs. For example, if a business uses a tourism certification 

program (Set Menu), they will also use policies (Buffet) because the latter are among the 

constituent QCTs bundled within the former. The former reflects independent use, while 
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the latter reflects bundled use. To the author’s knowledge, prior study has not derived a 

protocol to distinguish independent QCT adoption from bundled use. This study therefore 

devised a systematic protocol to do so, and which can be replicated to inform future study.  

This study employed various measures to ascertain independent QCT adoption versus 

bundled use, which was undertaken prior to semi-structured interviews, during semi-

structured interviews, and throughout data analysis these measures were combined 

throughout the study. Key measures summarised in Figure 3.4 include sequencing, triggers, 

probes, diversity, ephemerality, and QCT structures.  

 
Figure 3.4 Protocol for Independent Quality Control Tool Adoption 
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During review of online materials, the QCTs adopted for each business were placed in a 
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sustainability policy, this would then signal the need for appropriate probing surrounding 

(1) independent use or part of certification program requirements, and (2) date of adoption. 

Sequencing was also imperative during data analysis (i.e., Step (B)).   

This leads to the measures taken during semi-structured interviews. In such cases 

where potential overlap triggers ensued, probes elicited responses that directly asked 

businesses whether the QCT was used as part of their certification program, or if it was 

used independently of the program. An additional check confirmed their date of adoption. 

For example, if a business adopted a certification program, then claimed use of a policy, 

probes would elicit responses surrounding (1) whether this was part of certification 

program requirements and (2) date of adoption of the policy and receipt of certification. If 

the QCT was adopted as part of certification program requirements, and/or adopted prior to 

certification, it could be ascertained that this was not used independently.  

The QCT structures were important measures to consider during semi-structured 

interview probes and data analysis. For example, when a business claimed use of a given 

QCT, probes elicited responses surrounding the nature of its use so that the constituent 

QCTs bundled within could be identified during analysis, and segregated as bundled use.  

The ephemerality of QCTs is a similarly important measure in ascertaining 

independent adoption versus bundled use during analysis. Some QCTs are ephemeral in 

nature, such as awards; their use lasts for a fixed duration (Weaver, 2006; Weaver et al., 

2013). Therefore QCTs with similar diversity adopted after the award was received could 

potentially be a QCT adopted independently. One business, for example, received a “green 

spa” award. The date of adoption and receipt of award was asked. During data analysis, any 

“green spa” related QCT adopted prior to receipt of award was not counted as a QCT 

independently adopted for consistency. If adopted after receipt of the award, it could be 
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considered as adopted independently due to the ephemerality of awards. Further 

interrogation ensued during interviews (i.e., probes) and analysis (transcripts). 

Another important measure is the diversity of QCTs adopted. For example, Leadership 

in Energy Efficiency Design (LEED) certification emphasises ‘hardware’ considerations 

relating to operational management; they set forth requirements relating to modifications to 

fixed operating components such as building facing to reduce energy draws, energy 

efficient sensor systems, solar panels, responsible building materials, and so forth. Thus, 

any “hardware”-centric QCTs relating to green building or energy were not counted as 

independently adopted QCTs during data analysis for consistency. This was cross-

referenced with interview transcripts of probes (independent use and date of adoption), and 

where applicable, online materials of the specific brand under question (e.g., LEED 

certification).  

 
This empirical research phase sets the context for third propositional phase of the 

research where the combined insights from the literature analysis and empirical phase 

inform a framework to realign sustainable tourism QCT theory and practice to addressing 

RQ6. 

 
3.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter outlined the multi-method qualitative approach employed to address the 

research questions of this thesis. In the first phase, the literature analysis used an inductive 

approach. Relevant secondary materials were content and inductively analysed to identify 

initial QCT diversity as per RQ1, and create a framework that organises this diversity as per 

RQ2. Specifically, this involved identification of diversity themes, QCT identification, and 

QCT organisation, thus providing the necessary outputs to inform the subsequent empirical 

phase. Key outputs emerging from this initial phase included (a) variability parameters that 
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encapsulate collective QCT diversity, including those selected to underpin the 

organisational framework; (b) a tentative typology that identifies the focal QCTs to lie 

within the framework, and for subsequent empirical elaboration; (c) an organisational 

framework that captures QCT diversity as per secondary sources (RQ2), and; (d) the 

diversity of QCTs as per secondary sources across three crucial dimensions (i.e., macro 

schemata) (RQ1). This tentatively articulated the latent constructs of the Buffet and Set 

Menu for subsequent empirical investigation of the alleged Buffet Effect. 

The empirical phase employed a case study approach in the ski resort destination of 

Park City, USA to identify QCT diversity in industry practice as per RQ3, refine the 

organisational framework to effectively capture this diversity to address RQ4, and identify 

QCT prevalence as per RQ5. Diverse data collection methods were employed, including 

semi-structured interviews, observations and site visits, and documentary and online 

materials. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with destination organisation 

informants for context, but primarily to refine the questions for businesses and inform the 

list of potential business informants. Purposeful sampling predicated on maximum variation 

techniques, and subsequent snowball sampling, yielded 27 semi-structured interviews with 

business informants representing three sectors (accommodations, attractions, and tour 

operators). Observation and site visits were compiled in field notes to gain a better 

understanding of the operating contexts in which QCTs are applied. Prior to semi-

structured interviews, online and documentary materials were reviewed (i.e., business 

websites, corporate affiliate websites, QCT brands) to inform the interviews. Data analysis 

techniques included thematic analysis, coding, inductive analysis, and content analysis. A 

protocol for identifying independent QCT adoption as opposed to bundled use was 

introduced to avoid an inflated depiction of diversity and prevalence. This rendered key 
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outputs of a typology and fulfilling focal research questions of this phase (RQ3, RQ4, 

RQ5). 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

LITERATURE ANALYSIS 
 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The following inductive analysis of the sustainable tourism literature identifies QCT 

diversity to address RQ1, and creates an appropriate organisational framework to capture 

this emergent diversity to fulfill RQ2. Figure 4.1 shows the trajectory of this chapter, 

depicting the outputs necessary to fulfill the research questions and inform the subsequent 

empirical phase. 

 
Figure 4.1 Literature Analysis Trajectory 
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Section 4.2 contextualises Chapter 4 by revisiting the alleged Buffet Effect, 

introducing key concepts necessary for QCT organisation. Section 4.3 then identifies 

collective QCT diversity, yielding latent classification criteria to potentially underpin the 

organisational framework. Those aligning with established guidelines are selected, 

producing the first input for the framework, which are the classification criteria across 

which QCTs are organised. Section 4.4 identifies QCTs, and introduces a protocol that 

distinguishes among them individually. This yields the QCTs that will serve as the units of 

analysis in this study, the second necessary input for the framework. Section 4.5 organises 

QCT diversity across the selected classification criteria, giving rise to attendant macro 

schemata. The incremental classification of QCTs across each distinguishes the latent 

constructs of the Buffet and Set Menu. The macro schemata are then combined in the 

organisational framework that captures QCT diversity, and identifies the diversity therein 

(RQ1, RQ2). This provides the foundation for subsequent empirical refinement and 

investigation in Chapter 5. 

 
4.2 BUFFET EFFECT REVISITED 

The potential Buffet Effect is conceptualised as follows: tourism certification program 

adoption is low, which is partly related to their comprehensive, conformance-centric 

configuration involving the use of numerous QCTs as amalgamated under one overarching 

system and subject to independent verification. Yet, businesses are apparently using other 

sustainability-oriented QCTs, including those bundled within tourism certification 

programs. This approach offers less rigorous and comparatively more flexible pathways for 

sustainability progress, and lacks mechanisms for independent assurance. Metaphorically, 

certification programs are akin to a QCT Set Menu, while the deconstructed “ingredients” 

that comprise each entrée, used independently, constitute a QCT Buffet. These constructs 
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are referred to hereinafter as the “Buffet” and “Set Menu”. Weaver’s (2006) original 

Quality Control Spectrum broadly reflects the latent construct of the Buffet through the 

relatively weak QCTs (policies and codes of conduct), and the Set Menu through the 

stronger certification programs which contain the former ingredients bundled within. Due 

to this congruence, the Buffet Effect is the propositional context in which this study 

investigates QCT diversity, organisation, and prevalence.  

 
4.3 QUALITY CONTROL TOOL DIVERSITY  

 Collective QCT diversity is encapsulated into variability parameters, which reflect 

how QCTs can concurrently vary. The variability parameters represent latent classification 

criteria, and those selected are the first necessary input for the organisational framework. 

Seven major candidates were considered for inclusion in the selection exercise, based on 

the four guidelines described in Chapter 3 (i.e. Buffet/Set Menu distinction, feasibility, 

mutual exclusion and practical utility). Three were ultimately selected and four excluded, as 

depicted in Figure 4.2, and described subsequently. Because the process of identifying the 

variability parameters was informed by and concurrent with the process of identifying the 

actual QCTs during the literature analysis, examples of the QCTs identified are briefly 

drawn upon to illustrate the variability parameters.   

Each variability parameter is multifaceted, and it is the attendant sub-parameters that 

permit useful classification. For example, the single variability parameter of strength in the 

original Quality Control Spectrum of Weaver (2006) has weak, intermediate, and strong 

dimensions along which its four QCTs are organised. Accordingly, for each variability 

parameter, its sub-parameters are also highlighted.  
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Figure 4.2. Variability Parameters  
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These insights can be leveraged as warranted for the subsequent progression of sustainable 

tourism theory and practice as per RQ6 in the forthcoming Chapter 6. 

However, the presentation of strength in Weaver (2006) also has limitations arising 

from the small number of included QCTs (4). With expectations that a much larger array of 

QCTs will emerge, the simple sub-parameters of weak, intermediate, and strong lacks the 

precision to accommodate this revealed diversity. A more sophisticated protocol to identify 

conceptual strength is therefore warranted. From this one-dimensional spectrum, what can 

be ascertained is that certification programs are the conceptually strongest QCT. Chapter 2 

also found that certification programs can be described as QCT amalgams, with numerous 

constituent QCTs bundled within. Furthermore, these constituent QCTs are functionally 

diverse, progressing sustainability management (i.e., sustainability management systems 

[SMS]), assessment (i.e., baseline evaluations), measurement (i.e., performance indicators), 

monitoring, and so forth (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Font, 2002; Font & Buckley, 2001; 

Honey, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001; GSTC, 2016, 2017). Thus, what separates the 

conceptually strongest QCTs from others in Weaver (2006) is that they are highly 

agglomerated, with numerous, functionally diverse QCTs bundled within.  

Accordingly, the variability parameter of strength can be re-conceptualised as the 

functional diversity of the QCTs bundled within a given QCT. For example, a policy is 

weak when used in isolation (Weaver, 2006). However, its conceptual strength is amplified 

when paired with (a) performance indicators to measure stated goals set forth in the policy, 

(b) action plans and best practices to organise and implement progress towards these goals, 

and (c) mechanisms to continuously assess progress. In effect, greater functional diversity 

of the QCTs bundled within a given QCT equate with more mechanisms being in place to 

facilitate sustainability progress. This rationale will therefore inform an original 

classification protocol to organise QCTs by conceptual strength, which will be articulated 
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in Section 4.5. In doing so, it will offer a more sophisticated, precise classification protocol 

for strength, and aligns with the remaining guidelines of mutual exclusion in classification 

across its sub-parameters and practical utility for selection. 

 
Function 

QCTs also vary in the ways they primarily advance sustainability progress (Lesar, 

Weaver & Gardiner, 2015). For example, awards are prestige-conferring mechanisms that 

highlight sustainability achievements in the market (Font & Buckley, 2001; Font & Tribe, 

2001; Weaver, 2006; Weaver et al., 2013), while codes of conduct build capacity for 

sustainable travel, educating constituents about responsible behaviors in natural and 

cultural environments (Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Weaver, 2006). Other 

voluntary mechanisms that qualify as QCTs include environmental management systems 

(EMS) and performance indicators. EMS assists sustainability management (Chan, 2008; 

El Dief & Font, 2011; Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Mensah, 2014; Tinsley, 2001), while 

performance indicators measure sustainability progress and permit its monitoring (Ayuso, 

2007; Black & Crabtree, 2007; Toth, 2006). The CSR literature revealed that the Global 

Reporting Initiative (GRI) sets forth their GRI standards for sustainability reporting, 

whereas the Greenhouse Gas Initiative permits the same (Buckley, 2012; De Grosbois & 

Fennell; 2011; Dodds & Joppe, 2005).  

Function therefore refers to how QCTs primarily advance sustainability progress, 

specifically through attendant sub-parameters of sustainability management, prestige 

conferral, assessment, guidance and capacity building, and measurement, monitoring, and 

reporting. These sub-parameters are formally expressed here as Management Tools, 

Prestige Tools, Assessment Tools, Guidance and Capacity Building Tools, and 

Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools (discussed further in Section 4.5.1). 
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Notably, while each QCT primarily advances a given function, they may also possess 

secondary functions that ultimately augment the primary one. For example, sustainable 

tourism certification programs also entail mechanisms that facilitate the assessment of 

sustainability progress. However, these assessment mechanisms ultimately contribute to its 

primary function of facilitating sustainability management (Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

Honey, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001). Given the extreme complexity of these secondary 

functions, this study focuses on primary function for organising QCT diversity. However, 

secondary functions are implicated in selected illustrations (i.e., those relating to conceptual 

strength, now relating to functional diversity of QCT structures).  

Function has the added merit of readily understood terminology, and offers practical 

utility for academics and practitioners alike because it shows how QCTs can progress 

sustainability (Lesar et al., 2015). It also permits mutual exclusion in classification, and 

feasibility of classification across its identified sub-parameters; the latter offer a 

manageable set for cross-organising QCTs. While function does not align with the 

underlying characteristics of the Buffet and Set Menu, it is a necessary precursory to 

identify conceptual strength; this is because strength is now predicated on the functional 

diversity of QCTs bundled within another. In effect, function indirectly distinguishes the 

latent constructs of the Buffet and Set Menu. Accordingly, the variability parameter of 

function will underpin the framework, and serve as a key barometer of QCT diversity in 

this study.  

 
Conformance Structure 

The literature shows that QCTs vary by the framework of sustainability progress 

offered and the degree to which mechanisms are in place to assure adherence to these 

frameworks. For example, certification programs offer a comprehensive, prescribed 
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standard. A high degree of external oversight associates with their use as verification of 

conformance is compulsory, and most require continuous performance monitoring to assure 

continued compliance to stated claims through annual reports or continuous verification 

(Bien, 2006; Font, 2002; Honey, 2007; Toth, 2002). They offer nominal flexibility in that 

deviation from prescribed baseline requirements jeopardises certification (Honey, 2007). 

They therefore manifest as a highly structured QCT. 

In contrast, policies exemplify a more flexible QCT. They can be opportunistically 

adopted at business discretion, do not have a prescribed framework for adherence, and their 

use does not require independent verification of conformance (Weaver, 2006). Codes of 

conduct are a semi-structured QCT; businesses declare a commitment to implementing a 

specified array of code directives, but users are not usually subject to independent 

verification (Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Weaver, 2006).  

Other QCTs offer a comprehensive, prescribed framework for sustainability progress 

that entails systematic and documented sustainable tourism practice, but independent 

verification of conformance is variable, and sometimes optional. The Global Reporting 

Initiative standards are illustrative. They offer a prescribed framework of detailed CSR 

reporting guidelines to be followed systematically, but make it optional for users to have 

their adherence independently verified (De Grosbois & Font, 2011; GRI, 2016). As such, 

they represent an optional highly structured QCT.  

Accordingly, the variability parameter of conformance structure relates to the nature 

of sustainability standards, directives, or frameworks guiding sustainability progress, and 

the degree to which mechanisms are in place to assure adherence. It entails the four 

identified sub-parameters, ranging from high to low, of highly structured (prescribed 

framework, compulsory verified adherence), optional high structured (prescribed 
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framework, variable verified adherence), semi-structured (semi-prescribed framework, self-

declarations of adherence) and flexible (ad hoc practice, no adherence). 

The variability parameter of conformance structure has identified sub-parameters that 

embody a “high” to “flexible” continuum, and offers mutual exclusion in classification. It 

also has practical utility for selection among practitioners, reflecting the nature of using 

QCTs as well as the relative procedural rigour. Moreover, it aligns with the underlying 

characteristics of the Buffet and Set Menu. As identified in Section 4.2, what largely 

distinguishes the certification program Set Menu is the mechanisms for independent 

assurance to a rigorous, comprehensive standard of sustainable tourism practice. This 

parallels the most rigid conformance structure (highly structured). In contrast, the Buffet 

can be adopted in a more opportunistic fashion, reflecting the most flexible conformance 

structure. While conformance structure does not offer readily comprehensible terminology 

as such, the metaphorical menus can be used instead. For example, those with flexible 

structures can be described as the Buffet, signaling that they can be used in a similarly ad 

hoc, self-paced fashion as that of a buffet dining experience. Given alignment with the 

guidelines and research questions, the variability parameter of conformance structure is 

therefore selected to underpin the framework.  

 
4.3.2 Excluded Variability Parameters 

The following introduces the remaining variability parameters. While excluded from 

the organisational framework, they still inform the discussion in Section 4.4 of QCT 

identification and distinction protocols. For each in turn, brief descriptions are provided and 

key divergences from the selection guidelines that render them unsuitable for organising 

QCT diversity are outlined.   
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Triple Bottom Line Focus 

QCTs vary by the TBL focus they emphasise. For example, sustainable tourism 

certification programs are holistic, addressing all three TBL dimensions (Black & Crabtree, 

2007; Honey, 2002). Environmental certification programs, such as the Green Tourism 

Business Scheme, emphasise environmental considerations but also implicate economic 

impacts through realised eco-savings (Dunk et al., 2016; Font & Harris, 2004; Sampaio et 

al., 2012). Some QCTs however address one TBL consideration partially. For example, 

waste management policies address one sub-dimension of the environmental TBL (waste). 

QCTs, in principle, can therefore be multi-dimensional (emphasising all three TBL 

considerations), bi-dimensional (two considerations) or uni-dimensional (one TBL 

consideration or sub-dimension), which entail its sub-parameters. However, all three sub-

parameters are interconnected and hence cross-implicated (El Dief & Font, 2011; Font & 

Harris, 2004).  

TBL focus was excluded for organisational purposes because it conflicts with 

selection guidelines by posing limitations for practical utility; conceivably, all QCTs can 

vary by the same TBL focus, which can group QCTs together with diverse characteristics. 

For example, certification programs and policies both manifest as environmentally 

focussed. In turn, organising QCTs by TBL focus can group QCTs together that are polar 

opposites in procedural rigour and strength (Ayuso, 2007; Weaver, 2006). This 

problematises QCT selection among practitioners. The fact that all QCTs can vary by the 

same TBL focus, secondly, also suggests limited capacity to distinguish the Buffet and Set 

Menu.  
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Industry Applicability 

The literature reveals that some QCTs are designed for businesses with specific 

operating characteristics such as geography, sector, and size (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Font 

& Buckley, 2001; Honey & Rome, 2001; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Nicholls & Kang, 

2012; Park & Millar, 2016; Sasidharan et al., 2002). For example, Costa Rica’s 

Certification for Sustainable Tourism is designed for use by accommodations in Costa Rica 

(DestiNet, 2014); the Green Globe certification program is designed for tourism businesses 

internationally (Parsons & Grant, 2007); LEED certification is designed for any business in 

the national context of the United States (Millar & Baloglu, 2011); the Sustainable Slopes 

program is designed for use by North American ski resorts (Needham & Little, 2013; 

Smerecnik & Adnersen, 2011), and the Hotel Investment Conference Asia Pacific 

Sustainable Hotel award is applicable to hotels in the Asia-Pacific region (Weaver et al., 

2013). Accordingly, the variability parameter of industry applicability refers to QCTs 

whose design is tailored for use by businesses with specified operating characteristics such 

as geography, industry, sector, and size (i.e., sub-parameters).  

Industry applicability conflicts with the selection guidelines of mutual exclusion and 

Buffet and Set Menu distinction. For example, the Sustainable Slopes program can 

concurrently be organised by across two sub-parameters of sector (ski resorts) and 

geography (North America). This variability parameter is also incongruent with the 

underlying characteristics of the Buffet and Set Menu, and therefore poses nominal utility 

for distinguishing among the menu constructs.  

 
Administering Organisation 

QCTs vary by the entity responsible for their development and management (Font & 

Buckley, 2001). The EarthCheck certification program is illustrative. EC3 Global 
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administers the actual certification program, yet its use is designed for tourism businesses 

external from, and independent of their organisation (Weaver & Lawton, 2014). In contrast, 

Hilton’s ‘we care!’ program is administered by Hilton Corporation, and intended for use 

among affiliate Hilton properties (Bohdanowicz et al., 2011). While administration is often 

discussed in the context of certification programs (Font, 2001), it applies to all QCTs.  

Accordingly, the variability parameter of administering organisation refers to the 

organisation that manages and administers QCTs. It has attendant sub-parameters of 

external and internal QCTs. External QCTs are managed by organisations independent of 

the tourism businesses, or their affiliated corporations, for which their use is intended, such 

as EarthCheck. Notably, many of the QCTs emphasised in the literature are external QCTs 

(e.g., Bricker & Schultz, 2011; Carasuk et al., 2013; Sampaio et al., 2012; Font & Buckley, 

2001; Chan, 2008, 2011; Bricker & Schultz, 2011; Strambach & Sumeier, 2013; Nicholls & 

Kang, 2012; Park & Millar, 2016; Weaver, et al., 2013). Internal QCTs are administered by 

the businesses themselves and/or their affiliate corporation, designed for intra-

organisational use, such as Hilton’s ‘we care!’ program (Bohdanowicz & Zientara, 2008).  

Administering organisation does not align with selection guidelines. Firstly, the 

feasibility of classification is questionable. While conceivably all QCTs classify 

dichotomously as external or internal QCTs, this cannot be readily deduced for all QCTs in 

the literature due to lack of context. Secondly, the dichotomous sub-parameters of 

administering organisation lacks differentiation to adequately distinguish the Buffet and Set 

Menu.  

 
Mechanics 

Notwithstanding more recent insights (De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011; El Dief & Font, 

2011; Graci & Dodds, 2015), the early QCT literature is largely conceptual, explanatory, 
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and evaluative in nature, and highlights the inherent complexities of the “nuts and bolts” of 

QCT programmatic design. These include standard methodologies (i.e., process-based, 

performance-based, and hybrid, teleological vs. deontological codes), assessment methods 

(on-site versus remote), membership structures (e.g., one-time or continuous application 

and/or enrollment fees), rating systems (criteria and point gradations), methods of 

recognition of superior sustainable tourism practice (i.e., hierarchical, pass/ fail, or 

membership), resource accounting methodologies (i.e., type 1, 2, 3 emissions, 

indirect/induced impacts), and sustainability management methods (hardware-centric 

(operational management) versus software-centric (organisational management)) (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Blangy & Epler Wood, 1993; Buckley, 2002; Bien, 2006; Font, 2001; 

Honey, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001; Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Synergy, 

2000; Toth, 2002, 2006). These nuts and bolts of QCT programmatic design, 

conceptualised as the variability parameter of mechanics, entail an immense number of 

such sub-parameters. 

Mechanics are incongruent with most selection guidelines. The immense number of 

sub-parameters stunts feasibility of classification; it is questionable whether the sub-

parameters are viably identifiable due to the widespread variability of QCT programmatic 

design, further confounded by the lack of transparency of programmatic features for many 

QCTs (Buckley, 2013). Moreover, mechanics is complex in terms of concepts and 

terminology, which limits its practical utility. Many tourism businesses are not conscious of 

QCT availability, let alone their defining programmatic intricacies (Fairweather et al., 

2005; Nicholls & Kang, 2012). Finally, it does not permit mutual exclusion in classification 

across sub-parameters. The Sustainable Tourism Education Program, for example, is a 

hybrid certification program (i.e., standard methodology: hybrid standard) but also a 
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hierarchical certification program (i.e., methods for recognition: awards bronze, silver, 

gold, and platinum certification) (DestiNet, 2014). 

 
4.4 QUALITY CONTROL TOOL IDENTIFICATION 

The three variability parameters across which QCTs will be organised are the first 

necessary input for the framework. This section introduces the second necessary input - the 

QCTs themselves that serve as the basic units of analysis in this study. Initially, the four 

qualifying criteria guiding the inclusion of QCTs are briefly reiterated. Subsequently, the 

implicit modes of QCT practice evident in the literature are identified; from this a suitable 

protocol for distinguishing among individual QCTs is deduced. The distinction criteria 

underlying this protocol follow, and key concepts and terminology emerging from the 

analysis are articulated.  

 
4.4.1 Quality Control Tool Qualifying Criteria Revisited 

A central qualifying criterion was introduced in Chapter 2 as voluntary, business 

specific QCTs, defined as voluntary mechanisms (products, processes, practices, and 

services) for quality in sustainable tourism progress. Other qualifying criteria set forth in 

Chapter 3 include QCTs that are (a) re-occurring themes in (b) the English language 

sustainable tourism literature, (c) included in prior studies in North American ski resorts, 

and (d) where adequacy was achieved surrounding their independent use. 

 
4.4.2 Implicit Modes of Quality Control Tool Practice 

While the original Quality Control Spectrum identifies four QCTs, other voluntary 

mechanisms qualify as well. Among those re-occurring in the environmental management 

literature are environmental management systems, environmental programs, and 

environmental best practices (Ayuso, 2006, 2007; Best & Thapa, 2011, 2013; El Dief & 
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Font, 2012; Tinsley, 2001). “Environmentally friendly practices” and “green practices”, 

terms used synonymously with the latter (Le et al., 2006 p. 556; Nichols & Kang, 2012 p. 

961; Rahman, Reynolds & Svaren, 2012 p. 720), indicate a high level of semantic 

promiscuity; as per these studies and others, the individual QCT of best practices is 

conceptualised here as singular actions to progress TBL outcomes through, for example, 

recycling, reuse, composting, energy efficient lighting, and low-flow fixtures (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Erdogan & Baris, 2007; Le et al., 2006; Mensah, 2006; Nicholls & Kang, 

2012). To this end, other studies refer to them as “voluntary environmental actions” 

(Blanco, Rey-Maquiera & Lozan, 2009 p.112).  

The CSR literature also highlights a range of QCTs for reporting, such as the Global 

Reporting Initiative standards and Greenhouse Gas Protocol (Buckley, 2012; Font et al., 

2012; De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011), and systems for benchmarking and reporting progress 

used by corporate hoteliers (Bohdanowicz, Zientara & Novotna, 2011). Policies are 

similarly evident throughout sustainable tourism inquiry (Ayuso, 2007; Black & Crabtree, 

2007; Dodds & Kuehnel, 2010; Nichols & Kang, 2012). Empirical studies explore awards 

(Weaver et al., 2013) and codes of conduct (Ayuso, 2006, 2007), and are aptly conveyed in 

the conceptual literature with real world examples (Font & Tribe, 2001; Font & Buckley, 

2001; Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Toplis, 2007; Weaver, 2006). 

TripAdvisor’s GreenLeaders program is among the more recent QCTs gaining traction in 

empirical research, within the ecolabel genre (Londoño & Hernandez-Maskivker, 2016; 

Nicholls & Kang, 2012; Yu, Li & Jai, 2017). “Ecolabel” is used here to designate QCTs 

that entail a marketable logo for businesses adhering to externally prescribed criteria (Font 

& Buckley, 2001). 

Performance indicators are also among the longstanding QCTs explored conceptually 

(Black & Crabtree, 2007; Toth, 2006) or empirically (Ayuso, 2006, 2007). Other resource 
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accounting tools gaining traction in the literature are environmental footprint calculators 

(De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011). Also evident are QCTs that assist businesses to build 

capacity for sustainable tourism, such as industry guidance manuals (Bohdanowicz, 2006; 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Honey & Stewart, 2002; Synergy, 2000). Sustainability education 

programs for guests, moreover, are evident as mechanisms to raise awareness about 

sustainability-related issues (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Marion & Reid, 2007; Smerecnik & 

Andersen, 2011). Employee engagement in sustainability is increasingly recognised as a 

business imperative which can be advanced through training programs and professional 

accreditation (Black, 2007; Black & Weiler, 2005; Bohdanowicz, Siminic & Martinac, 

2004). 

The literature thusly reveals numerous implicit QCTs, but ironically also 

unintentionally emphasises the limited attention afforded to aggregating and organising this 

knowledge, as for example by neglecting use of a common term such as “QCT”. The lack 

of collective depictions of QCT diversity is perhaps due to the palpable transition of 

research objectives in the past decade. Whereas early QCT research (1990 to 2006) offers 

conceptual, exploratory, and evaluative insights surrounding QCT diversity (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Buckley, 2002; Font, 2002; Font & Buckley, 2001; Font & Tribe, 2001; 

Honey & Stewart, 2002; 2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006), 

contemporary QCT (2008 to present) evinces three dominant themes:  

 
(1) Visitor demand for, attitudes toward, and awareness of QCTs (e.g., Conaghan, 

Hanrahan & Sligo, 2011; Esparon, Gyuris, & Stoeckl, 2014; Needham & Little, 2013; 

Puhakka & Siikamaki, 2012); 
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(2) TBL performances and impacts resulting from QCT adoption (e.g., Assaf et al., 2012; 

Blackman et al., 2014; Perió-Signes et al., 2014; Zhang, Joglekar, Verma & Heineke, 

2013), and; 

 
(3) Factors influencing, and/or perceptions of [potential] QCT adoption (i.e., barriers to, 

facilitators, drivers, and motivations for, decision-making processes surrounding QCT 

adoption and implementation; perceived benefits and challenges to QCT adoption and 

implementation) (e.g., Ayuso, 2007; Best & Thapa, 2011, 2013; Bonilla-Priego et al., 

2011; Carasuk et al., 2013; Chan, 2008, 2011; El Dief & Font, 2010; Jarvis et al., 2010; 

Sampaio, Thomas & Font, 2012; Zeppell & Beaumont, 2014). 

 
Without understanding the breadth of QCTs available, and how they compare, it is 

difficult to distinguish among them. Few empirical studies explore multiple QCTs and 

distinguish among them consistently (Ayuso, 2006, 2007). To progress QCT research 

beyond brand and action referencing, the following explores patterns in QCT discourse to 

derive a protocol for cross-distinction.  

 
4.4.3 Distinction Protocol: Types and Variations 

The original Quality Control Spectrum refers to each QCT in the broad terms of 

certification programs, awards, and codes of conduct (Weaver, 2006), terms also used by 

other scholars (Font & Buckley, 2001; Font, 2001; Mason, 2007). However, prior study 

further specifies them to reflect the ways that they vary. Certification programs are 

illustrative. Prior study specifies industry applicability, as some certification programs are 

specifically designed for the tourism industry (e.g., Costa Rica’s CST), while others are 

designed for business within diverse industries, including the tourism industry (e.g., LEED 

certification) (Font, 2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; Millar & Baloglu, 2011). Those specific 
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to the tourism industry are referred to as sustainable tourism certification programs (Black 

& Crabtree, 2007; Bricker, 2010; Schultz, 2014). Further specifying the TBL focus, 

environmental tourism certification programs reference those that predominately implicate 

environmental (and economic) TBL considerations (Bohdanowicz et al., 2004; Dunk, 

Gillespie & Macleod, 2016; Font, 2002). Process-based and performance-based 

certification programs are iterations that specify mechanics (i.e., standard methodology) 

(Honey & Rome, 201; Toth, 2002). Ultimately, all terms refer to certification programs, but 

the ways that vary are articulated. 

The same patterns pertain to codes of conduct, awards, and policies (El Dief & Font, 

2011; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Weaver et al., 2013). For example, studies from the 

environmental management literature specify the TBL focus of ‘environmental’ policies 

(Best & Thapa, 2011; El Dief & Font, 2011), while codes of conduct are expressed by their 

industry applicability (i.e., codes of conduct for tourists or industry) or mechanics (i.e., 

teleological versus deontological codes) (Blangy & Epler Wood, 1993; Mason, 2007; 

Mason & Mowforth, 1996).  

As illustrated in Figure 4.3, a hierarchy is implied in all these examples. Certification 

programs, for example, can be conceptualised as a QCT Type, referred to hereinafter as 

“Type”. Each Type has numerous QCT variations, referred to hereinafter as “variations”. 

As above, certification programs can be specific to the tourism industry (e.g., Green 

Globe), or designed for businesses operating within many industries (e.g., LEED 

certification). Accordingly, sustainable tourism certification programs are a variation of the 

broader Type, certification program; their use is confined to tourism businesses, varying by 

their industry applicability. Moreover, the variations have variations, such as environmental 

tourism certification programs, which further vary by their TBL focus. 
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Figure 4.3 Type and Variation Hierarchy 

 

 

        

 

 

 

  

 

Types therefore represent numerous QCTs because they encapsulate attendant 

variations. Furthermore, what distinguishes Types from their variations are the excluded 

variability parameters of industry applicability, (e.g., sustainable tourism certification 

programs), TBL focus (e.g., environmental tourism certification programs), mechanics 

(e.g., process-based certification programs), and administering organisation. 

Accordingly, Types succinctly encapsulate numerous QCTs, offering a manageable 

set of units for analysis. The variations are potentially immense due to the widespread 

variability of QCT design, and their ephemerality for the same reason. Types are therefore 

the basic unit of analysis in this study. Variations, while too numerous and dynamic to 

serve as useful classification units, are useful to illustrate the internal variability of Types in 

the subsections that follow. Hereinafter, the term “QCTs” refers to Types and variations 

collectively. 

To clarify, Types embody QCTs for sustainable tourism progress. This differs from 

some variations that are specific to the tourism industry, such as sustainable tourism 

certification programs. This semantic distinction is important because Types encapsulate 

TYPE 

Variations 

CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS 

Environmental Tourism  
Certification Programs  

 

Sustainable Tourism  
Certification Programs  
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variations designed for general business use (e.g., LEED) or variations specific to the 

tourism industry (e.g., Green Globe). Ultimately, all enable sustainable tourism progress 

because they can be applied in the tourism industry context. However, not all are specific to 

the tourism industry. Those specific to the tourism have confined industry applicability, 

which make them a distinct variation (e.g., sustainable tourism certification programs) from 

other variations with broader industry applicability (e.g., environmental certification 

programs, such as LEED certification). 

 
Quality Control Tool Types 

Types advance distinct parallel approaches for sustainable tourism progress, as per 

their defining conceptualisation (criterion 1), primary function (criterion 2), and QCT 

structures (criterion 3). These are the distinction criteria presented in Chapter 3, which 

respectively offer broad, targeted, and detailed views of the overarching approach advanced 

by a given QCT (refer to Section 3.4.3). It is the combination of these criteria that work 

together to distinguish Types. The example of certification programs and awards are used 

to illustrate.  

The defining conceptualisations were leveraged to ascertain a broad understanding of 

sustainability approach offered by these QCTs (criterion 1). Certification programs involve 

businesses adhering to a minimum baseline of sustainable tourism practice, documenting 

progress, and this progress is then verified by a third party (Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

ECOTRANS, 2016; Font, 2002; GSTC, 2017; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006). Following third 

party verification, certification and logo use is granted for marketing purposes (Honey, 

2002, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001). Continued compliance is gauged either through annual 

reports or other re-certification procedures such as verification (Bien, 2006; Font, 2002; 

ECOTRANS, 2016; GSTC, 2017; Honey, 2007). Awards similarly involve businesses 
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adhering to a minimum standard, often evidenced through documentation (usually an 

application), and independent verification (Weaver et al., 2013). One or several awards are 

granted per cycle, and validity is usually one year (Weaver, 2006). They highlight superior 

practices, rather than a framework for continued sustainability management (Black & 

Crabtree, 2007; Font & Buckley, 2001; Weaver et al., 2013). 

From these conceptualisations, several major differences are conveyed. First, 

certification programs award a marketable logo to any business adhering to prescribed 

sustainability standards, as third party verified. Awards, in contrast, are more exclusive, 

only granting one or several per cycle to those nominees demonstrating superior 

sustainability progress. Second, certification programs offer mechanisms for continued 

sustainability management, whereas awards reflect ephemeral sustainable tourism progress, 

and frameworks for continued progress do not associate with use. Third, continued external 

oversight of compliance to sustainability standards associates with certification programs, 

but not with awards.  

The collective literature was amalgamated to understand the targeted approach offered 

by each QCT, relating to its primary function (criterion 2). Certification programs offer a 

comprehensive tool for sustainability management, and emphasise hardware or software 

considerations. Hardware considerations refer to operational management, exemplified by 

LEED certification (DestiNet, 2014). Software considerations relate to organisational 

management, which most tourism specific certification programs emphasise (El Dief & 

Font, 2011). While both certification programs and awards entail prestige-conferring 

mechanisms through logo use, the ephemerality of awards is such that they largely function 

as a mechanism for prestige conferral, lacking mechanisms for continued sustainability 

management (Weaver, 2006). Accordingly, certification programs and awards diverge in 

primary function. Certification programs being a Management Tool and awards a Prestige 
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Tool (Best & Thapa, 2011; Bien, 2006; Font & Buckley, 2001; Graci & Dodds, 2015; 

Honey, 2002; Toplis, 2007; Weaver et al., 2013).  

Finally, certification programs and awards were compared across their QCT 

structures, relating to criterion 3 (shown in Appendix B). The QCT structures refer to the 

QCTs collectively bundled within another. While certification programs and awards have 

similar QCTs bundled within, certification programs ultimately include an array of other 

QCTs that enable continual sustainability management (e.g., performance monitoring and 

reporting platforms) and periodic conformance to prescribed requirements (e.g., annual 

compliance reports) (Bien, 2006; ECOTRANS, 2016; Honey, 2007; Toth, 2002). Across 

the three distinction criteria, certification programs and awards therefore diverge in broad 

(conceptualisation), targeted (function), and detailed (QCT structures) approaches to 

sustainability progress. They are therefore distinct Types, consistent with Weaver (2006). 

 
Quality Control Tool Variations 

In effect, the newfound Type/variation hierarchy implicates a fourth QCT distinction 

criterion, relating to how variations are distinguished. Variations offer the same 

overarching approach and primary function as their parental Type, but are further 

distinguished by the four excluded variability parameters of TBL focus, industry 

applicability, administering organisation, and mechanics (criterion 4, variation distinction). 

For example, awards are a Type, and environmental awards one of its variations, 

distinguished by the variability parameter of TBL focus. The variations, while too 

numerous to serve as convenient classification units, illustrate internal variability of Types.  

 
4.4.4 Identified Types: Tentative Typology 

The Types, variations, and key references identified from the literature are provided in 

Table 4.1 along with industry examples. These Types were included as per the 
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aforementioned criteria qualifying QCT inclusion reiterated in Section 4.4.1. As per the 

QCT distinction criteria illustrated in the above Section 4.4.3, Types are distinguished by 

QCT distinction criteria 1-3 initially set forth in Chapter 3. The Types and their attendant 

variations are congruent across criteria 1-3. However, the variations are further 

distinguished by the four variability parameters that do not underpin the organisational 

framework (i.e., TBL focus, administering organisation, industry applicability, mechanics), 

implicating a fourth QCT distinction criterion. This tentative typology shows 15 Types, 

which constitute the second necessary input for the organisational framework. In Table 4.1, 

the first four Types are the original four QCTs presented in the Quality Control Spectrum 

of Weaver (2006). The remaining emerged from the literature analysis. 

 
Table 4.1 Tentative Typology 

TYPE EXEMPLAR 
VARIATIONS 

EXAMPLE FROM 
INDUSTRY 
PRACTICE 

KEY 
REFERENCES 

1. Certification Programs 

v Sustainable tourism 
certification programs 

v Environmental tourism 
certification programs 

v Environmental certification 
programs 

v Certified EMS 

v Sustainable Tourism 
Education Program (STEP) 

v Green Tourism Business 
Scheme 

v LEED Certification 

v ISO 14001 EMS 
(independently verified)  

Bien (2006); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); Chan 
(2011); DestiNet (2014); 
Dodds & Joppe (2005); 
ECOTRANS (2012, 2016); 
Font (2001); Font & Buckley 
(2001); GSTC (2016, 2017); 
Honey (2002, 2007); Honey 
& Rome (2001); Weaver 
(2006) 
 

2. Awards 

v Sustainable tourism awards 

v Environmental awards 

v Tourism for Tomorrow 
Awards 

v Golden Eagle Award for 
Environmental Excellence 

Black & Crabtree (2007); 
Font & Buckley (2001); Font 
& Tribe; Toplis (2007); 
Weaver (2006); Weaver et al 
(2013) 

3. Codes of Conduct & 
Commitment+ 

v Codes of conduct for industry 

v Codes of conduct for tourists 

v APEC/PATA Environmental 
Code for Sustainable 
Tourism 

v Sustainable Slopes 
Environmental Charter 

v Leave No Trace  

Ayuso (2006, 2007); Bricker 
(2009); Mason (2007); Mason 
& Mowforth (1996); 
Needham & Little (2013); 
UNWTO (2002); Weaver 
(2006)  

4. Policies 

v Environmental policy (waste, 
water, energy, emissions) 

v Social policy (e.g., fair labour, 
equal opportunity) 

v Starwood’s 30/30 By 20 

Ayuso (2007); Best & Thapa 
(2013); Dodds & Kuehnel 
(2010); El Dief & Font 
(2011); Tinsley (2001); 
Weaver (2006) 
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5. Recognition Programs^ 

v Recognition programs for 
accommodations 

v Recognition Programs for ski 
resorts 

v GreenLeaders Program 

v Ski Area Report Card 
DestiNet (2014); Markovic & 
Petrovic (2013); Park & 
Millar (2016); Yu, Li & Jai 
(2017) 

6. Environmental 
Programs 

v Internally administered 
environmental program v Recycling Program 

Best & Thapa (2011, 2013); 
El Dief & Font (2011); 
Needham & Little (2013) 

7. Management Systems  
[non-certified] 

v Environmental Management 
Systems v ISO 14001 [non certified] 

Ayuso (2007); Best & Thapa 
(2011, 2013); Honey (2002); 
El Dief & Font (2011); 
González-Benito & 
González-Benito (2006); 
Videira (2006); Tinsley 
(2001) 

8. Performance Reporting 
Standards^ 

v CSR Reporting Standards 

v Resource Accounting and 
Reporting Standards 

v Internal Reporting Standards 
and Reports 

v Global Reporting Initiative 
Standards 

v Greenhouse Gas Protocol 

Bohdanowicz & Martinac 
(2007); Buckley (2012); de 
Grosbois (2012); De Grosbois 
& Fennell (2011); Dodds & 
Kuehnel (2010); Font et al., 
(2012) 

9. Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting Systems^ 

v Internal Benchmarking and 
Reporting Systems v Hilton’s LightStay Program 

Bohdanowicz, Zientara, & 
Novotna (2011); Houdré 
(2008) 

10. Resource Accounting 
Tools^ 

v Performance Indicators 

v Resource Footprint Calculators 

v CoolClimate Network 
Business Calculator 

v Park City Carbon 
Calculator 

Ayuso (2006, 2007); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); De Grosbois 
& Fennell (2011); Toth 
(2006); Weaver (2006) 

11. Best Practices 

v Environmental best practices 
(waste, water, energy, 
emissions) 

v Socio-cultural best practices 
(fair labor, equal hiring) 

v Recycle 3 kinds of waste 

Álvarez Gill, Burgos Jiménez 
& Céspedes Lorente (2001)  
Bohdanowicz (2006) 
Ayuso (2006, 2007); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); El Dief & 
Font (2011); Erdogan & Baris 
(2007); Le et al (2006); 
Mensah (2006; Nicolls  & 
Kang (2012); Yee, Amran & 
Yen Nee (2014) 

12. Education/ 
Outreach Tools+ 

v Internal Education Tools 

v External outreach tools v Save our Snow Campaign 

Bohdanowicz (2006); 
Carmody (2012); Dodds & 
Kuhnel (2010); GSTC 
(2017); Marion & Reid 
(2007); Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 

13. Employee Training 
Tools+ 

v Internal training tools 

v External (Professional 
Accreditation) v Guide Accreditation 

Black (2007); Black & Weiler 
(2005); Bohdanowicz, 
Siminic & Martinac (2004); 
GSTC (2017); Honey & 
Stewart (2002); Honey & 
Rome (2001); Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 

14. Best Practice Guidance 
Manuals+ 

v Industry Guidance Manuals for 
Hotels 

v International Hotels 
Environment Initiative 
(IHEI) 

Black & Crabtree (2007); 
Bohdanowicz (2006); Dodds 
& Joppe (2005); Honey & 
Stewart (2002); Synergy 
(2000) 

15. Consultancy --- v Sustainable Travel 
International 

Ayuso (2007); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); Honey & 
Rome (2001) 

^Terminology introduced  
+Terminology specified  
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Terminology Specifications 

As discussed in Section 2.3, terminology for QCTs collectively and individually is 

varied and inconsistent. Common terminology is available for some QCTs - such as 

certification programs, awards, codes of conduct, and policies - while others have no such 

consistency. This is because most relevant studies refer to QCTs by variation (e.g., 

environmental best practices), specified actions associated with using variations (e.g., 

recycling and composts waste), specific “brands” (e.g., Green Tourism Business Scheme), 

or a genre of QCTs (e.g., ecolabels) (Bohdanowiz & Zientara, 2008; Le et al., 2006; 

Nicholls & Kang, 2012; Park & Millar, 2016). In some cases, umbrella terms are used to 

make collective references, and each constituent QCT is referred to individually by brand 

(Nicholls & Kang, 2012; Mensah, 2014). Accordingly, this research introduces Type 

terminology where it is not otherwise available, denoted with an “^” in Table 4.1.  

Consistent with the terms certification programs and awards in Weaver (2006), 

references to industry applicability and TBL emphasis are not included in Type 

terminology where this varies. For example, businesses can use environmental management 

systems or sustainability management systems, and therefore the terminology of 

“management systems” is substituted, also evident in prior studies (Rodríguez-Antón et al., 

2012). Where TBL focus does not vary, the distinguishing TBL emphasis is maintained 

(i.e., environmental programs). 

In other instances, terminology is specified to differentiate among the many identified 

Types (denoted with a “+” in Table 4.1). Specification is also used for context. For 

example, the term “tool” is specified within the name of some Types to differentiate 

between when the study is referencing a given QCT and its conceptualisation or 

procedures. It offers further merits of adding tangibility to an intangible concept, as most 

QCTs are primarily procedural. In other instances, terminology is specified to encapsulate 
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variations under the same Type. For example, codes of conduct are extended to “codes of 

conduct and commitment”, to encapsulate codes of conduct and environmental charters; the 

latter are synonymous with codes of conduct for industry in that they involve a business 

self-declaring adherence to prescribed directives, and aim to build capacity for sustainable 

tourism (Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Mason, 2007). As this typology is tentative, 

terminology amendments may continue as a result of empirical investigation, and therefore 

the all specifications are noted in Chapter 5.  

 
4.4.5 Independent and Dependent Quality Control Tools 

In the process of identifying Types and their QCT structures, a pattern emerged that 

warrants articulation here, as it influences the following organisation of Types. As per the 

proposed Buffet Effect, some of the QCTs bundled within certification programs are used 

independently from this agglomerated context. For example, codes of conduct occur within 

certification programs but also are used independently by many businesses (Mason, 2007; 

Weaver, 2006). However, it is difficult to divorce some other QCTs from their more 

agglomerated contexts. In metaphorical terms, these dependent QCTs are akin to herbs and 

spices necessary to create each entrée in a three-course set menu. Each entrée would not be 

possible without them, however, they are embedded in each dish, and their independent 

consumption is implausible.  

Verification tools and marketing hardware exemplify these dependent QCTs. 

Verification tools are mechanisms that independently assess conformance to an externally 

administered prescribed standard, for the purposes of awarding a logo and/or recognition 

(i.e., second and third party verification) (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). They cannot be used 

independently because their purpose is to verify adherence to a program’s prescribed 

standard. Similarly, marketing hardware cannot be used as a standalone QCT, since they 
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entail the marketable logos, membership recognition, or other seals of approval awarded to 

businesses that adhere to prescribed standards (Honey, 2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; 

Weaver, 2006). For example, businesses cannot use Green Globe logos without adopting 

and adhering to the Green Globe certification program standards (Parsons & Grant, 2007). 

Another pattern in the literature was that while some constituent QCTs were discussed 

as isolated entities, further investigation did not reveal their independent use. 

Environmental auditing is exemplary. This has long been a research focus in the sustainable 

tourism literature. However, the common theme in these studies is that environmental 

auditing is a key component bundled within both voluntary and mandatory QCTs. Relating 

to the voluntary QCT context, environmental auditing is bundled EMS (i.e., constitutes its 

QCT structure). In this context, it is referred to as environmental management system 

auditing (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Goodall, 1995; Stoesser, 2004). Environmental 

auditing is also undertaken for regulatory purposes, which is the basis from which the 

concept stems (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997). As such, it is also a component of mandatory 

QCTs, and in this regulatory context is referred to as environmental compliance auditing 

(Stoesser, 2004). Accordingly, although it is segregated as a research focus, its independent 

use did not prevail.  

The literature also found QCTs that can conceivably be used as standalones, although 

their adequacy as such was not established by that literature. Rather, they are mainly 

discussed as constituent components bundled within others. For example, evaluation tools 

are often discussed as elements of sustainable tourism certification programs (i.e., baseline 

evaluations), management systems (internal evaluations), and recognition programs, among 

others (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Bohdanowicz et al., 2011; Buckley, 2001; Font, 2001; 

Honey, 2002, 2007)—that is, evaluation tools are discussed as part of the QCT structures of 
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these Types. In such instances, for consistency, they are tentatively considered as dependent 

QCTs pending the results of empirical investigation. 

This research does not include dependent QCTs in the organisational framework 

because they are not used independently; they are already bundled within other Types, and 

therefore their inclusion inflates depictions of diversity. However, they are crucial elements 

of QCT structures, and are necessary for organising Types by strength, the latter being 

predicated on the functional diversity of QCTs bundled within. As such, selected dependent 

QCTs will be denoted within five function categories only in the following section, as this 

informs the subsequent organisation of QCTs by strength. Independent QCTs, however, are 

focal to this study. Those included herein demonstrated adequacy during the literature 

analysis with regard to their isolated use.  

 
4.4.6 Reiteration of Key Concepts from the Analysis 

The findings revealed hitherto unidentified concepts. These new concepts arising from 

the analysis warrant reiteration here, as they are imperative for the subsequent organisation 

and identification QCT diversity, and thus, the research questions in this chapter presently 

(RQ1-2) and the subsequent chapter (RQ3-5). Key concepts emerging from the analysis 

including Types, variations, QCT structures, independent QCTs, and dependent QCTs.  

Types are the basic unit of analysis in this study. Types offer parallel approaches for 

sustainable tourism progress. They are distinguished from one another by three distinction 

criteria (conceptualisation, function, and QCT structures). Each Type represents numerous 

QCTs because it houses attendant variations. Variations offer the same parallel approach 

by parental Types, but are further distinguished by the excluded variability parameters of 

TBL focus, industry applicability, administering organisation and mechanics (fourth 
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distinction criterion: variation distinction). The term “QCT(s)” refers to Types and 

variations collectively.  

Each Type has a QCT structure, which refers to the QCTs collectively bundled within 

a given Type. The QCT structures show the internal intricacies of each Type, detailing the 

constituent QCTs involved with their use. The QCT structures are important for Type 

distinction and organisation by strength. 

In the process of Type identification, independent and dependent QCTs emerged. 

Independent QCTs are of research focus, which are Types and variations that can be used as 

standalones (e.g., codes of conduct). Dependent QCTs cannot be divorced from the 

overarching system in which they are bundled (e.g., marketing hardware - logos). That is, 

they are components of a given Type’s QCT structure that cannot be de-bundled. They are 

not focal because they are already bundled within other QCTs, and their inclusion inflates 

depictions of diversity. However, dependent QCTs warranted selected attention because 

they are important for Type identification and organisation. A glossary of the technical 

concepts emerging from the analysis is provided in Appendix H. 

 
4.5 ORGANISING QUALITY CONTROL TOOL DIVERSITY 

The previous sections 4.3 and 4.4 identified the two necessary inputs to create the 

organisational framework. The variability parameters of function, strength, and 

conformance structures will underpin the organisational framework, and form the basis for 

the organisation of the identified 15 Types. In the context of this organisation, each 

variability parameter is expressed as the corresponding macro schemata of function 

categories (function), toolboxes (strength), and menus (conformance structure). The macro 

schemata serve as the central barometers of QCT diversity herein. Types will be 

sequentially classified across each macro schemata, highlighting the diversity across each, 
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thereby addressing RQ1. The incremental classification of Types across the macro 

schemata results in the tentative classification of QCTs as the Buffet and the Set Menu. 

Collectively, the macro schemata underpin the final literature-based organisational 

framework to address RQ2.  

 
4.5.1 Quality Control Tool Function Categories  

Function refers to how each QCT primarily advances sustainable tourism progress. 

(Lesar et al., 2015). Collectively, QCTs advance five primary functions, expressed as the 

five function categories presented in Table 4.2, including Management Tools, Prestige 

Tools, Assessment Tools, Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools, and Guidance 

and Capacity Building Tools. Selected dependent QCTs are denoted with a “D”, and those 

tentatively distinguished as dependent QCTs are denoted with a “TD”. The following 

introduces each function category, focusing on the focal independent Types. As per RQ1, 

the illustrated diversity is overviewed. 
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Table 4.2 Types by Function Category 

FUNCTION CATEGORY TYPES 

MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

Certification Programs 

Management Systems 

Environmental Programs 

Policies 

PRESTIGE TOOLS 
Awards 

Recognition Programs 

Marketing HardwareD 

ASSESSMENT TOOLS 
Verification ToolsD 

Environmental AuditingD 

Evaluation ToolsTD 

MEASUREMENT, MONITORING, 
AND REPORTING TOOLS 

Performance Reporting Standards 

Resource Accounting Tools 

Performance Monitoring and Reporting Systems 

Reporting ToolsTD 

GUIDANCE AND CAPACITY 
BUILDING TOOLS 

Codes of Conduct and Commitment 

Employee Training Tools 

Best Practice Guidance Manuals 

Education/Outreach Tools 

Consultancy 

Best Practices 

Conformance StandardsD 

D: Dependent Quality Control Tools 
TD: Tentative Dependent Quality Control Tools until further investigation 
 
 
Management Tools   

Management Tools encompass or embody components of formal quality management 

systems as adapted to sustainability contexts (Black & Crabtree, 2007). They offer a 

structure to integrate sustainability management throughout operations, often through 

planned, systematic, and documented approaches (Font & Buckley, 2001; Honey & Rome, 

2001). Management Tools emphasise organisational or operational management, expressed 
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as “software” and “hardware” respectively (Alvarez Gil, Burgos Jimenez, & Céspedes 

Lorente, 2001; El Dief & Font, 2011; González-Benito & González-Benito, 2006). 

Collectively, the Management Tool function category houses four Types including 

certification programs, management systems, environmental programs, and policies.  

Bundled relationships are especially discernible here, with certification programs 

containing management systems (Font & Buckley, 2001) and management systems 

containing environmental programs and policies (Ayuso, 2007; Best & Thapa, 2013; El 

Dief & Font, 2002; Tinsley, 2001). 

 
Prestige Tools 

Awards, recognition programs, and marketing hardware are designated here as 

Prestige Tools. Their main function is prestige-conferral, as they often lack frameworks for 

continued sustainability progress, and their key purpose is to highlight existing practice 

(Weaver, 2006; Weaver et al., 2013). They progress sustainable tourism by highlighting 

innovative, industry-leading sustainability practice, which can inform tourism certification 

program standards and/or serve as case studies to provide “how to” guidance for 

sustainability progress (Weaver et al., 2013). This function category houses three Types, 

with one being a dependent Type. 

 
Assessment Tools 

Assessment Tools are QCTs used to evaluate sustainability progress and/or verify 

adherence to prescribed sustainability standards. Their primary function is to assess 

sustainability progress to inform improvement, or to assess conformance to externally 

administered, prescribed sustainability standards. This function category houses three 

Types. Two Types are dependent QCTs and the other tentatively dependent pending further 

investigation. Given that adequacy was not reached surrounding the independent use of 
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Types within this function category, they are not depicted in the following illustrations of 

QCT diversity. 

 
Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools 
 

Measurement, Monitoring and Reporting Tools facilitate the calculation, tracking, and 

communication (reporting) of sustainability progress. These tools range from singular tools 

(e.g., resource accounting tools) to prescribed frameworks (e.g., performance reporting 

standards). Collectively, this function category houses four Types, three of which are 

independent Types including resource accounting tools, performance monitoring and 

reporting systems, and performance reporting standards. 

Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools are combined because it is 

challenging to segregate these functions, which all often place emphasis on varying 

combinations of measurement, monitoring, and reporting. For example, resource 

accounting tools such as performance indicators facilitate the measurement of resource use, 

and also enable monitoring of significant changes (Ayuso, 2006, 2007; Toth, 2006; 

Weaver, 2006). Others arguably emphasise one parameter, such as reporting, but implicate 

the others closely. The performance reporting standard, Greenhouse Gas Protocol, is 

exemplary. Arguably, they primarily facilitate sustainability reporting (Buckley, 2012; De 

Grosbois & Fennell, 2011) but also facilitate a comprehensive resource accounting 

methodology, which is the basis for which reporting is predicated (De Grosbois & Fennell, 

2011). Thus, some Types may emphasise measurement and monitoring (e.g., indicators), 

monitoring and reporting (e.g., performance monitoring and reporting systems), or 

reporting alone (e.g., performance reporting standards), but the other parameters are often 

closely tied. 
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Guidance and Capacity Building Tools 
 

Guidance and Capacity Building Tools facilitate sustainability competency 

development by equipping businesses and individuals with the knowledge, skills, and/or 

guidance to increase their abilities to perform core functions related to QCT 

implementation, sustainability management, and improved sustainability progress (Lesar et 

al., 2015). They facilitate both intra- and extra- organisational capacity for sustainable 

tourism. The representative Types include employee training, education/outreach tools, best 

practices, codes of conduct and commitment, consultancy, and best practice guidance 

manuals (Black, 2007; Black & Weiler, 2005; Bohdanowizet al., 2004; Honey & Stewart, 

2002; Marion & Reid, 2007; Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Needham & Little, 

2013; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Weaver, 2006). This function category houses the most Types 

(6), including one dependent Type.  

 
4.5.2 Quality Control Toolboxes: Conceptual Strength 

Section 4.3 identified conceptual strength as the functional diversity of QCTs bundled 

within a given a Type. The rationale is that in the original Quality Control Spectrum, 

certification programs are described as the strongest QCT. They are also an amalgam of 

numerous QCTs. Certification programs commonly include developing sustainability 

management systems and attendant policies; measuring progress through performance 

indicators, as monitored via online performance monitoring and reporting platforms to 

track progress for continued conformance. They also offer opportunities to build capacity 

for sustainability via training and consultancy, and award marketing hardware to those 

adhering to prescribed standards as per a conformance standard (e.g., logo or other form of 

recognition) (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Bien, 2006; Honey, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001; 

Font & Buckley, 2001; GSTC, 2017; Synergy, 2000; Toth, 2002). Thus, a distinguishing 
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feature of certification program strength is not only the assessment methods that confer 

greater degrees of assurance, but also their comprehensiveness, facilitated by numerous, 

functionally diverse QCTs amalgamated under one system. Accordingly, QCT strength is a 

function of its degree of agglomeration (DOA); that is, the functional diversity of the 

constituent QCTs bundled within a given Type. DOA is used here as a proxy for conceptual 

strength, providing the necessary precision to distinguish among the numerous identified 

Types. 

By way of clarification, the QCTs collectively bundled within a given Type constitute 

its QCT structure. The functional diversity of this structure yields its conceptual strength. 

The full QCT structures and conceptual strength for all Types are provided in Appendix B. 

The fundamental “building blocks” of QCT design, such as policies, are singular in nature. 

They therefore advance the singular function of their parental function category, 

Management Tools, rendering a strength of 1 (i.e., weak) (DOA 1). Codes of conduct have 

an intermediary level of strength; the constituent QCTs bundled within reflect two function 

categories, rendering a strength of two (DOA 2). Management systems also have an 

intermediate level of strength; their constituent QCTs bundled represent four function 

categories, rendering a strength of 4 (DOA 4). Certification programs, the conceptually 

strongest QCT, have QCTs bundled within that lie within all five function categories, 

yielding the highest strength of 5 (DOA 5).  

Notably, strength (DOA 1-5) is derived from the primary function of each Type in 

addition to the functional diversity of QCTs bundled within. This is done for consistency, 

since the singular QCTs advance their parental function category. Moreover, a 

hierarchically bundled relationship exists for some of the QCTs bundled within Types. For 

example, bundled within certification programs are management systems, and policies 

occur within the latter. The functional diversity of QCT structures is expressed as the 
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complete disaggregation of those structures for consistency.  

 

Contemporary Quality Control Tool Spectrum 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the contemporary Quality Control Tool Spectrum resulting from 

the literature analysis. Types are organised by their conceptual strength, ranging from one 

to five (DOA 1-5). The primary function of each Type is illustrated, denoted by the 

coloured circles, and attendant “strength” terminology is provided. The figure shows three 

distinct Type clusters. The Types within each requires different degrees of expertise for 

their use, and therefore are referred to as the Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced Toolboxes. 

The following describes each toolbox. The diversity within each is also described, further 

articulating RQ1. 
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Figure 4.4 Contemporary Quality Control Tool Spectrum 
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Basic Toolbox      

The Basic Toolbox houses the conceptually weakest Types, housing those with a 

conceptual strength of 1 (i.e., DOA 1, singular QCTs). They are singular in nature, 

progressing one function category and fostering weak sustainable tourism approaches. 

Their adoption outside more agglomerated contexts enables businesses to select tools with a 

singular, focussed function, such as isolated interests in measurement, monitoring, and 

reporting, guidance and capacity building and sustainability management. The Basic 

Toolbox houses Types within three function categories but mostly consist of Guidance and 

Capacity Building Tools (5 Types), suggesting suitability for those initiating sustainability 

engagement. It also consists of one Type each within the Measurement, Monitoring, and 

Reporting Tool and Management Tool function categories. Their use offers flexible, 

opportunistic sustainable tourism progress, in that external oversight does not associate 

with their use. 

 
Intermediate Toolbox      

The Intermediate Toolbox houses Types with intermediary strength, ranging from 2-4. 

They entail combo QCTs (DOA 2), QCT bundles (DOA 3) and QCT agglomerates (DOA 

4). The Intermediate Toolbox houses Types that require comparatively more know-how 

than those within the Basic Toolbox, as they require managing several QCTs as 

amalgamated in one system. The Intermediate Toolbox Types represent three function 

categories, including Management Tools (2 Types), Measurement, Monitoring, and 

Reporting Tools (1 Type), and Guidance and Capacity Building Tools (1 Type). The Types 

within the Intermediate Toolbox are comparatively more rigorous barometers for 

sustainability progress than those within the Basic Toolbox, yet they offer equally flexible 

avenues in that independent oversight of conformance is not required. However, they still 
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involve a degree of structure, offering a prescribed framework to guide progress, and often 

include the formalities of documenting progress. 

 
Advanced Toolbox      

The Advanced Toolbox houses the conceptually strongest Types, entailing QCT 

systems with a conceptual strength of 5 (DOA 5). This toolbox houses Types within three 

function categories, consisting of Management Tools (1 Type), Prestige Tools (2 Types), 

and Measurement, Monitoring and Reporting Tools (1 Type). These are the most 

agglomerated Types, possessing a variety of QCTs amalgamated under one system to 

progress sustainability. The Advanced Toolbox consists of Types that recognise superior 

sustainable tourism practice, as independently verified, and offers marketing benefits to 

users adhering to their standards. The structured framework, while rigorous, poses 

favourable implications for accountability in sustainable tourism practice (Honey, 2002). 

 
4.5.3 Quality Control Tool Menus: Conformance Structure 

The following now extends the contemporary Quality Control Tool Spectrum by 

organising Types further by conformance structures. This yields a two-dimensional 

depiction of QCT diversity that tentatively articulates the latent constructs of the Buffet and 

Set Menu. Prior to introducing the framework, the following revisits conformance structure 

and elaborates the sub-parameters across which Types will be organised. 

Conformance structure relates to the nature of sustainability standards, directives, or 

frameworks guiding sustainability progress, and the degree to which mechanisms are in 

place to assure adherence to them. Collectively, and as outlined in Section 4.3.1, this 

implicates four sub-parameters of conformance structure, ranging from high to low as: 
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(1) Highly structured (prescribed framework, compulsory verified adherence) 

(2) Optional high structured (prescribed framework, variable verified adherence) 

(3) Semi-structured (semi-prescribed framework, self-declarations of adherence),  

(4) Flexible structure (ad hoc practice, no adherence).  

 
Accordingly, Types with the most rigid conformance structures are those aligned with 

‘highly structured’ and ‘optional highly structured’ sub-parameters. These encapsulate 

Types with the highest degree of procedural rigour. Most offer systematic and/or expertly 

designed sustainable tourism progress, with programmatic features embedded for 

continuous improvement, and often involve the formalities of documentation. Types 

aligned with ‘semi-structured’ often offer a prescribed framework with no external 

oversight, while QCTs with ‘flexible’ conformance structures can be adopted 

opportunistically, offering ad hoc sustainable tourism progress. 

 
Emergent Quality Control Tool Menus 

Figure 4.5 presents the emergent Quality Control Tool Menus. It builds upon the 

original, one-dimensional Quality Control Spectrum by organising Types across the two 

dimensions of strength and conformance structure, and offers a sophisticated protocol for 

the strength. Together, they reflect the procedural rigour involved with using QCTs. The Y-

axis represents strength, ranging from a DOA of 1-5. The X-axis reflects conformance 

structure, ranging from flexible to high conformance structures. This offers a tentative 

conceptualisation of the latent constructs of the Buffet and Set Menu. The corresponding 

toolboxes of each menu classification are also depicted. The following conceptualises each 

menu. The diversity of each menu in strength and function is described, thereby fully 

addressing RQ1. 
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Figure 4.5 Emergent Quality Control Tool Menus 
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Buffet 

The Basic and Intermediate Toolboxes tentatively coincide with the Buffet; as per the 

inductive conceptualisation of the Buffet Effect, these Types often occur within 

certification programs, but can be used outside of these structured contexts. In effect, the 

Buffet reflects the disaggregated ingredients of the Set Menu. Moreover, compulsory 

mechanisms for adherence do not associate with their use. This Buffet differs from the Set 

Menu in that its use is unconfined by timeframes for adherence, and compulsory 

mechanisms assuring adherence to stated claims are not required. The Buffet is mostly 

characterised by QCTs that facilitate progress towards sustainability via flexible framework 

(6 Types).  

Of both menus, the Buffet houses the most Types (11 Types). The Buffet is also the 

most functionally diverse of the two menus, spanning across three function categories. It is 

also the most diverse in strength, housing two toolboxes and encapsulating four levels of 

internal strength (DOA 1-4). The most Buffet Types lie within the Basic Toolbox (7 

Types), followed by those within the Intermediate Toolbox (4 Types).  

 
Set Menu 

Figure 4.5 shows that some Types have similar characteristics as certification 

programs, and therefore can also be considered as part of the Set Menu, including 

recognition programs, performance reporting standards, and awards. Like certification 

programs, these Types require adherence to prescribed standards within a highly structured 

conformance protocol involving compulsory verification procedures. The Set Menu is 

therefore expanded, and now coterminous with the Advanced Toolbox. It offers 

comprehensive sustainable tourism progress, guided by a prescribed, expertly developed 

framework of sustainable tourism practice. The Set Menu consists of the conceptually 
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strongest Types, whereby use indicates an advanced level of sustainability engagement. 

The Set Menu consists of four Types, spanning across one toolbox and three function 

categories. Compared to the Buffet, it is less diverse in strength.  

 
4.5.4 Emergent Quality Control Tool Diversity Framework  

Addressing RQ2, Figure 4.6 shows the Emergent Quality Control Tool Diversity 

Framework. Here, the macro schemata are illustrated collectively, showing QCT diversity 

by function category, toolboxes, and menus. It thusly illustrates the diversity of the 

identified Types by function, strength, and conformance structures, which underlie the 

respective macro schemata. This organisational framework capturing the diversity 

emerging from the literature entails 15 Types, organised across five function categories, 

three toolboxes, and two menus (RQ2). 

Reiterating RQ1, the framework also projects the QCT diversity emerging from the 

literature analysis across the macro schemata collectively. It shows that this emergent 

diversity is mostly characterised by Types that facilitate guidance and capacity building 

(function category), those with the lowest conceptual strength in the Basic Toolbox 

(toolbox), and Types indicative of the weak, opportunistic Buffet (menu). The framework 

also offers a useful comparative tool to identify the diversity of the Buffet and Set Menu in 

magnitude, and across strength and function. Accordingly, compared to the Set Menu, the 

Buffet is the most numerous in Types, housing the majority of those identified (11). The 

Buffet is also the most diverse in strength, spanning across two toolboxes. Both menus 

reach across three function categories, but diverge in the function categories represented. 
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Figure 4.6 Emergent Quality Control Tool Diversity Framework 
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This framework, the culmination of the literature analysis, also provides a useful 

comparative tool for each Type individually, showing them by key barometers of diversity. 

For example, it shows that codes of conduct and commitment are a QCT that enables 

guidance and capacity building (function), has an intermediary level of strength (toolbox), 

and its flexible conformance structure enables opportunistic adoption, similar to a buffet 

dining experience (menu). This tentative diversity framework provides the foundation for 

further articulation through the integration of the empirically derived Types in Chapter 5.  

 
4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

This Chapter addressed RQ1 and RQ2. It presented an inductive analysis of the extant 

literature to identify emergent QCT diversity as per RQ1, and create an organisational 

framework that effectively captures this previously unarticulated diversity, thereby 

addressing RQ2. Initially, this chapter presented seven variability parameters, or latent 

classification criteria, encapsulating collective QCT diversity as per secondary sources 

(Section 4.3). The variability parameters were assessed for their organisational utility as per 

established guidelines. The three selected to underpin the organisational framework were 

function, strength and conformance structure. Subsequently, the QCTs situating within the 

organisational framework were identified, and a protocol to distinguish among them 

established (Section 4.4). A tentative typology classified QCTs by Type and variation, 

embodying the Type distinction protocol. Types are the basic unit of analysis in this study, 

referring to QCTs that offer parallel overarching approaches to sustainability progress. 

Types are distinguished by the three distinction criteria of defining conceptualisations, 

primary function, and QCT structures. Types represent numerous QCTs because they house 

attendant variations. Variations are congruent with the parental Types across the distinction 

criteria, but further distinguished by an additional distinction criterion of the four excluded 
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variability parameters (i.e., TBL focus, industry applicability, administering organisation 

and mechanics). Ultimately, 15 Types were identified. 

Types were subsequently organised across the three included variability parameters, 

which gave rise to attendant macro schemata of function categories, toolboxes, and menus 

(Section 4.5). These macro schemata serve as key barometers of QCT diversity. Types were 

organised across each dimension, and the diversity of each was identified. This offered 

three original illustrations of QCT diversity. The five function categories show how Types 

primarily progress sustainable tourism progress (Table 4.2). Building upon the original one-

dimensional spectrum of Weaver (2006), the Contemporary Quality Control Spectrum 

showed QCTs by strength, introducing an original, more sophisticated classification 

protocol to do so (Figure 4.4). The Quality Control Tool Menus further builds on Weaver 

(2006) by organising Types through a two-dimensional depiction of diversity (Figure 4.5). 

This tentatively articulated the latent constructs of the Buffet and Set Menu. Addressing 

RQ1, the QCT diversity by these macro schemata illustrations revealed (a) the most Types 

lie within the Guidance and Capacity Building Tool function category; (b) the Basic 

Toolbox houses the most Types of all Toolboxes and is the most functionally diverse, (c) 

both the Buffet and Set Menu house Types within three function categories and (d) the 

Buffet houses the most Types (11), and is the most diverse in strength. Subsequently, the 

macro schemata were combined in the final organisational framework arising from the 

literature analysis. Fulfilling RQ2, this three-dimensional depiction that effectively captures 

QCT diversity as per secondary sources entails 15 Types, organised across five function 

categories, three toolboxes, and two menus (Figure 4.6) 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS: QUALITY CONTROL TOOL DIVERSITY, 
ORGANISATION AND PREVALENCE 

 
 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter presents the findings surrounding QCT diversity in industry practice as 

per RQ3, and an organisational framework that effectively organises the diversity revealed 

collectively by the literature and industry practice as per RQ4. Addressing RQ5, this 

chapter also unveils the QCT prevalence in industry practice. This chapter emphasises 

Buffet diversity and prevalence, and in doing so, will yield insight into the proposed Buffet 

Effect. To contextualise the discussion of the findings, the collective diversity is 

overviewed. Figure 5.1 presents the scaffolding that organises QCT diversity revealed 

collectively by the literature analysis and findings. Here, the initial and empirical Types are 

organised across three macro schemata that reflect diversity by function (function 

categories), strength (toolboxes), and conformance structures (menus). The chapter will 

incrementally describe these key findings, as follows 
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Figure 5.1 Revealed Quality Control Tool Diversity Framework 
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Section 5.2 will first overview the QCTs as per Figure 5.1, reiterating related 

terminology and concepts arising from the empirical findings. Section 5.3 then elaborates 

the organisation of QCTs presented in Figure 5.1, classifying them into their respective 

function categories, toolboxes, and menus (RQ4). Each classification, and its revealed 

diversity, is then conceptualised as reflective of all QCTs identified in this study. This 

distinguishes the QCT Buffet, and offers a broad understanding of its diversity relative to 

the other menus. It also provides the context for the subsequent illustration of the empirical 

Buffet diversity in Section 5.4 (RQ3). Subsequently, Section 5.5 discusses the prevalence 

of the Buffet in the case study site as revealed by content analysis of QCT adoption by 

business (RQ5). The chapter concludes with a summary of the findings in Section 5.6, and 

in doing so, yields insight into the focal research questions of this chapter. 

 

5.2 REVEALED QUALITY CONTROL TOOL TYPES AND VARIATIONS 

This section introduces the revealed diversity of Types and variations presented in 

Figure 5.1. Subsequently, a new diversity concept arising from the added empirical 

research is introduced, which is necessary for the subsequent organisation of QCT diversity 

in Section 5.3. The following reiterates key concepts in Figure 5.1 to contextualise the 

presentation of the findings. 

Types are the basic unit of analysis of this study, signified by the unique identification 

assigned to each in Figure 5.1. Each Type offers a distinct approach to sustainability 

progress, which is informed by three distinction criteria of defining conceptualisations, 

primary function, and QCT structures (distinction protocol detailed in Sections 3.4 and 4.4). 

Each Type represents numerous QCTs because it houses attendant variations, further 

distinguished by the four excluded variability parameters (TBL focus, administering 

organisation, industry applicability, and mechanics). Variations are too numerous and 
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dynamic to serve as useful units of analysis, but they are selectively drawn upon in this 

Chapter to illustrate the real world diversity of Types. The term “QCTs” is used hereinafter 

to refer to Types and variations collectively. (A glossary of technical concepts arising from 

the research is provided in Appendix H). 

In Figure 5.1, Types #1-26 are focal independent QCTs. Dependent QCTs are not 

focal units of analysis, however, are shown in Figure 5.1 to signify their implications for 

empirically added diversity, further elaborated in Section 5.4. Dependent QCTs are also 

important for Type identification and organisation (refer to Section 4.4.6). Appendix I 

provides key dependent QCTs informing the latter.  

The Types, variations, and QCT structures presented herein are provisional. This owes 

to the exploratory nature of this case study, and because globally recognised 

conceptualisations do not exist. This study therefore amalgamates the literature sources and 

the materials collected during the empirical phase to derive these conceptualisations and 

QCT structures, offering the foundation for further articulation. (Appendix A provides the 

conceptualisations for the Types and featured variations, which details these sources, and 

the QCT structures and the references informing them are provided in Appendix B).  

 
Revealed Diversity of Types and Variations 

Figure 5.1 shows the diversity of Types and variations as revealed collectively in the 

literature analysis and empirically. The findings show that QCTs are more numerous than 

considered in the literature analysis, which identified 15 Types. Eleven new Types were 

revealed by informants in this study. These empirically added Types are identified by “*” 

in Figure 5.1. Twenty-six Types in total were identified by all sources. The findings also 

show that Types are more internally variable than identified previously in the literature, 
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with new variations discovered within most Types (18 of 26). Collectively, these findings 

are shown by colored text in Figure 5.1, as follows:  

v Black text indicates the initial Types (e.g., certification programs, #23) and 

variations (e.g., sustainable tourism certification programs) emerging from the 

literature analysis.  

v Green text signifies original Types emerging from the literature, but possessing 

empirically derived variations; non-applicant awards, for example, are an 

empirically derived variation of the previously identified Type, “awards” (#24).  

v Red text designates empirically derived Types with attendant empirical variations. 

Among these are informal sustainability initiatives (#15), which house similarly 

empirically derived variations such as environmental initiatives.  

v Orange Text signifies variations emerging from the literature analysis and 

empirical derived variations with new Type terminology introduced to house them 

under the one genre.  

 

v Blue Text: signifies a newly designated independent Type with emergent variations 

(literature analysis) and empirical variations (empirical findings). These Types were 

tentatively designated as dependent Types in the literature analysis, and 

subsequently introduced as focal Types following empirical investigation found 

their use as standalones.  

 
As denoted in the above colored text descriptions, hereinafter the QCTs emerging from the 

literature analysis are referred to as “emergent” Types, variations, or QCTs, unless the 

source is otherwise specified. The QCTs added following empirical investigation are 

referred to as “empirical” Types, variations, or QCTs. “Revealed” signifies the collective 

diversity identified in the literature analysis and the empirical findings. 

As noted in the literature analysis, Type terminology is variable, inconsistent, and 

sometimes non-existent due to brand and variation referencing. As such, terminology is 
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introduced for the empirically added Types. In other cases, terminology is specified to 

accommodate the added empirical diversity (e.g., general best practices, #13). Terminology 

specifications for all revealed Types are available in Appendix J. 

To derive the Types within Figure 5.1, the tentative typology initially presented in 

Chapter 4 (Table 4.1) was refined to accommodate the empirically added QCTs. This 

typology, reflective of all QCTs identified herein, is available in Appendix K, which shows 

QCTs by Type, sub-type, and variation. The Types in green text account for the most Types 

in Figure 5.1, which house emergent and empirical variations. An example illustrates how 

this arose during thematic analysis. The Type resource accounting tools (#5) houses 

emergent and empirical variations; performance indicators are a variation identified in the 

literature (Ayuso, 2007; Weaver, 2006), while anecdotal indicators are an empirically 

derived variation. Anecdotal indicators measure resource use via informal metrics and 

variable timeframes to broadly gauge sustainability progress. Performance indicators 

similarly measure resource use, yet do so with systematic methods (consistent measurement 

frequencies, such as quarterly) and specified metrics (often quantitative, such as kilograms) 

to precisely gauge sustainability progress (Toth, 2006; Weaver, 2006). (These QCTs are 

further illustrated in Section 5.2.1). During thematic analysis, anecdotal and performance 

indicators were both grouped under the same Type because they offer the same overarching 

approach to sustainability progress, congruent across the Type distinction criteria. That is, 

these QCTs are mechanisms for gauging resource use (conceptualisation), assisting 

resource measurement (function), using a selected indicator measured and monitored over a 

given timeframe (QCT structures). Yet, these QCTs diverge by their measurement methods 

(i.e., broad and imprecise versus specific and precise); this relates to the variability 

parameter of mechanics, thereby distinguishing them as variations (criterion 4, variation 

distinction). They are therefore housed under the same Type (resource accounting tools, 
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#5). (Refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.4 for further illustration of Type and variation 

distinctions).  

Five of the 11 empirical Types - monitoring tools (#3), informal codes of behavior 

(#6), strategic best practices (#7), informal sustainability initiatives (#15), and informal 

management initiatives (#16) - have not hitherto been articulated in the sustainable tourism 

literature. This is perhaps because they are developed for and by businesses’ themselves, 

and situate among the most rudimentary, informal QCTs, which are not aptly conveyed in a 

literature that emphasises the conceptually strongest, externally administered QCTs. This 

study also found that informants use Types that were not re-occurring themes in the 

sustainable tourism literature, yet have been mentioned (Dodds & Holmes, 2011), and are 

recognised in other fields (Aten, Tilleman & Irwin, 2012; Diamond, 2009; Carmin, Darnall 

& Mill-Homens, 2003; Gallagher & Muehlegger, 2011). Because of this they were not 

included in the literature analysis, consistent with the qualifying criteria set forth in Chapter 

3. Also consistent with the latter, however, they were added after empirical investigation 

found their use among informants. These empirical Types include recognition initiatives 

(#19), evaluation initiatives (#20), and incentive schemes (#22). The remaining Types 

added following empirical investigation include evaluation tools (#2), reporting tools (#4), 

and conformance standards (#8). These Types straddle the boundary between emergent and 

empirical Types. They were not included in the literature analysis because adequacy was 

not achieved surrounding their independent use from the literature. However, the empirical 

investigation revealed their independent use, and their inclusion was thereby justified. This 

finding is elaborated in Section 5.4.  

While this study focuses on Types, the numerous empirical variations warrant selected 

attention for illustrating the amplified diversity. Empirical variations were discovered 

among seven of the 15 Types identified in the literature analysis (#1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 24, 25). 
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All 11 empirically derived Types also possess empirical variations (#2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 

19, 20, 22). Given this study’s focus on Types, Table 5.1 depicts only selected illustrative 

examples of variations frequently used in the case study, their parental Type, and the 

variability parameter that distinguishes them as variations. As illustrated, each Type 

represents numerous QCTs, and its attendant variations possess the same primary function. 

For example, an environmental policy and a social policy are both variations of 

organisational tools (#1), diverging by the variability parameter TBL focus. The variations 

therefore reflect the internal variability of Types. 

 
Table 5.1 Selected Quality Control Tool Types and their Variations 

FUNCTION 
CATEGORY 

QUALITY CONTROL 
TOOL TYPE  

[ID #] 
SELECTED VARIATION(S) 

DISTINGUISHING 
VARIABILITY 
PARAMETER  

Management Tools Organisational Tools  
[#1] 

v Environmental Policy 
v Social Policy 
v Colloquial Procedures 

TBL Focus, 
Mechanics 

Prestige Tools Recognition Programs 
 [#25] 

v Recognition Program for 
Accommodations 

v Recognition Program for Ski 
Resorts 

Industry 
Applicability 

Assessment Tools Evaluation Tools 
[#2] 

v Internal Evaluations 
v External Evaluations 

Administering 
Organisation 

Measurement, 
Monitoring, and 
Reporting Tools 

Resource Accounting Tools 
[#5] 

v Performance Indicators 
v Anecdotal Indicators 

Mechanics 

Guidance and 
Capacity Building 
Tools 

General Best Practices 
[#13] 

v Social Best Practices 
v Environmental Best Practices TBL Focus 

 
 
5.2.1 Informal/Formal Dichotomy 

         The amplified numerosity and diversity of Types and variations is mainly attributable 

to the wide array of informal QCTs. This study proposes that these informal QCTs “mimic” 

the standardised, systematic sustainability progress advanced through formal QCT 

counterparts, by reflecting parallel ad hoc, improvised, sustainability progress. This 
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informal/formal dichotomy implicates the revealed QCT diversity and its re-organisation 

across toolboxes and menus; it introduces new levels of QCT conceptual strength and 

conformance structures. The informal/formal dichotomy also implicates Buffet diversity. 

This dichotomy is therefore discussed here to provide the context for the subsequent 

organisation of QCTs in Section 5.3 and illustration of empirical Buffet diversity in Section 

5.4.  

The distinctiveness of informal QCTs from their formal counterparts can be illustrated 

by the pairing of informal sustainability initiatives (#15) and formal environmental 

programs (#17). Due to space limitations and the multi-stage designation process, this will 

be the only detailed illustration provided of the informal/formal dichotomy. In doing so, it 

will also illustrate the utility of QCT structures for distinguishing among QCTs (i.e., 

relating to Type distinction criterion 3).  

Figure 5.2 illustrates the QCT structures for both Types, showing the standardised 

bundle constituting formal environmental programs as per the prevailing literature, and the 

mimicking bundle constituting informal sustainability initiatives as per the empirical 

findings. For illustrative purposes, the following draws upon the accounts of multiple 

informants to convey the natures of informal sustainability initiatives (Informant L9, A1, 

and A4 - business profiles available in Appendix D). 
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Figure 5.2. Quality Control Tool Structures of Informal Sustainability Initiatives and  
      Formal Environmental Programs 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

This informal/formal dichotomy was derived as follows. When a given business 

manager claimed use of a formal environmental program, probing questions in the 

interview elicited responses to determine if they used the defining QCT structure as per the 

literature; this is because the QCTs bundled within each Type implicate its approach to 

sustainability progress, which is how this research distinguishes Types. As illustrated in 

Figure 5.2, the standardised QCT structure of formal environmental programs consists of 

formal management plans (#1, organisational tool variation) to document and outline 

environmental management methodologies, formal performance indicators (#5, resource 

accounting tool variation) to habitually measure progress towards specified reduction goals, 

and general best practices (#13) that actualise progress towards these goals. Collectively, 

these QCTs bundled within implicate the standardised, documentation-centric, and 

systematic approach inherent to, and defining formal environmental programs (Best & 

Thapa, 2011, 2013; El Dief & Font, 2011; Tinsley, 2001).  
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Indicators] 

General Best Practices (#13) 

Organisational Tools (#1) 
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†= Empirical Variation 
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While several informants did claim use of formal environmental programs, the 

interviews revealed their actual use of unstandardised QCTs that mimicked each of the 

formal, standardised QCTs bundled within environmental programs. For example, 

Informant A4, a manager of a large scale attraction, claimed use of a formal environmental 

program. To understand whether formal performance indicators were used, the informant 

was asked to describe how resource use was measured in this context. The informant 

described the highly informal method of ‘eyeballing’ the relative fullness of their waste 

dumpster adjacent to their recycling dumpster to gauge progress towards broad waste 

reduction goals: 

Well you don’t want to quote me but sometimes I wonder about a little green 

washing, like, ‘you’ve got to be kidding me’. But you look at the loading dock and 

you can see the amount of waste that’s sitting in those bins to be recycled versus the 

dumpsters.  

Informants L9 (boutique hotel owner/manager) and A1 (attraction owner/manager) offered 

similar responses, yet publically claim use of a formal environmental program in marketing 

materials. Informant L9 stated that they periodically measured and monitored the frequency 

of waste haulage service to gauge progress towards broad waste minimisation objectives, 

responding as follows when asked if they measured resource use: 

No, not formally but what I can tell you is, over the years, we started out having two 

dumpsters on property and emptying them seven days a week. Now we have one 

dumpster on property and we empty three days a week. So through aggressive 

recycling and reduction we have seen a significant decrease in our waste.  

Similarly, Informant A1 indicated that they use the number of trash cans eliminated as a 

barometer of progress towards minimising waste, explaining, “The year prior we had over 
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21 trash cans on the street at any one given day and this past year we got rid of seven trash 

cans which doesn't sound like much but it's a lot”.  

This led to the discovery that businesses use an informal variation of resource 

accounting tools (#5) which mimics the formal variations bundled within formal 

environmental programs (i.e., performance indicators). The above illustrated informal 

anecdotal indicators offer imprecise resource accounting methods to broadly gauge 

progress towards equally vague resource reduction goals. In contrast, their formal 

performance indicator counterparts offer quantifiable metrics to systematically and 

precisely measure progress towards specified waste reduction targets, such as ‘1,000 

kilograms waste diverted to landfill annually’ (El Dief & Font, 2011; Tinsley, 2001).  

Similar responses resulted when exploring the degree to which informants used formal 

management plans (#1 organisational tool, variation). Informants revealed the use of 

informal methods to organise sustainability management, with Informant A1 describing 

various planned actions indicative of those documented in formal management plans, yet 

rhetorical in nature: 

…we have to load up all the trash, we take it completely off the street, even at the 

end of the day we walk the street three more times to make sure…. glass we have to 

separate, landfill we separate, liquid we separate …. We have dedicated staff. We 

have on every one of our maps it shows where our recycling [is] …. we man those 

[recycling] stations so that anytime someone is approaching with trash we’re 

making sure that it is in the correct [bin]…. we have round rotations and so we will 

have our staff go through and quickly separate that trash every hour….at the end we 

collect all the trash in all the cans (…) [we have] access to a co-mingled dumpster 

as well [sic] as the landfill dumpster and then the pig trash we take to the pigs out in 
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Kamas and then our glass we have one great guy who picks up all of our glass and 

takes it to the recycle center. It’s a big process….There’s a lot of moving parts.  

Informant A1 then described a rhetorical policy, more akin to a guiding ethos as, “we want 

no trail left behind after we leave”. The informant continued, describing their tacit waste 

minimisation goal as, “My goal is zero”. When asked if these planned actions, policies, and 

goals were documented or formalised, the informant gave a non-verbal “no” by shaking her 

head, while replying, “it’s the way we’ve always conducted business, we don’t know any 

different”. 

This led to the discovery that businesses also use an informal variation of 

organisational tools (#1), which mimics formal variations bundled within environmental 

programs (i.e., formal management plans). These informal colloquial procedures are 

indicative of the content documented within formal counterparts, yet action plans, policies, 

and goals are loosely defined and not comprehensively undocumented. While these 

dependent variations are focal to this illustration, they are not further pursued because of 

the aforementioned research emphasis on independent QCTs.  

Accordingly, the collective use of the QCTs constituting informal sustainability 

initiatives (#15) implicates its improvisational, opportunistic approach to sustainability 

management (i.e., Type distinction criteria 1, 2). Informant A4 described this inherent 

informality, stating that it began as “a little bit of a half-assed effort but I think it’s how 

everybody starts”. Further discussion revealed that their informal sustainability initiative 

arose through the internally initiated, ad hoc adoption of QCTs, as the informant stated, 

“Our standards have been developed just grass roots (…) this stuff has been kind of this 

organic drive by staff going, ‘Hey why aren’t we doing this?’…. it’s very individual and 

it’s driven from the roots”. This reflects the improvisational approach to sustainability 

management advanced by informal sustainability initiatives. Informant A4 then detailed 
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this organic evolution, describing the internally initiated recycling practices adopted over 

the past decade:  

…as we moved along we realised that it was a much bigger effort than we realised, 

we now have probably five people who, in the winter time that’s all they’re 

doing…. At our maintenance shop we do a lot of recycling also…. So, we have a 

large area at the shop where we have worn out tyres (…) we deliver those to a 

recycler….Over at the shop we also have a large area of steel, scrap steel (…) we 

take it down and we sell it to scrap yards….We have a huge waste oil tank at the 

shop that somebody comes up and sucks dry every month or so….They can utilise 

that waste oil....And in the past those things just got thrown away. 

Reflective of the opportunistic sustainability management inherent to their informal 

sustainability initiatives, Informant A4 then stated, “we are always looking at what’s out 

there”. Informant A1 similarly described their informal sustainability initiative as evolving 

from internally developed means, stating, “We’d rather make it up organically”, and 

continued, “over the years we've tightened it up so we've added more stations, we've added 

more staffing….It's just an all-round continual effort…”. Informant L9 also stated that “it’s 

a little pick them as you go…”.  

Such informal, improvisational, and opportunistic sustainability management diverges 

dramatically from the formal, systematic, planned approach to management advanced by 

formal environmental programs emphasised in the literature (Type distinction criteria 1, 2). 

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, formal environmental programs and informal sustainability 

initiatives have similar QCT structures, possessing virtually the same Types bundled 

within. Yet the QCT structure of formal environmental programs consists of formal 

variations, while the QCT structure of informal sustainability consists of their informal 

counterparts (Type distinction criterion 3). These distinct QCT structures influence and 
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reflect diverging approaches to sustainability progress, which makes them distinct Types. 

The standardised QCTs bundled within formal environmental programs yields its 

systematic, documentation-centric approach to environmental management; they advance 

structured, status quo sustainability management. In contrast, the above illustration shows 

that the unstandardised QCTs bundled within informal sustainability initiatives offer an 

improvisational approach that advances opportunistic, flexible sustainability management 

that mimics their formal counterparts. Given this divergence across the distinction criteria, 

they are therefore distinct Types. 

Over the course of the semi-structured interviews and subsequent data analysis, 

numerous informal QCTs were discovered. The empirical findings unveiled three informal 

Types housing attendant informal variations (#6, 15, 16). Empirical informal variations 

were also discovered among Types (#1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10). Collectively, the empirically derived 

informal QCTs span across four function categories and two toolboxes. Reflective of all 

identified informal QCTs, this informal/formal dichotomy is conceptualised as follows:  

Formal QCTs are Types and variations that encourage precision in sustainable tourism 

progress, manifesting as standardised QCTs as per the prevailing literature, and those 

involving the formalities of documenting progress. Formal QCTs predominately manifest 

as externally administered QCTs, developed by an expert organisation independent of the 

business for which their use is designed (i.e., external QCTs).  

Informal QCTs are Types and variations that mimic their formal counterparts, offering 

a less intensive, comprehensive, and formal alternative. They largely lack the formalities of 

documentation and precision of formal counterparts, but manifest as a more intuitive 

alternative, described by informants as “second nature”. Although exceptions exist, 

informal QCTs largely evidence as QCTs developed for and by the business itself (i.e., 

internal QCTs). Accordingly, they usually lack the expert development of their formal 
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counterparts and precision with which sustainability progress is organised, actualised, 

measured, monitored, and/or evaluated sustainability. Collectively, informal QCTs advance 

improvised and flexible sustainability progress, as described by one tour operator:   

We do everything, kind of, by the seat of our pants (…) we share ideas and bring 

things to the table and then find a way that we can make it happen….And the way 

we do it…It’s not a formal thing as how we approach sustainability....we are more 

casual with it.  

As with formal QCTs, informal QCTs can be selectively bundled through the incremental, 

ad hoc, adoption of QCTs over time, described by another tour operator: 

I think more than anything we’re just building. If you look at us like a structure we 

have a good foundation that we just keep building upon now.…Most of the stuff is 

employees who come to us with a little brick and they say “Hey I think this brick 

would fit really well in our structure right here”. We say “Yeah that’s a great idea” 

and we put it in there.  

The same informant continued to describe the improvised and internally designed nature of 

their aggregate informal QCTs:  

It’s pretty much, if you’ve got a well-constructed idea or even if you just have an 

idea that you want to spray, you can go to anybody here who can help make it 

happen and you’re usually going to get (…) that’s a great idea. Build it. Sound it 

out. Figure it out.  

Reflective of this ad hoc, improvisational nature, informal QCTs are collectively 

conceptualised as among the QCTs within the Buffet.  

Conceivably, all QCTs have a formal and informal counterpart, but this did not 

emerge for all QCTs in this study. While usually found, it was not assumed that all internal 

QCTs are informal, or that all external QCTs are formal. For example, several businesses 
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use their own internally developed, formal code of conduct and commitment (#11). These 

internally created codes offer the same documentation-centric, structured pathway as 

formal variations. It therefore exemplifies an internal QCT that is also a formal QCT. This 

research also found that some externally administered QCTs are informal, which will be 

illustrated in Section 5.4. Thus, placing an informal or formal designation on all QCTs is 

misleading without evidence of its counterpart.  

The numerous informal QCTs reveal new levels of conceptual strength, thereby 

warranting the re-organisation of QCT diversity. Now belonging to the Buffet, the informal 

QCTs also implicate Buffet diversity and prevalence. To contextualise the elaboration and 

illustration of these findings in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, the revealed QCT diversity is now re-

organised, and subsequently summarised through the broader perspective of the functions, 

toolboxes and menus.  

 
5.3 ORGANISING REVEALED QUALITY CONTROL TOOL DIVERSITY 

Introduced in Section 4.3, the variability parameters collectively encapsulate the ways 

that QCTs can vary under seven broad themes, three of which inform the organisation of 

QCT diversity in Figure 5.1. These variability parameters of function, strength, and 

conformance structures respectively give rise to the three macro schemata of function 

categories, toolboxes, and menus. These macro schemata are used as the central barometers 

of the revealed QCT diversity.  

Building upon the literature-based framework depicted in Figure 4.6, Figure 5.1 

organises all Types revealed collectively by the literature analysis and empirical phase 

across these three macro schemata, offering complimentary yet distinct ways of organising 

the attendant diversity. First, the five function categories organise Types by the primary 

function through which they assist sustainability progress. Second, the quality control 
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toolboxes organise those with similar levels of conceptualised strength. Third, the menu 

classifications further classify them by their conformance structures. The organisation of 

Types across these crucial dimensions thereby shows their diversity in function, strength, 

and conformance structure concurrently. The incremental classification of Types across 

these schemata also distinguishes the Buffet from the other menus.  

The emergent Quality Control Tool Diversity framework presented in Figure 5.1 

addresses RQ4, showing the organisational structure that organises the QCT diversity 

revealed collectively by the literature and empirical findings. This new organisational 

structure reveals that Types and their associated organisational structure are more diverse 

than considered in the literature analysis, which organised the initial 15 Types across five 

function categories, three toolboxes and two menus. The 26 Types revealed collectively are 

now more numerous within each of the five function categories, and in turn, bring added 

diversity within each function category. They also span across additional toolboxes and 

menus, denoted by the red boxes in Figure 5.1. This revised structure is warranted because 

the 11 empirical Types are more diverse in strength and conformance structures than 

considered previously. The following sub-sections sequentially describe the modified 

function categories, toolboxes, and menus as reflective of the entire array of revealed 

Types. For each macro schemata, the attendant diversity is overviewed, yielding insight 

into RQ3. This will also distinguish Types within the Buffet, and offer a broad 

understanding of its diversity in function and strength relative to the other menus.  

  
5.3.1 Quality Control Tool Function Categories 
 

The literature analysis demonstrated that each QCT primarily advances sustainability 

through one function (refer to Section 4.5.1 and Table 4.2). This revealed five function 

categories that collectively reflect how QCTs advance sustainability progress. The original 
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five function categories from the literature analysis accurately encapsulate the empirical 

QCT diversity as well. However, the Types within each category are more numerous than 

considered in the literature. Empirical Types were discovered within all five function 

categories. They also bring added diversity in strength and conformance structures, among 

other variability parameters.  

 
Revealed Diversity of Quality Control Tools by Function 

Most of the empirical Types were discovered within the Guidance and Capacity 

Building Tool function category. The literature analysis identified six Types with this 

primary function (#9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14), and the empirical findings revealed another four 

(#6, 7, 8, 22). This shows that businesses use a more diverse array of QCTs to build 

capacity for sustainability through guidance and training. The prior literature identified 

three Types within the Measurement, Monitoring and Reporting Tool function category 

(#5, 21, 26). Another two empirically derived Types surfaced (#3, 4), indicating that 

businesses also use a more diverse array of QCTs for sustainability measurement, tracking, 

and disclosure than previously considered. Empirical Types were also discovered within the 

Management Tool (#15, 16) and Assessment Tool (#2, 20) function categories. 

Management Tools offer a framework for sustainability management, ranging from 

comprehensive and structured (i.e., Set Menu QCTs) to basic and flexible (i.e., Buffet 

QCTs). While the literature recognises Management Tools offering formal, structured 

sustainability management (#1, 17, 18, 23), the empirical data found those that offer 

improvised, ad hoc sustainability management, including several informal Types (#15, 16). 

Also more diverse are Assessment Tools, which evaluate sustainability progress and/or 

verify adherence to prescribed sustainability standards. The literature analysis only found 

dependent QCTs and tentatively dependent QCTs within this function category, such as 
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verification tools. Assessment is a key function, essential in distinguishing conceptualised 

strength, and therefore included even though only dependent Types were previously 

identified. The findings support the importance of Assessment Tools as a primary function 

among independent QCTs. Two focal independent Types were discovered within the 

Assessment Tool function category following empirical investigation (#2, 20). Finally, 

Prestige Tools recognise sustainability progress already achieved, serving as a prestige-

conferring mechanism rather than a framework for continued sustainability progress. One 

empirical Type surfaced (#19).  

The five function categories not only organise and illustrate QCT diversity in 

function, but they are also a precursory step in distinguishing the Buffet. The function 

categories are implicated in distinguishing the conceptual strength for a given Type, 

thereby informing the toolbox classifications, now described. 

        
5.3.2 Quality Control Toolboxes  
 

Introduced in Chapter 4, the Quality Control Toolboxes offered an original but 

tentative classification scheme to organise Types with similar conceptual strength (refer to 

Section 4.5.2, Figure 4.4). As indicated, toolbox classifications are predicated on Degree of 

Agglomeration (DOA), or number of function categories progressed by a given Type, used 

as proxy for conceptualised strength. The resultant toolboxes consist of Types with 

comparable conceptualised strength. In the literature analysis, these ranged from 

conceptually weak to strong as the Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced Toolboxes.  

The empirical QCTs further vary the levels of conceptual strength identified in the 

literature, warranting new toolbox classifications. This amplified diversity stems from the 

discovery of the informal QCTs. Specifically, the empirically derived informal Types with 

a DOA of 3-4 (#15, 16) are conceptually weaker than their formal counterparts with the 
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same DOA (3-4) (#17, 18). However, the empirically derived informal Types with a DOA 

of 3-4 are conceptually stronger than Types with a DOA of 1-2 (i.e., #1-14). For example, 

Section 5.2.1 illustrated the improvised nature of informal sustainability initiatives (#15) 

(DOA 3), which offer a conceptually weaker mechanism for sustainability management 

than the systematic, encompassing, and structured approach advanced by their formal 

environmental program counterpart, which also possesses a DOA of 3. This adds another 

significant level of conceptualised strength that must be accommodated in the toolbox 

classifications. Accordingly, the original Intermediate Toolbox is divided into Informal and 

Formal manifestations. The informal Types with a DOA of 1-2 also reflect new levels of 

conceptualised strength, but do not warrant distinct toolboxes; less variability exists here 

due to their low DOA, and therefore similar characteristics warrant their joint classification. 

This yields, from least to most advanced: the Basic, Intermediate Informal, Intermediate 

Formal, and Advanced Toolboxes.  

The Basic Toolbox houses Types with low conceptualised strength (i.e., DOA 1-2), 

irrespective of formal or informal designation. These Types advance rudimentary 

sustainability progress, progressing conceptually weak sustainability across few function 

categories. They also embody the key building blocks of QCT design, which can be 

selectively bundled or de-bundled, thereby promoting flexible sustainability progress. The 

Intermediate Informal Toolbox consists of more agglomerated informal Types. These 

possess higher conceptualised strength, advancing sporadic and ad hoc sustainability 

progress across various function categories. By their improvised nature they are distinct 

from their formal counterparts within the Intermediate Formal Toolbox. The latter houses 

Types that advance more precision in sustainability progress while retaining some 

flexibility. More holistic and encompassing is the Advanced Toolbox, which houses the 
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most complex and conceptually strong Types, harnessing all five function categories to 

advance sustainability.  

Two modifications of classification protocol ensure that each toolbox houses similar 

Types. First, the combined use of DOA and informal or formal designation assigns Types 

to either the Intermediate Informal or Formal Toolbox. This is necessary due to the 

aforementioned divergences in conceptualised strength among informal and formal Types 

with DOA’s of 3-4. Second, the DOA range used to classify Types within their respective 

toolboxes is altered. The original intermediate toolbox housed Types with a DOA of 2-4; 

this warranted modification to distinguish the highly diverse Types with a DOA of 2-4 

identified by the empirical findings. Figure 5.1 illustrates this revised classification. The 

Basic Toolbox now consists of Types with low levels of conceptualised strength, reflected 

by DOAs of 1 or 2, designated as singular QCTs and combo QCTs respectively. As shown 

in Figure 5.1, this is further nuanced as informal singular QCTs, formal singular QCTs, 

informal combo QCTs, and formal combo QCTs; this is because the Basic Toolbox houses 

informal and formal QCTs. The Intermediate Informal Toolbox consists of informal QCT 

bundles (DOA 3) and informal QCT agglomerates (DOA 4). The Intermediate Formal 

Toolbox houses formal QCT bundles (DOA 3) as well as formal QCT agglomerates (DOA 

4). The Advanced Toolbox consists of QCT systems, with a DOA of 5. Appendix B 

provides the DOA for each Type, and its corresponding QCT structure that informs its 

DOA designation. 

 
Revealed Quality Control Tool Diversity by Strength 

This re-organisation revealed that the Basic Toolbox houses the most Types (14), 

followed by the Intermediate Formal Toolbox (6), the Advanced Toolbox (4), and the 

Intermediate Informal Toolbox (2). Empirically derived QCTs were discovered in all 
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toolbox classifications, revealing that QCTs are more diverse in strength than previously 

considered. Considerably more empirical Types surfaced within the Basic Toolbox (8) than 

in the Intermediate Informal, Intermediate Formal (2 Types each), and Advanced 

Toolboxes (zero).  

In sum, the revised toolbox classifications offer a broad understanding of QCTs 

indicative of the conceptually weak Buffet and the strong Set Menu. The menu 

classifications build upon the toolboxes, further classifying them by their conformance 

structures to gauge the weak, ad hoc Buffet versus the strong, structured Set Menu. 

 
5.3.3 Quality Control Tool Menus  
 

The menus organise Types by strength and conformance structures, the latter ranging 

from flexible (ad hoc, no adherence) to highly structured (prescribed framework, 

compulsory verified adherence). In Chapter 4, this was visually depicted in Figure 4.5, 

which tentatively classified Types as the Buffet versus the Set Menu; the Basic and 

Intermediate Toolboxes were conceptualised as the Buffet, and the Advanced Toolbox as 

the Set Menu. However, the empirically added diversity revealed that the Intermediate 

Formal Toolbox is distinct from the Set Menu and the Buffet, even while exhibiting 

characteristics of each. Accordingly, the Intermediate Formal Toolbox gives rise to and is 

synonymous with the À La Carte Menu, which occupies middle ground between the Buffet 

and the Set Menu. Reflective of their ad hoc nature, all informal Types are assigned to the 

Buffet. Accordingly, the Intermediate Informal Toolbox and the Basic Toolbox are 

aggregated within the Buffet, while the Advanced Toolbox is indicative of the Set Menu 

(the Revealed Quality Control Tool Menus illustrating this is presented in Section 5.5). The 

menu re-conceptualisations required to reflect these adjustments are now described. 
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The Á La Carte Menu is a ‘step up’ from the Buffet, but adopters remain uncommitted 

to the comprehensive, systematic, formal Set Menu. Restaurant metaphors are apt because 

they effectively illustrate these differentiations using accessible real world parallels. An “à 

la carte menu” embodies quasi-structured dining options amenable to partial flexibility, 

fusing elements of set menu and buffet dining. Similar to a set menu, à la carte dining 

allows patrons to select from an array of predetermined starters, entrées, and desserts. Yet, 

it is less rigid because patrons do not have to commit to selecting one dish per course; it 

offers a degree of flexibility because patrons can enjoy these dishes in any sequence and 

combination. By analogy, the À La Carte Menu mostly implicates externally administered, 

standardised QCTs. These formal QCTs have less rigid conformance structures than those 

within the Set Menu; indicative of an à la carte dining experience, they can be used in any 

combination and sequence. In effect, the QCTs within the À La Carte Menu symbolise the 

individual starters, entrées, and desserts that may constitute a set menu dining experience. 

The À La Carte Menu, thusly, houses some of the QCTs that are de-bundled components of 

the Set Menu QCTs. For example, sustainable tourism certification programs (#23, 

certification program variation) epitomise the Set Menu; formal environmental programs 

(#17) are bundled within them but belong to the À La Carte Menu. Hence, businesses can 

use a formal environmental program (i.e., “one course” à la carte menu), but do not 

necessarily have to commit to the more comprehensive, structured, and sequential process 

to sustainability management demanded by sustainable tourism certification programs 

(“three course” set menu). Conversely, the Set Menu embodies a highly formalised, 

structured, and comprehensive approach to sustainability progress, each Type within 

advancing sustainability across all function categories. Essentially, the À La Carte Menu 

QCTs offer less comprehensive and stringent avenues for sustainability progress than 

offered by those in the Set Menu, although a degree of standardisation is still evident.  
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The À La Carte Menu also differs substantively from the more clarified Buffet, which 

embodies highly informal, adaptable, and ad hoc approaches to sustainability progress. In 

buffet dining, patrons select individual food options to consume in isolation (i.e., singular 

and combo QCTs) or in combination (i.e., informal QCT bundles and agglomerates). 

Constituent food items are equivalent to the key building blocks of QCT design, which 

manifest as singular and combo QCTs within the Basic Toolbox. Among these key building 

blocks are Types to organise sustainability efforts (organisational tools, #1), actualise 

sustainability progress (general best practices, #13 and strategic best practices, #7), measure 

and monitor this progress (resource accounting tools, # 5 and monitoring tools, #3), assess 

progress (evaluation tools, #2), and report progress (reporting tools, #4). With the 

introduction of the Intermediate Informal Toolbox, the Buffet now houses informal QCT 

bundles and agglomerates, which arise when businesses select an array of QCTs to use in 

tandem to progress similar sustainability objectives generated by their standardised, formal 

counterparts. In buffet dining, this is equivalent to patrons creating their own entrée, with 

similar accompaniments, to mimic the predetermined entrée offered in à la carte menu 

dining. 

Metaphorically, dependent QCTs resemble the oils and spices to create the entrées. 

Patrons do not consume these independently, nor are they offered on a menu, but the 

entrées would not be possible without them. Dependent QCTs are also key building blocks 

in QCT programmatic design, but are not indicative of the Buffet because their isolated use 

is not possible.  

 
Revealed Diversity of the Quality Control Tool Menus 

In the revised menu structure (Figure 5.1), the Buffet houses more Types (16) than the 

À La Carte Menu (6) and the Set Menu (4) combined. Empirical QCTs arose within each 
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menu classification, revealing that the contemporary QCT landscape evinces more diversity 

in conformance structures than considered in the literature. The Buffet realised the greatest 

addition of empirical Types (eight; #2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16). Three empirical Types surfaced 

in the À La Carte Menu (#19, 20, 22), and only empirical variations were found within the 

Set Menu. The À La Carte Menu spans across the most function categories (5), followed by 

the Buffet (4) and the Set Menu (3). The À La Carte Menu is therefore the most diverse 

with regard to its reach across function categories, while the Buffet exhibits the most added 

diversity within each of its function categories; it is the only menu where empirical Types 

and variations were discovered within all of its function categories, and the Buffet Types 

are the most numerous within each of its function categories. The Set Menu realised the 

least diversity in function; it did not expand into additional function categories, with only 

empirical variations arising within two of its three function categories. Finally, the Buffet is 

the most diverse menu in terms of strength. It now consists of two toolbox classifications 

whereas the other menus consist of one each.  

This section has described the revised organisational framework that effectively 

organises cumulative QCT diversity, addressing RQ4. It also revealed the diversity of 

QCTs in industry practice across the macro schemata, thereby partially addressing RQ3. 

The following section expands upon the latter by illustrating empirical Buffet diversity. 

 
5.4 EMPIRICAL DIVERSITY OF THE QUALITY CONTROL TOOL BUFFET 
 

Established in Chapter 2, investigation of QCT diversity in industry practice 

emphasises the Buffet. This is because the proposed Buffet Effect was situated as the actual 

reality of QCT practice, and congruent with the original Quality Control Spectrum of 

Weaver (2006), which this study extends. Accordingly, the emphasis on Buffet diversity 

could most aptly answer the research questions. This focus is further substantiated by the 
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fact that each stage of investigation found that Buffet diversity is superior to the other 

menus in magnitude (Types) and across central barometers of diversity (macro schemata). 

It offers further merit of eliciting greater insights into the understudied rudimentary, 

internally created, and informal QCTs as they occur in real world practice. This section first 

overviews the amplified Buffet diversity resulting from the empirically derived QCTs. The 

empirically derived Buffet QCTs implicating this added diversity are subsequently 

illustrated. 

Extracted and expounded from Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3 shows a detailed illustration of 

the revealed Buffet diversity. It shows the Types and variations identified by all sources, 

Type identification numbers, and organises Types into their respective function categories, 

as consistent with the prior Figure 5.1. Unlike Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3 specifies Types 

designated as singular QCTs (DOA 1) and combo QCTs (DOA 2) within the Basic 

Toolbox, as well as the informal QCT bundles (DOA of 3) and informal QCT agglomerates 

(DOA of 4) within the Intermediate Informal Toolbox. 
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Figure 5.3 Revealed Diversity of the Quality Control Tool Buffet 
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As illustrated, the Basic Toolbox accounts for the majority of the Buffet, representing 

14 of the 16 Buffet Types. The singular QCTs are the most numerous (9 Types, #1, 3, 5, 6, 

7, 9, 10, 13, 14), followed by combo QCTs (5 Types, #2, 4, 8, 11, 12). Thus, the Buffet is 

primarily characterised by the key building blocks to QCT design with the lowest levels of 

conceptualised strength. The Intermediate Informal Toolbox consists of two empirical 

Types, including one informal QCT bundle (#15) and one informal QCT agglomerate 

(#16). These are the conceptually strongest QCTs in the Buffet. Collectively, the Buffet 

therefore consists of a diverse array of conceptually weak QCTs that advance four 

functions of sustainability management, assessment, measurement, monitoring and 

reporting, and guidance and capacity building. The following overviews the amplified 

Buffet diversity by magnitude of Types, strength, and function. This contextualises the 

illustration of the empirical Buffet QCTs that implicate this added diversity. 

This revealed Buffet is greater in magnitude than identified in the literature. The 

literature analysis identified eight Buffet Types, and empirical investigation revealed 

another eight Types (shown as “^” in Figure 5.3; #2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16). The Buffet now 

accounts for more than half (16) of the 26 Types identified by all sources. New empirical 

variations were discovered among 13 of the 16 Buffet Types, designated by red, green, 

orange, and blue text.  

These empirical QCTs implicate Buffet diversity in function and strength. The 

literature found Buffet QCTs within three function categories (i.e., Management Tools, 

Measurement, Monitoring and Reporting Tools, and Guidance and Capacity Building 

Tools). The Buffet now spans across four function categories, as the empirical data 

unveiled that the Buffet also lies within the Assessment Tool function category. Empirical 

Types and variations were also discovered within all of the Buffet’s four function 

categories, magnifying the diversity of QCTs within each category. This revealed Buffet is 
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also more diverse in strength, now spanning across an additional toolbox, implicated by 

two empirically derived Types. Further, new levels of internal strength emerged within both 

toolboxes. These include the informal singular QCTs and informal combo QCTs within the 

Basic Toolbox and the informal QCT bundles and informal QCT agglomerates within the 

Intermediate Informal Toolbox. 

The seven variability parameters identified in the literature analysis represent the 

numerous ways that QCTs can vary. The empirical Buffet QCTs vary by these seven 

original variability parameters of strength, function, conformance structures, TBL focus, 

administering organisation, industry applicability, and mechanics. However, the empirical 

Buffet also varies in new ways, leading to the discovery of two new variability parameters, 

which will be formerly introduced in Section 5.4.3. Thusly, revealed Buffet diversity is 

characterised by original (literature analysis) and new variability parameters. 

In clarification, the variability parameters of function and strength are the broad 

barometers of the empirical Buffet diversity, represented by the function categories and 

toolboxes, respectively. The other variability parameters are more specific avenues of 

diversity; they refer to ways that Buffet QCTs further diversify the array of QCTs within 

each function category and toolbox.   

Presented in the context of each toolbox, the empirical QCTs are used to illustrate the 

amplified Buffet diversity in function, strength, among other variability parameters. 

Subsequently, the original and new variability parameters are presented, and those new are 

articulated. As noted, selected variations are drawn upon to illustrate the real world 

diversity of the Buffet.  
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5.4.1 Empirical Diversity of the Basic Toolbox 

The Basic Toolbox contains the most empirically added Types and variations. Of the 

14 constituent Types, six are empirically derived and all but three possess empirical 

variations. Empirical Types were discovered in four function categories, implicating the 

Buffet’s expansion into the Assessment Tool function category. The empirically added 

Buffet Types and their variations also reflect new levels of conceptual strength within the 

Buffet, including informal singular and informal combo QCTs. Finally, the empirical QCTs 

within the Basic Toolbox reveal new ways that QCTs can vary, which position as new 

variability parameters. The six empirical Types within the Basic Toolbox implicating this 

amplified diversity are now illustrated.  

 
Empirical Singular Quality Control Tool Types 

The literature analysis identified six singular Types (#1, 5, 9, 10, 13, 14). Another 

three emerged following empirical investigation including strategic best practices (#7), 

monitoring tools (#3), and informal codes of behavior (#6). These empirical QCTs 

diversify the array of Buffet QCTs within the Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting 

Tool (#3) and the Guidance and Capacity Building Tool function categories (#6, 7). They 

also introduce the conceptually weakest QCTs into the Buffet, which are informal singular 

QCTs (#6). The empirical singular QCTs also vary in ways distinct from that identified in 

the literature analysis, which further amplifies the diversity of Buffet QCTs within function 

categories and toolboxes. The empirical derived Types are internally created, which diverge 

from the predominately externally administered identified in the literature analysis. The 

empirically added Types also include those informally designated, similarly diverging from 

formal counterparts identified by secondary sources.   
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These empirically derived Types include strategic best practices (#7), which amplifies 

Buffet diversity within function categories. They differ from general best practices (#13) 

identified in the literature. General best practices are broadly conceptualised as “status quo” 

practices that actualise sustainability progress, such as co-mingled recycling, bulk 

purchasing, and doubled sided printing. Strategic best practices amplify these “status quo” 

practices through alternative and customised means. They are internally created practices 

that align with businesses’ brand propositions, and are tailored for businesses’ unique intra- 

and extra- organisational conditions. For example, one attraction uses strategic best 

practices to minimise a distinct kind of food waste only produced by their business. 

Reflective of their brand proposition of celebrating the “Old American West”, this business 

donates their nutrient-rich food waste to a local dairy farmer, allowing for a higher quality, 

higher yield cheese, as described by the informant (false names added in brackets for 

anonymity) 

So, how that whole thing morphed, pretty interesting story. The farmer (…) we 

were not only giving it to him, we were delivering it to him. So, we had our truck, 

our fuel, our person that we’re paying for, and it became just cost prohibitive. We 

just couldn’t afford it…So we cut him off….He came to me, like, three months later 

and was like, “[Joe] they cut me off (…) I’m like, “Yeah, sorry, but we just can’t 

afford it.” And he’s like, “God, that’s too bad.” I said, “Why? What’s the issue? 

.…And he was like, you know, “My production’s off.” I’m like, “What do you 

mean your production’s off?” He’s like, “Well, the product was off in yield and in 

taste.” So, I started digging in. I’m like, “Well, what happened on the yield?” He 

goes, “Well, having the cows on that diet produced 10 to 15% more milk.”…. All 

right, so more milk, you have more cheese. “So what happened on the taste?” He 

goes, “Well, when we measured the protein content, the protein content was higher 
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by 3 to 5%, so you’ve got more protein, you’ve got better coagulation, you’ve got 

better flavours.” I’m like, “Dude, I’m not going to run the math but it sounds like 

you need to buy a truck and hire a person and we’ll give the stuff to you.” And they 

hired a truck to tow the thing, and his production’s up, and now, again, the line is 

out the door.  

In turn, the business purchases the cheese produced by the farmers, which is then made 

available to their patrons, as the informant described (false names in brackets for 

anonymity): 

We have farmers lining up. If you come in here between 6.30 and 8 o’clock in the 

morning…. You’ll see these trucks coming up with these big totes, and they’re 

pumping the [waste] out .… And they’re bringing it to the farms, and they’re using 

it as feed for the cattle…. They feed their dairy cows. The dairy cows, he’s making 

the cheese from. So this whole thing is all fed with sort of [company name] 

product….Then [the cheese] goes back in and goes on the menu…[Emphasis 

added]. 

This business also developed alternative reuse practices to minimise waste, similarly 

customised to their brand proposition and operational contexts; the interior décor consists 

of reused materials from locally demolished structures, including railway trestles and barn 

doors. Indicative of strategic best practices, sustainability progress is generated in several 

areas. The above strategic best practices not only minimise waste, but also progress 

community building, local purchasing, and regional economic multiplier effects. Strategic 

best practices offer another way that businesses can actualise and build capacity for 

sustainable tourism. The fusion of strategy and customisation offers a unique approach to 

sustainability practice, diverging from the “status quo” offered by general best practices. 
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Strategic best practices therefore amplify the diversity of Buffet QCTs within the Guidance 

and Capacity Building function category. 

Another empirically derived Type, monitoring tools (#3) amplify Buffet diversity 

within function categories. They offer flexible resource monitoring, embodying a Buffet 

Type that advances a previously absent targeted monitoring function. The literature only 

revealed Buffet Types that offer a targeted measurement function (i.e., #5 resource 

accounting tool). Monitoring tools within the case study were developed for and by 

businesses themselves; monitoring media, parameters and frequencies are conducted at 

individual discretion, as described by one attraction manager, “We haven't used a platform 

from anybody else, so where we've monitored them it's just very much like been on our 

own; just taking information from the bills and entering it”. Monitoring tool variations 

show the diversity of these empirically derived Buffet QCTs. One informant described the 

more generic variations as a, “basic run of the mill spreadsheet”. This was commonly used 

among informants with fixed office spaces.  

Perhaps the most inventive variations are spatial monitoring tools, which allow 

businesses to monitor resource use visually and spatially as per self-determined 

frequencies, often facilitated by global positioning systems (GPS) or other real-time 

tracking devices. This monitoring tool variation was employed among informants whose 

operating contexts were synonymous with natural spaces. For example, one tour operator 

operates in the remote backcountry, and has a high-risk tourism product. The nature of their 

recreation activities, and client safety, requires dependency upon unpredictable climatic 

conditions. They therefore use spatial monitoring tools to track and gauge slope gradation, 

snowfall, and temperature, to inform where to recreate that day, while minimising localised 

environmental impacts:   
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…instead of just using dynamite….We just pick our terrain….By the degree of the 

slope, by the aspect of the slope, all of that….say we get a lot of snow and it’s cold 

enough, we’ll just use southern facing for those days of southern snow working and 

leave the north facing stuff for when it gets warmer, and then we’ll move to north 

facing. But that’s also depending on avalanche data…. So if the avalanche danger is 

in the considerable high area, there’s no way you’re going on anything steep. 

You’re not going to go over 30 degrees  

The informant continued, “we don’t just ski everything, we definitely try and save our 

terrain…”, describing that this low-impact alternative aligns with “true” backcountry 

culture and experience. 

Informal codes of behavior (#6) is an informal singular QCT, which represent a new 

level of conceptualised strength within the Buffet. They are the counterpart to formal codes 

of conduct and commitment (#11), also within the Buffet. Informal codes of behaviour are 

developed for and by the business itself, representing a broad rhetorical ethos that guide 

responsible behaviors of employees or visitors. Largely improvised and loosely defined, 

they lack the standardised guidelines and statement of commitment of their formal 

counterpart (i.e., distinct QCT structures). One business describes the internally developed, 

off-the-cuff, and rhetorical nature of informal codes of behaviour, as follows:  

…in relation to fishing etiquette, where to cast, where not to cast, where to stand, 

how to get in and out of the river, all that kind of stuff, but why you do it.... We 

don’t require anybody to go through a naturalist class.…I start every day like “Okay 

guys, here’s our ride. This is our plan for the day. I’m going to be out in front. This 

is why I’m going to be in front. These are the intersections we’re going to stop at. 

Remember to pull over and yield to the uphill rider. Remember to stop at an 

intersection and make sure the person behind you is getting through there. If you 
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change a flat tyre or you get a flat or you stop and eat, make sure you pick up your 

wrappers on the trail (…) we pack in pack out.…Pull your bike off to the side of the 

trail, pay attention to where you’re stopping.” So they’re all kind of little things that 

you’re helping, again educate people. 

Similarly, another owner/operator describes their informal code of behavior: 

…a lot of people tend to want to just take an apple core and throw it on the trail – 

“Oh it’s biodegradable” – and so I try and really educate our clients.…you know, 

“these are our trails, this is what we have and if everybody threw an apple core on 

the side of the trail, we’d be walking through a lot of apple cores and it wouldn’t be 

that aesthetic anymore”….the cliché of, you know, “take only pictures, leave only 

footprints”.  

Both businesses have verbal code directives reminiscent of formal codes, such as the leave 

no trace principles. While the informal codes loosely integrate this ethos, further probes 

revealed that neither business actually uses formal codes nor the specified directives 

therein. 

Like the other singular QCTs, the internally dictated creation of informal codes of 

behavior permits versatility in practical application. As such, businesses use the same Type, 

but their practical application is distinct, adapted to operating contexts. To elaborate, Table 

5.2 presents two informal codes used by two tour operators within their unique operating 

contexts. The above quoted Informant T9’s informal code is placed along side that of 

Informant T6.  Informant T6 operates in the remote backcountry, and has a high-risk 

tourism product. The above quoted Informant T9 has a comparatively lower risk product, 

operating within a designated trail system. In turn, the themes of their codes are unique, 

each adapted to its own operating context.  
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Table 5.2. Informal Codes of Behavior: Unique Adaptations by Operating Context 

 
        

Informal codes of behaviour - an informal singular QCT - introduce even more 

rudimentary levels of conceptualised strength into the Buffet. Its formal counterpart is 

conceptualised as rudimentary as per standardised conceptualisation, but this informal QCT 

is even more basic. Further diversifying still is that informal codes of behaviour 

concurrently vary by original and new variability parameters; they are an informal, internal 

QCT. Its informal designation exemplifies a new way that QCTs can vary, positioning as a 

new variability parameter. Its internal designation relates to the original variability 

parameter of administering organisation. These internally developed, informal QCTs are 

distinct from their formal counterparts as identified in the literature, which are external and 

formal QCTs; their formal counterparts also lie within the same toolbox and function 

category. Thusly, informal codes of behaviour further amplify the diversity of Buffet QCTs 

within the Basic Toolbox and Guidance and Capacity Building Tool function category.  

INFORMAL CODES OF BEHAVIOR 

THEME 

VERBAL DIRECTIVES 

Informant T6 
[Operating Context: High risk tourism product, 

remote back country] 

Informant T9 
[Operating Context: Low risk tourism 

product, local trail system] 

Recreation  

…we always talk about that there’s going to be obstacles, 
that it is back country terrain, there’s not grooming…. 
It’s a very different feel to it as far as skiing goes... So you 
explain that to them and why and so we explain more of 
the back country culture, and the fact that it’s more a fact 
that you’re getting fresh snow, non groove snow, 
untouched snow….A lot of times there might be a cornice 
over on the other side or a danger zone that we don’t want 
you in, so we’re very specific about that. …A lot of 
explanations into back country skiing and toning it down 
a bit…because people try to ski like they would at the 
resort, and may hurt themselves…. 

… I start every day like “Okay guys, here’s 
our ride. This is our plan for the day. I’m 
going to be out in front. This is why I’m 
going to be in front. These are the 
intersections we’re going to stop at. 
Remember to pull over and yield to the uphill 
rider. Remember to stop at an intersection 
and make sure the person behind you is 
getting through there…If you change a flat 
tyre or you get a flat or you stop and eat… 
pull your bike off to the side of the trail, 
pay attention to where you’re stopping… 

Minimal 
Impact 

So the guide …talks about how, in the back country, how 
we ski one at a time, we ski very close to each other so 
we call it farming, so you need to put your tracks right next 
to the next person’s tracks, so that we’re saving, 
preserving our terrain. We talk about how there’s a lot of 
obstacles that are natural because we don’t go through 
and remove [sic] it… 

….make sure you pick up your wrappers on 
the trail…we pack in pack out… 
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The common thread among these singular QCTs is their internal QCT designations. 

Ultimately, these singular QCTs reveal strategic, customised adaptations of sustainable 

tourism 

 
Empirical Combo Quality Control Tools  

Three Types added into the Buffet following empirical investigation were 

conformance standards (#8), reporting tools (#4), and evaluation tools (#2), representing 

combo QCTs (DOA 2). These Types implicate Buffet diversity within and across function 

categories. They also include informal combo QCTs, representing a new level of 

conceptual strength. Further, these empirically derived combo QCTs vary in previously 

unidentified ways. They blur the lines between dependent and independent QCTs; 

dependent QCTs are those whose isolated use from their bundled contexts is implausible, 

while independent QCTs can be used as standalones. This blurry boundary represents a 

second newly identified variability parameter.  

An empirical Type that illustrates these hazy boundaries is conformance standards 

(#8). An externally administered QCT, these outline the prescribed sustainability criteria 

that businesses must satisfy to achieve certification and/or receive marketing hardware, the 

latter referring to a logo (Honey, 2002, 2007). Conformance standards are predominately 

discussed in the literature as a constituent QCT bundled within Set Menu QCTs, such as 

certification programs (#23) (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Font, 2002; Honey, 2002; Toth, 

2002). Yet, the interviews revealed that informants used these conformance standards as 

standalone, independent QCTs to mimic certification programs. They explained that they 

would selectively adopt, at their discretion, the best practices and performance indicators 

provided within conformance standards. For example, one hotel manager stated, “We had 

an option of doing LEED but (…) we’re going to follow the same practices but not become 
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third party certified”. Similarly, other managers of attractions and hotels commented, “The 

consensus (...) was don’t pay to get the (…) certification (…) but at least do the practices to 

the energy star levels” and, “We took some of those outlines for LEED and some of the 

green building practices”. In turn, this led to the realisation that informants use certification 

program conformance standards (variation) as an independent QCT. Yet, other 

conformance standard variations, such as those for performance reporting standards (#26) 

are not used independently.  

Reporting tools (#4) display a similar discrepancy. Annual compliance reports are a 

reporting tool variation conveyed in the literature. They exemplify a dependent QCT, 

bundled within sustainable tourism certification programs (#23, certification program 

variation); they assist businesses to report continued compliance to externally administered, 

prescribed sustainable tourism certification program standards (Honey, 2007). Accordingly, 

their independent use is conceptually redundant, as supported by the empirical findings; 

businesses do not use them as standalone QCTs. Yet, the data revealed use of an internally 

created reporting tool variation, which is used as a standalone, independent QCT. These 

empirical internal reporting tools are rudimentary mechanisms that assist businesses to 

communicate sustainability progress intra- or extra-organisationally through informal 

media channels, rather than formalised documented reports; the content of what is reported, 

metrics for calculating performances, and update frequencies are left to individual 

discretion, which is often inconsistent, as described by one hotel owner/manager, “I’m not 

sure if it’s 120 or 105%, it’s over the top….Really we just didn’t correct after we added the 

solar, we didn’t adjust, we kept it in place”. The analysis revealed that both reporting tool 

variations offer the same overarching approach to sustainability progress, and in turn, 

belong to the same Type. That is, they assist the reporting (function) of sustainability 

practices, performances, and metrics over a given timeframe (QCT structure) to 
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communicate sustainability progress (conceptualisation) (relating to Type distinction 

criteria 2, 3, 1, respectively). However, the key distinction among these variations is their 

respective independent and dependent designations. This diverges from the dependent 

QCTs identified in the literature, which identified dependent Types that house similarly 

dependent variations. For example, verification tools are a dependent Type that house 

dependent variations such as on-site audits. The literature also found independent Types 

that house independent variations, such as general best practices (#13) and its variation, 

environmental best practices. 

This pattern continued with evaluation tools (#2), which further blur the line between 

dependent and independent QCTs. The literature shows evaluation tool variations that were 

clearly dependent QCTs, such as conformance baseline evaluation tools; this variation is 

bundled within sustainable tourism certification programs, used as a precursor to 

verification and resultant certification (Honey, 2002; 2007). However, other evaluation tool 

variations could conceivably be used as standalone QCTs, yet salience surrounding their 

isolated use was not conveyed in the literature. Rather, they are largely conceptualised in 

the contexts of more agglomerated QCTs in the À La Carte and Set Menus. For example, 

one variation, baseline evaluation tools involves measuring resource uses to assess existing 

levels of resource use. Another variation, benchmark evaluation tools involve a business 

comparing their sustainability performances to determine their sustainability performances 

relative to similar businesses (Black & Crabtree, 2007). While it is not conceptually 

implausible to use these exemplar evaluation tools (#2) as standalones, they are 

acknowledged in the literature as constituent QCTs bundled within sustainable tourism 

certification programs (certification program variation, #23), benchmarking and reporting 

systems (performance monitoring and reporting tool variation, #21), and environmental 

management systems (EMS) (management system variation, #16) (Black & Crabtree, 2007; 
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Bohdanowicz et al., 2011; Honey, 2007; El Dief & Font, 2011). Because adequacy 

surrounding their independent use was not evident from the literature, evaluation tools were 

tentatively considered dependent QCTs pending further empirical investigation, and 

therefore not included as focal QCTs in the literature analysis.  

Subsequent empirical findings revealed that informants did use evaluation tool 

variations as independent, standalone QCTs. Such independent use introduced evaluation 

tools into the Buffet, and in turn, expanded the Buffet into the Assessment Tool function 

category. Further magnifying Buffet diversity, the empirical evaluation tool variations are 

also informal QCTs. One attraction manager described how they informally undertook a 

baseline and benchmark evaluation of energy use [related information underlined and QCT 

denoted in brackets]: 

Yeah, but we just looked at like our past three years of our energy use, just to try to 

get a hold [baseline evaluation tool]. We have a very different profile than other 

facilities…. And we did an informal comparison to another facility here in Kimball 

Junction maybe five years ago and we were using drastically less energy and gas 

than they were, we were like half of what we were using. We promised them that 

we wouldn't tell anybody who it was, but it was great for us, because they were like 

the same square footage and so we were able to do, you know, same 

climate…[benchmark evaluation tool] [emphasis added]. 

This informal benchmarking evaluation tool involves the periodic and broad comparison of 

selected resources use using an internally developed medium. This new variation diverges 

from those bundled within À La Carte and Set Menu QCTs revealed by the literature, now 

designated as a formal benchmarking evaluation tool; this formal variation uses specified 

and standardised metrics to precisely benchmark sustainability performances as per a given 
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set of key indicators over specified timeframes (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Bohdanowicz et 

al., 2011).  

Over the course of the interviews other independently used, informal evaluation tool 

variations emerged. For example, attraction manager informally “crowd sources” 

evaluations from destination stakeholders (city governments, local organisations, 

describing: 

…we get in front of all of these people (…) what we're doing well, what we're not 

doing well and we constantly ask the questions, constantly ask the questions so that 

if somebody, you know, has a great idea we're going to hear about it because we are 

an open door, if somebody might have a bad experience they can easily contact or 

communicate to us because we have that open door. So the conversations with the 

community continually keep happening.… we still continue to have the 

conversations with the Summit County landfill, we still continue to have 

conversations with Insa at Recycle Utah and it's just trying to still stay on 

top…[IAW:SP:18] 

This informal “crowd sourced” evaluation tool (variation) provides anecdotal, broad-based 

evaluations from unskilled assessors. While the literature often discusses its formal 

counterpart in the context of management systems (#18), it too is used independently; 

formal external evaluation tools (variation) offer targeted assessments from a skilled 

professional (Black & Crabtree, 2007).  

These empirical Types evidence a similar pattern; they blur the lines between 

dependent and independent Types. Ultimately, these hazy boundaries led to the discovery 

that conformance standards (#8), reporting tools (#4), and evaluation tools (#2) house 

dependent and independent QCT variations. The dependent variations were identified in the 

literature, while the independent variations were identified by the empirical findings. Thus, 
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they are most aptly conceptualised as Types that house emergent dependent variations 

(identified in the literature) and empirical independent variations (identified empirically). 

The discovery of their independent use introduces their parental Type into the Buffet.  

These Types, representing combo QCTs, also implicate Buffet diversity in function. 

The independent use of evaluation tool variations expanded the Buffet into the Assessment 

Tool function category, which was not the case in the literature analysis. As such, the 

Buffet now consists of evaluation tool variations that offer rudimentary approaches and 

informal methods for assessing sustainability progress. The independent reporting tool 

variations introduce rudimentary QCTs that offer a targeted reporting tool function within 

the Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tool function category, previously absent. 

Independent use of conformance standard variations magnifies the Buffet’s already 

impressive array of Guidance and Capacity Building Tools. Although conformance 

standards house the criteria to create more robust QCTs, the above passages show that 

informants use these as a Guidance and Capacity Building Tool to selectively adopt best 

practices and/or resource accounting tools. Another hotel manager articulated this, stating, 

“I created a list of stuff that we’re doing and not doing. So I used it as much as a learning 

tool”. Further amplifying the diversity of Buffet QCTs within the Guidance and Capacity 

Building Tool function category is that conformance standard variations are conceptualised 

as informal QCT. This informal designation reflects a new way that QCTs can vary (i.e., a 

new variability parameter). Their informal designation is placed because informants 

indicate their use in lieu of certification programs, as indicated in the previous passage, and 

also described by another hotel manager, stating: “…you’ve got to find creative ways to 

(…) mimic or reach a portion of it” and continued, “So we took pieces of it”. This 

informant operates in the historical district of Park City, and their building is a designated 

historic site built in the 1920’s. The informant described that certification programs were 
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incompatible with their infrastructure and local building codes, stating that there is “very 

little that we can do with this building”, and commented, “you can retrofit to a point”. 

Ultimately, the de-bundled use of conformance standards in lieu of certification programs 

enabled them to engage in sustainability that is conducive to their operating context.  

In turn, these independent conformance standard variations are broadly conceptualised 

as informal counterparts to certification programs. Informal conformance standard 

variations are also an externally administered QCT; that is, they are an informal, external 

QCT. This reflects the aforementioned notion that some informal QCTs are also external 

QCTs. Moreover, it shows that these empirically derived QCTs concurrently vary in new 

and previously identified ways. That is, conformance standard variations vary by their 

independent designation, informal designation, and external designation; the latter reflects 

the original variability parameter of administering organisation, while the remaining reflect 

new variability parameters. The same intricacy is also shown by the other above illustrated 

combo QCTs; the reporting tool variations and the evaluation tool variations also 

concurrently vary by their independent, internal, and informal designations. Finally, these 

empirical Types, housing variations indicative of informal combo QCTs, also implicate a 

new level of strength within the Buffet.  

Ultimately, these Types demonstrate the complexities of QCT diversity. Not only do 

they house variations that vary by their internal and external designations, among other 

initially identified ways, but they also vary by their independent and dependent 

designations, informal and formal designations, and combinations thereof. The internal and 

external QCT designations represent the variability parameter of administering organisation 

identified in the literature analysis. The remaining designations reflect two new variability 

parameters, which will be further articulated in Section 5.4.3. These intricacies amplify 

Buffet diversity within function categories and toolboxes.  
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5.4.2 Empirical Diversity of the Intermediate Informal Toolbox  

The prior section explored the diversity of the Basic Toolbox QCTs in function and 

strength. Metaphorically, the empirical Types within the Basic Toolbox Types augment the 

magnitude of “ingredients” within the Buffet. While used in isolation, they are also 

selectively bundled. Interestingly, the sequential bundling of these key building blocks to 

QCT design gives rise to the new informal QCTs within the Intermediate Informal 

Toolbox.  

The Intermediate Informal Toolbox houses two empirical Types including informal 

sustainability initiatives (#15) and informal management initiatives (#16). These QCTs 

diversify the Buffet QCTs within the Management Tool function category. They offer a 

more encompassing manner to progress sustainability management, involving the 

combined use of QCTs within multiple function categories. This encompassing approach 

diverges from Management Tools identified in the literature analysis, such as sustainability 

policies (organisational tool variations, #1). These empirical Types also introduce even 

more levels of conceptualised strength to the Buffet, as they are informal QCT bundles 

(DOA 3) and informal QCT agglomerates (DOA 4). Further, they reveal unique diversity in 

QCT structures, whereby the constituent QCTs bundled within are internal, informal (#15), 

and even evidence the sporadic integration of formal QCTs (#16). This differs from the 

standardised QCT structures constituting Types identified in the literature, such as formal 

environmental programs (#17) (Figure 5.2).  

Informal management initiatives aptly illustrate this contribution. Offering an 

improvised, fragmented, yet adaptable approach to sustainability management, they are an 

unstandardised agglomeration of QCTs that organise progress towards broad sustainability 

objectives (organisational tools, #1), actualise this progress through both generic and 

alternative means (strategic best practices, #7, general best practices, #13), and measure 
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(resource accounting tools, #5), monitor (monitoring tools, #3), and evaluate (evaluation 

tools, #2) this progress, thus anecdotally informing sporadic but continual improvement. 

While same in function (Type distinction criterion 2), informal management initiatives 

diverge from their formal management system (#18) counterparts because they lack its 

defining systematic, documentation-centric, cyclical methodology (Type distinction 

criterion 1) for sustainability management, which is advanced by a standardised 

agglomerate of formal QCTs (Type distinction criterion 3).  

Figure 5.4 illustrates informal management initiatives, showing the functional 

diversity of its QCT structure that renders its strength. The QCTs bundled within are color 

coded, reflective of the primary function of each, showing its conceptual strength (i.e., 

informal QCT, DOA 4). The combined use of these QCTs progress towards loosely defined 

environmental management objectives.  

 
Figure 5.4 Informal Management Initiatives: Functional Diversity of Quality Control Tool 
Structure 
 

  

 

 

 

While informal management initiatives are the conceptually strongest QCT within the 

Buffet, they are still characteristic of this menu, being the ad hoc result of the sporadic, 
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incremental bundling of Basic Toolbox QCTs over time, as described by one hotel 

manager:  

Well that’s where I talk about us being a little rag-tag (…) every year we look at 

what are the areas we feel like there’s waste, or we could do better, and we try to 

make incremental improvements and when you get 15 years they start to add up. So 

recycling was really our gateway. That’s where everything began and then we 

started to focus on water conservation and electric conservation and then we 

continue (…) and see what are additional things we can do…. It’s really a little pick 

them as you go. 

        Like informal sustainability initiatives (#15) illustrated in Section 5.2.1, informal 

management initiatives mostly comprise of internal and informal QCTs, which implicate 

their divergence from formal counterparts. However, informal management initiatives show 

even more diversity in their QCT structures, as informants sporadically integrated the use 

of formal QCTs. Despite this, the overarching approach is still ad hoc, indicative of the 

Buffet. Selected QCTs bundled within one accommodation provider’s informal 

management initiative is used to illustrate this. 

This accommodation provider pairs formal performance indicators with informal 

anecdotal indicators (#5 resource accounting tools, variations). Formal performance 

indicators are used for annual measurements of total percentage of energy offset via 

renewables. They also use anecdotal indicators to measure energy, in addition to water. The 

informant stated that the combined use of these informal and formal QCTs was warranted 

by their building infrastructure, compartmentalised like a condominium, which implicates 

complexities associated with property-wide, aggregate resource measurements:  

What I didn’t mention to you is we’ve got 56 units here, five commercial spaces and 

every one of those is metered individually (…) the halls are also metered as is our 
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courtyard and our elevator and I think I’ve got eight or nine, at minimum, HOA 

meters, water’s done under a couple of different accounts.  

As a result, they use informal anecdotal indicators which can be adapted to these 

complexities, and offer a more immediate, less intensive, albeit imprecise indication of 

progress towards resource reduction objectives. For example, the informant stated that they 

use the percentage of cost savings resulting from light conversions as a barometer of energy 

reduction: 

 …many of our measurements are anecdotal and energy use is another great 

example; we more than doubled our fixtures in the property, but at the same time we 

switched them all over to fluorescents and we saw a 17 percent drop property wide 

in energy cost.  

Interestingly, this is more indicative of a formal performance indicator used to measure 

economic returns, rather than energy reduction (Toth, 2006). While it does not measure 

property-wide energy use or reduction, it does suggest general energy reduction, indicative 

of informal anecdotal indicators.  

The informant described that their operational complexities, in turn, also created 

challenges with evaluating progress (#2, evaluation tools), which ultimately implicated 

their fragmented and informal approach, stating “So I’m always pulling various pieces and 

parts and so a quick analysis is looking at a snapshot of a few rooms and then a larger 

analysis I only do every couple of years”. The informant continued to describe this 

internally dictated, opportunistic, and partial assessment: “Most of it is just internal analysis 

of which, again, I’m a little guilty of not being as vigilant about it in the last couple of 

years…. But, no, no good formal scorecard, although I should do one”. The informant 

offered an illustrative aside reflecting the ad hoc nature of their assessments, stating: 

“Which reminds me I need to do it for last year”.  
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The informant also described the use of generic “spreadsheet” monitoring tool 

variations (#3, monitoring tools), describing the imprecision with which they monitor 

resource use, stating: “…I do review, I do look through, if nothing else I look through the 

utilities just to make sure we don’t have leaks or power drains or something going wrong, 

any big anomalies”. 

Thus, even though informal management initiatives span across four function 

categories and amalgamate internal, informal, and sporadically formal QCTs, they still 

exemplify the improvised nature of informal QCTs and the Buffet, augmenting the 

diversity of the latter in strength and function.  

 
5.4.3 Revealed Variability Parameters  

Together, the Basic and Intermediate Informal Toolboxes house a large array of QCTs 

that amplify Buffet diversity in strength and function. The discovery of internal, informal 

newly designated independent Types represent new variability parameters. The literature 

analysis identified the seven variability parameters of triple bottom line (TBL) focus, 

administering organisation, industry applicability, mechanics, function, strength, and 

conformance structures. The revealed Buffet QCTs vary by these variability parameters. 

However, the empirically derived Buffet QCTs also unveiled new ways that QCTs vary, 

exemplified by the informal QCTs and the newly designated independent Types. These are 

encapsulated by two new variability parameters, referred to as the informal/formal 

continuum and the dependent/independent continuum, respectively. Figure 5.5 depicts the 

original variability parameters in black boxes and those empirically derived in red boxes.   
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Figure 5.5. Revealed Variability Parameters 
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dependent and independent variations (e.g., reporting tools, #4). In turn, the 

dependent/independent continuum ranges from dependent (e.g., verification tools), to 

quasi-independent (e.g., reporting tools, evaluation tools, #2) and independent (e.g., general 

best practices, #13). The empirically derived quasi-independent QCTs amplify the diversity 

of QCTs within toolboxes and function categories. They span across the Basic Toolbox and 

three Buffet function categories (Assessment Tool, Measurement, Monitoring and 

Reporting Tool, and Guidance and Capacity Building Tools).  

Associated with both new variability parameters are the internal and external QCTs, 

which relate to the original variability parameter of administering organisation identified in 

the literature analysis. This further amplifies the intricacies of Buffet diversity; some Buffet 

QCTs concurrently vary by original and new variability parameters. For example, 

conformance standard variations (#8) are informal, external, and newfound independent 

QCTs. This reflects three variability parameters, including the informal/formal continuum, 

administering organisation, and independent/dependent continuum, respectively.  

Ultimately, this study finds that the revealed diversity of the Buffet is characterised by 

original and new variability parameters, and combinations thereof. The central barometers 

of Buffet diversity are strength and function, represented by the function categories and 

toolboxes. The remaining original and empirical variability parameters further diversify the 

array of QCTs within each Buffet function category and toolbox. The most pervasive of 

these variability parameters include administering organisation, the informal/formal 

continuum, and the independent/dependent continuum; the former is an original variability 

parameter, while the remaining are empirically derived. Revealed Buffet diversity is 

therefore characterised by both new and existing variability parameters, in unique 

permutations. 
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As per further interrogation of RQ3, this section illustrated the empirical diversity of 

the Buffet implicating the amplified diversity of the revealed Buffet. It illustrated that the 

revealed Buffet, now augmented by empirical evidence, is more diverse in strength and 

function, which are the central barometers of diversity in this study. The empirically added 

QCTs introduce new levels of conceptual strength within the Buffet, including informal 

singular and combo QCTs within the Basic Toolbox, and informal QCT bundles and 

agglomerates within the Intermediate Informal Toolbox. The empirical Buffet evinces more 

diversity in function than considered previously, expanding into the Assessment Tool 

function category. New Types were discovered in all four Buffet function categories, 

further augmenting the diversity of QCTs within each. These empirically derived QCTs 

reveal new ways that QCTs vary, leading to the discovery of another two variability 

parameters to the seven original.  

 
5.5 QUALITY CONTROL TOOL PREVALENCE 

This section explores the prevalence of the menus and Types as revealed tentatively 

by content analysis of the 27 Park City informants, addressing RQ5. Menu adoption is first 

broadly overviewed. Subsequently, the Types adopted within each menu are explored. 

Collectively, this yields insight into the prevalence of the Buffet relative to the other two 

menu classifications. 

 
5.5.1 Business Adoption by Menu 

Two broad patterns of menu adoption are summarised in Table 5.3. Single menu 

adoption, firstly, involves using one or more Types within one menu classification. 

Secondly, simultaneous menu adoption signifies use of at least one Type within two or 

three menu classifications. Within each, attendant sub-categories (italicised text) specify the 

menu(s) adopted and number of adopting businesses. Business adoption by sector and 
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toolbox is presented (brackets) for each menu adoption category and sub-category. 

Appendix L specifies the Types adopted by each business within each menu adoption 

category.  

 
Table 5.3 Quality Control Tool Adoption by Menu and Toolbox 

 
 
 

The Buffet is by far the most frequently adopted menu, used by all 27 businesses. 

Most (16) use QCTs within two or more menu classifications, with the Buffet being the 

common denominator in all simultaneous menu adoption. The most frequently used menu 

combination is the Buffet and À La Carte Menu (6 businesses), closely followed by the 

concurrent adoption of the Buffet and Set Menu, and the collective adoption of the Buffet, 

 

MENU ADOPTION BUSINESSES SECTORS  
[# Adopting Businesses] 

TOOLBOX ADOPTION 
[# Adopting Businesses] 

SINGLE MENU 
ADOPTION 11 

Tour Operators [7] 
Attractions [3]  
Accommodations [1] 

Basic Toolbox [11] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [3] 

Buffet 11 
Tour Operators [7] 
Attractions [3]  
Accommodations [1] 

Basic Toolbox [11] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [3] 

A La Carte 0 ----- ----- 
Set Menu 0 ----- ----- 

SIMULTANEOUS MENU 
ADOPTION 16 

Accommodations [8] 
Attractions [6] 
Tour Operators [2] 

Basic Toolbox [16] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [12] 
Intermediate Formal Toolbox [11] 
Advanced Toolbox [10] 

Buffet and A La Carte 6 
Accommodations [2] 
Attractions [2] 
Tour Operators [2] 

Basic Toolbox [6] 
Intermediate Formal Toolbox [6] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [4] 

Buffet and Set menu 5 
Accommodations [3] 
Attractions [2] 

Basic Toolbox [5] 
Advanced Toolbox [5] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [4] 

Buffet, A La Carte, Set Menu 5 
Accommodations [3] 
Attractions [2] 

Basic Toolbox [5] 
Intermediate Formal Toolbox [5] 
Advanced Toolbox [5] 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox [4] 

A La Carte and Set Menu 0 ----- ----- 
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À La Carte, and Set Menu (5 businesses each). Single menu adoption occurs within the 

Buffet only (11 businesses). This study did not find any combined use of the À La Carte 

and Set Menus, or isolated use of either. 

   
Single Menu Adoption 

Most single menu adoption occurs among tour operators (7), followed by attractions 

(3) and accommodations (1). All are small to medium enterprises (SMEs). The majority are 

locally owned and managed and offer niche tourism products. All single menu adopters use 

QCTs within the Basic Toolbox. Three businesses also use QCTs within the Intermediate 

Informal Toolbox. As presented in Section 5.4.2, Intermediate Informal Toolbox QCTs 

coalesce over time through incremental bundling; one attraction manager echoed this 

longstanding QCT engagement, stating that their QCT use began “From day one”, and, 

“over the years we’ve tightened up…It’s just an all around continual effort”. Those 

engaging in both Buffet toolboxes use a more varied array of Buffet QCTs than those 

engaging in the Basic Toolbox only. Most engaging in the Basic Toolbox only are 

owner/operators, and have been operating for approximately five years. When asked about 

their QCT engagement, one tour operator responded their incipient engagement as, “…we 

haven’t necessarily had that opportunity to go too far with anything, like major 

sustainability…”, and according to another: 

…. as an independent grass roots start-up, there’s so many different avenues to go 

and there are so many battles to pick that I’ve really had to streamline what I can 

handle…right now I feel like I’m still laying down the roots of my company and 

maybe when we get to the trunk of it, I’ll be in a position to start looking around 

outside so that when the branches come I’m using a more formalised tool…  
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While all single menu adopters use more than one Buffet QCT, they lack a common thread 

that links these tools. Finally, single menu adopters use fewer Buffet QCTs than 

simultaneous menu adopters.  

 
Simultaneous Menu Adoption 

Simultaneous menu adopters are predominately accommodations (8), followed by 

attractions (6), and tour operators (2). They are less homogeneous than single menu 

adopters; their operational characteristics range from global corporations to local 

companies, large-scale businesses to SMEs, luxury to economy markets, and mass to niche 

tourism products. All 16 businesses use internal and informal QCTs within the Basic 

Toolbox. The majority also use informal QCTs within the Intermediate Informal Toolbox 

(12 businesses) and formal and/or external QCTs within the Intermediate Formal Toolbox 

(11 business) and the Advanced Toolbox (10 businesses). The toolbox adoption frequencies 

reveal that as QCT strength increases, QCT adoption frequencies decrease. Finally, they 

use more Buffet QCTs than single menu adopters, and most also use multiple QCTs within 

the other menus. Simultaneous menu adoption exists because the internal and informal 

Buffet QCTs are not bundled within the external and/or formal QCTs in the other menu 

classifications.  

 
Quality Control Tool Mixes by Menu Engagement  

Further analysis of the QCTs adopted by businesses within each menu engagement 

revealed one common pattern. All businesses use multiple QCTs, revealing the use of a 

QCT mix. Further engagement of operating characteristics revealed a unique pattern in the 

composition of QCT mixes; each business uses a distinct QCT mix, even among informants 

with comparable operating characteristics, exemplified in Figure 5.6(a)-(c). Here, the QCT 

mixes of two accommodation providers, tour operators, and attractions of comparable 
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operating characteristics (i.e., sizes, markets, tourism products, and management structures) 

are depicted by magnitude of Types, menu, and function, the latter signified by the 

coloured boxes; menu engagement groups are signified by the borders surrounding each 

mix.  

Figure 5.6(a), for example, shows the distinct QCT mixes of two comparable 

accommodation providers; these boutique accommodations are locally owned and operated, 

with under 50 employees (SME), and operate in the historical district of Park City. One is a 

simultaneous menu adopter, while the other is a single menu adopter. The simultaneous 

menu adopter’s QCT mix consists of many Types within all menus and all five function 

categories, while the single menu adopters’ QCT mix consists of few Types within one 

menu and one function category. 
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Figure 5.6 Quality Control Tool Mix Composition by Menu Engagement and Operating  
                Characteristics 
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Figures 5.6(b)-(c) shows this pattern to be pervasive across all focal sectors in the case 

study. Figure 5.6(b), for example, shows the QCT mixes of two locally owned and operated 

tour operators, with under 50 employees, offering competing tourism products. While 

similar in operating characteristics, their QCT mixes are distinct; one is a simultaneous 

menu adopter with a QCT mix comprised of À La Carte and Buffet QCTs within four 

function categories. The other is a single menu adopter with a QCT mix consisting of 

Buffet QCTs within one function category.  

Figure 5.6(c) shows the QCT mixes of two large scale attractions, which offer year-

round tourism products, independently managed, and offer similar and competing tourism 

products. This illustration shows the within group variability of QCT mixes of businesses 

within the same menu engagement pattern. While both are simultaneous menu adopters, 

their QCT mixes consist of different menus. One is a triple menu engager, with a QCT mix 

consisting of Types within all three menus and four function categories. The other is a dual 

menu engager, with a QCT mix consisting of Buffet and À La Carte QCTs within three 

function categories. 

 
Ultimately, data reveal the Buffet as the most frequently adopted menu, used by 

businesses with diverse markets (budget to luxury), sectors (attractions, accommodations, 

tour operators), management structures (locally owned and operated to global 

corporations), and tourism products (niche to mass). It is not only adaptable to diverse 

operational contexts, but can also be used flexibly in tandem with the other menus to meet 

businesses’ distinct sustainability agendas. Investigation of QCT prevalence revealed the 

unique QCT mixes used by informants. To further understand QCT prevalence, and 

specifically that of the Buffet, and the nature of the QCTs used, the most frequently 

adopted Types within each menu classification are now explored. 
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5.5.2 Business Adoption By Type 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the revealed Quality Control Tool Menus, which includes the 

Types identified by all sources (colored text). Consistent with the emergent Quality Control 

Tool Menus presented in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.5), Types are organised by strength, 

procedural rigour, and their resultant menu classifications. Expanding upon Figure 4.5, 

Figure 5.7 also illustrates the actual prevalence of the Buffet Types in the case study 

relative to the À La Carte and Set Menu Types. Content analysis counts the number of 

business that use a given Type in isolation; businesses are not considered adopters for 

Types “bundled” within another, as this inflates adoption rates (refer to Section 3.6). Circle 

size is proportional to adoption number. The Types adopted have the number of adopting 

businesses specified within each circle. The smallest circles outlined in grey indicate no 

adoption, and therefore do not have numbers. Circle color indicates whether a given Type is 

a Management Tool (turquoise), Prestige Tool (yellow), Assessment Tool (beige), 

Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tool (purple), or a Guidance and Capacity 

Building Tool (dark blue). Diverging from the initial figure in Chapter 4, this updated 

figure shows the function category of each Type rather than the toolbox classifications. 

This modification is made because (a) the Types within each toolbox, and the prevalence 

thereof have already been detailed in Figure 5.1, Figure, 5.3, and Table 5.3, and (b) the 

function categories are implicated in Type adoption patterns and Buffet prevalence.  
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Figure 5.7 Revealed Quality Control Tool Menus and Prevalence
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Figure 5.7 illustrates that strength and procedural rigour increase as adoption 

frequencies decrease. All 27 businesses use Buffet Types, 11 businesses adopt À La Carte 

Menu Types, and 10 businesses adopt Set Menu Types. Buffet Types have the highest 

adoption frequencies, and it is the only menu classification where all identified Types are 

adopted. Aggregate business adoption by Type exceeds total sample size because 

businesses all but one use numerous Types, which comprise their QCT mix; the 

implications of which further discussed in Chapter 6. Aggregate business adoption by menu 

similarly exceeds the same size because most use Types within more than one menu. The 

most frequently adopted Types are now discussed in the context of their respective menu 

classifications.  

 
Set Menu Prevalence  

The most frequently adopted Set Menu Types are Management Tools (certification 

programs, 6 businesses) and Prestige Tools (recognition programs and awards, 5 businesses 

each); none of the businesses use Set Menu Measurement, Monitoring and Reporting Tools 

(i.e., performance reporting standards). While certification programs are the most 

frequently adopted Type, collectively, more businesses use Prestige Tools (8 businesses) 

than Management Tools (6 businesses). Notably, only one business uses the “holy grail” of 

QCTs: Sustainable tourism certification programs (STCPs)1. Accordingly, while Set Menu 

Types have the highest conceptualised strength (DOA of 5), businesses largely adopt 

ephemeral Set Menu Types. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 At the time of the interview, the STCP adopting business was undertaking a baseline evaluation of conformance to prescribed STCP 
criteria, and had yet to use the diverse array of QCTs bundled within. 
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À La Carte Menu Prevalence 

The most frequently adopted À La Carte Menu Types are more functionally diverse 

than those in the Set Menu, collectively spanning across the Prestige Tool (recognition 

programs, 6 businesses), Assessment Tool (evaluation initiatives, 3 businesses), Guidance 

and Capacity Building Tool (incentive schemes, 3 businesses), and Measurement, 

Monitoring, and Reporting Tool (performance monitoring and reporting systems, 2 

businesses) function categories. No business uses Management Tools within this Menu 

(management systems, environmental programs), yet many use their informal Buffet 

counterparts. Similar to the Set Menu, the most frequently adopted Types are Prestige 

Tools; recognition initiatives acknowledge businesses that evidence commitment to broad 

sustainability-related causes, whereas recognition programs recognise sustainability 

practice. For example, the recognition initiative, 1% for the Planet, acknowledges financial 

commitment to environmental conservation (www.onepercentfortheplanet.org), whereas 

the recognition program, GreenLeaders recognises businesses for sustainability practice 

such as recycling, reuse, responsible purchasing, and effective measurement and 

monitoring (www.tripadvisor.com/greenleaders). Finally, while À La Carte Menu Types 

have the lowest adoption frequencies of all menu classifications, the most frequently 

adopted Types have the highest conceptualised strength of this menu classification (DOA 4, 

recognition initiatives, evaluation initiatives, incentive schemes). These À La Carte Types 

are not overtly recognised in the literature and will be discussed in Chapter 6.   

 
Buffet Prevalence 

The most frequently adopted Buffet Types are Guidance and Capacity Building Tools, 

Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools, and those with the lowest conceptualised 

strength (i.e., DOA of 1 and 2). All 16 identified Buffet Types are adopted, across all 
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Buffet function categories. Buffet Types have the highest adoption frequencies of all 

identified Types, with 13 Types having greater business adoption than the most frequently 

adopted Set Menu and À La Carte Menu Types (six businesses each). The Buffet Types are 

also the most frequently adopted across four of the five function categories, including 

Management Tools (informal sustainability initiatives and management initiatives, 8 

businesses each; organisational tools, 7 businesses), Assessment Tools (evaluation tools, 12 

businesses), and Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools (reporting tools, 14 

businesses; resource accounting tools and monitoring tools, 9 businesses each) and 

Guidance and Capacity Building Tools (general best practices and education/outreach tools, 

23 businesses each; strategic best practices, 15 businesses; employee training tools, 14; 

informal codes of behavior, 9 businesses, formal codes of conduct and commitment, 7 

businesses).  

Accordingly, the most frequently adopted Types within the Set Menu and À La Carte 

Menu are Prestige Tools, while the most frequently adopted Types within the Buffet are 

Guidance and Capacity Building Tools. The Buffet Types are the most prevalent. All 27 

businesses use at least one Buffet Type. The Buffet Types are also the most frequently 

adopted by business, and are the most frequently adopted across all four function categories 

that the Buffet lies.  

 
This section addressed RQ5, yielding insight into the prevalence of revealed Types in 

industry practice, with particular focus on Buffet prevalence. The findings revealed two 

unique menu engagement patterns, including single engagement in the Buffet only, and 

simultaneous menu adoption, which includes Buffet engagement in addition to the À La 

Carte, Set Menu, or both. The Buffet is the most frequently used menu, adopted by every 

business in isolation, or in combination with the other menu(s). It revealed the prevalence 
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of 23 of the 26 identified Types in Park City. Buffet Types have the highest adoption 

frequencies by business, and all identified Buffet Types are adopted. Thusly, the Buffet is 

the most prevalent, in terms of menu and the Types within. 

 
5.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter presented the findings for RQ3, RQ4, and RQ5. As per RQ3, it identified 

the diversity of QCTs in industry practice, and created an organisational framework that 

encapsulates the diversity revealed collectively in the literature and empirically, as per 

RQ4. Addressing RQ5, the prevalence of revealed Types in Park City was also identified. 

 Empirical results added 11 new Types to the 15 identified in the literature (Section 

5.2). This necessitated a revised organisational framework presented in Figure 5.1, which 

reflects (a) the presence of the QCTs within all original five function categories, (b) 

designates two new toolboxes to accommodate the new levels of conceptual strength 

(Intermediate Informal and the Intermediate Formal Toolboxes), and (c) introduces a new 

menu to better classify these QCTs by their conformance structures (À La Carte Menu) 

(Section 5.3) (RQ4).  

The revised organisational framework shows that the most Types are (a) Guidance 

and Capacity Building Tools, (b) consist of the lowest strength within the Basic Toolbox, 

and (c) demonstrates the dominance and diversity of the Buffet. The Buffet accounts for 16 

of the 26 Types, and is more diverse in strength and function compared to the other menus. 

The revealed Buffet is now also distributed across an additional function category 

(Assessment Tools) and an additional toolbox classification (Intermediate Informal) (Figure 

5.3) (Section 5.4). The seven variability parameters identified in the literature, finally, are 

augmented by informal/formal and independent/dependent continua, which further capture 

and organise the complexity of the empirical QCTs (Figure 5.5) (RQ3).  
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As described in Section 5.5, identification of QCT prevalence revealed the ubiquity of 

Buffet engagement in isolation (11) or less frequently in combination with the À La Carte 

Menu (6), Set Menu (5), or both (5) (Table 5.3). All businesses use more than one QCT, 

and Buffet QCTs are invariably included in this mix (Figure 5.6). Unlike the other two 

menus, all identified Buffet Types are adopted, and are the most frequently adopted (Figure 

5.7) (RQ5). In sum, expansive diversity and widespread prevalence evidence an extremely 

robust “Buffet Effect” in the case study site, the implications of which will be considered in 

the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter discusses seven key outcomes of this exploratory study along with their 

attendant implications and research contributions. In doing so, it will concurrently yield 

insight into RQ6, demonstrating how this research leverages the collective insights to 

progress sustainable tourism theory and practice. The study revealed the contemporary 

QCT landscape to be more complex than conveyed in the conventional QCT landscape of 

early practice. Section 6.2 revisits the conventional QCT landscape to contextualise the 

discussion of these revealed complexities. Section 6.3 discusses the complexities of QCT 

diversity, focusing on the QCT structures which represent the internal intricacies of Types 

and provide the necessary precision to distinguish among the many identified QCTs 

(outcome 1). The resultant Types are more expansive and diverse than conveyed by prior 

study (outcome 2). Section 6.4 discusses the intricacies of organising this diversity, which 

required sophisticated scaffolding. This commenced with the identification and aggregation 

of the ways that QCTs vary into nine variability parameters (outcome 3). These informed 

the organisation of QCTs across the macro schemata of function categories, toolboxes, and 

menus; they also translate the complexities of QCT diversity into visual models, using 

readily accessible terminology and metaphors (outcome 4). Section 6.5 discusses QCT 

adoption, which exhibits comparable complexity (outcome 5). The Buffet situates as the 

dominant construct in magnitude, diversity, and prevalence (outcome 6). Section 6.6 

discusses the implications of this Buffet Effect to inform the subsequent progression of 

sustainable tourism practice. Rooted in dialectical interchange, a new model of sustainable 
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tourism practice is proposed (outcome 7). The discussion draws upon informant insights to 

amplify the analysis.  

 
6.2 CONVENTIONAL QUALITY CONTROL TOOL LANDSCAPE 
 

The results of this research constitute an innovative understanding of QCT practice 

and theory. Conventional thinking emphasises the aspiration of external, formal, and Set 

Menu QCTs as embodied by sustainable tourism certification programs (Honey & Rome, 

2001; Synergy, 2000; UNEP, 2002; Weaver, 2006). Implied is that sustainability can be 

actualised through a few QCTs which promulgate comprehensive, systematic, and 

homogenous sustainable tourism progress. This standardised model of QCT practice has 

aspired to achieve a common understanding of sustainable tourism informed by expert 

intervention and independent assurance of conformance for all businesses (Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; Font, 2002; Honey & Stewart, 2002; Font et al., 2003; UNEP, 2006). 

Tourism certification programs, accordingly, have attracted considerable attention and 

privilege in academic inquiry and industry practice since their initial proliferation in the 

early 1990’s (e.g., Dodds & Joppe, 2005; ECOTRANS, 2016; Font & Buckley, 2001; 

Honey & Rome, 2001). This is also reflected in the 100+ tourism certification programs 

currently offered (DestiNet, 2014; Graci & Dodds, 2015), and the establishment of a global 

body working toward their programmatic integrity (GSTC, 2017). While considerable 

insights therefore exist into the intricacies of certification programs, considerably less has 

been known about the range and prevalence of other QCTs. The focus on tourism 

certification programs, in effect, has painted a simplistic picture of the QCT landscape. The 

most recent depiction emerged a decade ago (Weaver, 2006). Research surrounding the 

comprehensive diversity of QCTs concurrently is limited (Black & Crabtree, 2007) or 

through empirical approaches (Ayuso, 2007). 
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Addressing this gap in the literature, our study revealed a contemporary QCT 

landscape of practice far more intricate and expansive than conveyed in the literature. 

Notwithstanding the emphasis on certification programs, the literature evidenced the 

postulated Buffet Effect (Ayuso, 2007; Best & Thapa, 2013) that was subsequently 

confirmed by the empirical findings. This study revealed numerous pathways to 

sustainability progress, of which Set Menu QCTs are only one. The Buffet clearly 

dominates in magnitude and diversity, offering a distinctly alternative and unorthodox 

pathway to sustainability progress, predicated on higher degrees of flexibility and 

autonomy. The contemporary landscape also reveals more complexities in adoption, 

revealing multitudinous QCT practice. It is therefore conceptualised as advancing an 

adaptable model of practice, predicated on flexible, customised sustainability progress 

through the use of numerous QCTs.  

 
6.3 COMPLEXITY OF QUALITY CONTROL TOOL DIVERSITY 
 

Within the revealed contemporary QCT landscape, the magnitude of QCTs displayed 

new diversity and resultant intricacies (outcomes 1 and 2). The following discusses this 

complexity, highlighting research contributions. Implications then follow for the 

subsequent progression of sustainable tourism practice and theory.  

 
6.3.1 Internal Complexity of Types: Quality Control Tool Structures  

Types are internally complex, consisting of one or more QCTs bundled within that 

collectively constitute its QCT structure. For example, Figure 5.2 depicts the QCT structure 

of informal sustainability initiatives, consisting of organisational tools, resource accounting 

tools, and general and strategic best practices. The QCT structures provide a precise way, 

previously absent, to distinguish among the many identified QCTs (i.e., distinction criterion 

3). The QCT structures are also important for identifying strength for a given Type. 
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Together, Types and conceptual strength are embedded in each visual illustration of QCT 

diversity presented in this thesis. Accordingly, QCT structures are fundamental for 

distinguishing and organising Types in the complex domain of sustainable tourism practice.  

The empirically derived Types display more diversity in their QCT structures than 

found in the literature. This again is exemplified by informal sustainability initiatives, with 

their unstandardised QCT structure consisting of informal and internal QCTs. This diverges 

from the standardised QCT structure of its formal environmental program counterpart, 

which consists of external and formal QCTs. Ultimately, it is the diversity of these QCT 

structures that can implicate the addition of new Types, or assist in identifying and 

contextualising existing ones. The numerous QCTs identified in this study alone make it 

plausible that there are others yet to be identified. A common understanding of QCT 

structures is therefore recommended as an imperative for future inquiry and practice to 

assure the consistent classification of QCTs as they multiply and evolve. That such 

consensus does not presently exist is perhaps because the literature has yet to recognise 

(much less embrace) this important dimension of QCT complexity beyond vague allusions. 

These allusions are found in studies highlighting key programmatic features of a given 

QCT, which offer insights into their QCT structures (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Toth, 

2002). These few contributions were made during the initial popularisation of QCTs in the 

early 1990’s and 2000’s, and are mostly focused on sustainable tourism certification 

programs (Font, 2002; Honey, 2007; Honey & Rome, 2001).  

QCT content, by comparison, realises considerable attention in academia and industry 

(Akama, Maingi & Camargo, 2011; Bricker & Shultz, 2011; Font & Harris, 2004; Font & 

Tribe, 2001; De Grosbois, 2012; Hsiao et al., 2014; Mason, 2007; Weaver et al., 2013). 

Some studies express QCTs by their content, such as those that reference QCTs 

individually as actions (Khairat & Maher, 2012; Yee Hooi, Amran, & Yen Nee, 2014). The 
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distinction between QCT structure and content is important, yet also hitherto 

unacknowledged. Metaphorically, QCT structures are akin to the physical, anterior 

structure of a house, and QCT content to the interior décor. For example, while the QCT 

structure of a formal environmental program consists of organisational tools, general best 

practices and resource accounting tools (as shown in Figure 5.2), its QCT content lies 

within this structure. QCT content of a formal environmental program could include a 

documented commitment to water, waste, and energy reduction, stipulating reduction goals 

(organisational tool), recycling paper, cardboard, and plastic (general best practices), and 

habitually measuring waste reduction to identify kilograms diverted to landfill annually 

(resource accounting tool). Accordingly, QCT structure and content are highly 

interconnected, with the latter being even more specific that the former, representing yet 

another layer of the internal intricacies of Types. While this study focuses on QCT 

structures, affiliated content is presented, particularly in illustrative interviewee quotations. 

Isolated focus on QCT content is metaphorically equivalent to funneling all resources 

to the interior décor rather than the structural components that ultimately allow the building 

to stand. That industry is transitioning towards a common understanding of QCT content 

and QCT structure is exemplified by the GSTC Recognition Process, which grants 

recognition to sustainable tourism certification programs with essential structural 

components such as continual use of verification tools to inform re-certification of 

compliance to prescribed standards (GSTC, 2016). GSTC Criteria are part of this 

recognition, which align QCT content with structures (GSTC, 2017). Notwithstanding this 

shift in industry practice, the dual necessity of QCT structure and content is a significant 

academic/practice gap that has not until now been articulated in the literature.  
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The 26 identified Types and associated QCT structures presented herein, accordingly, 

function as the foundation for further articulation; they can help both academics and 

practitioners to reach a common understanding of QCT structures and to distinguish among 

Types as they multiply and evolve. The associated graphics (especially Figures 2.2, 5.2, 

5.4) contribute through their concurrent visual depiction of multiple structural elements that 

hitherto have been only partially alluded to in lengthy textual conceptualisations. Figure 5.4 

demonstrates how these graphics make this complexity more accessible by illustrating a 

QCT structure and colour coding each of its constituent QCTs by primary function. Even 

those without expert knowledge can gain a broad understanding of what QCT use entails, 

and how they advance sustainability. 

 
6.3.2 Complexity of Magnitude: Types and Variations 

The complexities of the contemporary QCT landscape are further exhibited by the 

magnitude and diversity of QCTs (outcome 2). The complexities of diversity stem from the 

magnitude of those identified, with 15 Types emerging from the literature and another 11 

from the empirical findings. Exemplifying the real world variability of QCT practice, 

variations were discovered among all 26 Types. This revealed QCT magnitude to be far 

more expansive than the four Types proposed a decade ago by Weaver (2006). This stark 

contrast is explained by the paucity of studies that have built upon this foundational 

knowledge in the interim. This absence of incremental knowledge building can be further 

attributed to the palpable transition of QCT research objectives in the past decade. As 

described in Chapter 4, early inquiry (1990 to 2007) offers conceptual, exploratory, and 

evaluative insights surrounding QCT magnitude and/or diversity. In contrast, contemporary 

inquiry (2008 to present) emphasises: (1) Demand for, attitudes towards, and awareness of 

QCTs (e.g., Nicholls & Kang, 2012; Park & Millar, 2016), (2) performances and impacts 
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associated with their use (e.g., Assaf et al., 2012; Erdogan & Tosun, 2009; Font et al., 

2012), and (3) factors influencing, and/or perceptions of [potential] adoption (i.e., barriers 

to, facilitators, drivers, and motivations for, decision-making processes surrounding 

adoption and implementation; perceived benefits and challenges to adoption and 

implementation) (e.g., Bonilla-Priego et al., 2011; Chan, 2008). These contemporary 

studies focus on one or few QCTs such as certification programs, management systems, 

environmental programs, and recognition programs. Ultimately, the constrained focus of 

contemporary inquiry—in terms of research aim and single QCT focus—has inhibited 

holistic insights surrounding the breadth and diversity of contemporary practice. Employing 

an alternative, broader research lens open to new ideas, this study enhances our 

understanding of these intricacies.  

The Types alone suffice to illustrate the impressive breadth of the contemporary QCT 

landscape, and attendant variations provide amplification. While this study focuses on 

Types, it is those variations that truly illustrate the complexities of real world practice. The 

Type/variation distinction has not been formally acknowledged until now, although early 

inquiry, did allude to this notion, as described in Chapter 4 (e.g., Black & Crabtree, 2007; 

Mason & Mowforth, 1996; Weaver, 2006). These contributions, however, are largely 

conceptual and descriptive, and do not capture the real world variability of Types.  

Types demonstrate even more internal diversity than conveyed in the literature. Most 

Types were revealed to have both external and internal variations, the latter highlighted by 

several studies (e.g., Dodds & Joppe, 2009; Bohdanowicz et al., 2011), but receive 

comparatively less attention than externally administered variations (Font & Buckley, 

2001). Perhaps epitomising the complexities of real world practice are the newfound 

independent variations, which led to the revelation that some Types have independent and 

dependent variations (refer Sections 5.4.2-5.4.3). Similarly, some Types have both informal 
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and formal variations (e.g., resource accounting tools), while others house only informal 

ones (e.g. informal sustainability initiatives – see Section 5.2). Some variations 

concurrently vary by their informal, internal and external designations (refer to Section 

5.4.3).  

In clarification, for the following discussion surrounding the QCT diversity by macro 

schemata, references to “Buffet QCTs” or “Set Menu QCTs refers to the QCTs within that 

menu. The same occurs for the toolboxes. The function categories, such as “Management 

Tools” refer to all QCTs within that function category. 

 
6.3.3 Complexity of Diversity by Macro Schemata and Variability Parameters 

The QCT diversity by macro schemata and other variability parameters further 

emphasise the intricacies of the contemporary QCT landscape. Set Menu diversity is well 

conveyed in the collective literature, amplified by QCTs in the other menus that receive 

comparatively less attention. This diversity is magnified further when considering the 

variability parameters. Externally administered, formal QCTs, and tourism industry specific 

QCTs are well conveyed in the literature, yet real world variability is also characterised by 

internally created, informally designated, and general business QCTs; ultimately, each of 

these manifestations pose merit.  

The Set Menu QCTs are privileged in the literature (Buckley, 2012; Walsman et al., 

2014; Weaver et al., 2013). However, they are only several of many. Together, the Buffet 

and À La Carte QCTs account for most identified Types. They also realised the greatest 

empirically added diversity, while the Set Menu displayed the least. The Set Menu did not 

expand across function categories or toolboxes, and only empirical variations surfaced. The 

low empirical diversity echoes prior assertions that Set Menu diversity is well understood 

due to its dominance in QCT inquiry. It may even indicate that Set Menu diversity has 
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plateaued. In contrast, each stage of investigation amplified the magnitude and diversity of 

Buffet and À La Carte Menu QCTs. The latter realised the greatest empirical expansion 

across function categories, and the former across toolboxes, with new Types and variations 

discovered in each menu. This suggests that we are only beginning to understand the 

contours of their diversity, and that the Buffet and À La Carte QCTs merit attention as 

research imperatives. (Buffet diversity is further discussed in Section 6.5).  

Another important parameter of complexity is the pervasive internal creation of 

QCTs, which manifest as internal and informal QCTs. Their external and formal 

counterparts are relatively well covered in the literature (Ayuso, 2007; Best & Thapa, 2013; 

Chan 2011; Mason, 2007; Mensah, 2014; Vidiera et al., 2006). They offer advantages of 

expert development, systematisation and structure, as well as a degree of customisation 

(Black & Crabtree, 2007; Bricker, 2010; Graci & Dodds, 2015). For example, sustainable 

tourism certification programs, formal codes of conduct and commitment, and recognition 

programs often tailor content by sector and/or location (Font & Buckley, 2001; Honey & 

Rome, 2001; Mason & Mowforth, 1996). However, standardisation is always necessary 

because they are designed for use by many businesses. In contrast, internal QCTs are 

adapted to the property-specific sustainability considerations of a single business, thereby 

reflecting extreme atomisation and customisation, and concomitant differentiation benefits. 

To illustrate, Chapter 5 described the strategic best practices used by an attraction to 

minimise a unique kind of waste; they donate it to a dairy farmer, and in turn, purchase the 

locally crafted cheese at a discount (refer Section 5.4.1). No other business in Park City 

generates this specific food waste, and therefore, their strategic best practices may be 

emulated but not replicated. External QCTs and formal QCTs were envisaged to offer such 

differentiation advantages (Buckley, 2002), but conferral of such advantages remains 

contested (Dunk et al., 2016; Font & Epler Wood, 2007). Because of the merits they confer 
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to practitioners, internal QCTs warrant further attention to understand how they can elevate 

QCT practice in the “real world”. 

The informally designated, internally developed QCTs offer similar advantages of 

opportunistic adoption and adaptability in practical application. For example, they are “less 

intensive” than their formal QCT counterparts. To illustrate, certification program 

conformance standards, used independently, permit adoption of expertly developed QCTs 

without the added obligations of conformance and costs of certification, factors frequently 

cited as deterrents to QCT use (Dunk et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2011). Informal QCTs thus 

permit accessible, ad hoc and improvisational sustainability engagement that may serve as 

more meaningful barometers of progress than their formal counterparts. For example, 

Section 5.2 described informal anecdotal indicators that broadly gauge waste reduction 

through measuring frequency of waste haulage, thereby facilitating progress towards broad 

resource reduction objectives of their informal sustainability initiative. While lacking the 

precision of formal counterparts, informal QCTs offer less intensive, second nature 

indications of sustainability progress. The resource constraints and resilience of small-scale 

businesses that dominate tourism suggests less intensive, more intuitive indications of 

sustainability progress warrant greater emphasis in practice.  

Finally, this study found that solicited Park City businesses not only use tourism 

industry-specific QCTs, but also those designed for general business use, which are 

extremely diverse and indicate almost limitless potential for expansion within the tourism 

context. The most frequently adopted À La Carte Menu QCTs, for example, are intended 

for general business use (i.e., recognition initiatives). Certification programs are the most 

frequently adopted Set Menu Type, yet their most prevalent variation is designed for 

general business use (i.e., LEED certification). These generic business QCTs offer the 

merits of widespread applicability, and thus greater potential to elicit the critical mass 
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necessary for awareness, recognition, and resultant market advantages for users (Font, 

2002; Toth, 2002). In contrast, tourism industry specific QCTs - especially those in the Set 

Menu - have yet to acquire broad reaching awareness, recognition, and resultant market 

advantages for users once envisaged (Font & Epler Wood, 2007; Graci & Dodds, 2015). 

General QCTs, on the other hand, have the disadvantage of lacking the sector-specific 

focus of their tourism counterparts (Honey, 2002).  

 
Collectively, the complexities of QCT diversity yields the intriguing discovery that 

QCT diversity is not dichotomously “weak” or “strong” and “improvised” or “structured”; 

intermediary spaces also exist, as demonstrated by the À La Carte menu and the new 

toolboxes. Moreover, some Types are neither clearly independent nor dependent, housing 

both independent and dependent variations. Further, certain more recently established 

Types blur the lines between “classic” Types; recognition programs, for example, are 

conceptualised as a hybrid of awards and certification programs, possessing characteristics 

of each yet retaining their distinctiveness (see Appendix A for detailed conceptualisations). 

Real world practice, accordingly, has less clarity than conveyed in the literature, and it is 

probable that new “gray spaces” will come to light through interrogation of new destination 

contexts. 

 
6.3.4 Implications for Sustainable Tourism Theory and Practice 

Sustainable tourism conceptualisations generally posit that this phenomenon is 

complex (McCool et al., 2013). This is reflected, in part, by TBL sensitivities and parallel 

recognition of site-specific impacts (e.g. congestion) as well as global impacts (e.g. climate 

change), over the short- and long-term (Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2004; Hall, Gössling & 

Scott, 2015; McDonald, 2009; Perry, 2015). However, concurrently promulgated is that the 

avenue for progress - through the solitary use of certification programs offering relatively 
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homogenised practice with conditional customisation and flexibility - is relatively simple.  

Yet, the diversity of QCTs actually used by industry suggests the contrary, and better 

reflects the conceptualisations of sustainable tourism as a complex phenomenon and 

“wicked problem” (Hall, et al., 2015, p.; Rittel & Webber, 1973; Weaver, 2014b). 

Sustainable tourism exemplifies a wicked problem in that it is challenging to solve due to 

its contradictory semantics that can imply both “status quo” and “enhancement” approaches 

(Weaver, 2006, p. 20), entails many opinions surrounding its conceptualisation and 

practical application (i.e., the focus of much scholarly debate), and emphasises the 

interconnectedness of tourism with other [volatile] external forces (Berno & Bricker, 2001; 

Bricker, 2003; Butler, 1990; Hardy, Beeton & Pearson, 2002; McCool et al., 2013; 

Wheeller, 1991). Scholars, for example, posit that the flexible semantics of sustainable 

tourism foster the seemingly paradoxical impulses of weak versus strong (Hunter, 1997). 

QCTs similarly show weak and strong manifestations, with the Buffet QCTs and its 

attendant toolboxes facilitating conceptually weak, improvisational sustainable tourism 

practice. In contrast, the Set Menu QCTs and its toolbox facilitate conceptually strong, 

structured sustainable tourism practice. The À La Carte Menu and its toolbox show 

intermediary manifestations of sustainable tourism practice through QCT use and as such 

echoes the notion that sustainable tourism practice is not dichotomously weak or strong.  

 
 
 Quality control tools and adaptive sustainable tourism practice  

The revealed QCT landscape, accordingly, responds to Hunter’s (1997) call for the 

reconceptualisation of sustainable tourism as an “adaptive paradigm” (p.851), whereby 

unique combinations of weak, strong and intermediary manifestations are warranted by the 

idiosyncracies of each destination and business. The Buffet itself further supports this 

“adaptive” agenda by allowing businesses to adopt QCTs at their own discretion, as 
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warranted by individual circumstances. Such flexibility, in turn, reflects broader calls 

among tourism scholars for a culture of unremitting adaptation to cope with the dynamism 

and complexity inherent to the tourism system (Farrell & Twining-Ward, 2004; Hartman, 

2016; Hunter, 1997; McDonald, 2009; Weaver, 2011). Our empirical results demonstrate 

how businesses can autonomously create, bundle, and de-bundle QCTs in response to 

inevitable tourism volatilities. 

 
Unique merits of the revealed quality control tool diversity and its application 

Autonomously created, any business can devise internal QCTs, the content of which is 

customised to their own specific conditions. In turn, internally created QCTs can be 

adopted by any other business, but their practical application is unique to that creating 

business due to the highly customised QCT content. In contrast, general business QCTs can 

also be adopted by any business. However, given the comparatively generic QCT content, 

practical application is relatively homogenous because all are following the same 

standardised template. Because of their unique merits, internally created QCTs allow for 

their widespread adoption, but also the customisation suggested as imperative due to TBL 

sensitivities (McDonald, 2009; Wood & Halpenny, 2001). General business QCTs, while 

they can permit the same ubiquity in sustainable tourism practice, do not offer the same 

customisation in QCT content.  

The extreme customisation and resultant differentiation benefits offered by internal 

QCTs extends idiosyncratic “sense of place” competitive advantages into the realm of 

sustainability practice. Sense of place is a management concept, first articulated in the 

1970s (Tuan, 1971), that refers to the “authentic” environmental and cultural characteristics 

that distinguish a given destination from all others, from the perspective of tourists 

(Andereck et al., 2006), or residents (Bricker & Kerstetter, 2006; Kerstetter & Bricker, 
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2009), and is at least implicitly central to most destination branding strategies (Campelo et 

al., 2014). Sense of place is therefore often tied to differentiation advantages inherent to 

destination qualities (Weaver & Lawton, 2015). However, the internal QCTs reveal that 

this can also be achieved by individual businesses through idiosyncratic personal 

applications that complement and amplify these distinctive innate qualities, which could 

include the often intriguing practices themselves (for example, the waste-cheese cycle 

described in Section 5.4.1). The conventional literature posits that differentiation 

advantages are largely conferred by using the conceptually strongest, expertly developed 

QCTs and logo use (Font et al., 2003; Honey, 2007). Yet, internally created QCTs suggest 

that differentiation advantages can be achieved through the QCTs themselves.  

Paralleling the frequently cited conceptual ambiguity of sustainable tourism are the 

informal QCTs. They show similar inexactness of sustainable tourism practice, offering 

less precision than formal counterparts. These informal QCTs too then might better reflect 

and respond to this conceptual ambiguity by offering the same merits of readily accessible, 

intuitive, and adaptable application. The unique advantages offered suggest the need to 

make internally created QCTs more accessible for the subsequent progression of 

sustainable tourism practice. A common understanding of QCT structures, as posited 

earlier, is a necessary step to do so; this will allow industry to customise the content within. 

However, reaching consensus in sustainable tourism inquiry and practice has historically 

proven challenging (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; McCool et al., 2013). Perhaps the most 

successful manifestation of common sustainable tourism practice is the GSTC criteria, 

developed through a multi-stakeholder, collaborative process (Bricker & Shultz, 2011). It is 

therefore recommended that a similar approach be taken for QCT structure consensus. The 

GSTC may be the most advantageous body to oversee this process, possessing a track 
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record of building consensus, internal expertise to inform consensus, and the same from 

their global network. 

 
Generic versus Tourism-Specific Sustainable Tourism Practice 

Among the revealed juxtapositions is concurrent use of internal and informal QCTs 

offering extreme customisation in sustainable tourism practice as well as those reflecting 

generic practice. Park City businesses use some of the conceptually strongest QCTs, but 

these are designed for general business use. This universality suggests a greater likelihood 

of acquiring the critical mass of adopters necessary for industry awareness, recognition, and 

resultant adoption (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). The asides shared by informants during 

interviews yield further insight into the use of general business QCTs. Those using 

recognition initiatives (À La Carte Menu) described being contacted by the administering 

organisation, stating “…when Rocky Mountain Power sent out “Are you interested?” we 

just signed up for maximum blocks”, and “… there was a big initiative in Park City (…) 

doing a lot of, you know, advertising, going door to door saying “Get involved with Blue 

Sky” [recognition program]. And so we thought “Yeah, that makes sense too.” [IAW:T8:4]. 

Such assertive promotional efforts, as proposed by Diffusion of Innovation Theory (Rogers, 

2003), may also help to explain the adoption of general business QCTs among the Park 

City informants. Prior sustainable tourism research similarly highlights the importance of 

administering organisation promotional efforts to elicit initial industry awareness, 

recruitment, and the resultant critical mass of users (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002; 

Font & Epler Wood, 2007).  
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6.4 COMPLEXITY OF ORGANISATION 
 

As the actual diversity and magnitude of QCTs became ever more apparent from the 

empirical data, a sophisticated scaffolding became necessary to organise and manage this 

revealed complexity. This section discusses the implications of the identified variability 

parameters that informed this organisation (outcome 3), and the resultant function 

categories, toolboxes and menus that serve as the three crucial dimensions of the 

organisational framework (outcome 4).  

 
6.4.1 Nine Variability Parameters 

To create the organisational framework, it was first necessary to identify the ways that 

QCTs vary. The original Quality Control Spectrum of Weaver (2006) accommodates just 

four along the single dimension of strength. However, inductive analysis of the literature 

identified other ways that QCTs vary, encapsulated by the additional critical variability 

parameters of TBL focus, industry applicability, administering organisation, mechanics, 

function, and conformance structures (Bricker & Schultz, 2011; Font & Buckley, 2001; 

Honey & Rome, 2001). Two more were revealed by the empirical results (informal/formal 

and independent/dependent continua).  

Notably, these nine variability parameters themselves are multi-faceted, and it is their 

sub-parameters that permit the useful organisation of QCT diversity. For example, the 

variability parameter of function encapsulates five sub-parameters, which are the five 

function categories presented in Figure 5.1. Section 4.3.1 exemplified that while all reflect 

QCT diversity, some are useful for organisational purposes because they enable feasibility 

of, and mutual exclusion in classification. The variability parameters selected to organise 

QCT diversity permit this. They offer further merit of enabling the elaboration of the 

Quality Control Spectrum, distinguishing the Buffet and Set Menu, and pose practical 
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utility for academics and practioners alike. For these reasons collectively, they were 

selected for organisational purposes. However the variability parameters collectively also 

pose unique implications for sustainable tourism practice.  

 
Triple Bottom Line Focus and Industry Applicability 

 The variability parameter of TBL focus is perhaps most emphasised in literary 

allusions to QCT diversity (Rahman, Reynolds & Svaren, 2012; McGrady, 2016), 

conveying the diversity of QCTs that can advance a given TBL dimension (e.g., 

environmental) or sub-dimension thereof (e.g., waste). Such emphasis is logical because 

QCTs are envisaged to advance trifold sustainable development in tourism industry 

contexts (Black & Crabtree, 2007). Collectively, the nine identified variability parameters 

encapsulate “sustainable” and “tourism” considerations, which reflect the acknowledged 

complexities of sustainable tourism theory and practice. For example, general consensus 

exists that sustainable tourism may require distinct interpretations for given contexts 

(Bramwell et al., 2017; Hunter, 1995, 1997; Weaver, 2006). The variability parameter of 

industry applicability reflects this, referring to QCTs whose application is feasible among 

businesses operating in specific contexts, while the variability parameter of TBL focus 

complements this, showing a given TBL pillar addressed by its practical application. The 

other variability parameters further complete this picture.  

 
Strength, Conformance Structure, and Function 

There is consensus that different contexts may warrant weak, strong, or intermediary 

sustainable tourism approaches (Hunter, 1995, 1997; Weaver, 2006). This is encapsulated 

by the variability parameters of strength and conformance structures (i.e., toolboxes and 

menus). These variability parameters group QCTs that advance these “weak” to “strong” 

sustainable tourism approaches. The variability parameter of function then shows “how” 
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these QCTs progress a given sustainable tourism approach. Given the foundational 

importance of these three variability parameters, further coverage is provided in Section 

6.4.2 below. 

 
Informal/Formal and Independent/Dependent Continua, Mechanics and Administering 
Organisation  
 

The variability parameters also encapsulate the complexities of applying sustainable 

tourism. Informal approaches to sustainability progress that mimic their formal counterparts 

are among these complexities (i.e., informal/formal continuum), as are the independent use 

of QCTs that cannot be used as standalones (i.e., independent/dependent continuum). Also 

relevant is the development of QCTs that assist such progress, which is an under-

emphasised aspect of sustainable tourism practice. This is reflected by the variability 

parameters of mechanics and administering organisation. The former refers to the “nuts and 

bolts” of QCT programmatic design, and the latter to whether QCTs are internally or 

externally developed.  

 
 6.4.2 Organisation by Function Categories, Toolboxes, and Menus 

The toolboxes, menus, function categories are underpinned respectively by the 

variability parameters of function, strength and conformance structures (see Figure 5.1). 

These macro schemata accommodate the complexities of QCTs and their implementation 

as they continue to multiply and evolve. 

 
Toolboxes and Menus        

Weaver’s (2006) original Quality Control Spectrum depicted the QCTs that can 

advance “weak” to “strong” sustainable tourism approaches. This study builds upon 

Weaver by organising QCTs additionally across “conformance structures” (i.e., menus), 

that with the toolboxes convey the diverse sustainable tourism approaches advanced by 
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QCTs. This elaborated classification protocol revealed that each menu has two dimensions 

of strength. This is represented broadly by its toolbox(es), and secondly by the levels of 

internal strength within each toolbox (i.e., Degree of Agglomeration (DOA), 1-5 and 

informal/formal designations). This multidimensionality suggests that the menus advance 

comparable but varying “shades” of their sustainable tourism approach. For example, the 

Buffet QCTs are distributed across two toolboxes, which can be conceptualised as 

advancing two broad manifestations of weak sustainable tourism approaches; the Basic 

Toolbox advances the least robust, housing QCTs with the lowest strength (e.g., informal 

codes of behavior), while the Intermediate Informal Toolbox advances more robust but still 

weak approaches (e.g., informal sustainability initiatives and management initiatives). The 

À La Carte and Set Menus, respectively offering intermediary and strong sustainable 

tourism manifestations, advance one broad manifestation since each has just one toolbox. 

These weak to strong sustainable tourism approaches are even more nuanced when 

considering the internal strength within each toolbox. The Buffet and its two toolboxes 

house six levels of internal strength, or six weak manifestations (i.e., informal QCTs DOA 

1-4, formal QCTs DOA 1-2, as presented in Figure 5.3). The À La Carte Menu and its 

toolbox house two levels of internal intermediary strength (i.e., formal QCTs DOA 3-4). 

QCTs advancing strong sustainable tourism approaches, in contrast, are one-dimensional, 

as the Set Menu and its toolbox reflect just one internal level of strength (i.e., DOA 5). 

Accordingly, the toolboxes and menus organise QCTs in a way that allows users to select 

those that advance a desired sustainable tourism approach along the weak to strong 

continuum that pervades sustainable tourism concept and practice. Moreover, this 

organisation shows that within the continuum, the weak sustainable tourism approaches of 

the Buffet are the most multifaceted, and actually a continuum itself.  
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Function Categories 

The function categories in Figure 5.1 convey how QCTs subsequently advance weak 

to strong sustainable tourism approaches, representing five concurrent ways in which each 

sustainable tourism approach and its shades can be applied in real world practice. For 

example, weak approaches can be actualised through the Buffet’s four function categories 

of (1) Management Tools, (2) Assessment Tools, (3) Measurement, Monitoring, and 

Reporting Tools, and (4) Guidance and Capacity Building Tools. Intermediary approaches 

can be actualised through the same four functions, in addition to prestige conferral (i.e., 

Prestige Tools); this reflects the À La Carte Menu’s reach across all five function 

categories. Strong sustainable tourism approaches are the most limited, since Set Menu 

QCTs span across only three function categories. The five function categories thusly allow 

users to select how they want to progress a given sustainable tourism approach. For 

example, users seeking strong approaches, as advanced by Set Menu QCTs, can choose up 

to three pathways including sustainability management, prestige conferral, or measurement, 

monitoring, and reporting. In turn, those progressing strong approaches via prestige 

conferral can select up to two Types, including recognition programs and awards (i.e., 

Prestige Tools), while the other pathways offer one Type each (i.e., Management Tools: 

certification programs; Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools: performance 

reporting standards).  

Similar insights can be drawn when considering the reverse situation of approaches 

actualised by each function category. All sustainable tourism approaches can be enabled 

through Management Tools and Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools, perhaps 

indicating their importance in sustainable tourism practice. Guidance and Capacity 

Building Tools and Assessment Tools, however, can be used to progress weak and 

intermediary sustainable tourism approaches only (i.e., Buffet and À La Carte Menu 
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QCTs), while Prestige Tools only pertain to intermediary and strong approaches (i.e., À La 

Carte and Set Menu QCTs). Insight as to how a given sustainable tourism approach is 

mainly advanced is thus provided, depicted in Figure 6.1. Weak approaches are mainly 

progressed through sustainability capacity building; this is because most Buffet Types lie 

within the Guidance and Capacity Building function category. With the same logic, 

intermediary sustainable tourism approaches are mainly advanced through sustainability 

management (i.e., Management Tools) and strong approaches through prestige conferring 

capacities (i.e., Prestige Tools). This introduces new ideas of weak and intermediate 

sustainable tourism approaches, and shows how these approaches progress organically 

within a conventional framework of aspirational sustainable tourism practice.  

 
Figure 6.1. Function Categories Central to Weak, Intermediary, and Strong Sustainable  
                  Tourism Approaches  
 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

Accordingly, weak approaches mostly involve building capacity for sustainability. 

Migration towards intermediary approaches then requires integrating sustainability into 

management protocols, while the strongest approaches involve reaching advanced practice 

for enhanced prestige. This suggests that for each sustainable tourism approach, one 

function category is central, and perhaps most conducive to its advancement. Notably, 
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Guidance and Capacity Building Tools are the dominating avenue for engagement with 

“weak” sustainable tourism approaches, as they account for more than half of all Buffet 

Types (9 of 16). This divide is less robust in the other menus in terms of magnitude, which 

is logical since they house considerably fewer Types than the Buffet.  

The function categories can also guide selection of a sustainable tourism approach. 

For example, a business new to sustainability may decide to initiate by acquiring guidance 

and building capacity. Most affiliated tools lie within the Buffet, suggesting that weak 

sustainable tourism approaches are most apt, while strong approaches the least since Set 

Menu QCTs do lie within this function category. 

 
6.4.3 Implications for Sustainable Tourism Theory and Practice 

Collectively, the nine variability parameters convey the complexities of contemporary 

QCT diversity. They encompass “sustainable” and “tourism” considerations. The macro 

schemata underpinning the organisational framework show QCTs that can advance 

conceptualised notions of sustainable tourism practice, how these approaches can be 

advanced, and the nature of QCT use.  

 
Variability Parameters and Sustainable Tourism Approaches 

The above discussion implicates QCTs that can advance a given sustainable tourism 

approach (i.e., menus and toolboxes), and considers how these approaches can be actualised 

in practice (i.e. the function categories). These insights can be further expanded by 

considering the other six variability parameters. To illustrate, the above discussion 

highlighted that weak approaches, as advanced by Buffet QCTs, are mainly actualised 

through Guidance and Capacity Building Tools, indicating its centrality to this 

manifestation. Section 5.4 also revealed the numerous internally created QCTs within the 

Buffet, relating to the variability parameters of administering organisation and the 
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informal/formal continuum. Thusly, weak sustainable tourism approaches are largely 

enabled through building capacity for sustainability via internally dictated and/or informal 

means. This suggests that internally created, Guidance and Capacity Building Tools within 

the Buffet are central to weak manifestations. 

 
Readily Accessible Terminology and Metaphors 

The inherent complexity of the QCT landscape revealed by this research requires 

accessible terminology and modes of engagement to encourage industry participation. The 

macro schemata, accordingly, circumvent use of technical terminology. For instance, the 

function categories use commonplace terms such as “Assessment Tools” and 

“Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools” to convey the basics of the respective 

Types without alluding to their embedded complexities or accompanying technical 

terminology. The toolboxes and menus also serve as readily comprehended metaphors. For 

example, users may not have prior knowledge of Types, but can ascertain that the Basic 

Toolbox consists of rudimentary QCTs that advance similarly basic progress. Further, the 

dining metaphors translate the complex Buffet Effect into a concept with which diverse 

audiences can relate. Toolboxes and menus provide real world parallels that users can draw 

upon as a frame of reference that simplifies engagement. Modern linguistics theory 

emphasises the importance of metaphors as essential communicative modes, vital to the 

development and communication of abstract concepts as embodied in contemporary QCT 

complexities (Black, 1979; Hamilton, 2000; Kittay, 1987; Lakoff, 1993).  

The original tables and figures are graphic depictions of this “simplified complexity” 

that further facilitate practitioner involvement. For example, the three-dimensional 

framework of Figure 5.1 (see Section 5.1) allows users to broadly and concurrently 

ascertain how various QCTs advance sustainability (function categories), the robustness of 
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the approach in doing so (toolboxes), and whether their use is akin to a buffet, à la carte 

menu, or set menu dining experience (menus). In turn, even those without expert 

knowledge of QCTs can deduce, for example, that a strategic best practice assists users to 

build capacity for sustainable tourism (Guidance and Capacity Building Tool), is among the 

most rudimentary QCTs available (Basic Toolbox), and can be used in a fashion similar to 

a buffet dining experience (Buffet).  

Other fields such as Information Technology similarly use metaphors to facilitate 

enhanced understanding. Interface metaphors such as the “desktop” and “laptop”, for 

example, are a core design concept for structuring PC workspace presentations (Hamilton, 

2000). Finance also uses “bull” and “bear” as metaphors to describe upward and downward 

market trends respectively, indicative of how these animals attack their opponents (Pagan 

& Sossounov, 2003). Simplifying complex and abstract notions, metaphors also underpin 

key theories in various disciplines such as politics (Lakoff, 1995), urban planning (Schon, 

1979), and communications (Reddy, 1993).  

 
Comparative Utility for Inquiry and Practice 

Using this readily accessible terminology, the frameworks are useful for academics 

and industry alike. For industry, they can assist the informed selection of QCTs; the 

toolboxes and menus can be used to prioritise selection of QCTs (i.e., “low”, “medium” 

and “high” hanging fruit), or guide the selection of individual QCTs conducive to the 

sustainable tourism approach sought. The macro schemata collectively can similarly be 

used to select multiple QCTs, or a QCT mix, that can advance a desired weak to strong 

trajectory of sustainable tourism practice. The function categories also offer a useful 

framework for assessment that precedes selection; a business, with expert assistance, can 

identify and assess the QCTs they are already using in each function category, and in turn, 
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select QCTs in the other function categories that they lack. (Section 6.5 further engages 

with this notion).  

The organisational frameworks also allow users to understand how Types differ from 

one another across key diversity parameters. For example, the revealed QCT diversity 

framework shown in Figure 5.1 informs selection by permitting comparison of QCTs 

across function, strength, and conformance structures. Hypothetically, a business may want 

to use a recognition initiative or a certification program. Through Figure 5.1, it can be 

inferred that the recognition initiatives mainly advances a prestige conferring function, 

while the latter primarily advances sustainability management (function category). 

Furthermore, certification programs can be seen as being among the most advanced QCTs 

available (toolbox) while their use is structured similarly to that of a set menu dining 

experience (menus). Comparatively, recognition initiatives are weaker but can be used 

more flexibly, akin to an à la carte dining experience.  

 
Multifaceted Quality Control Tool Characteristics and Selection  

Prior study highlights the importance of conceptualising QCTs as multi-dimensional, 

and not necessarily as a holistic or ‘simple’ good. In effect, they are mechanisms comprised 

of many attributes, some extending beyond the QCT itself (i.e., environmental and 

community impacts) (Esparon et al., 2014). For businesses, understanding these 

characteristics is essential to inform selection; consumers make choices based upon the 

different qualities or characteristics of the good, and not for the good per se (Lancaster, 

1966). The organisational scaffolding and figures informing its development accomplish 

this. First, the illustrations of QCT structures show the individual components involved 

with using a given Type. Second, the macro schemata exemplify key QCT characteristics to 

inform selection; the function categories show how they progress sustainability, the 
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toolboxes show their relative “strength”, and the menus show the relative flexibility 

involved with their use. The menus and toolboxes together show the sustainable tourism 

approaches progressed by each Type.  Notably, prior study has “unpacked” consumer 

perceptions of the various attributes of a given QCT, but has not identified the collective 

attributes of the QCTs themselves (macro schemata, variability parameters), and the 

attributes of QCTs individually (i.e., QCT structures). These frameworks, accordingly, can 

inform QCT design for optimal uptake. 

Successful QCT adoption only occurs if there is a market for such products; to assure 

this, businesses must understand the nature of their use (Esparon et al., 2014). The 

organisational frameworks herein encourage this understanding. The following discussion 

of the complexities of QCT adoption yields insight into how these multi-dimensional 

sustainable tourism approaches are applied in real world practice. 

 
6.5 COMPLEXITY OF ADOPTION: BUFFET CENTRALITY 

     The QCT adoption patterns further underscore the complexities of the contemporary 

landscape. The conventional landscape aspirationally advocates the use of one QCT, that is, 

certification. However, informants use multiple QCTs, revealing that each uses a QCT mix 

(outcome 5). These QCT mixes are diverse, varying by the magnitude of Types and 

variations as well the menus within. Each business, in effect, uses a unique mix, in which 

the Buffet is invariably included. Collectively, the QCT mixes encapsulate all Buffet QCTs, 

thusly reflecting its centrality in magnitude, diversity, and prevalence (outcome 6). Below, 

these complexities are discussed, practical and theoretical implications are provided, and 

the collective insights are combined to further inform sustainable tourism practice. 

Informant accounts amplify the analysis. 
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6.5.1 Quality Control Tool Mix Composition by Magnitude 

Park City businesses use QCT mixes of varying magnitudes, with most consisting of 

seven or more Types. The QCT mix with the lowest magnitude consists of one Type, but 

the informant actually uses more because they use two variations of that Type. The QCT 

mixes are therefore even more complex, as exemplified in Figure 6.2. Here, one attraction 

uses 10 Types but actually uses 15 QCTs. This is because they use two variations for five 

of the Types adopted. The potential number of combinations is vast due to this variability. 

Prior inquiry, while also evidencing such idiosyncratic practice (Ayuso, 2006, 2007), has 

not indicated the composition or magnitude of QCT mixes. 
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Figure 6.2 Quality Control Tool Mix by Type and Variations 
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Our content analysis of adoption counts QCTs used independently. It does not count 

the use of those bundled within because this offers an inflated depiction of adoption. This 

study therefore distinguishes between independent QCT adoption and bundled QCT use, 

employing various measures for accuracy (associated protocol is articulated in Chapter 3 

Methods, Section 3.6, Figure 3.4). Prior study has not articulated this distinction, nor 

provided a replicable protocol to do so.  

The uniquely diverse QCT mixes of solicited Park City businesses reflect notions 

underpinning sustainable tourism theory and practice. Namely, it exemplifies assertions 

surrounding the depolarisation and subsequent amalgamation of alternative and mass 

tourism, most notably referenced by sustainable mass tourism (Weaver, 2000, p.217) and 

enlightened mass tourism (Weaver, 2014). Here, alternative and mass tourism are not 

sustainable or unsustainable by inherent char212acteristics, but by the management 

strategies employed (Jafari, 2001; Weaver, 2017). The businesses in Park City are 

essentially dealing with a mass tourism industry, but concurrently reflect alternative 

tourism principles through uniquely diverse QCT mixes that address localised TBL 

considerations. Moreover, the inherent individuality in QCT practice is another reflection 

of alternative tourism principles fused in a mass tourism industry context.  

Ultimately, the literature and empirical findings indicate that contemporary QCT 

practice is not singular and homogenous, but multitudinous and heterogeneous. The 

revealed multi-dimensional practice parallels the acknowledged complexity of sustainable 

tourism (Hall et al., 2015; McCool et al., 2013). This implies that QCT mixes are apt to 

accommodate practical applications. Greater emphasis on the optimisation of QCT mixes, 

rather than on the optimisation of individual QCTs, is therefore warranted. To further 

expand these insights, the following discusses the diversity of QCT mixes. 
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6.5.2 Quality Control Tool Mix Diversity by Menu Engagement 

The menu adoption patterns show the compositional diversity of QCT mixes (refer to 

Section 5.5). Single menu adopters have mixes consisting of Buffet QCTs only. Most 

businesses are simultaneous menu adopters (16), which have mixes consisting of Buffet 

QCTs but also À La Carte and/or Set Menu QCTs.  

 
Simultaneous Menu Adopters 

Simultaneous menu adoption is perhaps the most intriguing manifestation of QCT mix 

diversity; businesses not only use more than one QCT, but multiple QCTs within two or 

three menus. When exploring the most prevalent Types within QCT mixes, a pattern 

emerges that offers preliminary insights surrounding simultaneous menu adoption and 

resultant mix diversity. Perhaps paradoxically, the most frequently adopted Set Menu and 

À La Carte Menu QCTs vary in similar ways while the most prevalent Buffet QCTs vary in 

distinct, even oppositional ways (refer to Section 5.5.2). For example, the most frequently 

used Buffet QCTs are internal and informal ones that address socio-cultural considerations. 

Those most prevalent in the other menus are external and formal ones that address 

environmental TBL considerations. Moreover, the most frequently adopted Buffet QCTs 

offer mechanisms for continuous sustainability progress, including those that are Guidance 

and Capacity Building Tools and/or emphasise “software” considerations (i.e., relating to 

organisational management). In contrast, the most prevalent Set Menu and À La Carte 

Menu QCTs lack mechanisms for continuous improvement due to their ephemerality as 

Prestige Tools and/or because they emphasise “hardware” considerations (i.e., relating to 

operational management). 

These divergences suggest that businesses use QCTs in different menus to address 

different avenues of sustainability progress; the Buffet addresses sustainability in capacities 
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that the other menu classifications do not, which may induce their use, and vice versa. This 

proposition is supported by the empirical findings. To illustrate, one simultaneous menu 

adopter described their hardware-centric certification program (variation) as lacking 

mechanisms for continued sustainability monitoring and assessment, stating: 

So, very much I've been aware that that's a weakness of LEED is that once you 

move in that it doesn't really look at those continued operations and I just kind of 

wanted to make sure that we stayed on our toes and that we were, you know, that it 

was looking good and we were on track and we weren't unknowingly an energy 

hog.  

The informant continued to describe their retrospective adoption of Buffet QCTs that 

facilitate continued measurement, monitoring, and evaluation. In contrast, other 

simultaneous menu adopters described their initial use of internally created Buffet QCTs, 

which eventually led to engagement in the other menus. For example, one informant 

characterised their improvisational development “more top of mind”. Not offered by their 

Buffet QCTs, the informant describe that their subsequent adoption of an externally 

administered certification program provided expert guidance to advance QCT practice in 

new ways they had not thought of, and “delve into it in depth”. 

The opposing diversity of the most frequently adopted QCTs within each menu, 

coupled with informant insights, tentatively supports the proposition that simultaneous 

menu adopters use different menus to address different avenues of sustainability progress. 

This suggests that businesses customise QCT mix composition, using numerous, distinctly 

diverse QCTs within each to exploit their unique merits. 

Further inferences can be drawn when considering the magnitude of their QCT mixes. 

Simultaneous menu adopters use many Buffet QCTs; most use more than single menu 

adopters. As above, it is also suggested that Buffet QCTs address sustainability in 
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capacities that the other menus do not, and vice versa. It is therefore plausible, firstly, that 

the high prevalence of the Buffet is linked to the initial adoption of QCTs within the other 

menus. That is, the Buffet is used retrospectively to address sustainability in ways not 

offered by Set and À La Carte Menu QCTs; the first above-quoted informant evidences this 

retrospective Buffet engagement following adoption of a certification program in the Set 

Menu (i.e., LEED Certification). The converse, secondly, is that initial Buffet adoption may 

implicate the prevalence of the À La Carte and Set Menu QCTs; the second quoted 

informant described this precursory Buffet engagement prior to engagement in the other 

menus, also displayed by other informants. Other informants described more than 15 years 

ago they adopted general best practices, as one described, “recycling was really our 

gateway”. Another informant also described their waste management efforts initiated in 

1982. These informants now also use À La Carte Menu QCTs, Set Menu QCTs, or both. 

This precursory Buffet engagement positions the Buffet as a gateway to more advanced 

QCT practices offered by the other menus.  

Together, precursory Buffet engagement prior to, and retrospective Buffet 

engagement following Set and À La Carte Menu engagement suggests a potential bi-

directional, and even synergistic relationship among the menus. Conventional deliberations 

privilege the Set Menu, embodied by certification programs, as the preferred pathway to 

concerted sustainability progress. However, the adoption patterns suggest the opposite; 

simultaneous menu adopters dominate the case study, and their QCT mixes invariably 

include the Buffet, which is therefore the common denominator and probable catalyst for 

concerted sustainability progress. These collective insights offer a foundation and avenue 

for future research surrounding simultaneous menu adoption, resultant diversity in QCT 

mixes, and Buffet centrality.  
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Single Menu Adopters 

Single menu adopters are best conceptualised as two distinct sub-groups. Mature 

Buffet engagers (3 businesses) have QCT mixes consisting of Basic and Intermediate 

Informal Toolbox QCTs. This sub-group is so designated because members use 

Intermediate Informal Toolbox QCTs, which this study found arose from the incremental 

bundling of the Basic Toolbox QCTs, usually over time (Section 5.4.2). Accordingly, they 

appear to have a long and/or concerted commitment to sustainability, with continued Buffet 

engagement leading to use of the strongest Buffet QCTs. As described in Chapter 5, one 

mature Buffet engager described this longstanding use as initiated from “day one”, and they 

continue to refine their QCTs as part of their continued effort for sustainability progress.  

Mature Buffet engagers’ QCT mixes are diverse, consisting of many Types, four 

function categories, and both Buffet toolboxes. It is postulated that this mix diversity 

indicates migration towards more concerted QCT practice because the mixes of the more 

progressed simultaneous menu adopters are comparable in magnitude, functional diversity, 

and also include both Buffet toolboxes. Further exploration of this postulated migration can 

yield greater insight into whether the Buffet serves as a gateway to more advanced practice 

as offered by the other menus.  

Representing the majority of single menu adopters (8 businesses), early Buffet 

engagers exhibit the least diverse QCT mixes, with four or less Types within the Basic 

Toolbox, and Guidance and Capacity Building Tool function category only. Such 

rudimentary use suggests incipient QCT engagement. This is supported by informant 

comments initially presented in Chapter 5, described by one recently established business 

and another established (refer to Section 5.5). Prior study suggests that businesses will find 

the use of more advanced Set Menu QCTs challenging if they have just initiated 

sustainability engagement, given their lack of experience and expertise (Honey, 2002). 
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Notwithstanding commonly cited resource constraints echoed by several owner/operators 

(Ayuso, 2007), this yields insight as to why they have not migrated to more concerted 

sustainability engagement.  

 
6.5.3 Implications of Menu Engagement for Sustainable Tourism Theory and Practice 

The menu adoption patterns broadly parallel Hunter’s (1997) weak, strong, and 

adaptable sustainable tourism manifestations in real world practice, with single and 

simultaneous menu adopters respectively actualising weak and strong approaches. 

However, both menu engagement groupings are perhaps most aptly described as advancing 

adaptable paradigms of sustainable tourism practice since all businesses engage in the 

Buffet, which permits the flexible, autonomous practice inherent to adaptable sustainable 

tourism approaches (Hunter, 1997). They further exemplify adaptable approaches by using 

QCTs that advance weak sustainable tourism approaches (i.e., Buffet) in addition to those 

advancing intermediary (i.e., À La Carte Menu), strong (i.e., Set Menu) or both. Section 6.4 

suggested the multi-dimensional nature of each sustainable tourism approach along 

Hunter’s (1997) weak to strong continuum. These different manifestations suggest that 

adaptable approaches are also multi-dimensional. They can be advanced, firstly, through 

Buffet engagement only, and secondly, through the use of QCTs within more than one 

menu.  

These different pathways indicate that the adaptable paradigm itself may have “high” 

and “low” manifestations as in real world practice, the former exemplified by single menu 

adopters using Buffet QCTs only, and the latter by simultaneous menu adopters using 

Buffet QCTs with those in the other menus. Single menu engagement in the Buffet offers 

high practice flexibility and autonomy, since external oversight does not associate with its 

use; it therefore provides the highest degree of adaptability (i.e., high manifestation). 
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Simultaneous menu adopters have comparatively low practice flexibility since they 

invariably use À La Carte and/or Set Menu QCTs, which have more structured mechanisms 

for assuring conformance, and practice is confined to prescribed frameworks (i.e., low 

manifestation).  

The menu engagement patterns also mirror other aspects of sustainable tourism theory 

and practice. Precursory Buffet engagement prior to À La Carte and Set Menu QCT use 

parallels Weaver’s (2006) notion that “weak” sustainable tourism approaches serve as a 

point of entry. More accurately, precursory Buffet engagement parallels “high” adaptable 

sustainable tourism practice, which may serve as the point of entry to “low” adaptable 

sustainable tourism practice. Furthermore, early Buffet engagers may embody this “point of 

entry”, the mature Buffet engagers the transitional phase, and the simultaneous menu 

adopters the most concerted, yet conditionally flexible manifestation of adaptable 

sustainable tourism practice.  

 
      Thus far, this section has suggested that diverse practice, embodied by QCT mixes, 

is more conducive to the practical application of sustainable tourism due to its 

acknowledged complexities (Hall et al., 2015; McCool et al., 2013). The prior section also 

conveyed the diversity of the QCTs comprising these mixes, offering different, yet 

complementary advantages. Together, this suggests the imperative of QCT mix, harnessing 

diverse QCTs for synergistic advantages. To further expand these insights, the implication 

surrounding the composition of QCT mixes used by each business is now discussed. 

 
6.5.4. Quality Control Tool Mix Composition by Business 

Even when businesses have similar operating characteristics, they diverge in QCT mix 

composition, as exemplified in Figures 5.6(a)-(c) (refer to Section 5.5.1). Expertly 

developed QCTs offer conditional customisation by broad parameters of sector, size, and 
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location. Most also offer conditional customisation in sustainability engagement levels; 

hierarchal certification programs, for example, allow users to select a given level of 

engagement, and tailor progress to acquire certification to that level (e.g., “bronze”, 

“silver”, “gold” certification) (Honey, 2007). However, QCT practice in Park City suggests 

preference for even higher customisation than offered by expertly developed QCTs. Each 

QCT mix is tailored for each business. Moreover, informants show even more variability in 

sustainability engagement levels, reflected by the different magnitude and compositions of 

QCT mixes. Together, this renders the intriguing implication that QCT customisation 

predicated on broad sectoral, geographical, sector, size, and engagement warrants 

reconsideration to aptly reflect the complexities of sustainable tourism practice. 

 
6.5.5 Implications for Sustainable Tourism Theory and Practice: Businesses’ Quality  
         Control Tool Mixes  
 

Prior study suggests that different destination contexts warrant distinct sustainable 

tourism approaches (Hunter, 1997; Weaver, 2006). The solicited informants operate in the 

same destination, but still use distinctly diverse QCT mixes to advance comparable yet 

unique sustainable tourism agendas. The QCT mixes offer comparable approaches by 

advancing adaptable paradigms of sustainable tourism practice. Yet, each adaptable 

approach is distinct owing to the unique QCT mixes used. This implies that the adaptable 

manifestations of sustainable tourism practice are even more complex and numerous than 

the “low” to “high” variations mentioned in Section 6.5.3, and that business as well as 

destination-specific contexts have to be considered.  

These adoption complexities indicate that Park City businesses are circumventing the 

one-size-fits all approach to sustainability progress advocated in conventional discourse. 

The preference is for customised practice, in tandem with broader societal trends of 

increased preference for product and service individuality, as manifested in the paradigm of 
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“mass customisation” (Davis, 1987, 1989). In tourism, mass customisation is reflected in 

the ascendancy of free and independent travelers and the increased marginalisation of 

package group tours (Weaver & Lawton, 2015). A production strategy in practice, it can be 

broadly described as efficiently facilitating high customisation at high volume for diverse 

users. While largely discussed relative to products ranging from automobiles to food (Kuo 

& Cranage, 2012), service industries are also implicated (Gilmore & Pine II, 1997). A 

tourism example is flight catering. Although researchers concluded that the mass 

customisation paradigm has yet to be fully articulated in this instance because it was yet to 

be fully embraced as a strategy, a transition is evident (Chang & Jones, 2007). Similar are 

travel agents who create modular package tour components that can be reconfigured into 

individualised packages (Pine II, 1993). Buhalis & Law (2008) contend that the Internet 

fosters such mass customisation by boosting interactivity among partners, enabling the 

design of specialised products and promotions, thereby reinventing the packaging of 

tourism into an individual-focused activity (Buhalis & Law, 2008). “Hot” interpretation at 

heritage sites embodies a transition towards same by taking a general theme and adjusting it 

to the perceived values and preferences of particular audiences (Kang, Scott, Lee & 

Ballantyne, 2012). Moreover, this paradigm has long been implicit in the repeated adage 

about the inherent inseparability, perishability, intangibility, and (especially) variability of 

services (Lovelock & Wirtz, 2012). Ultimately, the invariable use of customised QCT 

mixes by informants mirrors these broader societal trends, which paradoxically suggest an 

emergent society where customisation is the new standardisation. The logic of a similar 

trajectory for the subsequent progression of QCT practice is the basis for further discussion 

in Section 6.6.   
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While all informants use a unique QCT mix, all invariably include Buffet Types. This 

commonality seemingly counters the mass customisation paradigm shift, but the Buffet 

QCTs also enable high degrees of practice flexibility and customisation, now discussed.  

  
6.5.6 Quality Control Tool Mix Diversity: Type Prevalence 

Because informants all adopt Buffet Types (refer to Section 5.5.2), the Buffet is the 

central construct in magnitude and diversity, and also prevalence (outcome 6). These 

parameters of Buffet centrality are mirrored in the compositional diversity of QCT mixes; 

all invariably include Buffet QCTs, which are the most numerous, and a diverse array are 

included. The avenues for achieving the flexible, autonomous QCT practice afforded are 

now discussed. 

 
Buffet Flexibility: Centrality in Magnitude and Diversity 

The Buffet embodies deconstructed standardisation and improvisation; businesses de-

bundle the more advanced QCTs, create their own, or selectively bundle, as warranted by 

individual circumstances, without penalty. These three adoption patterns characterise the 

practical flexibility of the Buffet and yield insight into its centrality in magnitude and 

diversity.  

First, the Buffet enables the flexible de-bundling and housing of Set and À La Carte 

Menu QCTs. Newfound independent QCTs, such as conformance standard variations, 

exemplify the unique de-bundling adoption patterns revealed (see Section 5.4.1), which are 

also evident among those administering organisations offering the de-bundled use of the 

more agglomerated QCT components (EC3 Global, 2017).  

Second, internally created QCTs illustrate the Buffet’s flexibility. The mixes now 

include an entirely new array of internal and informal QCTs not bundled within Set Menu 

or À La Carte Menu QCTs. It is plausible that for every existing external and/or formal 
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QCT, an internal and/or informal counterpart may manifest, further suggesting the 

continued diversification of QCT mixes. An extension of this internal QCT creation, 

thirdly, involves the opportunistic bundling of Basic Toolbox QCTs, which reveals new 

Types within a new toolbox.  

 
Unique Parameters of Buffet Flexibility: Quality Control Tool Discontinuance  

Tangential comments by informants revealed a unique parameter of the Buffet’s 

flexible QCT practice wherein businesses also selectively discontinued QCT use when it 

was perceived that desired results were not forthcoming. The informant described the use of 

an irrigation system that collected runoff from their specialised recreation facilities, which 

then re-circulated it for watering the grounds of their attraction. The informant stated that 

they “it didn’t work so well”, elaborating, “in the scheme of things it was not a huge 

volume of water it was collecting”, and continued, “it was costly to maintain and it was 

eventually abandoned”.  

Diffusion of Innovations Theory refers to this as discontinuance, and specifically, 

disenchantment discontinuance, whereby businesses discontinue innovation use because it 

does not generate desired advantages (Rogers, 2003). The associated risk is marginal, given 

the numerous QCTs otherwise still available. The absence of external oversight in the 

Buffet permits such flexibility. In contrast, discontinuance is not normally optional in Set 

Menu QCTs such as tourism certification programs that require rigorous conformance to 

prescribed standards, and independent oversight.  

Further exemplifying the unique de-bundling patterns of Buffet flexibility, one 

informant described their discontinued use of informal anecdotal indicators bundled within 

their informal management initiative and its replacement with its formal performance 

indicator counterpart. Such selective discontinuance allows for the flexible modification of 
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QCT structures as warranted by individual circumstances. This indicates replacement 

discontinuance, whereby users replace one innovation with another (Rogers, 2003). 

However, Rogers (2003) describes discontinuance as innovation cessation, whereas this 

informant only partially discontinued the innovation (i.e., informal anecdotal indicators) 

and augmented it with another (i.e., formal performance indicators).  

This unique form of de-bundling and selective discontinuance can be conceptualised 

as a micro Buffet Effect. In essence, the macro Buffet Effect involves the de-bundling of 

QCTs within Set Menu Types, whereas the de-bundling in the micro Buffet Effect involves 

further modifications to the QCT structures of these independently adopted Types. 

Metaphorically, the macro Buffet Effect is akin to users only consuming one entrée in a 

three course set menu, electing for the buffet paella only. The micro Buffet Effect is 

equivalent to a patron picking out the prawns in a buffet paella, and replacing it with tofu. 

The patron is still consuming paella, but modifies its individual ingredients. 

Although not explored through the lens of Diffusion of Innovations theory, the 

literature does convey discontinuance in the QCT context, exemplified by research on the 

discontinuance of participation in the Green Tourism Business Scheme certification 

program (Dunk et al., 2016). The reasons for discontinuance parallel those that deter 

certification program adoption from the first instance, such as cost (Ayuso, 2007). 

However, the discontinuance shown by our informants have a more favourable connotation, 

being regarded as beneficial for continuous improvement and adaptability. One informant 

described their rationale for selective discontinuance as, “…it’s really just in looking at 

certain things and saying how can we change this particular piece to be more sustainable”. 

Collectively, these avenues of flexibility suggest a Buffet in flux, with businesses at any 

time using a different array of Buffet QCTs to meet their changing needs.  
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Buffet Flexibility: Centrality in Prevalence 

The Buffet prevails in diverse operating contexts, suggesting versatility in practical 

application. This is because all QCT mixes include internally created Buffet QCTs, which 

permit high degrees of customisation in content and structures. Effectively, businesses can 

use the same Type, but their practical application is distinct, adapted to specified operating 

contexts and unique tourism products. This was exemplified in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.1, 

Table 5.2), wherein two tour operators had unique informal codes of behavior, with distinct 

QCT content shown by two relevant themes, reflective of their respective operating 

contexts. 

Such customisation is not expedited in the other menus, and it is therefore postulated 

that this adaptability implicates the Buffet’s prevalence within QCT mixes. This assertion is 

supported by informant asides. When asked if they used Set Menu QCTs, several stated 

that they did not because they did not perceive them as adaptable to their unique operating 

conditions, as described in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.4.), and reiterated by another 

informant: “In a lot of cases, they didn’t necessarily fit our property well.…a non-national 

chain, in a resort town.…they dramatically favour newer properties because modern 

building code requires [sic] LEED or [sic] LEED-like efficiencies on things”.  

While these informants did not use externally created Set Menu Management Tools (i.e., 

certification programs), they both used internally created Buffet Management Tools within 

their QCT mixes (i.e., informal management initiatives). These quotes imply that Set Menu 

QCTs lack compatibility with operating conditions, which deters use.  

The inherent flexibility of the Buffet was also frequently alluded to by tour operators, 

who considered it important for their guest experience by facilitating hot interpretation. 

One stated that “every trip is different”, and “Nothing is prescribed”, and continued to 

describe their educational tools as, “specific to that group”. Accordingly, the Buffet’s 
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versatility in practical application reflects the flexible QCT practice offered, and it is 

perhaps this adaptability that mainly accounts for its prevalence.  

The ubiquity of internally created Buffet QCTs within mixes also suggests that 

businesses are using those that individually offer high degrees of customisation in practical 

application. This is supported by informant comments, who often described preference for 

these over their externally created counterparts:  “…a lot of our standards have been 

developed just grass roots. It’s hard to buy into somebody saying, “here’s what you need to 

do now”. As others stated: 

… our standards are our standards. They are generated internally….that comes from 

an internal compass as opposed to an external checklist.… A lot of (…) standards 

are based on decades-old hospitality practices that we would actually consider not 

that relevant.... it’s our internal compass that says our guests are giving us their 

review every stay they are with us, so we’re taking that feedback and it’s helping us 

calibrate what [our business] standard will be, so when we get a new [property], it 

will reflect the latest practices. [emphasis added]  

As another corporate hotelier stated:  
 

There probably was a time, but I think that time has passed, where you were 

conscious going out to do things, and I remember when ISO 1,000, 2,000, 9,000 I 

don’t know, its 120,000 now or whatever it is, where you would go out and look for 

the certifications because they were a differentiator….we have internal 

sustainability goals, targets that we work towards and are graded on. And we’re 

probably more conscious internally of ourselves and keep our own metrics as 

opposed to outside agencies coming in that aren’t really hospitality… 
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Implied in these passages is that businesses perceive their internally developed QCTs 

to have higher relative advantages to their externally developed counterparts, another 

innovation attribute as per Diffusion of Innovations theory that can influence adoption 

(Rogers, 2003). Prior study has found this to favourably influence QCT prevalence in the 

North American ski resort context (Smerecnik & Andersen, 2011). High adoption of 

internally created QCTs, plus perceptions of their benefit, suggest a high propensity for 

continued use and adoption among the solicited businesses that has favourable implications 

for sustainability progress in Park City. This, coupled with the merits of customisation and 

competitive advantage potential, indicates that internally created QCTs should be focal in 

the subsequent progression of sustainable tourism practice.  

 
6.5.7 Implications of Buffet Centrality for Sustainable Tourism Theory and Practice 

From the above discussion, several key insights can be drawn surrounding “high” 

manifestations of adaptable sustainable tourism practice in Park City, as facilitated through 

Buffet engagement.  

 
The Revealed Buffet Effect in Park City, USA 

     The postulated Buffet Effect appears to be occurring in Park City, USA, with the 

use of unique QCT mixes suggesting that businesses are circumventing the “one-size fits 

all” approach to sustainability progress embodied in Set Menu QCTs. Moreover, the 

invariable inclusion of Buffet QCTs within these mixes suggests preference for greater 

practice flexibility over rigorous conformance structures. This research thusly supports and 

extends the notion of the Buffet Effect adoption phenomenon as suggested in the literature, 

as follows.  

      First, the Buffet Effect in Park City involves the de-bundling of constituent QCTs 

bundled within the other menus, and the independent use thereof. However, the de-
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bundling patterns are more varied than initially conceptualised; businesses also de-bundle 

and use conformance standard variations independently, which are largely conveyed in the 

literature as essential components of more advanced QCTs. Mention of their independent 

use, however, is not well conveyed.  

Second, the Buffet Effect in Park City is largely characterised by this pervasive 

internal creation of QCTs, and shows paralleling centrality in magnitude and diversity. 

Resultantly, business’ QCT mixes entail novel and diverse QCT arrays. Third, the Buffet 

Effect also involves QCT bundling, giving rise to new Types with unique QCT structures 

(i.e., Intermediate Informal Toolbox QCTs). Together, this enables high customisation in 

QCT structures and content, offering further advantages of widespread adoption and 

customised application.  

Finally, this study identified discontinuance as a critical added dimension of the 

Buffet Effect, entailing selective de-bundling, and discontinuance of constituent QCTs 

bundled within their more agglomerated Buffet QCTs, as per a postulated micro Buffet 

Effect. This allows businesses to refine the structural components of individual Types, or 

the QCTs within their mix that may offer greater advantages. While the idea of 

discontinuance has negative connotations, the author proposes that user-generated 

discontinuance should be embraced in situations where a QCT does not generate desired 

results or more effective QCTs are available. This unique avenue of Buffet flexibility 

allows for continuous refinement of QCT mixes, and permits trial and error approaches to 

their use, thereby maximising resilience and minimising perceived risk in sustainability 

engagement (Flight et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003).  
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6.5.8 Ubiquity of Sustainable Tourism Practice  

Prior study pointing to the tourism industry’s shallow and superficial engagement in 

sustainable practice is contrary to the evidence from Park City, where the sampled QCT 

adoption is ubiquitous, engaged and appears sincere. This apparent embodiment of an 

already aspirational level of QCT practice may relate to several factors. First, Park City has 

long demonstrated a generally high commitment to sustainability, as it is a ski resort 

destination reliant on environmental vitality for economic and community well-being, as 

described by one informant:  

….the Mayor you know, seventeen years ago, the leadership of Park City has 

continued to move in so many regards to environmental stewardship…. ‘Save our 

Snow’ campaigns and some of those others things are really part of this place and 

so, when people come to Park City, there’s many constituents in this community 

that share that same value. And so it starts to be part of the community culture of 

this destination.  

Informants echoed such sentiments at the personal level, with one stating, “So one of our 

company values is do the right thing.…it’s just sort of [sic] innate, and it’s just the right 

thing to do”, and according to another:  

… my background was environmental studies and I worked first as a guide for 

NOLS …. I call myself ‘the accidental hotelier’. My wife had a very progressive 

mother who was very big on environmental issues in the 60’s and 70’s and so she’s 

got a background in that, so we decided in 2003 when we purchased controlling 

interests in the business, that we wanted to bring our personal ethics into the 

business and that principally an environmental approach to things. We felt like that 

was not only the right thing to do but it was something that was going to add more 
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meaning to how we approach our job. And so we have looked for ways, every year, 

every opportunity, we are looking for ways to be less impactful on the planet. 

Theories on human behaviour, such as the theory of planned behavior (Azjen, 1985), 

postulate that attitudes affect behaviour. High rhetorical commitment to sustainability, 

accordingly, may help explain widespread QCT adoption. This gives contrary evidence to 

the intention- and attitude- behaviour gap, or “green gap” (Epler-Wood & Font, 2007), 

commonly cited in regard to sustainable tourism and CSR more generally (Becken, 2004; 

Bergin-Seers & Mair, 2009; Dodds & Kuehnel, 2010; Juvan & Dolnicar, 2014).  

Second, as per stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984), informants consistently posited 

QCT adoption as “the right thing to do”, as shown in both passages above, and quoted by 

informants in prior QCT adoption studies (Dodds & Kuehnel, 2010). From the normative 

aspect of stakeholder theory (Donaldson & Preston, 1995), “it’s the right thing to do” is 

interpreted as the reasoning for an organisation to participate in an activity, (p.7) (Byrd, 

2007; Donaldson & Preston, 1995).  

Third, Park City is a highly interconnected community, which is among the factors 

that Diffusion of Innovations Theory describes as influencing adoption of an idea, concept, 

or practice perceived as “new” (Rogers, 2003, p.12). As elaborated in one informant 

digression [false names italicised and inserted for anonymity]: 

….[sic] our employees know the community, they're agreeing with the community, 

our Pit stop girl [sic] Mary….her brother is [sic] Joe and [sic] John is the organiser 

of Running with Ed, so it's all when people live here, and wired in, like Park City is 

one degree separation to everything. That just makes for a more tight relationship 

with your community [emphasis added].  
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Informants also suggested that other community considerations, such as a desire to 

maintain good standing, are influential for sustainability practice, as one described [relating 

to their minimal impact trail zoning practices]: 

...self-zoning….We self-segregate to avoid that conflict with the community and to 

be on that leading edge so that when the community comes to us and says “Well 

you’re bringing more people here to mountain biking, you’re putting more people 

on the trail”, you want to be able to say to that person, “Well we look at that as 

we’re creating jobs in the community that’s going to help sustain the lifestyle of a 

lot of people who want to continue to live in this community. We’re helping to 

actually disperse trail use. We’re helping to make better trail users by keeping 

people who may be not as educated about river etiquette or trail etiquette with a 

guide so that they’re not interfering with your days, they’re not impacting you as 

much as they possibly could be”, and so we’re just trying to be proactive in that 

sense rather than having to backpedal and constantly be on the PR front with the 

local community of why we’re guiding and why we’re doing these things.  

Perceptions that using QCTs confers a positive image can also influence adoption as per 

another Diffusion of Innovations theory construct, relative advantage (Rogers, 2003).  

Fourth, the snowball sampling methods could have influenced the ubiquitous practice, 

as it logical to assume that businesses would refer the researcher to other businesses with 

known sustainability agendas. The sampling techniques however, also included maximum 

variation sampling, and in such cases, contacts were liaised through personal networks. 

Thus, the sampling techniques only partially explain QCT practice ubiquity.  

Fifth, prior study suggests a correlation between affluence and environmentally 

proactive behaviour (Duroy, 2008; Mooren & Grinstein, 2016), a scenario with which the 

luxury ski resort of Park City aligns. Here, the sense of place inclines tourism businesses to 
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provide an experience commensurate with a green destination reputation, described by one 

informant:  

We believe—We’re located in a mountain town. I think that there’s a general 

sentiment amongst most of our clients or constituents that when you leave from an 

urban environment and you come to a mountain environment, you’re going to have 

a certain expectation of breathing fresh air and seeing open spaces and having a 

better sense of that. And so we think the clients in some cases they intrinsically sort 

of demand that. Or expect that. And so if you came to our destination and it was 

totally urban and it looked like a loft out of San Francisco, you probably wouldn’t 

have a great sense of place….And so from that perspective our job is to deliver a 

guest experience and provide a sense of authenticity and an authentic sense of place 

that’s commensurate with what they believe the destination is.  

Thus, numerous factors can explain the ubiquitous QCT adoption in Park City, and in 

combination yield insight into the factors underlying this “aspirational depiction” of QCT 

practice. Moreover, these factors assist in identifying similar communities within which we 

may postulate that similar adoption patterns might pertain. In a North American context, 

Vail and Aspen in the USA, and Whistler and Banff in Canada exemplify such qualifying 

destinations. Similar to Park City, winter tourism is a major economic driver, the primary 

destination products rely on the integrity of the local natural environment, and visitors and 

residents display similar affluence. It can be expected that such parallels are not confined to 

North American contexts, but may include other destinations reliant on tourism for 

economic vitality, and the unique TBL conditions imperative to sustain this.  
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6.5.9 Implications for Sustainable Tourism Practice: Quality Control Tool  
         Mix Optimisation 

 
Collectively, the discussed adoption complexities in this Section 6.5 render four key 

insights. Businesses invariably use a QCT mix implying, firstly, that multi-faceted practice 

is warranted to accommodate the complexities of sustainable tourism. This suggests that a 

transition from singular to multiple practice is desirable, and further, that more strategies 

should be implemented to optimise resultant QCT mixes. Second, these mixes require a 

diverse array of QCTs to acquire the relative merits of each. Third, each business uses a 

unique mix, suggesting a level of customisation necessary for addressing the complexities 

of sustainable tourism. Finally, the Buffet is invariably included in mixes, suggesting 

preference for flexible, autonomous, and customised practice.  

These insights indicate that unique QCT mixes for each business are warranted for 

resilient practice. Furthermore, strategies to optimise these mixes are predicated on (1) 

diversification to acquire the unique merits offered by each QCT and (2) flexibility to 

permit continuous improvement through selective adoption and discontinuance. These are 

interconnected; diversification involves the flexible adoption and discontinuance of QCTs -

as warranted for individual circumstances - to derive a unique QCT mix. This is now 

elaborated. 

 
Optimisation Strategies: Diversification and Flexibility 

The findings of this study suggest that diversification of QCT mixes should be 

predicated on holistic practice rather than advanced and specific practice as advocated 

conventionally. The rationale is that the numerous, diverse QCTs identified here offer 

synergies which are not afforded by the conceptually strongest QCTs. Diversification of 

mixes by function categories, for example, enables users to integrate QCTs within their 

mixes with targeted functions that may not be offered by those presently used, but 
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necessary for their specific business context. This strategy was exemplified in Section 

6.5.2, whereby one informant described that their hardware-centric certification program 

lacked mechanisms for continued assessment of sustainable tourism progress; they 

therefore adopted QCTs within the Assessment Tool function category to assist this. This 

also underscores the importance of permitting flexibility in mix diversification; because of 

the flexibility afforded by the Buffet, mechanisms were in place to measure, monitor, and 

assess sustainability progress.  

The function categories suggest a favorable launching pad to initiate QCT mix 

optimisation. To create their unique mix, would require businesses, firstly, to assess the 

QCTs they currently use within each category, and then determine those absent or under-

utilised; the original diversity illustrations of Table 4.2, Figure 4.6 and Figure 5.1 can assist 

accordingly. The proposed menus and toolboxes allow businesses to prioritise selection of 

QCTs within each category, adopting those aligned with their desired sustainable tourism 

approach. Ultimately, countless combinations of QCTs within function categories, menus, 

and toolboxes are available to progress sustainability. Such diversification provides further 

advantages of enabling more levels of sustainability engagement than offered by most 

expertly developed QCTs.   

Businesses can further optimise the mixes by considering other variability parameters, 

such as administering organisation and the informal/formal continuum. For example, 

businesses can include internally created QCTs. The adoption patterns indicate their 

prevalence as well as informant preference, suggesting a high likelihood of continued and 

future use (Rogers, 2003). Among their unique merits, they fuse sustainability and strategy, 

and can provide unique differentiation advantages due to their high customisation. They 

also offer a less intensive alternative to formal QCTs, and one more accessible to those 

without expert knowledge. External and formal counterparts do offer the merits of expert 
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development and systematization. They therefore also offer advantages for foundational 

QCT practice, informing the development of internally created QCTs that further elevate 

customised, strategic sustainability progress.  

The afforded synergies of mix diversification, and flexible approaches to doing so, 

can mitigate risk and amplify long-term resilience in sustainable tourism practice. This is 

important because some high profile QCTs, such as Prestige Tools, are ephemeral (e.g., 

awarded for only one year), or may not address important community considerations due to 

targeted TBL focus on environmental sub-dimensions, such as waste, energy, or emissions. 

The use of multiple QCT mixes continually reconfigured to suit individual circumstances 

through selective adoption and discontinuance can assure ongoing progress accordingly. 

Strategies for optimising QCT mixes, and the advantages posed, are expanded in the 

following section. 

 
 
6.6 NEW MODEL FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURISM PRACTICE 
 

The prior sections have discussed the complexities of contemporary QCT landscape, 

which is more intricate than conveyed in the conventional QCT landscape. In the spirit of 

dialectical interchange, a new model for sustainable tourism practice is proposed, fusing the 

relative merits of both landscapes (outcome 7).  

 
6.6.1 Conventional and Adaptable Models of Quality Control Tool Practice  

To reiterate, the conventional QCT landscape emphasises the imperative of reaching a 

common understanding of sustainable tourism practice. This landscape thusly advocates a 

standardised model privileging singular, homogeneous practice whereby all are held to the 

same standards, with conditional flexibility in some standard criteria (e.g., process-based or 

hybrid standards), and sector and regional considerations. It supports the most advanced, 
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expertly developed QCTs, and requires independent assurance of conformance. Tourism 

certification programs epitomise these notions and are hailed as the aspirational trajectory 

for sustainable tourism practice. Considerable efforts, accordingly, have centered upon the 

optimisation of this single QCT.  

The contemporary QCT landscape revealed numerous pathways for sustainable 

tourism progress, all having unique merits (as discussed in Section 6.3). Distilling the 

inherent complexities of QCT diversity through the organisational scaffolding revealed how 

QCTs can advance weak, strong, intermediary, and adaptable sustainable tourism 

approaches (Section 6.4). The complexities of adoption unveiled a landscape characterised 

by heterogeneous, multitudinous practice (Section 6.5). Informants invariably use a unique 

QCT mix, and such multifaceted practice was also found in the literature. Informants’ 

mixes are diverse, revealing ubiquitous engagement with adaptable approaches. Finally, the 

contemporary landscape reveals the centrality of the Buffet, which permits high practice 

flexibility, customisation and autonomy, predicated on the selective de-bundling, internal 

creation and bundling, and discontinuance, as warranted by individual circumstances. The 

contemporary landscape is therefore conceptualised as advancing an adaptable model of 

practice using distinctly diverse QCT mixes. 

 
6.6.2 Model of Adaptable Standardisation 

      Both models have merit. In fusing the relative merits of each, a new model is proposed 

for the subsequent progression of sustainable tourism practice. This is conceptualised as the 

model of adaptable standardisation. Figure 6.3 depicts key tenets and advantages of the 

adaptable and standardised models, which coalesce in the new model’s four key 

characteristics.  
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Figure 6.3 Model of Adaptable Standardisation 
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1. Adaptable Sustainable Tourism Approaches 

The standardised model entails Set Menu centrality. This emphasises strong 

sustainable tourism approaches that endorse advanced, rigorous standards. The adaptable 

model, however, entails Buffet centrality that offers high flexibility and autonomy. 

Moreover, the most concerted practice manifests as adaptable sustainable tourism 

approaches entailing collective use of conceptually weak, intermediary, and strong QCTs 

(i.e., simultaneous menu engagement).

Adaptable sustainable tourism approaches best accommodate the dynamism of 

tourism systems, enabling resilience and continuous adaptation (Hunter, 1997; Farrell & 

Twining-Ward, 2004; McCool et al., 2013). It is therefore an effective pathway for 

sustainable tourism practice. The vehicles used to progress such adaptable practice 

similarly warrant flexibility and continuous diversification for added resilience. Advanced 

QCT practice, herein, is an optional and contributing element. 

 
2. Flexible, Diverse Quality Control Tool Practice 

QCTs in the standardised model are necessarily homogeneous, designed for a large 

base of potential users to advance sustainability (Toth, 2002). In contrast, QCTs in the 

adaptable model are multi-faceted, diverse, and unique. Such QCT mixes facilitate 

synergistic practice and address property-specific conditions, thereby providing a better 

match between the acknowledged complexities of sustainable tourism and its practical 

application. The model of adaptable standardisation proposes flexible, diverse practice 

which uses (a) QCT mixes that (b) harness diverse QCT arrays for their synergistic 

advantages. It (c) responds to business-specific operating conditions and thus (d) warrants 

strategies for optimising those mixes, which use homogenised practice as a foundation to 

escalate strategy and innovation. The new model embraces a common understanding of 
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sustainable tourism practice as complex, multifaceted, and diverse and situates this as an 

opportunity rather than a threat. 

 
3. Capacity Building Sustainability  

The standardised model advocates the use of QCTs with highly rigid conformance 

structures, predicated on independently verified conformance to expertly developed 

standards (Buckley, 2002; Font, 2002). The resultant approach to sustainable tourism 

practice emphasises “conformance sustainability”. This poses favourable implications for 

credibility, accountability, and internal consistency among users (Font et al., 2002; Honey, 

2002). The adaptable model, however, reveals QCT practice as mostly internally dictated. 

Such autonomy has favourable implications for strategy and innovation, but lacks the 

accountability of external oversight. Currently, the central role of the latter is to qualify 

practice through verification. Emphasising conformance-based approaches, it is predicated 

on assuring compliance to given criteria. Guidance resources focus on how to meet these 

criteria or rectify non-conformities. In the process, businesses build capacity for sustainable 

tourism (Graci & Dodds, 2015). Accordingly, qualifying practice uses a “stick” rather than 

“carrot” approach; primary focus is gauging “sustainable” versus “not sustainable” practice, 

while enhancing capacity for sustainable tourism is of secondary importance. Presently, 

verification also recognises specific, standardised sustainable tourism pathways. Yet this 

study found the existence of many such pathways which also have merit. This suggests 

broader, permeable boundaries for qualifying sustainable tourism practice is necessary.  

         While independent assurance is indeed regarded as an essential element of credible 

sustainable tourism practice (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Buckley, 2002; Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; GSTC, 2017; Honey, 2002), it deters engagement (Ayuso, 2007; Dunk et al., 2016). 

This suggests the need to rethink the role of external oversight given the low overall 
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awareness of QCTs and their inherent complexity. Greater emphasis on “capacity building” 

sustainability practice is therefore needed (Dodds & Homes, 2011), which demands 

expertly guided rather than expertly qualified sustainable tourism practice. This constitutes 

a “carrot” rather than “stick” approach wherein capacity building is the primary focus of 

external oversight, and the boundaries for qualifying practice are diversified.  

 
4. Recentralising the Aspired Trajectory of Sustainable Tourism Practice 

The standardised model privileges certification programs as the aspirational vehicle of 

sustainable tourism practice, while the adaptable model dialectically encourages their de-

emphasis. As described in Chapter 2, tourism certification programs have not acquired 

widespread recognition, and awareness remains low. When informants were asked about 

their use, responses included: “No and not even aware of it”, and “I don’t know anything 

about them”. Moreover, not all certification programs achieve the intended standard 

congruency envisaged (Graci & Dodds, 2015). The GSTC recognition process seeks to 

minimise this, but collectively, this remains problematic.  

A central issue facing conventional certification programs, and a foundation upon 

which the present research is based, is low uptake. Considerable efforts have been made 

toward their optimisation, but a high merit-low uptake conundrum persists; that is, low 

adoption, in part, stems from its current conformance-based, comprehensive, and 

standardised configuration. While these elements contribute to programmatic credibility, 

this also deters adoption due to cost, perceived complexities, procedural rigour, and 

incompatibility. As supported by informants: [referring to certification programs] “In a lot 

of cases they didn’t necessarily fit our property well…a non-national chain, in a resort 

town…” and “...I do shy away from things that require too much compliance, just for that 

very reason. If I have a choice of explaining or doing, I’ll go with doing”. Dunk, Gillespie 
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& Macleod (2016) produced similar findings. Offering a unique viewpoint, their study 

suggests that the same factors deterring initial engagement also deter continued 

engagement. They found businesses that discontinued engagement in the Green Tourism 

Business Scheme (GTBS) did so due to costs (time and money) and incompatibility or 

inflexibility of certification criteria. Relating to the former, the authors state that, “The time 

required to collect data and complete GTBS paperwork was clearly an issue for many 

enterprises struggling to meet multiple demands on their time” (p. 1599). They also found 

that the incompatibility and inflexibility of certification program criteria with localised 

operating conditions adversely implicated membership retention, stating that scheme 

leavers expressed “…concerns regarding the inflexibility of the criteria or the 

appropriateness or practicality of recommendations made….We therefore, suggest that 

scheme criteria need to be more flexible and recognise the specific locational challenges 

faced” (p. 1599). As such, presently, our research highlights that the current conventional 

configuration of certification programs not only deters initial engagement, but also 

continued engagement. This suggests that this aspirational trajectory warrants 

reconsideration, or perhaps a robust reconfiguration. 

While the adaptable model intuits the de-emphasis of tourism certification programs, 

this study proposes their “recentralisation”. Certification is a well-known concept, and used 

across many industries (Conroy, 2007). It therefore should be retained, but in an 

unconventional form to advance the new model of sustainable tourism practice. 

Recentralisation involves integrating the premises of the new model of QCT practice to 

minimise limitations in the current configuration, while maintaining the latter’s merits.  
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6.6.3 Model of Adaptable Standardisation in Practice: Certification 3.0 

In Figure 6.3, “Certification 3.0” is advocated as the aspirational vehicle for 

sustainable tourism progress, an adaptable hybrid that replaces the current certification 2.0 

aspiration (refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.4). A robust approach to the reconfiguration of the 

present certification 2.0 is proposed. This reconfiguration encourages adaptable sustainable 

tourism approaches. To do so, practice is predicated on flexibility and diversification. 

Accordingly, Certification 3.0 involves the use of QCT mixes unique to each business, with 

diversity and continual realignment providing synergistic advantages. Globally recognised 

baselines of sustainable tourism practice are leveraged for strategic practice, yielding 

differentiation advantages through QCTs themselves, rather than logo use alone. 

Acknowledging the complexities of contemporary practice, each mix is developed through 

external oversight. The following discusses three imperatives of Certification 3.0 and the 

implications of each.   

 
Building Capacity for Sustainability: Collaboration and Expert Guidance  

Certification 3.0 emphasises “capacity building” sustainability, with an imperative of 

expert guidance. The crafting of a QCT mix that is unique to and effective for each 

business demands expert knowledge. However, it also demands industry insights to assure 

efficacy, feasibility of use, and site-specific considerations to derive innovative and 

strategic practice. Accordingly, expertly guided, collaborative approaches for QCT mix 

development are recommended. This parallels one of four approaches to mass 

customisation, termed collaborative customisation (Gilmore & Pine II, 1997). Adapted to 

Certification 3.0, this involves dialogue between businesses and experts to articulate 

sustainability needs, identify QCTs that can fulfill those needs, and then design customised 

mixes (Gilmore & Pine II, 1997). This cycle can be repeated, thereby promoting continued 
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capacity building, optimisation of mixes, and sustainability progress. Experiential 

approaches to expertly guided collaboration include site visits and face-to-face interactions 

which enable experts to experience “business as usual” and use these insights to inform 

QCT mix development. For businesses, technical skills surrounding QCT implementation 

can be leveraged. This ultimately promotes experiential learning and capacity building, as 

businesses and experts work together and leverage unique insights held by each (Kolb, 

1984).  

This collaborative approach to mass customisation has several advantages. First, it 

enables a wide base of users to adopt Certification 3.0. However, its practical application 

is customised to specified business contexts. Second, customised practice minimises issues 

of perceived incompatibility stemming from the current standardised configuration, and 

aligns with broader societal patterns of enhanced preference for customised products and 

services. Third, it fuses the contrasting merits of expertly and internally developed practice; 

mixes are developed under expert guidance, but designed with and for each business. 

However, it can concurrently facilitate advantages such as autonomy, strategy, and 

consideration of site-specific conditions through internally created QCTs. Fusing these 

different merits suggests similar potential for eliciting differentiation advantages through 

QCTs themselves. Presently, certification programs rely on logos for differentiation, but 

prior study suggests such benefits are contested (Dunk et al., 2016; Font & Epler Wood, 

2007). Certification 3.0 would do the same, therefore amplifying the parameters for which 

market differentiation can be achieved.  

Expert guidance can also make sustainability engagement more feasible for a broad 

range of users. Businesses with nominal experience in sustainability may be challenged to 

attain certification (Honey, 2002), which is associated with high business performances 

(Font, 2009) and engagement (Ayuso, 2007). The conventional configuration therefore 
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widens the gap between low and high performers. A precursory step focussed on capacity 

building is needed to accommodate those businesses with nominal experience in 

sustainability practice, and lower performers. The expert guidance under the “guidance and 

capacity building” emphasis of Certification 3.0 is proposed here, as a way to do so. Graci 

and Dodds (2015) also suggest a capacity building emphasis for making certification more 

mainstream. 

Expertly guided sustainable tourism practice, moreover, helps to minimise the 

revealed complexities of sustainable tourism practice. Park City informants alluded to the 

challenges of this complexity, with one stating: “I had a difficulty with choices and so I 

guess I’ve made a non-choice”. Informants also suggested preference for expert guidance 

due to their lack of internal expertise: “Like maybe an external consultant could help us 

create the system and the process that works for us…”, “I mean I'm sure there's some great 

stuff out there....If somebody came to us with a great invention we'd be absolutely all for 

it”, and “… if someone came up with some ideas for us that we could put into our practices, 

we absolutely would…. none of us really have a clue what else we could do. In these 

passages, informants express a desire for someone to bring them “ideas” or “inventions” 

rather than for autonomous modes of capacity building such as “how to” manuals, inherent 

to most certification programs. Expert guidance offers such convenience, which can 

favourably influence adoption (Smerecnik & Andersen, 2011). 

Certification programs elicit accountability through verification, but expert guidance 

can do the same through face-to-face interaction. This is important because QCT 

engagement can easily take a lower priority to daily operations, as described by one 

informant, “… it's also kind of one of those things that's like easy to bump, because it's not 

urgent right, it's not a fire”. While the advocated experiential guidance requires time-
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consuming face-to-face interaction, we contend that the associated efficiencies are less 

time-consuming than using guidebooks.  

 
Quality Control Tool Mixes: Strategies for Diversification and Innovation 

While unique QCT mixes are advocated, this does not preclude integration of globally 

recognised standards, such as GSTC criteria, for sustainable tourism practice. Selectively 

adopted, they are invaluable for guiding QCT mix development. However, a more robust, 

strategic approach to their adaptation is proposed to encourage engagement and 

differentiation advantages. Such standards can be leveraged to amplify strategic, 

innovative, site-specific sustainability solutions. For example, one can take the outlines for 

sustainability management system development and align each component with business’ 

brand propositions and consumer experiences. Sustainability, in effect, becomes 

synonymous with brand image and products. Moreover, integrating sustainability into key 

aspects of marketing and consumer experience has favourable implications for making 

sustainability a business imperative, as “sustainability” and “business as usual” are 

amalgamated. Consideration of unique business attributes is similarly imperative for 

differentiation advantages, such as those illustrated by the “waste-to-cheese” strategic best 

practice (see Section 5.4.1). 

 
Permeable Boundaries of Conformance: A “Carrot” Approach 
 

Certification 3.0 integrates the notion of conformance, but endorses more permeable 

and flexible boundaries. It accommodates diverse pathways to sustainable tourism practice 

wherein the use of a QCT mix is the basis for conferring recognition rather than 

conformance to specific metrics. While verification is a key ingredient for QCT efficacy 

and credibility, a more flexible pathway for qualifying sustainable tourism practice is 
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warranted to minimise the costs, complexity, and procedural rigour associated with 

conventional certification. 

In practice, this proposed imperative of the “carrot” rather than “stick” approach to 

verification involves transitioning away from documentation-centric, conformance methods 

to those emphasising experiential capacity building. In effect, it re-frames verification as 

the acquisition of expert guidance from multiple sources, and places greater emphasis on 

dialogue rather than documentation. This may involve businesses discussing with auditors 

their current QCT mix, why it is used, and associated advantages and challenges. The 

independent auditor then offers additional insights into mix optimisation. During this 

process, the independent auditor will understand the degree to which businesses are using 

the claimed mix; verification then is largely owned by the professional, thereby minimising 

the associated complexities and procedural rigour. To minimise conflict of interest, the 

auditor should be independent of the business, awarding body, and their primary consultant. 

That is, the business’ primary consultant is the expert party who, together with the business, 

develop and refines a QCT mix. The “auditor” in this sense, is not the primary consultant of 

the business being audited.  

This approach to conformance maintains the credibility conferred by expert oversight, 

but offers more flexible pathways to do so. It involves minimal documentation, and 

therefore can minimise time costs. Moreover, such flexibility places greater emphasis 

towards understanding why sustainability engagement may, or may not be unfolding as 

intended, and how strategies can be devised to make sustainability more feasible or 

effective. Ultimately, the widely cited deterrents of “lack of time and resources” suggest 

that the associated mode of sustainability engagement is not conducive to that business. 

The proposed “carrot” approach to qualifying sustainable tourism practice embraces these 

realities. Finally, the guidance and capacity building emphasis is postulated to minimise 
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risk in QCT engagement and lower barriers to entry; if the focus is placed on building 

capacity for sustainability, rather than judgments about conformance, businesses may be 

more inclined to engage in sustainable tourism practice. 

 
Further Considerations for Practical Application 

Beyond reconfiguration, subsequent efforts also demand consideration of the 

technicalities of enablement, preferably under the auspices of a credible global entity such 

as the GSTC and its global networks of expert affiliates. This may involve, firstly, 

employing a Delphi-inspired approach in a feasibility study to identify key candidate 

technical parameters. Once identified, a “think-tank” approach—similar to that employed 

by BEST-EN—can be leveraged to develop strategies that minimise limitations, while 

deriving innovative approaches for QCT programmatic development. These considerations 

include (but are by no means limited to): (1) expert recruitment and training (i.e., integrated 

and experiential learning); (2) financing and revenue streams; (3) organisational structures 

of administering organisation(s); (4) businesses to business and strategic marketing (cost 

effective strategies for awareness and recruitment) (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Graci & Dodds, 

2015; Font & Epler Wood, 2007); and (5) strategies to recruit a diverse and critical mass of 

businesses  (e.g., exploring synergies between “bottom up” (business QCTs) and “top 

down” (destination QCTs) sustainable tourism approaches). Essentially, the feasibility 

study identifies “what” while the think tank identifies “how”; together, they guide the 

technicalities of feasible application to elevate sustainable tourism practice.  
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6.6.4. New Perspectives of Contemporary Quality Control Tool Practice 

Figure 6.4 offers an abstract conceptualisation that summarises the evolution of our 

understanding of contemporary QCT practice resulting from this study. Figure 6.4(a) shows 

the conventional landscape. Certification programs are the dominant construct, advocated 

the aspirational trajectory of QCT practice. In this standardised model of QCT practice, a 

common understanding of sustainable tourism practice is emphasised, as advanced through 

singular, homogenous, advanced QCT practice. The privilege afforded to few QCTs thusly 

paints a comparatively simplistic depiction of related practice. 
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Figure 6.4 Evolution of Understanding Contemporary Quality Control Tool Practice 
  

Yellow Circles: Certification Programs 
 
Turquoise Circles: A La Carte Menu QCTs 
 
Blue Circles: Buffet QCTs 

 

(b) 
Contemporary Quality Control 

Tool Landscape 

(c) 
Combined Landscapes 

(a) 
Conventional Quality Control Tool 

Landscape 
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Figure 6.4(b) exemplifies the contemporary QCT landscape as much more complex. 

Certification programs are one of many QCTs available, revealing numerous, diverse, and 

alternative pathways for sustainable tourism progress exist, all of which, offer unique merit. 

The revealed diversity exhibited previously unacknowledged intricacies (e.g., Type vs. 

variations, QCT structures, QCT content) (Section 6.3). The organisation of this diversity 

revealed how QCTs - individually, and in different combinations - can advance weak to 

strong sustainable tourism manifestations. This revealed the multidimensionality of each 

approach, the different combinations of QCTs that can be leveraged to advance each, and 

the QCTs postulated as central to each manifestation (the latter exemplified in Figure 6.1) 

(Section 6.4). The ubiquity of uniquely diverse QCT mixes and Buffet engagement found 

the dominance of an adaptable model in the case study. Also revealed was the 

multidimensionality of adaptable sustainable tourism approaches (low to high 

manifestations), and the QCTs leveraged to advance them (simultaneous and single menu 

engagers, respectively) (Section 6.5). These insights help to bridge the gap between the 

theoretical underpinnings of sustainable tourism, its practical application, and the vehicles 

to do so.  

Figure 6.4(c) exemplifies the proposed new model to guide the subsequent 

progression of sustainable tourism theory and practice (RQ6) (Section 6.6). This model of 

adaptable standardisation offers a framework for a more optimal mode of engagement. It 

advocates adaptable sustainable tourism approaches through QCT mixes, configured for 

enhanced diversity to promote synergistic QCT practice and greater consideration of site-

specific considerations. This suggests a better match between the complex reality of 

sustainable tourism and its practical application. The aspired vehicle employs the concept 

of certification, but reconfigures its boundaries to encourage greater flexibility and 

resilience. It encourages capacity building sustainability with secondary emphasis on 
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conformance sustainability to encourage engagement, innovation, and progress. 

Certification 3.0 translates these notions into practice.  

 
6.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has discussed seven outcomes from the research, and in doing so, 

addressed the final research question (RQ6), seeking to leverage to collective insights to 

inform the subsequent progression of sustainable tourism theory and practice. The 

discussed complexities of diversity highlighted the importance of the hitherto unarticulated 

internal intricacies of Types, the QCT structures, and its relationship with QCT content 

(Section 6.3). Further highlighting the revealed diversity complexities are the unique 

permutations of variations within a given Type, QCT diversity across the macro schemata 

not yet well conveyed in the literature, and the inherent gray spaces pervasive in the 

complex world of QCT practice (outcomes 1-2).  

The complexities of diversity yielded same in organisation (Section 6.4). The 

discussion exemplified how the organisational framework 5.1 links conceptual notions 

underpinning sustainable tourism theory and practice with the QCTs themselves; the QCTs 

that can advance weak to strong sustainable tourism approaches were discussed, in addition 

to the multidimensionality of each approach, and grouping of QCTs postulated central to 

each manifestation. The organisational framework distills the inherent complexity revealed 

herein through metaphors and readily understood terminology, offering utility for 

practitioners and academics alike (outcomes 3-4). The visual illustrations similarly aim to 

distil the inherent complexities of diversity, such as those depicting the QCT structures. 

Complexities of adoption and Buffet centrality exhibited equal complexity, revealing 

the synergistic effects afforded by unique QCT mixes, and rejection of a one-size-fits-all 

approach to sustainable tourism progress in Park City, the latter paralleling broader societal 
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trends of individuality (Section 6.5). The unique permutations of the QCT mixes showed 

preference for practice flexibility and autonomy through ubiquitous Buffet QCT inclusion, 

revealing a robust Buffet Effect in Park City. The actual Buffet Effect is characterised by 

de-bundling, internal creation, bundling, and discontinuance, the latter representing a 

postulated micro Buffet Effect (outcomes 5-6).  

Leveraging these collective insights, a new model was proposed. This model of 

adaptable standardisation embraces the revealed complexities and idiosyncrasies, proposed 

as a more optimal match between the acknowledged complexities of sustainable tourism 

and its practical application; this new model advocates heterogeneous, multitudinous QCT 

practice predicated on diversification for synergistic advantages, enhanced flexibility, and 

guidance, as propelled through certification 3.0 (outcome 7) (RQ6). 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

This study investigated the diversity, organisation, and prevalence of the 

contemporary sustainable tourism quality control tool (QCT) landscape. In doing so, it 

captured how businesses are progressing sustainable tourism through QCTs. This 

understanding is important because prior research shows a gap between the aspirations of 

sustainable tourism and the reality of practice, most notably the high-merit, low uptake 

conundrum of certification programs. This raised a critical yet under-researched question; if 

tourism businesses are not adopting tourism certification programs, what QCTs are they 

adopting, if any? This study therefore investigated the diverse modes of QCT practice, 

through literature analysis and empirical investigation, to inform a new framework that 

facilitates a more optimal model of QCT engagement. 

This study extends the Quality Control Spectrum of Weaver (2006). This original 

spectrum served as the incipient analytic framework for this study, presenting four 

commonly recognised QCTs along the single spectrum of strength. Even initial scoping of 

the knowledge domain literature, however, revealed other QCTs that are not presented in 

this spectrum. This spectrum could not readily accommodate this added diversity. In this 

context, a postulated Buffet Effect emerged, wherein businesses adopt the disaggregated 

“ingredients” of certification programs, but use them independently, akin to a buffet dining 

experience. This Buffet Effect served as the context for the investigation of QCT diversity, 

organisation, and prevalence, as it was postulated that this may be the context in which 

engagement is occurring in industry practice. The menu constructs are also congruent with 

Weaver (2006). The Buffet Effect therefore provided a focus to optimally addressing the 

research questions.  
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In the context of each research phase, the following offers a synopsis of the research 

questions addressed by the research. Corresponding research contributions follow, 

illustrating how these outcomes have the potential to recalibrate current understandings of 

QCT practice and theory. 

 
7.1 RESEARCH QUESTION SYOPSIS AND CONTRIBUTIONS  

7.1.1 Literature Analysis 

The literature analysis sought to identify QCT diversity as reflected in the relevant 

literature as per RQ1, and create an organisational framework that effectively organises this 

emergent diversity to address RQ2. This phase extended the original Quality Control 

Spectrum of Weaver (2006), providing the foundation for further elaboration in the 

empirical phase. Addressing RQ2, a three dimensional framework captured the diversity 

emerging from the literature, entailing 15 Types organised across five function categories, 

three toolboxes and two menus. Diversity was assessed across the key parameters of 

function categories (function), toolboxes (strength), and menus (conformance structures). 

Fulfilling RQ1, this showed that diversity in the literature mostly consisted of Types 

facilitating guidance and capacity building (function categories), having the lowest levels of 

strength (toolboxes), and being indicative of the opportunistic Buffet (menu).  

 
Practical and Theoretical Contributions 

This thesis initially identified seven variability parameters that encapsulated the 

emergent diversity of QCTs. The variability parameters can inform further investigation of 

this diversity within other contexts. The variability parameters are also essential elements 

for future inquiry on this topic because they are important for organisation; three were 

selected herein for that purpose. The variability parameters are also implicated in QCT 

identification; four distinguish variations of a given Type. As such, the variability 
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parameters represent the foundation from which QCT identification, organisation, and 

diversity is expounded.  

This phase ultimately identified 15 QCT Types, the basic unit of analysis of this 

study. Types represent numerous QCTs, housing attendant variations. This Type and 

variation distinction emerged from a hitherto unarticulated Type/variation hierarchy; 

attendant distinction criteria were employed to ensure that each QCT substantively differs 

from another (Type criterion 1: conceptualisation (broad approach); Type criterion 2: 

function (targeted approach); Type criterion 3: QCT structure (detailed approach); criterion 

4: variation distinction)). The criteria permit consensus in Type identification. Importantly, 

this protocol facilitates precision in QCT identification and distinction. For example, while 

certification programs, awards, and recognition programs are often grouped under the 

“ecolabel” genre, they differ across the distinction criteria, which revealed them as distinct 

Types. In leveraging this protocol, this study articulated Types that are not presented in the 

original spectrum of Weaver (2006), including those that assist measurement, monitoring, 

and reporting (e.g., performance reporting standards, performance monitoring and reporting 

systems), guidance and capacity building (e.g., education/outreach tools, best practices), 

and sustainability management (e.g., management systems). Ultimately, the distinction 

protocol provides a structure to classify QCTs, as shown by the typology approach used 

here. This foundational protocol encourages consistency and systemacy in QCT 

identification. This research provides the materials for replication, provided in Appendix A 

and Appendix B. Examples of how the three distinction criteria work together to 

distinguish Types are provided in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4) and Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.1). 

These sections also show how variations of a given Type are distinguished, representing the 

fourth QCT distinction criterion. These materials provide the foundation to guide 

identification of Types and variations in future study. 
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To identify QCT diversity in this phase, Types were incrementally organised across 

each macro schemata. Three original frameworks resulted. These frameworks can facilitate 

further interrogation and articulation of the sustainable tourism QCT landscape. First, the 

five Function Categories show how each QCT primarily advances sustainable tourism 

progress (presented in Table 4.2). Second, the contemporary Quality Control Tool 

Spectrum offered an updated, metaphor-based (toolbox) illustration of QCT diversity by 

strength (presented in Figure 4.4). With this new protocol, this contemporary spectrum can 

accommodate continued diversification and replication. Accordingly, this is the first study 

to update Weaver (2006), following more than a decade of quiescence. Third, the emergent 

Quality Control Tool Menus offer a two-dimensional depiction of diversity by strength and 

conformance structures, presented in Figure 4.5. Each of these frameworks can guide future 

study with focussed interests in QCT diversity by function, strength, or conformance 

structures. This study showed the utility that each framework offers for illustrating diversity 

across these central parameters (i.e., as per RQ1). These frameworks translate complex 

concepts into more accessible visual illustrations. They also offer useful tools for visual 

analysis, depicting QCTs that cluster together based upon similar characteristics, as well as 

divergences. The visual analysis utility afforded by the QCT menu framework ultimately 

led to the discovery of the new menu and toolbox classifications in the empirical phase. 

Extending Weaver’s (2006) one-dimensional spectrum, all macro schemata were ultimately 

combined in a three-dimensional organisational framework that captures the diversity from 

the literature (Figure 4.6), providing the foundation for further expansion in the empirical 

phase.   
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7.1.2 Empirical Phase 

The empirical phase sought to identify QCT diversity in industry practice as per RQ3. 

To fulfill RQ4, an organisational framework was created that effectively organised the 

QCT diversity revealed collectively in the literature and in industry practice. The 

prevalence of QCTs in the case study destination of Park City, Utah was also investigated, 

to address RQ5.  

This phase refined the organisational framework presented in the literature analysis to 

accommodate the empirically added diversity, as per RQ4. This empirical phase identified 

an additional 11 Types and numerous variations. As a result, a total of 26 Types were 

found. The empirically added Types were effectively organised across the original five 

function categories identified in the literature analysis. However, because the empirical 

Types were more diverse in strength, two additional toolboxes were warranted 

(Intermediate Informal Toolbox and Intermediate Formal Toolbox). The empirical Types 

were also more diverse in conformance structures, leading to the need for a new menu 

classification (À La Carte Menu). The resultant revealed QCT diversity framework 

organised the 26 Types across five function categories, four toolboxes and three menus 

(shown in Figure 5.1).  

This framework offers a holistic lens to investigate QCT diversity across the macro 

schemata, as per RQ3. The revealed diversity is mostly characterised by Guidance and 

Capacity Building Tools, Types with the lowest strength in the Basic Toolbox, and those 

constituting the Buffet. The framework projects the centrality of the postulated Buffet 

Effect, with the Buffet accounting for more than half of all Types (16 of 26). This far 

exceeds the À La Carte Menu (6 Types) and the Set Menu (4 Types). The Buffet is also the 

most diverse in function and strength. The Buffet spans across four function categories and 

two toolboxes, with empirical Types discovered in each; the same diversity did not 
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manifest in the other menus. The empirical Buffet also implicated the identification of two 

additional variability parameters including the informal/formal and independent/dependent 

continua.  

This study then explored the application of the framework in a case study location to 

identify QCT prevalence to address RQ5. Two menu engagement patterns were identified 

in Park City. Single menu engagement entails the use of Buffet QCTs only. Simultaneous 

menu engagers used Buffet QCTs in addition to those within the À La Carte Menu, Set 

Menu, or both. This study also found that each business uses numerous QCTs, with no 

business using the same combination of QCTs as another. The Buffet emerged as the most 

prevalent menu; all businesses used at least one Type within the Buffet, and these Types 

had the highest adoption frequencies. Furthermore, all identified Buffet Types were 

adopted, unlike the other menus. Ultimately, the findings revealed a ubiquitous, robust 

Buffet Effect in the “real world”. 

 
Practical and Theoretical Contributions 

This thesis contributes to the limited and mostly implicit research on QCT diversity, 

organisation, and prevalence. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to explicitly 

expound these crucial aspects of sustainable tourism practice. In embracing and exposing 

this complexity, this study identified hitherto unarticulated facets of QCT practice. Among 

these include the QCT structures, or the QCTs collectively bundled within a given Type. 

The visual illustrations of these structures make this internal complexity accessible, 

offering a readily understood alternative to lengthy conceptual descriptions (Figures 2.2, 

5.2, 5.4).  

This study identified a broad array of Types which have not hitherto been collectively 

articulated. The new empirical Types included a unique array of QCTs that fuse strategy, 
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brand propositions, and sustainability progress, such as strategic best practices. There were 

also numerous informal QCTs that “mimic” their formal counterparts, such as informal 

codes of behaviour. Several regionally specific QCTs designed for general business use 

also emerged, such as recognition initiatives. This study additionally found the independent 

use of QCTs largely conceptualised as constituent components bundled within another, 

such as conformance standards. In such holistic investigation, which is limited in QCT 

inquiry presently, this study illustrated the unique merits posed by the diverse array of 

QCTs identified. 

A typology, available in Appendix K, organised all revealed QCTs by Type and 

variation. To the author’s knowledge, a QCT Typology rooted in a systematic protocol has 

not previously been presented in the sustainable tourism literature. This typology expounds 

real world variability as revealed collectively by both phases. It provides a rich tableau of 

options for practitioners and destination managers seeking to pursue sustainable tourism 

progress. It can also guide the future investigation of the internal variability of a selected 

Type, or selected Types within a given function category.  

This research yielded a more sophisticated and utilitarian organisational framework to 

capture QCT diversity, presented in Figure 5.1. The first two research phases added 22 

Types (11 Types per phase) to Weaver (2006), derived an original classification protocol 

for strength to accommodate continued diversification (degree of agglomeration, (DOA), 

informal/formal designations), and added another two dimensions of diversity. This 

framework also facilitates practitioner engagement by introducing accessible toolbox and 

menu metaphors; even those without any prior knowledge of a given Type can understand 

how it progresses sustainable tourism (function), whether it constitutes among the most 

rudimentary, intermediary, and advanced QCTs available (strength), and if it can be used 

akin to a buffet, à la carte, or set menu dining experience (menus). Concurrently, it permits 
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the selection of QCTs that can advance a desired sustainable tourism approach (i.e., 

menus), and allows practitioners to select how they would like to advance a given approach 

(i.e., function categories), which they can subsequently prioritise for adoption through 

“low”, “medium”, and “high” capacity toolboxes. This framework can also be used to guide 

future study surrounding perceptions of QCT use by identifying factors influencing 

adoption within a given function category, toolbox, or menu. For the critical issues of QCT 

awareness and performance, investigating the relative performance resulting from using a 

particular grouping of QCTs within the framework could lead to the identification of those 

most effective in a given destination context. The framework is also conducive to predictive 

research; it can facilitate the investigation of QCTs within each macro schemata that show 

the greatest adoption propensities for a group of users. This can then inform “QCT mix” 

development such that they are not only diverse for synergistic effects, but also readily 

adoptable.  

This thesis also contributes to sustainable tourism theory and practice by showing 

Hunter’s (1997) adaptable sustainable tourism approaches in practice. This was exemplified 

by the fact that all businesses use a unique QCT mix, invariably integrating Buffet QCTs, 

with most using more than one menu (shown in Appendix L). These different combinations 

of QCTs reflect and progress the different “shades” of adaptable approaches. Accordingly, 

the actual landscape of QCT practice is multitudinous and idiosyncratic. This is maximally 

divergent from the singular, homogeneous aspirational landscape emphasised in the 

literature that privileges certification programs but has not to date gained practitioner 

traction. Also revealed were parallels between Weaver’s (2006) minimalist and 

comprehensive ideal types and QCT mixes, especially with single menu engagement in the 

Buffet aligning with Weaver’s (2006) minimalist ideal types. This relatively low-risk point 

of entry is postulated to lead to engagement with comprehensive ideal types, indicative of 
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simultaneous menu engagers (Weaver, 2006). Informant comments supported this 

contention, indicating Buffet engagement prior to expanding their mixes to include QCTs 

within the other menus, or simultaneous menu engagement. 

This thesis revealed an actual Buffet Effect in industry practice. In Park City, this 

Buffet Effect is characterised by QCT de-bundling, bundling, independent adoption, and 

discontinuance. The results also highlighted that QCT discontinuance can have favourable 

implications for sustainable tourism progress. Park City informants discontinued QCT use 

to refine their QCT mixes by replacing it with another (or others) that better met their 

needs. They also selectively discontinued constituent QCTs bundled within Types to refine 

its structure.  

This research is among the few QCT studies to employ qualitative research 

approaches, despite its capacity to elicit rich insights from participant voices (Ateljevic et 

al., 2007; Stumpf et al., 2016). In doing so, it shed light into the under-represented real 

world diversity of QCTs. Such in-depth qualitative interrogations also revealed 

practitioners to be adaptable, strategic, and proactive agents who are committed to 

achieving sustainable progress. These mixes revealed synergies through mix 

diversification. Informant interviews showed this diversification to be as much “organic” or 

spontaneous as deliberate.  

 
7.1.3 Propositional Phase 

The propositional phase addressed RQ6, which sought to leverage the collective 

insights to inform the subsequent progression of sustainable tourism theory and practice. 

The link between QCTs and notions pervasive in sustainable tourism theory and practice 

was illustrated. A new model of adaptable standardisation was proposed, which fuses the 

relative merits of the standardised and adaptable models.  
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Theoretical and Practical Contributions 

This research minimises the gap between theoretical notions of sustainable tourism 

theory and its practical application. Ultimately, this study offered new insights surrounding 

(a) how theoretical notions of sustainable tourism theory and practice can be advanced 

through QCTs, (b) the multidimensionality of weak, strong, and adaptable sustainable 

tourism approaches, and (c) the QCTs central to, and that can be leveraged to advance each 

approach. Illustrated in Figure 6.3, a dialectically informed new framework for engagement 

fuses the relative merits of the standardised and adaptable poles. As per the standardised 

model (thesis), it encourages expertly developed practice, credible practice conferred by 

independent verification, and concerted QCT engagement. Concurrently, it incorporates the 

merits of the adaptable model (antithesis), including flexibility and heterogeneous QCT 

mixes. This resulted in the new model (synthesis) of adaptable standardisation. 

Recommendations were provided as to how this new model can be leveraged in practice to 

enable “Certification 3.0”, the next phase in the evolution of sustainable tourism QCT 

practice. Specifically, this conceptually entails (a) adaptable approaches, (b) predicated on 

flexibility and diversification through the use of unique QCT mixes, (c) as developed 

collaboratively among businesses and experts to co-create site-specific sustainability 

solutions, and (d) external oversight that emphasises capacity building sustainability to 

elevate sustainable tourism practice. This is posited here as a better match between the 

acknowledged complexities of sustainable tourism and its practical application.  

The proposed new model is particularly apt for Park City. While informants 

acknowledged their low QCT awareness and technical skills, this ultimately did not deter 

engagement. Rather, it led to unique mixes consisting of pragmatically, intuitively created 

QCTs. This inherent commitment and resultant strategic manifestations of QCT practice 

can be amplified by the guidance and capacity building emphasis in the new model, 
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propelled by expert intervention. This new model is also conducive to broader sustainable 

destination initiatives, of which, business-specific QCTs are important elements as per the 

GSTC-Destination Criteria (GSTC, 2017). The business-specific QCTs identified herein – 

leveraged to create QCT mixes as per Certification 3.0 – can serve as an integral 

component of sustainable destination initiatives. This links top-down and bottom-up 

sustainability within destinations for integrated sustainability approaches. On a less robust 

and perhaps more immediate scale, the organisational framework can be integrated as a 

complementary element of sustainable destination initiatives. It offers a useful guidance 

tool for businesses to select QCTs conducive to their needs.  

To summarise these collective insights, Figure 6.4 presents a visual representation of 

our proposed progression of knowledge from the standardised model advocated by 

conventional QCT discourses to the adaptable model revealed by the real world of QCT 

practice, to the proposed new synthesis of the two. This model can serve as basis for further 

articulation of each phase in a given destination context, or subsequent extension of those 

future.  

 
7.2 LIMITATIONS  
 

While contributing to our understanding of contemporary QCT diversity, organisation, 

and prevalence, this research has limitations. Specifically, QCT diversity and prevalence 

revealed from a non-representative sample within a specific case study does not necessarily 

extrapolate to the wider population of tourism businesses. This was minimised by ensuring 

a sample size well over the normal threshold promulgated for case study research (5-10) to 

achieve theoretical saturation (Creswell, 2007). The maximum variation sampling 

technique also assured a diversity of responses among representative business informants.  
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Reliability and validity in qualitative research also pose specific challenges given its 

inherent subjectivity, addressed in this study through measures such as pilot testing the 

instrumentation, using multiple data collection techniques, and using the test-retest method 

(Babbie, 2004). Identifying QCT adoption through secondary sources for each business 

also allowed the researcher to confirm or negate adoption findings during semi-structured 

interviews (Jennings, 2010; Yin, 2009). Pro-response bias can occur through face-to-face 

interaction. To encourage validity, or “authenticity” and “trustworthiness” of responses 

(Jennings, 2010 p. 150), this study raised awareness about the research topic in the wider 

community, acquired a diverse sample through maximum variation techniques to assure 

divers stakeholder representation, articulated simplified sustainability and QCT concepts 

among informants prior to interviews to assure comprehension, and held informal pre-

interview conversations with informants to establish trust and assure anonymity (Guba & 

Lincoln, 2005).  

For financial and comprehension reasons, this research was informed solely by the 

English-language sustainable tourism literature; that is, a constrained knowledge domain. 

While the English-language literature is widely acknowledged as projecting the most 

thorough portrayal of the global QCT landscape, there is a body of un-translated material in 

French, German, and other languages that may have yielded additional insight. Finally, 

while not a limitation per se since it applies to all published research, it should still be 

emphasised that the findings are provisional owing to the exploratory nature of the study, 

lack of global consensus surrounding these hitherto unarticulated elements, and relentlessly 

dynamic nature of the tourism industry and tourism entrepreneurialism.  
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7.3 FUTURE RESEARCH 

This exploratory study offers a new perspective on how we approach QCT diversity, 

organisation, prevalence, and their connections to sustainable tourism theory and practice. 

The QCT diversity identified herein suggests we have only scratched the surface of the 

contemporary QCT landscape. Gray spaces, informalities, and complexities occur in real 

world practice, which are not yet aptly conveyed in the literature or in this thesis. To shed 

light into these underexplored spaces, ongoing empirical investigation is warranted in this 

important area of sustainable tourism inquiry and practice. Numerous areas for future 

research were identified in the context of the above research contributions. Also 

considering this study’s limitations, several avenues for future research emerge as 

imperatives. First, future study should engage with the organisational frameworks (Figures 

4.6 and 5.1) and identify whether they pertain to other destination contexts. While 

replication, in the exact sense, is not a common feature of case study research, future 

research can leverage the methodological blueprints and broadly applicable organisational 

frameworks to guide future study. The qualitative approach has the potential to reveal 

hitherto unarticulated diversity and the contexts of application. Given this research unveiled 

new diversity at each stage of investigation, it is considered plausible that new diversity 

may appear in other destination contexts. Future study should also integrate the sustainable 

tourism literature from other languages. Finally, it is suggested that future research take an 

action research approach to assess the practical application of, and yield foundational 

insights surrounding the QCT mix development process for a given business. In effect, this 

would entail a preliminary, small-scale application of the proposed new model. 

Specifically, this would involve (a) in-depth interviews, site visits, and observations to 

identify existing QCT engagement and sustainable tourism approach conducive and/or 

desired; (b) leveraging these findings to inform the development of a QCT mix, as a per a 
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collaborative researcher-business process; (c) assessing and monitoring the feasibility, 

advantages, disadvantages, challenges, and performances, and synergies resulting from its 

practical application, and; (d) refining the mix accordingly. Such implementations can offer 

foundational insights surrounding the new model’s potential for making the TBL ideals of 

sustainable tourism more attainable. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

GLOSSARY 

(QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS BY FUNCTION CATEGORY) 

 

This glossary presents the conceptualisations of the focal QCTs (QCT Types, or “Types”), 

selected QCTs that illustrate diversity (QCT variations, or “variations”), among others 

mentioned in the text (selected dependent QCTs). Each QCT is presented in the context of 

their respective function categories, as follows:  

 

Management Tools (pages 287-295) 
v Certification programs  
v Management Systems 
v Environmental programs 
v Organisational tools (policies, actions 

plans) 

v Informal management initiatives 
v Informal sustainability initiatives 

 

 
Prestige Tools (pages 296-301) 

v Awards  
v Recognition programs  

v Recognition initiatives 
v Marketing hardware 

 
Assessment Tools (pages 302-307) 

v Evaluation Tools 
v Verification tools 

v Evaluation initiatives 
v Environmental auditing

 
Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools (pages 308-311) 

v Resource accounting tools 
v Performance reporting standards 
v Performance monitoring and 

reporting systems 

v Reporting tools 
v Monitoring tools 

 
Guidance and Capacity Building Tools (pages 312-318) 

v Best practice guidance manuals 
v Codes of conduct and commitment 
v General best practices 
v Strategic best practices 
v Education tools 

v Employee training tools 
v Incentive schemes 
v Conformance standards 
v Informal codes of behavior 
v Consultancy

 

Quality Control Tool Distinction Criteria 

        This study set forth three distinction criteria to assure each Type substantively differs 

from another, and a fourth criterion that distinguishes variations. The conceptualisations 
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and function categories presented here represent criterion (1) conceptualisations (broad 

approach) and criterion (2) function (targeted approach). These criteria were derived by 

amalgamating numerous sources for consensus (refer to Methods Chapter, Section 3.4). 

These references are provided for each Type in their respective function category tables. 

Empirically derived Types are conceptualised as used in the case study site and secondary 

materials gathered, which are similarly referenced (QCT “brand” websites, online 

materials). 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

MANAGEMENT TOOL GLOSSARY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL 
VARIATION(S) 

CONCEPTUALISATION 

KEY 
REFERENCES  

[TYPES AND 
VARIATIONS] 

Certification 
Programs ----------- 

Certification programs offer a comprehensive, formalised approach to sustainability management. 
Businesses that meet externally administered, prescribed sustainability standards, as independently 
verified, are awarded certification and a marketable logo (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Font, 2002; Honey, 
2002; Honey & Rome, 2001; Toth, 2002; Weaver, 2006). As per the conformity assessment logic in 
which they stem, certification programs are conceptualised here as third party certification systems, 
involving third party verification prior to granting certification and logo use (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). 
Certification programs embody a comprehensive agglomerate of QCTs that lie within all five function 
categories (see Appendix B), providing users a comprehensive framework to progress business-wide 
sustainability management (Honey, 2007). 

Certification programs vary by their industry applicability (i.e., designed for use by general businesses, 
the tourism industry, a specified tourism industry sector, or tourism providers operating in a specified 
location or climate), TBL focus (i.e., emphasising distinct TBL considerations), and mechanics (i.e., 
process-, performance-, and hybrid standard methodologies) (Honey & Rome, 2001; Font, 2002; Graci 
& Dodds, 2015; Toth, 2002). This generates an infinite array of variations. To simplify these 
variations, this research conceptualises certification program variations as “hardware-centric” versus 
“software-centric” certification programs; the former emphasises prescribed requirements that focus on 
hardware, or physical operational components, while the latter emphasises “software” or 
organisational- based approaches that emphasise the development and implementation of processes, 
procedures, and action plans in management structures to progress sustainability (Alvarez Gil, Burgos 
Jimenez, & Céspedes Lorente, 2001; El Dief & Font, 2011). Hardware certification programs may 
possess requirements indicative of software certification programs and vice versa; however each 
certification program sub-type clearly emphasises either hardware or software components as the basis 
for awarding certification.  

Bien (2006); Black 
& Crabtree (2007); 
Chan (2011); 
DestiNet (2014); 
Dodds & Joppe 
(2005); 
ECOTRANS (2012, 
2016); Font (2001); 
Font & Buckley 
(2001); GSTC 
(2016, 2017); 
Honey (2002, 
2007); Honey & 
Rome (2001); 
USGBC (2011, 
2013); Weaver 
(2006); (www. 
https://www.usgbc.
org/resources/grid/l
eed) 

Certification 
Programs 

Software-Centric 
Certification 

Programs 

Software-centric certification programs set forth prescribed requirements that emphasise modifications 
to businesses’ “software”, or organisational components--such as management practices, processes, 
and procedures--to guide sustainable management of the business. Many software-centric certification 
programs integrate prescribed requirements indicative of hardware components, such as installment of 
energy efficient appliances and low flow fixtures; however, organisational management is emphasised. 
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Many certification programs specifically designed for use by the tourism industry are software-centric 
certification programs. 

Unlike hardware centric certification programs, software centric certification programs provide a 
guiding framework for continued sustainability management; this comprehensive approach to 
sustainability management emphasises continuous modification of organisational systems, 
management procedures and protocols. Software-certification programs often require re-certification 
processes to ensure continued compliance and improvement; this involves continued measurement, 
monitoring, assessment and reporting of sustainability progress. 

Software-centric certification programs in the tourism industry further vary by their TBL focus. These 
include sustainable tourism certification programs (STCPs) and certified environmental management 
systems. 

Certification 
Programs 

Sustainable 
Tourism 

Certification 
Programs 
(STCPs) 

 
and 

 Environmental 
Tourism 

Certification 
Programs (ETCP) 

Sustainable tourism certification programs (STCPs) are externally administered QCTs that offer a 
comprehensive framework for holistic sustainability management, considering all TBL pillars (Honey 
& Rome, 2001). They set forth a comprehensive, prescribed sustainability standard, and businesses that 
comply with minimum prescribed requirements-- as third party verified--are awarded a marketable 
logo (Font, 2002). A certification body (CB) manages the program and awards certification and a logo 
to businesses that comply with specified requirements (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Bien, 2006; Font, 
2002; Font & Buckley, 2001; Honey & Rome, 2001).  

Conceptualised as an amalgam of QCTs, their use entails numerous QCTs that fall within all five QCT 
function categories, all with distinct functions to advance sustainability progress (refer to Appendix B). 
This renders their superior strength here, also amplified by their comprehensive framework for 
sustainability management and continuous compulsory verification (Weaver, 2006). STCPs are 
designed for a broad base of users. Most STCPs emphasise software-centric components as the basis 
for awarding certification, albeit often include hardware considerations as well.  

Environmental tourism certification programs (ETCPs) are similar to STCPs, however, their 
programmatic requirements, and thus, the basis for which certification is awarded emphasises 
environmental considerations, which implicate those economic. An example in industry practice is the 
Green Tourism Business Scheme (Dunk et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010).  

 

Certification 
Programs 

Hardware Centric 
Certification 

Programs 

Hardware-centric certification programs set forth requirements that primarily focus on “hardware”, or 
physical operational components of businesses’ operations to progress sustainability. These 
certification programs set forth prescribed requirements that focus on improving sustainability 
management via modifications to the physical plant of a business (i.e., interior/exterior, siting) and its 
operating technology (e.g., HVAC systems). The U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) is an example of a hardware certification program used in the case 
study site; the practices require focus on modifying the physical building structures, such as the 
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orientation in which they building is faced to optimise maximum light exposure, sky windows, cool 
roofing (i.e., painted white or insulated via rooftop gardens), energy and water efficient fixtures, and so 
forth (Park & Millar, 2016). In industry practice, hardware-centric certification programs 
predominately evidence as environmentally focused certification programs that are designed for use by 
any business, including those in the tourism industry (USGBC, 2011, 2013) (www. 
https://www.usgbc.org/resources/grid/leed). 

While verification of compulsory, some hardware-centric certification programs do not require re-
certification processes and follow up reports to monitor continued compliance and improvement. This 
is largely due to the fact that prescribed requirements, and hence, the basis for which is certification is 
awarded, emphasises modification of physical operational components and technologies. Thus, many 
prescribed requirements are predicated on one-time installation/use of fixed facilities. Certification is 
awarded given the required “hardware” components are implemented to improve a businesses’ 
operational management. Accordingly, these fixed hardware components are unlikely to change within 
the 1-2 year re-certification cycle that is commonly required among software-centric certifications 
[above]. Informants in the case study expressed the lack of a framework for continuous sustainability 
management as a central drawback.  

Certification 
Programs 

Certified 
Environmental 
Management 

System Programs 
(EMS Programs) 

Certified environmental management systems (EMS programs) refers to the management of an 
organisation’s environmental programs in a comprehensive, planned, systematic, and documented 
fashion (Tinsley, 2001), as independently verified, formally defined as a component of the “overall 
management system that includes the organisational structure, responsibilities, practices, procedures, 
processes and resources for determining and implementing the environmental policy. An 
environmental management system includes tools such as environmental impact assessment, 
environmental auditing, and strategic environmental assessment” (Synergy, 2000 as cited in Black & 
Crabtree, 2007 p. 504). EMS programs differ in procedural detail given the system is tailored to each 
business, but provide a homogeneous framework for environmental improvement built upon the 
Deming Model of quality management: a “Plan-Do-Act-Review” (PDCA) Cycle (Chan, 2008; Tinsley, 
2001). A prominent example discussed in the tourism industry context is the International Organisation 
for Standardisation’s (ISO) 14001 standard for EMS. EMS programs predominately emphasise 
software considerations to progress environmental management in a structured, systematic, and 
documentation-centric fashion. However, EMS programs also require modifications to hardware 
components of a businesses operations, of which, can be intensive and require high degrees of 
expertise for their implementation (Honey & Rome, 2001; Toth, 2002).  

This research delineates among ‘certified EMS’ and ‘non-certified EMS’, as per prior study (Best & 
Thapa, 2011; Vidiera et al., 2006) and industry practice (STI, 2017). The former distinguished by the 
added element of verification, thereby making its QCT structure distinct from non-certified as EMS; as 
per this research, they are therefore considered distinct (i.e., QCT distinction criterion 3). 
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[Formal] 
Management 

Systems 
----------- 

Management systems offer a systematic methodology to organise, measure, monitor, evaluate and 
improve upon sustainability management. Predicated on the “Deming Model” (“Plan-Do-Act-
Review”), they offer a comprehensive, systematic, cyclical, and documentation-centric approach to 
sustainability management and continuous improvement. Management systems involve the use of a 
comprehensive bundle of formalised QCTs within four function categories (Management Tools, 
Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools, Assessment Tools, and Guidance and Capacity 
Building Tools). Namely, they harness environmental programs, organisational tools, employee 
training tools, resource accounting tools, general best practices, evaluation tools and monitoring tools 
to systematically actualise, organise, measure, assess, and monitor sustainability management and 
continuous improve sustainability progress, as follows: 

Management systems implement and continuously improve upon environmental programs. Formal 
organisational tools guide and organise sustainability progress (management plan, QCT variation) and 
specify performance goals, which are the basis of continuous improvement (sustainability policies, 
QCT variation). Formal resource accounting tools (performance indicators, QCT variation) 
consistently measure progress towards stated goals over specified timeframes, while monitoring 
systems systematically gauge progress towards established goals. Evaluation tools are integral 
components to assess progress and inform continuous improvement.  Baseline evaluations (QCT 
variation) offer the foundation to gauge improvement, while internal evaluations (QCT variation) 
habitually assess sustainability progress thereafter. Collectively, these formalised QCTs offer specified 
processes, performance data and evidence-based approaches to drive modification to performance 
goals and system components to ensure continuous improvement. Although variable, reporting tools 
are commonly harnessed to communicate sustainability progress internally or to stakeholders. 

Management systems are dynamic, cyclical, and systematic; they offer a systematic approach to guide 
continuous improvement. The inherent dynamism of the system mandates periodic modifications to the 
individual QCTs bundled within the system--such as the addition or modification of best practices, 
procedures, policies, indicators, monitoring frequencies, or sustainability progress goals--to ensure 
continuous improvement.  

Management systems are more robust than other management tools, such as environmental programs. 
Management systems involve the use of a more diverse array of best practices, procedures, policies, 
and indicators than environmental programs. However, the key differentiating factor is in their 
approach to sustainability progress; management systems offer a dynamic, cyclical approach to 
sustainability progress while environmental progress offer a linear approach to sustainability progress. 
An environmental program addresses the “plan-do-act” components of the Deming Model. A 
continuation of environmental programs, management systems integrate the added elements of 
continuous evaluation, monitoring and improvement to advance its defining systematic and cyclical 
approach to sustainability management. As such, management systems address the added “review-
repeat” components of the Deming Model, thereby the closing the circle through the additional use 
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monitoring and assessment tools and a commitment to continuous improvement. This cyclical 
approach to sustainability progress is conceptualised herein as, “plan-do-act-monitor-assess-improve-
repeat”.  

Management systems evidence as constituent QCT components bundled within STCPs and EMS 
Programs, but they also may be used in isolation, outside the certification program context. In this 
context, management systems further vary by their TBL focus, and include sustainability management 
systems (SMS) and Environmental Management Systems (EMS). Management systems are robust in 
their coverage of TBL considerations. Each constituent QCT bundled within addresses all the TBL 
sub-dimensions associated with the focal TBL consideration addressed by the system (See SMS and 
EMS for further elaboration). 

[Informal]  
Management 

Systems 

[Non-Certified] 
Environmental 
Management 

Systems  
(EMS)  

 
and  

 
Sustainability 
Management 

Systems  
(SMS) 

A management tool commonly bundled within certification programs, non-certified environmental 
management systems (EMS’) offer a documented methodology for environmental management, 
establishing a guiding framework to guide continuous improvement in environmental progress.  

Accordingly, an EMS includes an environmental program, addressing waste, water, energy, toxic 
chemicals, and emissions/pollutions. Several organisational tool variations organise the 
implementation of an EMS, which are formal QCTs. Addressing each environmental sub-dimension of 
the EMS, a management plan (QCT variation) documents and organises the systematic methodology. 
It documents (a) policies, performance goals, and action plans and general best practices to meet 
performance goals (b) performance indicators to measure progress towards specific performance goals; 
(c) the frequencies with which progress is measured, monitored, and assessed, and; (d) any resultant 
system modifications made to promulgate continuous improvement. Additional formal organisational 
tool variations include sustainability policies, which address environmental sub-dimensions and 
outlines performance goals. Numerous General best practices actualise progress towards performance 
goals specified in each policy. Formal resource accounting tools, (performance indicators, QCT 
variation) systematically measure progress towards stated goals over specified timeframes, such as 
quarterly; the performance indicators coincide with each environmental sub-dimension. Monitoring 
systems record performance indicator data and are tracked habitually to monitor progress towards 
stipulated goals. Evaluation tools (baseline evaluation tool, QCT variation) identify baseline 
environmental performance, serving as the basis for which continuous improvement is evaluated. Other 
evaluation tool variations used include internal evaluations, which systematically assess progress 
towards specified goals and identify improvement areas. Once areas for improvement are identified, 
the system is modified accordingly to further environmental progress. Mechanisms for employee 
training are also required (i.e., employee training tools). Following, reporting tools facilitate the 
communication of environmental progress to stakeholders. (El Dief & Font, 2011; Gonzalez-Benito & 
Gonzalez-Benito, 2006; Tinsley, 2001).  

The sustainable tourism literature evidences that non-certified EMS’ are used in the accommodation 
sector (see Best & Thapa, 2011). Industry practices evidences the optional use of EMS’ outside the 
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certification context (STI, 2017). ISO 14001 is among the best examples, whereby businesses can 
adopt the EMS’ but elect to forgo third party verification of conformance to certify the EMS 
(http://www.iso14001.com.au/iso-14001-requirements.html). 

A sustainability management system [SMS] includes the parameters addressed in a non-certified EMS, 
however, also address social and cultural considerations. An SMS involves the use of Management 
Tools (environmental programs, organisational tool variations including a management plan, policies), 
Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting tools (i.e., resource accounting tools, monitoring platforms,), 
Assessment tools (i.e., evaluation tools, environmental auditing), and Guidance and Capacity Building 
Tools (employee training). They are similar in their comprehensiveness, whereby the QCTs bundled 
within address holistic TBL considerations. SMS’ most commonly evidence as a core component of 
STCPs. However, industry practice shows that SMS are offered as a standalone QCT to assist 
businesses towards sustainability progress (STI, 2017).  

Informal 
Management 

Initiatives 
 

 

----------- 

Informal Management Initiatives are the informal counterparts to management systems, reflected by 
their use of predominately informal QCTs within the same function categories (i.e., management tools, 
measurement, monitoring and reporting tools, assessment tools, and guidance and capacity building 
tools). Informal Management initiatives diverge from formal management systems counterparts across 
QCT [Type] distinction criteria 1 and 3. Relating to the former (criterion 1 conceptualisation: broad 
approach), management initiatives lack the systematic methodology to promulgate continuous 
improvement. Moreover, informal management initiatives lack the documentation-centric approach in 
which sustainability progress is managed and organised, and a comprehensive methodology to guide 
the systematic frequency with which sustainability progress is advanced. They are also distinct in QCT 
structures (criterion 3: detailed approach). Informal management initiatives are an unstandardised 
agglomeration of QCTs, whereas their formal counterparts are a standardised bundle of formal QCTs. 
Informal management initiatives predominately involve the use of informal QCTs within each function 
category, and the constituent QCTs bundled within do not address all sustainability sub-dimensions 
consistently and homogenously. 

Informal management initiatives involve the use of an [informal] sustainability initiative, General best 
practices and strategic best practices relating to the focal TBL dimension of the initiative actualise 
progress towards broad objectives. Organisational tools organise best practice implementation; a 
commitment to continuous improvement is evident mostly through informal commitment statement, 
which may be rhetorical in nature. They lack a documented management plan bundled within formal 
counterparts. Instead they are guided by a colloquial procedures, a rhetorical array of detailed, 
habitually engrained procedures. They therefore lack the systematic methodology in which formal 
management systems promulgate continuous improvement and the systematic frequency with which 
sustainability progress is measured, monitored, assessed and improved upon. Resource accounting 
tools (performance indicators and/or anecdotal indicators), measure sustainability progress, while 
monitoring tools track sustainability progress. Evaluation tools assess progress to inform sporadic 

Empirically 
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Chapter 4, Section 
5.4.2 
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continuous improvement. This research found several management initiative variations, which vary by 
their TBL focus.  

Informal management initiatives, and their constituent QCTs bundled within do not address all TBL 
sub-dimensions associated with the focal TBL consideration (i.e., environmental considerations) of the 
management initiative1. For example, an environmental management initiative may address waste and 
energy, but fail to address other environmental sub-dimensions, such as water, emissions/pollution and 
responsible purchasing.  

[Formal] 
Environmental 

Programs  
 

----------- 

An environmental program is defined as a documented methodology to manage resource reduction. An 
environmental program offers a linear methodology to manage resource reduction. Environmental 
progress is organised through the use formal organisational tools (management plans, environmental 
policies, QCT variations), which stipulate reduction goals and/or objectives. A variety of general best 
practices relating to environmental sub-dimensions assist environmental management (Best & Thapa, 
2011; 2013; El Dief & Font, 2011; Tinsley, 2001).  

Environmental programs variably use evaluation tools pending the nature of the goals specified in the 
attendant policies. For example, if a goal is to reduce “10% of waste to landfill”, the use of baseline 
evaluation tools (evaluation tool variation) is implied; determining the baseline level of waste 
consumed is necessary to derive the percentage of reduction. In contrast, if a goal is to reduce X 
kilograms of waste to landfill annually, evaluation tools are not necessarily used. This hazy boundary 
provides an avenue for further articulation with future study. Environmental programs offer linear 
environmental management, involving goal specification (i.e., as documented in a policy), measuring 
resource use, and establishing practices relating to resource reduction. They diverge from the Type 
management systems across QCT [Type] distinction criteria 1 and 3. Management systems offer a 
cyclical approach to sustainability management (criterion 1) reflected by their inclusion of additional 
QCTs to continuously monitor, evaluate, and improve upon stipulated goals (criterion 3).  
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Organisational 

Tools 
----------- 

Organisational tools assist the organisational management of sustainability progress; they provide 
structure and guidance by outlining sustainability practices, goals, and/or planned actions to progress 
sustainability management. This research emphasises several organisational tool variations including: 
management plans, colloquial procedures, sustainability policies, and sustainability commitment 
statements. Management plans and sustainability policies offer formalised methods to organise 
sustainability management, while colloquial procedures and sustainability commitment statements 
offer informal methods. Colloquial procedures are the informal counterparts to management plans, 
while sustainability commitment statements are the informal counterparts to sustainability policies.  
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Organisational 
Tools 

 

Variations 
 

A management plan is a structured organisational framework that documents systematic sustainability 
management methodologies. It documents concrete goals, objectives, action plans, policies, 
performance indicators, and best practices relating to the focal sustainability considerations and/or sub-
dimensions thereof. Management plans are organisational tools used in the context of management 
systems, environmental programs, and certification program variations (www.gstcouncil.org). 

Colloquial procedures are similar to the content within management plans, but are rhetorical in nature. 
These habitually engrained actions and procedures that rhetorically organise and guide progress 
towards broad sustainability outcome(s), such as waste minimization. Broad sustainability goals are 
equally rhetorical. Colloquial procedures are inherent to the best practices associated with a given 
sustainability or management initiative. 

Sustainability policies document a commitment to sustainability progress, offering precise 
organisational methods to organise sustainability progress. They outline performance goals, objectives, 
and targets to organise and guide sustainability management. Sustainability policies further vary by 
their TBL focus. Sustainability policies are often uni-dimensional in nature, emphasising one TBL 
dimension (i.e., environmental or social considerations) or the sub-dimension(s) thereof (i.e., waste, 
water, energy, emissions or indigenous rights, cultural preservation, respectively). Often a policy is 
created for each TBL consideration or sub-dimension thereof. For example, several policies may exist 
that relate to the environmental sub-dimensions of water, energy, and emissions, and the collective use 
thereof subsequently coalesces into a management plan (Ayuso, 2007; Tinsley, 2001). 

Sustainability commitment statements also symbolise a commitment to sustainability management, yet, 
diverging from their formal counterparts, they lack concrete goals and objectives guide organise 
sustainability progress. Sustainability commitment statements broadly outline a commitment to 
sustainability management, indicating a pledge to operate in environmentally and/or culturally 
sensitive manner, as expressed in standalone statements or integrated in missions and vision statements 
(Weaver, 2006). They may also be rhetorical in nature. 

Management plans and colloquial procedures are dependent QCTs, and their isolated use does not 
evidence in this study. Accordingly, their DOA is 1, reflective of their management tool function 
category. Because their isolated use is not evident, these QCTs are not included in the DOA table nor 
possess menu and toolbox classifications. 

 

[Informal] 
Sustainability 

Initiatives 
 

----------- 

Informal sustainability initiatives are the informal counterparts to formal environmental programs. 
They offer an opportunistic, ad hoc approach to sustainability management. They involve the use an 
informal array of QCTs that organise, actualise, and anecdotally measure progress towards broad 
sustainability objectives. Sustainability initiatives harness an array of internally created, strategic best 
practices relating to the focal TBL consideration addressed by the initiative. Informal organisational 
tools, colloquial procedures, organise and guide sustainability progress. Informal resource accounting 
tools sporadically and imprecisely gauge progress towards broad sustainability objectives, such as 

Empirically derived 
(See Chapter 5, 
Section 5.2.1 for 
full articulation) 
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waste minimisation.  

Sustainability initiatives offer opportunistic and an ad hoc approach to sustainability management. 
They lack the formality and documented methodology inherent to their formal counterparts, in part, 
reflective of their use of predominately informal QCTs and they do not address all TBL considerations 
of focus as consistently or homogeneously (distinction criterion 1). They also diverge from formal 
counterparts in QCT structure (distinction criterion 3); their formal environmental program 
counterparts have formal QCTs bundled within, whereas informal sustainability initiatives are an 
unstandardised, mimicking bundle.  

This research unveiled several sustainability initiative variations, which vary by their TBL focus. For 
example, environmental initiatives address several environmental TBL sub-dimensions, such as waste, 
water, and energy, while targeted environmental initiatives address one TBL consideration, such as 
waste management.  
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

PRESTIGE TOOL GLOSSARY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL 
VARIATION(S) 

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION IN QUALITY CONTROL TOOL CONTEXT 

KEY 
REFERENCES 
[TYPES AND 

VARIATIONS] 

Awards ----------- 

Awards are granted to businesses exemplifying superior environmental and socio-cultural 
performances and practices as determined by the awarding body. Expert judges hold responsibilities 
for assessing businesses’ practices to determine awardees, which may involve site visits or remote 
assessments (Weaver et al., 2013). Eligibility for awards is limited to few qualifying businesses 
meeting specified standards set forth by the awarding body (Weaver, 2006). Awards are exclusive, 
granted to one or few businesses periodically, usually on an annual basis. Awardees gain use of a logo 
for marketing and promotional purposes (Weaver, 2006).  

Awards offer high degrees of prestige to those achieving them given that one or few are granted per an 
established application period, involve highly publicised award ceremonies, highlight superior 
sustainability practices already in place, and often eligibility is limited to high performers or by 
nomination. Award eligibility often requires that businesses adopt an array of QCTs, which serves as 
the basis for which they are granted this exclusive award. At a minimum, prescribed requirements for 
awards commonly include best practice bundles, management tools to guide sustainability progress, 
and measurement, monitoring, and/or reporting tools to evidence superior performances. 

It is challenging to determine the nature of the award without access to its programmatic design. 
Moreover, when asked to describe the nature of their awards, informants in the case study referred to 
them in terms of application methods. That is, whether they applied for an award, or if the award was 
granted to them as per anonymous nomination. Accordingly, this research introduces two award 
variations, termed applicant and non-applicant awards, which are distinguished by their mechanics 
(i.e., application methods). Applicant awards were revealed by the literature, while non-applicant 
awards were an empirically derived variation. Notably, both award variations can further vary by their 
TBL focus and industry applicability (e.g., Golden Eagle Environmental Awards).  
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Awards 

Applicant Awards 

and 

Non-Applicant 
Awards 

Applicant awards involve the business itself applying for the award, following an application process 
and external verification process of the documentation submitted by the business. Most awards 
specifically designed for the tourism industry are applicant awards. A prominent example is the 
Tourism for Tomorrow Awards (Weaver, 2006). 

Non-applicant awards are awards granted to businesses that do not apply for the award. Rather a 
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business is nominated by an independent party, anonymously or otherwise, for award eligibility. The 
awarding agency itself may nominate a given business or the award may be granted as per a popular 
voting scheme of the awarding bodies’ patrons. Subsequently, the awarding body conducts external 
verification (usually via remote audit) of nominated business’ merits, and the award is granted on this 
basis, albeit sometimes unbeknownst to the business receiving the award. Non-applicant awards are 
usually more broad in their industry applicability, designed for use among any business. Examples of 
non-applicant awards used in the case study site were open to any business, and were also destination 
specific awards, granted by community organisations.  

While applicant and non-applicant awards vary by the mechanics (criterion 4: variation distinction) 
they remain the same QCT type. Both variations offer parallel approaches to sustainability, predicated 
on ephemeral prestige (Type distinction criterion 2), are comprised of the same QCT structures (Type 
distinction criterion 3), which serve as the basis for which the award is granted, involve submission of 
an application for award eligibility, by an independent party or the business itself, and involve 
verification procedures to determine the awardee (Type distinction criterion 1). 

Recognition 
Programs ----------- 

Recognition Programs recognise sustainability-related practices, performances, and/or certification(s) 
and award(s); this retrospective recognition enhances marketplace prestige. This Prestige Tool does not 
provide a framework to guide sustainability management throughout operations, but rather recognises 
sustainability performances already achieved. Recognition programs involve the precursory adoption 
of various QCTs within five function categories, which serve as the basis for which recognition is 
granted (i.e., as outlined in prescribed requirements). Any business meeting prescribed requirements 
gains recognition in the form of marketing hardware. 

Recognition programs exemplify a hybrid of certification programs and awards. While holding 
similarities of both, they are ultimately a distinct Type. Similar to awards and certification programs, 
recognition programs involve the use QCTs within all five function categories, which serve as the basis 
for which recognition is granted. They also recognise achievement of sustainability progress and/or 
performances as per a prescribed set of requirements, and recognition is signified via marketing 
hardware. 

However, recognition programs differ from awards because they are not as exclusive or ephemeral; 
any business that complies with prescribed requirements gains recognition, and the period of validity 
of recognition lasts longer than one year (Type distinction criterion 1: conceptualisation). Recognition 
programs differ from certification programs because they do not involve third party verification prior 
to awarding recognition. Further diverging from certification programs, applicants do not provide 
evidence of compliance (documentation, photos, site visits) prior to awarding recognition. That is, 
recognition programs run on the honor system and/or secondary sources for the basis of awarding 
recognition, whereas certification programs run on evidence based approaches—submitted by the 
applicants--to determine whether recognition is granted (Type distinction criterion 1: 
conceptualisation). Moreover, recognition programs and certification programs diverge in their primary 
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function (Type distinction criterion 2: function). Finally, recognition programs and certification 
programs diverge in QCT structures, with certification programs requirements are considerably more 
procedurally rigorous and detailed. Two examples used in the case study site are used to illustrate these 
divergences. 

TripAdvisor’s GreenLeaders program is among the most well-known examples of performance 
recognition programs (TripAdvisor, n.d.). This Prestige Tool recognise businesses’ for sustainability 
performances, practices, and/or certification(s) achieved relating to sustainability or environmental 
considerations. Businesses self-proclaiming adherence to prescribed requirements are granted 
marketing hardware (i.e., first party verification), which adorns their listing on the online intermediary 
platform.  

Diverging from certification programs, the GreenLeaders Program grants recognition and marketing 
hardware as per self-assessment; following receipt of recognition and marketing hardware use, the 
business is subject to a randomly selected third party verification process (TripAdvisor, n.d.). Yet, third 
party verification is only conducted when “triggered” by consumer feedback that suggests 
discrepancies among sustainability claims and practices. Accordingly, and diverging from certification 
programs, verification tools are used retrospectively, randomly, and on a contingency basis; they are a 
not precursor to recognition or marketing hardware use. Further diverging from certification programs, 
is that applicants are not required to habitually submit evidence of conformance. Not one businesses in 
the case study site had submitted evidence of compliance beyond “ticking the boxes”, nor had 
undertaken third party verification, albeit have held the GreenLeaders seal of recognition for several 
years. Diverging from awards, this particular recognition program is not exclusive or ephemeral; any 
business self-proclaiming compliance gains recognition. 

The Ski Area Report Card is another example, which rates the environmental practices of ski resorts in 
the form of a letter grade, ranging from “A”- “F”. This recognition program uses verification tools to 
determine the level of recognition granted. Yet, diverging from certification programs, they do not use 
third party verification, but rather use second party verification; ski resorts’ compliance to externally 
administered prescribed criteria is verified by the QCT administering organisation, who also serves as 
the awarding body. Further diverging from certification programs is that sometimes ratings are granted 
even if the ski resort itself does not apply for recognition nor provide supporting documentation. 
Rather, the QCT administering organisation/awarding body takes it upon themselves to determine a 
given businesses’ compliance to their criteria using secondary sources (i.e., remote assessment), and 
subsequently grant recognition accordingly. That is, the Ski Area Report Card is a rating recognition 
program that is equally initiated by businesses as it is the awarding body. In this sense, this recognition 
program is characteristic of non-applicant awards, yet, diverge from awards because it is not as 
exclusive nor ephemeral (Ski Area Citizens’ Coalition, 2013). 

Recognition 
Initiatives ----------- Recognition initiatives recognise businesses for supporting an environmental or philanthropic cause, as 

expressed financially. They are one step down from recognition programs, involving a less robust array 
Empirically derived 
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of QCTs to progress sustainability (i.e., diverge in QCT structures, Type distinction criteria 3). Yet, 
they are one step up from codes of conduct and commitment. A commitment recognition initiative 
specific to the case study context is used to illustrate this empirically derived QCT in practice. 

The Blue Sky Program recognises businesses who evidence their commitment to supporting localised 
renewable energy sources to reduce energy draws on the local power grid; this commitment is 
expressed through the purchase of renewable energy offsets. A participating business uses evaluation 
tools to assess energy use, purchases renewable offsets (general best practice), and given the 
percentage of energy offset as a result of these purhcases, are awarded marketing hardware reflective 
of their level of commitment (Rocky Mountain Power, 2017).  

In essence, the non-monetary support (i.e., renewable energy use), or environmental progress that 
results (percentage of energy offset through renewable energy sources, coal-based energy reduction), is 
directly attributed to, and intrinsically linked to the financial commitment made to support localised 
renewable energy sources. Accordingly, commitment recognition initiatives grant recognition on the 
basis of a financial commitment to environmental stewardship; in contrast, recognition programs 
recognise businesses’ commitment to environmental stewardship through an array of best practices, 
and/or the progress/performances that result from best practices. 

An illustrative example of recognition initiatives is 1% Planet, whereby businesses comply with 
prescribed philanthropic requirements, and those meeting requirements, as independently assessed, are 
awarded a marketable commitment logo. Prescribed requirements that are independently verified have 
to do with evidencing tax and income documents showing that 1% of total profits was indeed granted 
to the receiving organisation. This differs from both recognition programs and certification programs in 
that they do not verify compliance to TBL performance/progress parameters, but verify that monetary 
donations are acquired by the receiving organisation. While similar to certification programs in that 
verification of conformance occurs habitually, the nature of the verification process is one that verifies 
financial statements, not sustainability progress (www.onepercentfortheplanet.org). 

Accordingly, recognition initiatives diverge from recognition programs in several key capacities. First 
and foremost, they diverge in their approach to sustainability progress relating to Type distinction 
criterion 1, as follows. Recognition initiatives recognise financial commitments for supporting broad 
environmental and/or philanthropic causes, whereas recognition programs recognize sustainability 
practice, retrospectively (Type distinction criterion 1). In essence, any business meeting the financial 
stipulations gain recognition, whereas any business meeting sustainability practices, performances, 
and/or progress are granted recognition in the context of recognition programs. As a result, the basis 
for which recognition is granted is less robust in the context of recognition initiatives (Type distinction 
criterion 3). Moreover, recognition initiatives variably involve the use of verification tools—when they 
do, they do not verify conformance to sustainability progress or practice, but rather to financial 
stipulations. Verification of sustainability practice is a distinguishing element of Set Menu QCTs, 
which these QCTs lack. Finally, recognition initiatives, due to their emphasis on financial 
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commitments, do not involve the use of management tools. Collectively as a result, recognition 
initiatives possess a distinct QCT structure than recognition programs, which by this research, further 
distinguishes them a distinct Type from recognition programs (as per Type distinction criterion 3: 
detailed approach: QCT structures).  

Ultimately, the hazy boundaries between recognition programs and recognition initiatives variants 
offers a quintessential example of the “gray area” that the empirically derived Types occupy. 
Essentially, they are one step down from recognition programs, which recognize sustainability 
practice. Yet, they are one step up from codes of conduct and commitment, as they recognise 
commitments using evidence-based approaches.  

 
Marketing 
Hardware 

[Dependent 
Quality 

Control Tool] 
 

----------- 

Marketing Hardware are the marketable images awarded to businesses in recognition of their 
sustainability performances, progress, and/or commitment; these also serve as prestige conferring 
mechanisms. Marketing hardware manifests as logos and ratings that businesses can use for marketing 
purposes. This research uses the term, “logos” to refer to both marketable image logos and rating 
logos; this is because often the logo itself is a rating, or the rating a logo, such as a number of stars, 
“green leaves”, or a medallic hierarchy (i.e., bronze, silver, gold, platinum) that is associated with the 
image logo. Marketing hardware evidence two variations, which vary by the nature of recognition in 
which they signify, and the contexts in which they are used: performance logos and commitment 
[membership] logos. 

Performance Logos signify that a given business has achieved a specify level of performance, as 
evidenced by compliance with prescribed requirements set forth by the QCT administering 
organisation. Performance logos are often a visual logo, or brand used to represent the QCT in which 
businesses receive recognition for a prescribed level of performance. Businesses use these performance 
logos for marketing purposes, envisaged to add prestige to their sustainability practices.  Performance 
logos are invariably used in the context of certification programs, awards, and recognition programs 
(Honey, 2002, 2007; Weaver, 2006). 

Commitment Logos signify that a business has evidenced a commitment to a specified sustainability 
related cause through financial donations, non-monetary support, or public endorsement; their use 
offers market prestige to businesses’ commitments to sustainability, as expressed financially. They 
signify businesses’ achievement of varying levels of commitment to sustainability progress in a 
manner compliant with the administering organisations’ prescribed requirements. Commitment logos 
are used in the context of commitment recognition initiatives and variably in the context of codes of 
conduct and commitment.  

While uncommon, commitment logos have been used in the context of certification programs; during 
the initial proliferation of certification programs in the 1990’s, some certification programs offered 
these commitment logos, or “membership logos” to businesses supporting sustainable measures, but 
had yet to apply for certification. The widespread criticism that ensued resulting from these practices 

Bien (2006); Honey 
(2002, 2007); 
Honey & Rome 
(2001); Synergy 
(2000); Weaver 
(2006) 
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has led to an informal industry norm that has largely discontinued this practice (Honey, 2002; Synergy, 
2000). 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

ASSESSMENT TOOL GLOSSARY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL 
VARIATION(S) 

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION IN QUALITY CONTROL TOOL CONTEXT 

KEY 
REFERENCES 
[TYPES AND 

VARIATIONS] 

Verification 
Tools ----------- 

This research defines Verification Tools as, tools to assess and verify businesses’ conformance to an 
externally administered prescribed standard for the purposes of granting initial or continued use of 
marketing hardware. Verification tools imply a formalised assessment process to assure compliance, as 
assessed by an independent party (i.e., second and third party verification).  

However, some verification methods are more formalised and systematic than others. As such, 
verification tools house numerous variations that diverge in mechanics (distinction criterion 4: 
variation distinction). Some verification tools assure sustainability practice, while others verify 
sustainability commitment. In the context of STCPs, for example, verification tools verify adherence to 
prescribed sustainability standards and resultant practices and performance. In contrast, some 
recognition initiatives used in the case study site, such as 1% for the Planet, verifies adherence to 
financial requirements for environmental philanthropy. Moreover, sometimes verification tools are 
used to conduct on-site audits, while other times they are used to conduct remote audits. The latter are 
most common variations, termed on-site audits and remote audits, briefly defined below (Bien, 2006; 
Black & Crabtree, 2007; GSTC, 2014; Honey, 2002, 2007; Toth, 2002). 

Verification tools are used in the context of certification programs, awards, recognition programs, 
among others. Verification tools are a dependent QCT, which cannot be used independently from the 
agglomerated contexts in which they are bundled; their independent use is implausible. This supported 
by the literature and empirical findings; businesses do not use verification tools independently. 
Dependent QCTs are not among the focal Types within this study, however, they are conceptualised 
here because of their importance for Type distinction (i.e., part of QCT structures) and QCT 
organisation. 

Verification tools are imperative to ensure the integrity of sustainability practices are met by those 
claiming conformance (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). They also encourage continuous improvement. 
Verification processes commonly result in a report that provides suggestions to businesses surrounding 
manners to improve upon sustainability performances and practices (Bien, 2006). Similarly, they 
incentivise continuous improvement and accurate reporting in contexts where an external body 
habitually monitors their conformance and achievements (Honey, 2002). Verification of conformance 
to sustainability practice distinguishes Set Menu QCTs from the others. 

 
Bien (2002); Black 
& Crabtree (2007); 
Font (2002); Honey 
(2002, 2007); Toth 
(2002) 
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While verification tools cannot be used as a standalone, and therefore are designated as a dependent 
QCT. Notably, they can be used in tandem with another QCT, but their use as an isolated entity is 
implausible. For example, some performance reporting standards “de-bundle” the verification tools 
from compulsory requirements, and users have the option to have their adherence to prescribed 
standards independently verified (e.g., see GRI, 2016). As such, businesses can use verification tools in 
tandem with GRI standards. However, using verification tools requires concurrent adoption of the 
performance reporting standard, upon which, verification is predicated. Accordingly, verification tools 
cannot be used without another QCT, substantiated by the findings; their isolated use did not show as 
per the literature or industry practice and are thusly designated as dependent QCTs.  

Verification 
Tools 

On-site External 
Audits 

 

and 

 

Remote External 
Audits 

External On-site Audits are systematic, documented, and periodic, on-site evaluation and verification 
of an entity’s conformance to prescribed standard requirements (Black & Crabtree, 2007; Honey, 
2002), whereby the evaluation and verification is undertaken by a party independent of the applying 
business. External on-site audits are conducted at the site of the business seeking certification/an award 
and use of the associated marketing hardware, to ensure conformance with prescribed standard 
requirements. This is an intensive process, whereby all facets of organisational and operational 
management are assessed, and conformance to prescribed requirements are verified using observation, 
document analysis, and sometimes employee interviews. This is commonly used to award second-tier 
certification to many hierarchal STCPs, and is usually a compulsory component within a specified 
timeframe (i.e., one to two years) following application for certification.  

Remote External Audits are the systematic, documented and periodic evaluation and verification of an 
entity’s conformance to prescribed standard requirements, conducted remotely by a party independent 
of the applying business. They involve the applying business submitting documented evidence of 
compliance to prescribed requirements remotely, usually via online medium. Evidence used to 
determine compliance may include written documents outlining policies, management plans; 
spreadsheets evidencing measurement and monitoring of resource use, marketing and promotional 
materials, and photos. The evidence submitted is the basis for determining compliance to prescribed 
requirements. This variation is often used to determine the degree to which first tier (i.e., entry level) 
certification is granted in many hierarchal STCPs (Bien, 2006). 

 

Environmental 
Auditing ----------- 

Environmental Auditing is an integral component of environmental management systems (Diamantis & 
Westlake, 1997; Stoesser, 2004). That is, it is bundled within EMS, and is not used independently from 
this context. It is therefore a dependent QCT, which is not among the focal QCTs herein. As a 
component of EMS, environmental auditing is referred to as environmental management system 
auditing (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Goodall, 1995; Stoesser, 2004), defined as, “a flexible method 
of determining whether the environmental management system is functioning properly and serves as a 
measurement technical of environmental performance relative to stated environmental objectives” 
(Stoesser 2004 p. 80). Environmental auditing is also undertaken for regulatory purposes, and in this 
context, referred to as environmental compliance auditing. As the term suggests, it embodies a 

Diamantis & 
Westlake (1997); 
Goodall (1995); 
Stoesser (2004);  
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regulatory QCT, which are not focal to this study emphasing voluntary QCTs Stoesser, 2004).  

Evaluation 
Tools  ----------- 

Evaluation tools were identified as tentatively dependent QCTs in the literature analysis, and 
subsequently integrated as focal Types following empirical investigation substantiated their 
independent use. Evaluation tools are defined herein as, tools to assess businesses’ sustainability 
performances. They are distinct from verification tools because they do not assess conformance to an 
externally administered prescribed standard for the purposes of certification, an award, and/or 
awarding marketing hardware. However, some evaluation tool variations offer similarities to 
verification tools (See baseline evaluation of conformance). 

Evaluation tools are used in the context of internal and external QCTs, evidencing use diverse contexts; 
they may be used: (1) in isolation, outside the contexts of more agglomerated QCT systems, (2) in 
tandem with other QCTs, (3) as constituent components bundled within more agglomerated QCT 
systems that grant marketing hardware, and (4) as constituent QCTs bundled within QCT systems that 
do not grant marketing hardware. 

Evaluation Tools allow businesses to assess their sustainability progress as conducted by themselves or 
an external party. Evaluation tool variations vary by mechanics, or their assessment methods. The 
assessment may be used to (a) evaluate existing sustainability performances (i.e., baseline evaluation 
tools), (b) evaluate relative sustainability performances in relation to a group of users as per specified 
performance parameters (formal benchmark evaluation tools), (c) informally evaluate and compare 
resource use in comparison to a similar business (informal benchmark evaluation tools), and/or (d) 
evaluate existing progress for the purposes of satisfying precursory requirements to achieve use of 
marketing hardware (conformance baseline evaluation tools), or (e) to assess sustainability progress 
against self-determined goals and objectives to inform continuous improvement (internal evaluations). 
Informal evaluation tools also manifest, such as crowd sourced evaluations and internal evaluations. 
Businesses using evaluation tools at minimum, use best practices or indicators, which serve as the 
impetus and foundation for which sustainability progress is evaluated. 

Empirically derived 
and informed by the 
literature (Black & 
Crabtree, 2007) 

Evaluation 
Tools 

 Internal 
Evaluation Tools 

Internal Evaluation Tools allow businesses to assess sustainability progress as per self-determined 
parameters and timeframes. Internal evaluations are used to gauge sustainability progress in general, 
often surrounding best practices and associated procedures that work towards broad sustainability 
outcomes (i.e., waste minimisation). Internal evaluation tools use both informal and formal assessment 
methods. In an informal capacity, they may be as informal as periodic roundtable discussions 
surrounding existing sustainability progress and areas for improvement.  

However, they may also be used in a more structured capacity used to assess sustainability progress 
towards self-determined goals and objectives, which were not developed as a component of 
certification requirements (i.e., management systems). For example, they evidence as integral 
components of formalised management systems; in this context, internal evaluations are conducted 
habitually to assess progress, identify improvement areas, and modify system components according to 
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ensure continuous sustainability progress (Diamantis & Westlake, 1997; Tinsley, 2001). Accordingly, 
internal evaluations are inherently malleable; they offer an evaluation tool that can be adapted to 
businesses’ assessment needs, either used informally in isolation, used in a structured, systematic 
capacity as a component of formalised QCTs, or used in tandem with other QCTs in either capacity. 

Evaluation 
Tools 

External 
Evaluation Tools 

External evaluations are tools specifically used outside of the context of certification, involving a party 
independent of the tourism business assessing sustainability related practices and performances, but not 
against an externally administered prescribed standard for the purposes of acquiring certification, an 
award and/or marketing hardware.  

External evaluations and consultancy are related, however, are represented as distinct tools. This is 
because consultancy may not involve an external evaluation; a consultant may simply assist the 
implementation of technology, training, and so forth. The latter was found in the destination context. 
Similarly, an external evaluation may simply be used, for example, to measure resource use, but may 
not provide suggestions for improvement or building internal capacity for sustainability, as is done 
with consultancy. Most commonly, external evaluations and consultancy are used in tandem; a 
business may hire an external consultant to build intra-organisational capacity for sustainability 
progress, and in turn, the consultant may conduct an external evaluation of the organisation’s 
sustainability progress to identify areas for improvement. Accordingly, while these tools are highly 
related, they are most often used in tandem, but represent distinct tools. As above, this is because they 
diverge in their conceptualisation (distinction criterion 1), and primary function (distinction criterion 
2). 

 

Evaluation 
Tools 

[Informal] 
“Crowd-
Sourced” 

Evaluation Tools 
 

Crowd-sourced Evaluation Tools are an empirically derived variation. They offer informal approaches 
to acquiring assessments of existing sustainability practices and/or tools, as suggested from 
stakeholders independent of the business, such as patrons, community members, tourism destination 
bodies, or other tourism businesses. An example from the case study are community forums and 
consumer feedback cards, and website reviews that specifically assess businesses’ sustainability 
practices. (This differs from the commonplace consumer feedback that elicit general feedback 
surrounding quality and guest satisfaction considerations). This type of “crowd sourced” external 
evaluation is likely to receive increased traction in light of the explosion of social media and eWOM in 
the form of website reviews. Due to the predominately unskilled parties undertaking the assessment, 
crowd sourced external evaluations are conceptualised as the informal counterpart to external 
evaluation tools.  

 

Evaluation 
Tools 

Baseline 
Evaluation Tools 

Baseline evaluation tools are tools to establish a business’ existing performance level with regards to 
TBL considerations. This often involves using performance indicators to measure resource use. 
Baseline evaluation tools involve targeted assessments with the main objective of determining current 
sustainability performances, assessed as per quantifiable metrics that measure resource use (i.e., 
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indicators). As such, baseline evaluation tools do not necessarily require or involve the use of best 
practices, but the use of baseline evaluations as a QCT involves and requires the use of indicators. 

Evaluation 
Tools 

Conformance 
Baseline 

Evaluation Tools 

Conformance baseline evaluation tools involve a business undertaking a self-evaluation of compliance 
to an externally administered, prescribed standard. They are common precursors to certification 
programs, usually required during the application process or directly following. They involve a 
business determining their adherence to criteria set forth in the prescribed standard. In this context, a 
business commonly also uses baseline evaluation tools to identify existing sustainability performances, 
as per quantifiable metrics. The nature of this QCT is largely targeted; the main objective of the 
baseline evaluation is to identify existing levels of conformance, as self assessed, as a pre-requisite to 
verification, certification, and acquiring marketing hardware use (Honey, 2002, 2007).  

Baseline evaluations of conformance are used in the context of externally administered QCTs that 
award marketing hardware; evidence of their use independently of these more agglomerated QCT 
systems did not emerge from this study, and are therefore a dependent QCT. 

Conformance baseline evaluation tools similarly occupy a “gray” space, possessing similar 
characteristics to evaluation and verification tools, but ultimately are a daughter variation to the 
parental Type of evaluation tools. Conformance baseline evaluation tools are similar to verification 
tools in that they involve the assessment of conformance to a prescribed standard. Moreover, 
conformance baseline evaluation tools can be used as the basis for which marketing hardware is 
awarded (i.e., QCTs that award logo use as per first party verification). However, baseline evaluation 
tools diverge from verification tools in two key capacities. Firstly, they are not always used for the 
purposes of awarding a logo; they often indirectly contribute to the latter and are essential precursors. 
Secondly (and most importantly), the assessment is undertaken by the business itself, not an external 
party, the latter a defining element of verification tools herein (i.e., defined as second and third party 
verification) (Font, 2002; Toth, 2002). Ultimately, conformance baseline evaluation tools diverge from 
verification tools in their defining conceptualisation (distinction criterion 1), which is why they are a 
variation of the Type, evaluation tools.  

 

Evaluation 
Tools 

[Formal] 
Benchmark 

Evaluation Tools 

[Formal] Benchmark evaluation tools involve the assessment of a business’ sustainability 
performances and practices, as per quantifiable sustainability metrics and existing best practices. At 
minimum, this requires the use of a baseline evaluation to determine existing sustainability 
performances, indicators to quantify sustainability performances, and best practices that are measured 
by the selected indicators.  This targeted targeted assessment tool involves the business’ subsequent 
comparison of their sustainability performances and practices against other businesses with similar 
operating characteristics such as (but not limited to): sector, size, and operating location.  

 

Evaluation 
Tools 

[Informal] 
Benchmark 

[Informal] Benchmark evaluation tools involve an informal and broad comparison of sustainability 
performances—often resource use—in comparison to similar businesses. They diverge from formal 
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Evaluation Tools  counterparts in that the metrics for comparison are not standardised, nor systematically undertaken, and 
the medium for benchmarking used in internally created. It offers an informal, broad comparison, 
which is only used sporadically as per businesses’ discretions.  

Evaluation 
Initiatives ----------- 

Evaluation Initiatives involve assessments to determine the degree to which a QCT should be adopted 
for full-scale implementation. This empirically derived Type assess the feasibility and/or compatibility 
of QCT use in a specified organisational and/or destination context; they also assess the degree to 
which the QCT under consideration generates desired and/or anticipated sustainability progress. They 
are more robust than evaluation tools, as they involve the periodic implementation of practices, 
procedures, and measure, monitor, and evaluate results. 

Two evaluation initiatives variations were used in the case study site, including Pilot programs and 
feasibility studies. These variations diverge in mechanics, or the assessment methods used.  

[Empirically 
derived] 

Evaluation 
Initiatives Pilot Programs 

Pilot programs are an empirically derived variation. They allow businesses to assess the feasibility, 
performance, or success of a QCT(s) that they are considering for permanent implementation. Pilot 
programs involve the periodic implementation of a given QCT, specified within formal or informal 
organizational tools that guide the implementation of the sustainability best practices associated. 
Throughout its ephemeral implementation, the proposed project is evaluated to determine its 
success/favorability (i.e., evaluation tools); the project’s success is evaluated by measuring (i.e., 
indicators) and monitoring (i.e., internal monitoring system) its feasibility throughout its periodic 
implementation. The outcome of the pilot program is subsequently reported (i.e., reporting initiatives) 
internally, and may also be reported to external stakeholders. In the case study site, these were 
internally created QCTs, developed for and by businesses themselves.  

 

Evaluation 
Initiatives Feasibility Studies 

Feasibility Studies are also an empirically derived variation. They emphasise documentation-centric 
evidence (i.e., website reports, academic sources, industry reports, utility bills), to evaluate the 
feasibility of the permanent implementation of QCTs. Feasibility may be assessed in terms of resources 
(time, money, return on investment)—using appropriate indicators (performance and/or anecdotal) in 
the assessment--action plans, management plans, and/or technology necessary for its proposed 
implementation. Feasibility study findings and recommendations are subsequently reported internally 
(i.e., intra-organisational reporting initiatives). These differ from pilot programs because they simply 
involve the assessment of using a specific QCT, while pilot programs involve their periodic 
implementation. This empirically derived variation was an internally created QCT.  
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 

MEASUREMENT, MONITORING, AND REPORTING TOOL GLOSSARY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL 
VARIATION(S) 

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION IN QUALITY CONTROL TOOL CONTEXT 

KEY 
REFERENCES 
[TYPES AND 

VARIATIONS] 

Performance 
Reporting 
Standards 

----------- 

Performance reporting standards provide a comprehensive standards and guidelines standards for 
reporting sustainability progress and performances in a comprehensive, documented report. They may 
be internally or externally administered, albeit the latter are most common in the literature. Various 
QCTs are bundled within performance reporting standards, which include Management Tools 
(organisational tools), Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting tools (resource accounting tools, 
monitoring and reporting systems), Guidance and Capacity Building Tools (conformance standard), 
and Assessment Tools (evaluation tools). Those seeking verification of conformance also use 
verification tools and marketing hardware (Prestige Tools). While verification of conformance is 
optional, verification tools and marketing hardware are still components of QCT programmatic design, 
and therefore are accounted for in their DOA and resultant menu classification. 

Notable variations gaining momentum in industry practice and the literature include Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) Reporting Standards (Assaf, Josiassen & Cvelbar, 2012; Bonilla-Priego, Font & 
Pacheco-Olivares, 2014; Buckley, 2013; Font et al., 2012), and Resource Accounting and Reporting 
Standards (De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011). CSR Reporting Standards indicate what to report, but not 
necessarily how to integrate sustainability management techniques into operations; the Global 
Reporting Initiative is an example. Resource accounting and reporting standards provide a 
methodology to calculate resource use and set forth reporting guidelines for voluntary disclosure; it 
offers a targeted, in-depth approach to resource accounting (De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011). The 
literature also shows examples of businesses creating their own internally created, documented 
reported standards. 

This Type differ from certification programs because they do not provide a framework for 
sustainability management, but rather provide a framework for how to report sustainability progress 
already achieved (i.e., diverge by distinction criterion 2, function). Moreover, these tools offer 
businesses the option to verify their conformance to the reporting standard, but not the content of what 
is reported (i.e., diverge by distinction criterion 1). Similarly, they diverge in QCT structures 
(distinction criterion 3).  

Bohdanowicz & 
Martinac (2007); 
Buckley (2012); de 
Grosbois (2012); De 
Grosbois & Fennell 
(2011); Dodds & 
Kuehnel (2010); Font 
et al., (2012) and 
empirical findings 

Performance 
Monitoring ----------- Performance monitoring and reporting systems facilitate sustainability performance monitoring, 

whereby users calculate aggregate resource use across various TBL parameters, monitor progress, 
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and Reporting 
Systems  

evaluate progress, and subsequently use this to inform continuous improvement and reporting. They 
allow users to calculate sustainability performances across measureable metrics, and monitoring their 
relative standing amongst a group of users (i.e., benchmarking). Databases often house performance 
data, which are continuously monitored over specified timeframes. These data are used for 
sustainability progress reporting internally (i.e., intra-organisational or intra-corporation) and/or 
external (i.e., stakeholders and investors). It involves the use of various QCTs within the following 
function categories: Assessment Tools, Measurement, Monitoring And Reporting Tools, and Guidance 
And Capacity Building Tools. 

Performance Benchmarking and Reporting systems is an internally administered variation, which is a 
trend that has gained momentum among global hotel corporations. Hilton’s LightStay program is an 
example. This internally created monitoring and reporting system variation is tied to corporate intranet 
systems, which provide essential data to inform corporate benchmarking initiatives and corporate-wide 
reporting. Individual hoteliers calculate, monitor and report their performances using an array of 
sustainability performance metrics. They offer a platform for business’ to store performance data, 
monitor their progress, measure their relative performance standing among a group of users, and 
subsequently report their performances to stakeholders. These data inform property specific reporting 
to immediate corporate supervisors, which are subsequently reported upwards (i.e., internal reporting). 
Ultimately, these tools facilitate performance monitoring within the corporation at large, housing 
performance data for sustainability progress reporting (Bohdanowicz, Zientara, Novotna, 2011). 

Monitoring 
Tools ----------- 

Monitoring Tools facilitate an ad hoc and flexible approach to monitoring resource use. They are 
internal QCTs, designed for and by businesses themselves; the sustainability parameters monitored, 
monitoring frequencies, and monitoring media are conducted at businesses’ discretions. Monitoring 
Tools are less robust than the performance monitoring and reporting systems bundled within Set Menu 
and A La Carte QCTs, lacking the standardised methodologies for aggregate resource accounting, 
monitoring databases, and reporting templates. Further, monitoring and reporting systems monitoring 
sustainability performances, whereas monitoring tools broadly track resource use. Variations used in 
the case study site include internal monitoring tools and spatial monitoring tools (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.4). These variations diverge in their mechanics, or monitoring methods. 

[Empirically 
derived] 

Monitoring 
Tools 

Internal 
Monitoring Tools 
 

 Spatial 
Monitoring Tool 

Internal monitoring tools advance generic, rudimentary resource use monitoring. The monitoring 
medium is developed for and by the business itself, usually in the form of an excel file spreadsheet or 
similar medium. The metrics and parameters selected for measurement (i.e., indicators) and the 
monitoring frequency is determined by businesses’ discretions.  

Spatial Monitoring Tools represent an alternative, innovative approach to sustainability performance 
monitoring. Spatial monitoring systems allow businesses to monitor sustainability progress visually, 
monitoring resource use patterns spatially, over time, and often can be done remotely. Global 
positioning systems (GPS) or other real-time tracking software are examples of spatial monitoring 
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systems.  

Resource 
Accounting 

Tools  
----------- 

Resource accounting tools facilitate resource measurement. They provide the necessary data for 
performance reporting standards, monitoring tools, reporting tools, and performance monitoring and 
reporting systems. They offer a less comprehensive approach to resource accounting than performance 
reporting standard variations (i.e., resource accounting and reporting tools); they do not set forth a 
framework for resource accounting practices nor include guidelines for external reporting.  

Resource accounting tools possess several variations including performance indicators, anecdotal 
indicators and resource footprint calculators. These variations diverge in their mechanics, offering 
precise (performance indicators), anecdotal (anecdotal indicators), and sometimes superficial, albeit 
aggregate (resource footprint calculators) methods for resource accounting (De Grosbois & Fennell, 
2011).  

Ayuso (2006, 2007); 
Black & Crabtree 
(2007); De Grosbois & 
Fennell (2011); Toth 
(2006); Weaver (2006) 

[Refer to Chapter 5, 
Section 5.2.1 for 
example of empirically 
derived variation, 
informal anecdotal 
indicators and their 
divergence from 
formal performance 
indicator counterparts] 

Resource 
Accounting 

Tools 

Formal 
Performance 

Indicators 
 

Informal 
Anecdotal 
Indicators 

 
 Resource 
Footprint 

Calculators 

Indicators are “information sets or measurements that are selected to be used on a regular basis to 
measure changes that are of importance” (Black & Crabtree, 2007 p. 21). Notably, this 
conceptualisation of indicators here, used independently, diverges from indicators in the exact sense 
when bundled within certification programs. (In the context of certification programs, “indicators” is a 
general term used to measure conformance to standard criteria, but may also include performance 
indicators as defined here) (Toth, 2002). They may be qualitative or quantitative, pertain to various 
elements of the TBL, or vary by their measurement precision (Toth, 2002, 2006). Accordingly, this 
research finds two variations that are indicators, yet diverge in their measurement precision, specified 
as performance indicators and anecdotal indicators. 

Performance Indicators are quantifiable metrics that measure sustainability progress, systematically 
measured over specified timeframes. Performance indicators offer a precise, formalised approach to 
resource measurement and accounting, and are commonly quantitative in nature. Many performance 
indicators reflect environmental considerations of the TBL, as they are inherently more quantifiable 
than social indicators (Font & Harris, 2004). Performance indicators facilitate continuous performance 
monitoring; they are essential tools to communicate a business’s environmental performance (Ayuso, 
2007). Indicators provide the data necessary to operationalise reporting tools. 

Anecdotal Indicators are conceptualised as informal tools to measure sustainability progress; they lack 
measurement precision, reflected by the use of qualitative measurement approaches and absence of 
systematic measurement frequencies. For example, rather than annual measurements of pounds of 
recycled waste to ascertain volume of waste diverted to landfill annually (i.e., a formal performance 
indicator), anecdotal indicators may involve a business periodically measuring changes in the 
frequency with which their recycling dumpster is emptied broadly gauge waste reduction. These are 
the highly imprecise approach to measuring sustainability progress, contrasting with their formalised 
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counterparts (i.e., performance indicators). 

Resource Footprint Calculators facilitate resource measurement, offering a “plug and play” approach 
to resource accounting. They offer a less rigorous approach to resource accounting, which produce data 
sets necessary for monitoring tools and reporting tools. Although the accounting methodology behind 
these tools is largely variable, and often questioned (De Grosbois & Fennell, 2011), they offer a 
convenient, albeit superficial, method for aggregate resource accounting. 

Reporting 
Tools ----------- 

Reporting Tools facilitate the disclosure of sustainability progress or performance. At minimum, 
reporting tools involve the use of best practices and/or resource accounting tools, which serve as the 
foundation for which progress is reporting. This research identifies two variations; one variation is an 
independent QCT, also an internal QCT. The other is a dependent QCT, inherent to STCPs 
(certification program variation). Used independently, they are less robust than performance reporting 
standards, and may be anecdotally informed and informally documented via websites or other 
marketing media. 

[Empirically 
derived QCTs]  

[Dependent QCT 
references: Bien 
(2006); GSTC 
(2016); Honey 
(2007)] 

Reporting 
Tools 

Annual 
Compliance 

Reports 
 

Internal 
Reporting Tools  

Annual Compliance Reports are constituent components bundled within certification programs; they 
are used by certified tourism businesses to report continued compliance and sustainability performance 
improvements to the CB. Annual compliance reports, thus provide specified reporting guidelines for 
certified businesses, tailored to the certification program requirements (Honey, 2007). Because this 
variation is inherently tied to more comprehensive QCTs, and their use outside of this context is not 
feasible, nor shown empirically, it is a dependent QCT. 

Internal Reporting Tools are an empirically derived variation, developed for and by businesses 
themselves for voluntary disclosure of sustainability practices. The content of, and frequency with 
which sustainability progress is reported is done at businesses’ discretions. Businesses within the case 
study site use these internal QCTs to report sustainability practice, rather than performances. They are 
not formalised reports, nor involve robust reporting standards, metrics, or systematic reporting. 
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
GUIDANCE AND CAPACITY BUILDING TOOL GLOSSARY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL 
VARIATION(S) 

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION IN QUALITY CONTROL TOOL CONTEXT 

KEY 
REFERENCES 
[TYPES AND 

VARIATIONS] 

Code of 
Conduct and 
Commitment 

----------- 

Codes of Conduct and commitment provide instructions, advice, and general directives (or principles) 
to promote responsible forms of tourism in hopes to inform, educate, influence attitudes and modify 
behavior of respective audiences (Mason, 2007; Mason & Mowforth, 1996). They are predicated on a 
system of self-regulation, intended to promote environmentally and/or socio-culturally responsible 
behavior (GSTC, 2014). Codes of conduct and commitment are frequently set forth as a means to 
minimise the ethical dilemmas that the industry implicates on natural, social, and cultural 
environments, thereby encouraging more desirable and beneficial behavior among key tourism industry 
players, including tourism businesses and/or tourists themselves. Accordingly, they possess an ethical 
dimension; they aim to inform and educate business surrounding desired or undesired business 
practices or tourist behaviors (Mason, 2007). Codes of conduct and commitment are used in tandem 
with a set of guidelines that offer guidance towards implementing or progressing towards the principles 
and/or objectives outlined in the code of conduct.  

Codes of conduct and commitment vary by their administering organisation and the target audience 
and contexts in which their principles aim to influence and offer guidance.  

Ayuso (2006, 2007); 
Bricker (2009); Mason 
(2007); Mason & 
Mowforth (1996); 
Needham & Little 
(2013); UNWTO 
(2002); Weaver (2006) 

Codes of 
Conduct and 
Commitment 

External Codes of 
Conduct 

and 

Internal Codes of 
Conduct 

External codes of conduct and commitment are externally created, prescribed codes. They offer 
guidance surrounding responsible business practices in the form of directives or principles. Adopting 
businesses state a commitment to the code, through public endorsement and/or a sustainability 
commitment statement, signifying their intention to take actions that progress towards the code 
directives/principles. These tools are accompanied by external guidelines that facilitate the 
implementation of directives/principles specified in the code. Monitoring of progress towards specified 
objectives is often minimal, or non-existent, although some more robust codes require that businesses 
periodically report progress made towards directive implementation. Thus, codes of conduct 
predominately offer businesses a framework to build capacity towards specified sustainability 
directives, and educate them surrounding improved sustainability stewardship, yet largely lack 
elements of monitoring and external oversight that code directives and priciples have been 
implemented (Weaver, 2006). As such, they sometimes simply serve as elaborated commitment 
statements to implementing or support of code directives (Mason, 2007). 

External codes further vary by their industry applicability; they may be designed for use by businesses 
within a specified industry sector, operational location, of a combination thereof. An example of the 
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latter is the Sustainable Slopes Environmental Charter; it is designed to promote responsible business 
practices among North American Ski resorts, offering external guidelines to assist implementation of 
code principles.  

Internal codes of conduct and commitment are created for and by businesses themselves, holding 
similarly documented, detailed, prescribed array of code directives. The code principles aim to 
influence attitudes, behaviors, and business practices of key tourism industry players, such as tourism 
businesses, industry organisations or associations, or visitors themselves. This is an empirically derived 
variation. 

Both internal and external codes of conduct possess variants whose principles aim to influence the 
attitudes and behaviors of visitors (i.e., front of house sustainability management), or to advocate 
responsible business practices that span throughout operations (back of house sustainability 
management, and sometimes back and front of house sustainability management).  

In terms of number, visitor codes of conduct are recognised as the most common code of conduct 
(Mason, 2007). Visitor codes of conduct may be deontological or teleological; the former include 
principles that are rules based, offering, “Do’s and Don’ts” for visitor behaviors. Teleological codes 
are more educational and explanatory in nature, not only indicating the desired and undesired 
behaviors, but also indicating why these behaviors are important (Mason, 2007). Accordingly, visitor 
codes harnessing teleological principles are similar to educational tools, yet distinct given their 
guidance (directives) surrounding responsible behaviors in addition to educational information, rather 
than educational information on flora and fauna in isolation and in general. Due to their similarities, 
compatibility, and synergistic effect for visitor guidance and capacity building, this study found that 
visitor codes and educational tools are commonly used in tandem. 

[Informal] 
Codes of 
Conduct 

----------- 

[Informal] Codes of Conduct are generated by the business itself, designed for intra-organisational use. 
They aim to educate and influence attitudes and behaviors of their employees (intra-organisational), 
supply chain, or their patrons (i.e., visitors). These codes are usually rhetorical in nature, verbally 
communicated, and embody an ethos rather than specified principles.  

Several variations exist, which diverge in the intended audience. Informal codes for visitors are the 
most widely used in the case study site. These informal QCTs are created by the business itself, 
designed to educate visitors surrounding responsible behaviors and conduct in natural, social, and 
cultural environments. Code principles are rhetorical in nature, communicated verbally to guests as 
series of guidelines for how to conduct oneself in an environmentally, socially, and/or culturally 
responsible manner. They can be teleological in nature, indicating how to behave responsibly whilst 
concurrently explaining why this responsible behavior is important. Informal code directives are highly 
variable and inconsistent; businesses adapt this ethos as per their discretions and audience 
characteristics. 

[Empirically 
derived] 
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Best Practice 
Guidance 
Manuals  

----------- 

Best Practice Manuals assist businesses to build capacity for sustainable tourism through the provision 
of a compilation of practices for improved sustainability progress. They embody a compilation of 
sustainability best practices, and often indicators. Best practices in this context are defined as singular 
actions that assist business to actualise towards broad sustainability objectives. Best Practice Guidance 
Manuals provide guidance to enhance businesses’ technical capacity for sustainability and its practical 
application; they inform businesses surrounding what sustainability in the tourism entails, equipping 
businesses with the information to progress towards sustainability, and sometimes examples through 
case studies. Their use enables businesses to select several “best practices” that they deem worthy for 
their specific situation, which was also found in the case study site, which lead to the “ad hoc” 
adoption of sustainability best practices. They are commonly externally administered tools, offered by 
industry organisations. 

Black & Crabtree 
(2007); 
Bohdanowicz 
(2006); Dodds & 
Joppe (2005); 
Honey & Stewart 
(2002); Synergy 
(2000) 

Conformance 
Standards ----------- 

Conformance Standards outline prescribed criteria that embody conformance requirements necessary 
to achieve certification, an award, recognition, and/or marketing hardware. As classically 
conceptualised in the context of certification programs, a standard is “a document approved by a 
recognized body that provides for common and repeated use of a prescribed set of rules, conditions, or 
requirements” (Font, 2001 p.201). Within standards, criteria embody compliance requirements, which 
are used to assess the sustainability of operations (UNEP, 2006; Black & Crabtree, 2007). Criteria may 
be graded, ranging from entry level to advanced (Toth, 2002). In the context of Conformance 
Standards, indicators measure criteria compliance (UNEP, 2006).  

While conformance standards (i.e., “standards”) have been previously discussed in the context of 
certification programs and awards, the empirical findings evidence that conformance standards are 
used in other QCT contexts as well. Conformance Standards evidence as bundled components of other 
QCTs that verify adherence to prescribed criteria for the basis of recognising conformance and/or 
awarding marketing hardware (i.e., Recognition Programs and Performance Reporting Programs). 

Conformance Standards are classically conceptualised as QCTs that cannot be used in isolation of the 
more agglomerated QCT systems in which they are bundled. However, the empirical findings revealed 
that some businesses use these conformance standards in lieu of adopting the certification programs or 
recognition programs. In the case study, the isolated use of Conformance Standards is used in a similar 
ad hoc capacity as a Best Practice Guidance Manual, whereby businesses select practices that they 
deem worthy and/or compatible at their discretion.   

Conformance standards evidence three variations, which vary by the contexts in which they are used, 
including Certification Program Conformance Standards, Recognition Program Conformance 
Standards, and Performance Reporting Conformance Standards. In the case study site, the former two 
are used independently, while the latter is not. 

[Technical Note: Conformance standards are bundled within an overarching QCT system (e.g., 
certification programs). These QCT systems house additional QCTs such as mechanisms for 

 

 

Dependent QCT 
references: Bien 
(2006); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); 
Honey (2002); Toth 
(2002); UNEP 
(2006) 

Independent QCT 
use references 
(empirical findings); 
USGBC (2013, 
2011); (www. 
https://www.usgbc.
org/resources/grid/l
eed) 
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monitoring (i.e., online monitoring platform), evaluation tools (baseline evaluation of conformance), 
verification tools, reporting tools, and so forth.  Conformance standards are thusly part of this QCT 
system, offering essential guidance tool that outlines how to create these mechanisms. Conformance 
Standards thusly outline the parameters for conformance, but they are not synonymous to the QCT 
systems in which they are bundled.] 

Conformance 
Standards 

 
Certification 

Program 
Conformance 

Standards   
 

Recognition 
Program 

Conformance 
Standards 

Certification Program Conformance Standards house the prescribed criteria in which businesses must 
meet to achieve certification and use of marketing hardware. They outline criteria and indicators to 
measure criteria compliance. In the context of certification conformance standards, indicators embody 
a “measurable element of the criteria that the verification process will assess” (Black & Crabtree, 2007, 
p. 505). Certification Program Conformance Standard criteria are commonly graded, reflective of the 
hierarchal or pass/fail recognition system used.  

Certification Program Conformance Standards are commonly discussed in terms of three broad 
standard methodologies, termed process-based, performance-based, and hybrid methodologies. 
Process-based standard methodologies award certification for setting up a process, whereas 
performance-based programs award certification for demonstrating achievement of specific goals or 
targets (Honey, 2002). The former emphasise internally generated management systems, such as EMS 
and/or SMS. The latter use externally determined criteria, uniformly applied to each business seeking 
certification (Bien, 2006; Honey, 2002). Hybrid standards combine these methodologies.  

This research found that businesses use certification program conformance standards in lieu of 
adopting the certification program in its entirety. While these conformance standard variations are 
intended for use by certification program adopters, this study found their use outside of the certification 
context as a Guidance and Capacity Building Tool (Refer to Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1). That is, 
businesses use these as a guidance resource to select sustainability related practices for their business, 
and mimic these practices without committing to the certification process. In this context, certification 
program conformance standards embody an informal counterpart to certification programs.  

Recognition Program Conformance Standards embody the externally administered, prescribed criteria 
required for gaining recognition and use of marketing hardware. This research evidences the isolated 
use of recognition program conformance standards as a Guidance and Capacity Building Tool, 
assisting the “ad hoc” adoption of best practices.  

 

Incentive 
Schemes ----------- 

This is a QCT specific to the Park City context, which embody externally administered QCTs by the 
state’s power company, Rocky Mountain Power. Incentive schemes offer various services to guide 
businesses towards greater sustainability through incentives and/or provision of expert knowledge. The 
primary function of these tools is to guide businesses towards greater degrees of sustainability through 
incentivised approaches, in the form of professionally assisted expertise and technical incentives (i.e., 
LED retrofits). These incentive driven QCTs assist businesses to build internal capacity for 

Empirically derived 

Rocky Mountain 
Power (2017) 
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sustainability.  

General Best 
Practice   ----------- 

General best practices as “status quo” singular actions to progress sustainability such as recycling, 
compositing, and so forth. General best practices allow businesses to build capacity for sustainability 
progress towards a broad outcome (i.e., waste minimisation). They may be used as an isolated practice 
(i.e., singular general best practices), or as an array of best practices (i.e., general best practices 
bundle). 

Álvarez Gill, 
Burgos Jiménez & 
Céspedes Lorente 
(2001); Ayuso 
(2006, 2007); Black 
& Crabtree (2007); 
Bohdanowicz 
(2006); El Dief & 
Font (2011); 
Erdogan & Baris 
(2007); Le, 
Hollenhorst, Harris, 
McLaughlin & 
Shook (2006); 
Mensah (2006); 
Nicholls & Kang 
(2012); Yee, Amran 
& Yen Nee (2014) 

Strategic Best 
Practice ----------- 

Strategic best practices represent unique approaches to sustainability progress; the practices are aligned 
with, a given business’ brand proposition, core competencies, corporate values, business model and 
unique operational structures and environments. Strategic best practices may also be experiential in 
nature; meaning they transcend best practices from invisible, back of house practices to visible, 
experiential, and/or quasi-tangible practices that enhance the guest experience. Often strategic best 
practices emphasise one TBL consideration or sub-dimension thereof, such as waste management, but 
facilitate progress towards various sustainability outcomes. (See Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1) 

As such, strategic best practices are delineated from “general” best practices because they offer unique 
approach to the industry “status quo” to generate progress towards the same broad sustainability 
outcome, such as waste minimisation (i.e., distinguished from general best practices by QCT 
distinction criterion 1, broad approach).  

[Empirically 
derived] 

Education 
Tools  ----------- 

Education Tools facilitate extra-organisational sustainability knowledge sharing to build capacity for 
sustainability. These tools increase understanding and awareness of TBL environments (i.e., education 
surrounding natural and cultural environments), and/or sustainability stewardship among their patrons 
or community. This is primarily undertaken in the form of educational and outreach initiatives. At a 
broader scale, this similarly can involve a business’ support in externally administered activities, 
awareness campaigns. 

They also entail variations that support research and development that works to enhance sustainability 

Bohdanowicz 
(2006); Carmody 
(2012); Marion & 
Reid (2007); 
Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 
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awareness and knowledge and build capacity for sustainability among the broader community, the 
tourism industry at large, or the general public. In this context, these QCTs support, in-kind or 
otherwise, for sustainability research and/or research and development of new sustainability 
technologies or QCTs; ultimately, this builds capacity for sustainability in the industry at large. This 
may result in improved knowledge surrounding a sustainability issue (i.e., climate change) or lead to an 
innovative sustainability technology (i.e., energy-efficient snow-making guns). 

In the case study site, education tools are commonly internally created, which provide patrons with a 
greater understanding of the TBL environments in which they operate. Experiential educational tool is 
another unique variation revealed in the case study site. They offer an interactive approach to 
sustainability education for guests. These QCTs allow consumers to experience, first hand, 
sustainability concepts through active participation. In effect, the sustainability educational information 
is directly experienced by the consumers.  

Employee 
Training Tools ----------- 

Employee training tools facilitate intra-organisational knowledge building surrounding sustainability 
and/or environmentally related issues. They also build intra-organisational capacity for the practical 
implementation of sustainability, equipping employees with the knowledge and skills to contribute to 
sustainability practice in the context of their position held within the business. These tools build 
internal capacity for sustainability through various guidance measures, such as sustainability training 
or professional sustainability accreditations for employees. As such, sustainability training and 
professional opportunities may be provided by affiliate corporations, NGOs or other industry 
organisations, and private enterprises (Best & Thapa, 2013). Professional accreditation is a common 
variation evident in the literature (see Black, 2007), as are other professional training programs, such as 
the GSTC’s Sustainable Tourism Training program (STTP) (GSTC, 2017).  

In the context of certification programs, many CBs provide in-house training options surrounding 
sustainability as well as professional certification opportunities. Some STCPs integrate compulsory 
introductory training workshops as part of certification requirements, such as Travelife 
(www.travelife.org.).  

Black (2007); Black & 
Weiler (2005); Black 
(2007); Black & 
Weiler (2005); 
Bohdanowicz (2006); 
Bohdanowicz, Siminic 
& Martinac (2004); 
GSTC (2017); Honey 
& Rome (2001); 
Honey & Stewart 
(2002); Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 

Consultancy ----------- 

Consultancy provides businesses with expert advise on sustainability related issues specific to their 
operations; they provide expert knowledge surrounding sustainability issues to the business, and 
highlight areas for improvement. Working with consultants allows the business to build internal 
capacity for sustainability, as expertly guided. Consultants may conduct external evaluations of 
existing operations as a means to determine subsequent steps for improvement, but this is variable, and 
not inherent to all situations in which consultancy is sought. Consultancy is also implicit from the 
professional accreditations, certificates, available for sustainable tourism professionals. 

While consultancy is discussed in the context of certification programs (i.e., for extra assistance to 
certification) (Honey, 2002), certification program administrators are also transitioning towards 

Ayuso (2007); Black 
& Crabtree (2007); 
Honey (2002); Honey 
& Rome (2001); STI 
(2017) 

[Empirical findings]  
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offering consultancy outside this context, such as EC3 Global and Sustainable Travel International.  
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APPENDIX B 
QUALITY CONTROL TOOL STRUCTURES BY TYPE 

& 
TYPES BY STRENGTH (DEGREE OF AGGLOMERATION [DOA]) 

 
TABLE OVERVIEW 
 
As arranged by function category, the below table presents QCT structures for each Type. The QCT structures are expressed as Types collectively 
bundled within. The QCT structures of selected variations are also presented due to their research focus (i.e., sustainable tourism certification programs).  
 
This table also shows the functional diversity of these structures, referred to as degree of agglomeration (DOA), a proxy for conceptual strength. Strength 
ranges from DOA 1-5. The empirical findings found new Types that warranted modification of conceptual “strength”, and some therefore have “formal” 
or “informal” designations tied to their “strength” (i.e., informal and formal Types with DOA’s 1-4). The latter is articulated in Chapter 5, Section 5.3. 
 
For each Type, the QCTs bundled within are arranged by function category; an “X” is placed in the corresponding function category cell if its QCT 
structure contains a QCT with that primary function. For example, evaluation tools are bundled within certification programs, and therefore an “X” is 
placed in the Assessment Tool cell. Where programmatic features include a Type, but this is optional, the Type is included in its DOA and QCT 
structures. This is because it is still part of its programmatic design.  
 
The primary function of each Type is denoted with an “*” in the associated function category cell.  Type ID #’s correspond to those presented in Figure 
5.1, Chapter 5. Types added following empirical investigation are denoted with an “+”.  The QCT structures and DOA’s were derived from 
amalgamating numerous sources and provide the foundation for further articulation. The corresponding references from which the QCT structures and 
DOA’s were derived are also presented in the table. Those empirically derived were informed by the empirical data and additional materials collected 
during the empirical phase (i.e., websites, online materials relating to the specific “brands”), the latter referenced where applicable. DOA’s for dependent 
Types, which cannot be divorced from their amalgamated contexts, do not have a DOA because they are already bundled within another. 
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 FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY OF QUALITY CONTROL TOOL STRUCTURES  

TYPES MANAGEMENT 
TOOLS 

PRESTIGE 
TOOLS 

ASSESSMENT 
TOOLS 

MEASUREMENT, 
MONITORING 

AND REPORTING 
TOOLS 

GUIDANCE AND 
CAPACITY 
BUILDING 

TOOLS 

STRENGTH 
(DOA 1-5) 

       

MANAGEMENT TOOLS  

Certification 
Programs 
[#23] 

X* X X X X DOA 5 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Management 
System 

§ Environmental 
Program 

§ Organisational 
Tools  

§ Marketing 
Hardware: 
Logos 

§ CB Awards 
[variable] 

§ Evaluation Tools  

§ Verification Tools 

 

  

§ Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting 
Platforms 

§ Reporting Tools 

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools  

§ Conformance 
Standards  

§ General Best 
Practices 

§ Consultancy 

§ Code of Conduct 
& Commitment 

§ Education/ 
Outreach Tools 

§ Employee Training 
Tools 

 
 
Bien (2006); Black & 
Crabtree (2007); 
Chan (2011); 
DestiNet (2014); 
Dodds & Joppe 
(2005); ECOTRANS 
(2012, 2016); Font 
(2001); Font & 
Buckley (2001); 
GSTC (2016, 2017); 
Honey (2002, 2007); 
Honey & Rome 
(2001); Weaver 
(2006); (GSTC, 
2017) 

 

Sustainable 
Tourism 
Certification 

X* X X X X DOA 5 
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Program  
[Software-
Centric 
Certification 
Program] 
[#23, variation] 
 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

 

§ Sustainability 
Management 
System or 
Environmental 
Management 
System 

§ Environmental 
Program 

§ Organisational 
Tools [e.g., 
Management 
Plan, Action 
Plan, Policies] 

 

§ Marketing 
Hardware  

 

§ CB Awards 
[Variable] 

§ Evaluation Tools 
[e.g., Baseline 
Evaluation of 
Conformance] 

§ Verification Tools 

 

 

§ Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting 
Platforms  

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools 
[e.g., Performance 
Indicators] 

§ Reporting Tools 
[e.g., Annual 
Compliance 
Reports] 

 

§ Conformance 
Standards 

§ General Best 
Practices 

§ Code of Conduct 
& Commitment 

§ Education/ 
Outreach Tools 

§ Employee Training 
Tools 

§ Consultancy 
[optional] 

 
 
[See above] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Formal] 
Management 
Systems 
[Non-Certified] 
[#18] 

X -- X X X DOA 4 
[Formal] 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Environmental 
Program  § Evaluation Tools 

[e.g., baseline 
§ Resource 

Accounting Tools 
§ General Best 

Practices 

Ayuso (2007); Best 
& Thapa (2011, 
2013); Honey (2002); 
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 § Organisational 
Tools [e.g., 
Management 
Plan, policies] 

evaluation tools, 
external evaluation 
tools) 

§ Baseline 
Evaluations 

§ Environmental 
Auditing 

[e.g., Performance 
Indicators] 

§ Monitoring Systems 

§ Reporting Tools 

§ Employee training 
tools 

El Dief & Font 
(2011); González-
Benito & González-
Benito (2006); 
Videira (2006); 
Tinsley (2001) 

[Informal] 
Management 
Initiatives+ 

[#16] 

X* -- X X X DOA 4 
[Informal] 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Informal 
sustainability  
Initiative  

§ Organisational 
Tools [informal 
variations: e.g., 
colloquial 
Procedures, 
commitment 
statements] 

 

§ Evaluation Tool(s)  § Resource 
Accounting Tools 
[informal 
anecdotal 
indicators; formal 
performance 
indicators 
(variable)] 

§ Monitoring Tools 

§ General Best 
Practices 

§ Strategic Best 
Practices 

 

Empirically Derived 

See Chapter 5, 
Section 5.4 

[Formal] 
Environmental 
Programs 
[#17] 

X* -- -- X X DOA 3 
[Formal] 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
Tools [formal 
variations: 
Management 

 

 
 

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools 
[Formal 
performance 

§ General Best 
Practices 

Best & Thapa (2011, 
2013); El Dief & 
Font (2011); 
Needham & Little 
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Plan, 
Environmental 
Policies] 

Indicators] (2013) 

[Informal] 
Sustainability 
Initiatives+ 

[#15] 

X* -- -- X X 

 
DOA 3 

[Informal] 

 
QCT 

STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
Tools [informal 
variations: 
Colloquial 
Procedures] 

  

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools 
[informal anecdotal 
indicators] 

§ Strategic Best 
Practices  

§ General Best 
Practices 

 
Empirically 
Derived 

See Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2 

Organisational 
Tools 

[#1] 
X* -- -- -- -- DOA 1 

QCT 
STRUCTURE [Singular Tool]     

Ayuso (2007); Best 
& Thapa (2013);  
Bohdanowicz (2006); 
Dodds & Kuehnel 
(2010); El Dief & 
Font (2011); Tinsley 
(2001); Weaver 
(2006) 

Empirically derived 
variations presented 
in Chapter 4 (Section 
4.2) 
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PRESTIGE TOOLS  

Awards  
[#24] 

X X* X X X DOA 5 

 
 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Environmental 
Program 

§ Organisational 
Tools (e.g., 
policies) 

Variable Tools 

§ Management 
Systems 

§ Marketing 
Hardware 

§ Evaluation Tools 

§ Verification Tools 

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools  

§ Conformance 
Standards  

§ General Best 
Practices 

Black & Crabtree 
(2007); Font & 
Buckley (2001); Font 
& Tribe; Toplis 
(2007); Weaver 
(2006); Weaver et al 
(2013) 

Recognition 
Programs 
[#25] 

X X* X X X DOA 5 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Environmental 
Program  

§ Organisational 
tools (e.g., 
policies, 
commitment 
statements) 

 

Variable Tools 

§ Certification 
Programs  

§ Management 

§ Marketing 
Hardware 

§ Evaluation Tools 

§ Verification Tools  

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools  

§ Reporting Tools 

§ Conformance 
Standards 

§ General Best 
Practices 

§ Education/ 
Outreach Tools 

§ Employee Training 
Tools 

DestiNet (2014); 
Markovic & Petrovic 
(2013); Park & Millar 
(2016); Yu, Li & Jai 
(2017) 

Empirical Findings 
and Industry sources 
for variations: 

TripAdvisor (n.d.); 
Ski Area Citizens’ 
Coalition (2013); 
Rivera & De Leon 
(2002) 
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Systems 

Recognition 
Initiative+ 

[#19] 
-- X* X X X DOA 4 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

  § Marketing 
Hardware 

§ Evaluation Tools  

§ Verification Tools 

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools  

§ Conformance 
Standards  

§ General Best 
Practices 

Empirical Findings  

Rocky Mountain 
Power (2017); 
(www.onepercentfort
heplanet.org) 

ASSESSMENT TOOLS  

Evaluation Tools+ 

[#2]  
-- -- X* X -- DOA 2 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

   § Resource 
Accounting Tools 

 Black & Crabtree 
(2007) 
Independent use 
empirically derived. 
(see Glossary, 
Appendix X) 

Evaluation 
Initiatives+ 

[#20] 
X -- X* X X DOA 4 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
Tools 

 § Evaluation Tool(s) § Resource 
Accounting Tools 

§ Monitoring Tools 

§ Reporting Tools  

§ General and/or 
Strategic Best 
practice(s)  

Empirically derived 
Type (See Glossary 
Appendix A and 
Chapter 5) 
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MEASUREMENT, MONITORING & REPORTING TOOLS  

Performance 
Reporting 
Standards 
[#26] 

X X X* X* X DOA 4 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
tools 

§ Marketing 
hardware 
[optional] 

§ Evaluation Tools 

§ Verification Tools 
[optional] 

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools 

§ Reporting Tools 

§ Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting Platform 

 

§ Conformance 
Standards or 
guidelines 

§ General Best 
Practices 

Assaf, Josiassen & 
Cvelbar (2012); 
Bohdanowicz & 
Martinac (2007); 
Buckley (2012); de 
Grosbois (2012); De 
Grosbois & Fennell 
(2011); Dodds & 
Kuehnel (2010); Font 
et al., (2012) 

Reporting Tools+ 

[#4]  
-- -- -- X* X DOA 2 

QCT 
STRUCTURE    

§ Resource 
Accounting Tools  

§ General Best 
Practices and/or 
Strategic Best 
Practices 

Dependent variations: 
Honey (2002, 2007) 
Bien (2006) 
Empirically derived 
variations (see 
Chapter 4, Section 
4.4) 

Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting 
Systems 
[#21] 

-- -- X X* X DOA 3 

QCT 
STRUCTURE   § Evaluation Tools  § Resource § General Best Black & Crabtree 
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Accounting Tools 

§ Monitoring and 
Reporting Platform 

§ Reporting Tools 

Practice(s)  (2007); Bohdanowicz 
(2006); Bohdanowicz 
& Martinac (2007); 
Bohdanowicz & 
Zientara (2008); 
Bohdanowicz, 
Zientara & Novotna 
(2011); Houdré 
(2008) 

Monitoring 
Tools+ 
[#3]  

-- -- -- X* -- DOA 2 

QCT 
STRUCTURE    § Resource 

Accounting Tools 
 

Empirically derived 
(see Chapter 4, 

Section 4.4) 

Resource 
Accounting Tools 
[#5] 

-- -- -- X* -- DOA 1 

QCT 
STRUCTURE     [Singular Tool]  

Ayuso (2006, 2007); 
Black & Crabtree 
(2007); De Grosbois 
& Fennell (2011); 
Toth (2006); Weaver 
(2006) 
Empirically derived 
variations (see 
Chapter 4, Section 
4.2, 4.4) 
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GUIDANCE AND CAPACITY BUILDING TOOLS  

[Formal] Codes 
of Conduct & 
Commitment 
[#11] 

X -- -- -- X* 
DOA 2 

[Formal] 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
Tools 
[Sustainability 
Commitment 
Statement, 
Policies] 

  

 § Guidelines/ 
Directives 
 

Ayuso (2006, 2007); 
Bricker (2009); 
Mason (2007); 
Mason & Mowforth 
(1996); NSAA 
(2013); Needham & 
Little (2013); 
UNWTO (2002); 
Weaver (2006)  

[Informal] Codes 
of Conduct+ 

[#6] 
-- -- -- -- X* 

DOA 1 

[Informal] 

QCT 
STRUCTURE    

  
[Singular Tool] 

Empirically 
derived (see 
Chapter 4, Section 
4.4) 

Best Practice 
Guidance 
Manuals  
[#12] 

-- -- -- -[X]- X* DOA 1 

QCT 
STRUCTURE    § Resource 

Accounting Tools 
§ General Best 

Practices 

Black & Crabtree 
(2007); Bohdanowicz 
(2006); Dodds & 
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 Joppe (2005); Honey 
& Stewart (2002); 
Synergy (2000) 

Conformance 
Standards+ 

[#8] 
-- -- -- X X* DOA 2 

QCT 
STRUCTURE    

§ Performance 
Indicators 

 

§ General/Strategic 
/Experiential Best 
practices 

 

Black & Crabtree 
(2007); Font (2001, 
2002); Honey 
(2002, 2007); Toth 
(2002); UNEP 
(2006) 
 
 [DOA reflects use 
in case study; see 
Chapter 4, Section 
4.4] 

Incentive 
Schemes+ 

[#23] 
X -- X X X* DOA 4 

QCT 
STRUCTURE 

§ Organisational 
tools 

 § Evaluation Tools § Resource 
Accounting Tools 

§ Monitoring Tools 

 

§ General Best 
Practices 

§ Consultancy 
(variable) 

DOA derived from 
“brands” used by 
informants in the 
case study site:  
(www.rockymount
ainpower.com) 

General Best 
Practice(s) 
[#13] 

--    X* DOA 1 

QCT      [Singular Tool] Álvarez Gill, Burgos 
Jiménez & Céspedes 
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STRUCTURE Lorente (2001); 
Ayuso (2006, 2007); 
Black & Crabtree 
(2007); Bohdanowicz 
(2006); El Dief & 
Font (2011); Erdogan 
& Baris (2007); Le, 
Hollenhorst, Harris, 
McLaughlin & Shook 
(2006); Mensah 
(2006); Nicholls & 
Kang (2012); Yee, 
Amran & Yen Nee 
(2014) 

Strategic Best 
Practices+ 

[#7] 
-- -- -- -- X* DOA 1 

QCT 
STRUCTURE     [Singular Tool] 

 

Education Tools 
[#9] 

-- -- -- -- X* DOA 1 

QCT 
STRUCTURE     [Singular Tool] 

Bohdanowicz (2006); 
Carmody (2012); 
Dodds & Kuhnel 
(2010); Marion & 
Reid (2007); 
Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 

Employee 
Training Tools 
[#10] 

-- -- -- -- X* DOA 1 
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QCT 
STRUCTURE     [Singular Tool] 

Black (2007); Black 
& Weiler (2005);  
Bohdanowicz (2006); 
Bohdanowicz, 
Siminic & Martinac 
(2004);  GSTC 
(2017); Honey & 
Rome (2001); Honey 
& Stewart (2002); 
Smerecnik & 
Andersen (2011) 

Consultancy 
[#14] 

-- -- -- -- X* DOA 1 

    
 

[Singular Tool] 
Ayuso (2007); 
Black & Crabtree 
(2007); Honey & 
Rome (2001) 
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APPENDIX C 
 

ETHICS APPROVAL 

 

         GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE

                                                              19-
Mar-2015

Dear Ms. Lesar

I write further to the additional information provided in relation to 
the provisional approval granted to your application for ethical 
clearance for your project "NR: The Diffusion of Sustainable Tourism 
Innovations in a Ski Resort Destination: A framework for Quality 
Control Tool Customisation" (GU Ref No: HSL/38/14/HREC).

The additional information was considered by Office for Research.

This is to confirm that this response has addressed the comments and 
concerns of the HREC.

Consequently, you are authorised to immediately commence this research 
on this basis.

The standard conditions of approval attached to our previous 
correspondence about this protocol continue to apply.

Regards

Ms Kim Madison
Policy Officer
Office for Research
Bray Centre, Nathan Campus
Griffith University
ph: +61 (0)7 373 58043
fax: +61 (07) 373 57994
email: k.madison@griffith.edu.au
web: 

Cc: 

Researchers are reminded that the Griffith University Code for the 
Responsible Conduct of Research provides guidance to researchers in 
areas such as conflict of interest, authorship, storage of data, & the 
training of research students.
You can find further information, resources and a link to the 
University's Code by visiting http://policies.griffith.edu.au/pdf/Code
%20for%20the%20Responsible%20Conduct%20of%20Research.pdf
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APPENDIX D 
 

BUSINESS INFORMANT PROFILES 
 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER SECTOR SIZE* OPERATIONAL 

SCOPE 
OWNERSHIP 
STRUCTURE MARKET 

TOURISM 
PRODUCT 
[Niche vs. 

Mass] 

L1 Accommodations/Lodging SME Local Sole 
Proprietorship Luxury Niche 

L2 Accommodations/Lodging Large International Corporate Mid-Market Mass 

L3 Accommodations/Lodging SME Local Private 
Ownership Mid-Market Mass 

L4 Accommodations/Lodging Large Multi-national Corporate Mid-Market Mass 

L5 Accommodations/Lodging Large Regional Private 
Ownership Luxury Niche 

L6 Accommodations/Lodging Large International Corporate Luxury Mass 

L7 Accommodations/Lodging Large Multi-National Corporate Luxury Mass 

L8 Accommodations/Lodging Large International Corporate Mid-Market Mass 

L9 Accommodations/Lodging SME Local Private 
Ownership Mid-Market Niche 

A1 Attractions SME Local Private 
Ownership Economy Mass 

A2 Attractions SME Local Private 
Ownership 

Economy-Mid 
Market Niche 

A3 Attractions SME Local/Regional Private 
Ownership Mid Market Niche 
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A4 Attractions Large Local Private 
Ownership Luxury Mass 

A5 Attractions SME Local Private 
Ownership Mid-Market Mass 

A6 Attractions Large Local Private 
Ownership Mid-Market Niche 

A7 Attractions SME Local Private 
Ownership Economy Mass 

A8 Attractions Large Regional Corporate Mid-Market-
Luxury Mass 

A9 Attractions SME Local Private 
Ownership 

Economy-Mid 
-Market Mass 

T1 Tour Operators SME Local Private 
Ownership Economy Mass 

T2 Tour Operators SME Local Owner/Operator Economy Mass 

T3 Tour Operators SME Local Owner/Operator Economy Niche 

T4 Tour Operators SME Local Owner/Operator Economy-Mid 
Market Niche 

T5 Tour Operators SME Local Owner/Operator Economy Niche 

T6 Tour Operators SME Local Private 
Ownership 

Economy-Mid 
Market Niche 

T7 Tour Operators SME Local Owner/Operator Luxury Mass 

T8 Tour Operators Large Local Private 
Ownership Luxury Mass 

T9 Tour Operators Large Local Private 
Ownership Mid-Market Mass 
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APPENDIX E 
 

PARTICIPATION TACTICS 
 

Letter Of Support From Destination Organisation (Provided with Personalised E-mails) 
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APPENDIX E (CONTINUED) 

 
PARTICIPATION TACTICS 

 
Media Interview 
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APPENDIX E (CONTINUED) 
 

PARTICIPATION TACTICS 
 

Personalised E-mail Example 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

ETHICS # HSL/38/14/HREC 
 
[Name of Informant], [Position in Business] 
[Business Name] 
[Address] 
Park City, Utah 84098 
 
Hello Mr./Ms./Mrs. [Surname] or [Name]! 
 
My name is Laura Lesar; [name of personal contact] kindly “e-introduced” us. Please allow 
me to introduce myself, the nature of my doctoral thesis research, and your involvement. 
 
My name is Laura Lesar. I’ve proudly called Park City “home” since 1993, although I 
currently reside in Australia where I am pursuing my PhD in Sustainable Tourism at 
Griffith University on the Gold Coast of Queensland. Given my interminable “Parkite” 
roots, I will be conducting research for my doctoral thesis in Park City in May 2015, also 
supported by Park City Municipal Office of Sustainability (Attachment 1). My doctoral 
thesis aims to generate new insights into the optimization of tools that Park City tourism 
businesses can use to address sustainability.  
 
I am writing to inquire if you would be willing to participate in my research by agreeing to 
be interviewed (lasting one hour or less) on the subject of sustainability-related practices at 
[name of business].  All information disclosed by you to be treated with both anonymity 
and confidentiality in any publically released research results. Your involvement in this 
research is important, as it aims to generate customized approaches to maintain the integrity 
of the economic, social, and natural environments that drive community well-being and 
tourist visitation.  
 
I am conducting interviews in Park City in April-May, 2015, and would like to kindly 
request an interview as convenient [Date] or [Date], anytime between 9am and 5pm. 
 
If these dates/times are not conducive to your schedule, please feel free to indicate an 
alternative date/time and I will happily accommodate your meeting preference 
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I would greatly appreciate your assistance. If you are willing to participate, please feel free 
to send me an e-mail confirming your participation and preferred date/time at: 
Laura.Lesar@griffithuni.edu.  
 
To assist your decision to participate, the attached document provides further information 
surrounding the research purpose, objectives, confidentiality, and the nature of your 
involvement (Attachment 2). I also provided my bio and CV should you care to further 
review my qualifications, including both professional and academic research experience in 
sustainable tourism (Attachment 3). 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me via telephone (435-555-5555) or e-mail should you 
have any further comments or questions regarding the research or your involvement, and I 
will promptly respond to your query. 
 
 
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to your correspondence!  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Laura Lesar 
PhD Candidate, Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management  
 
Contact Information 
 
Professor David Weaver 
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus   
Email Contact: d.weaver@griffith.edu ; Phone Contact (AU): +61 (07) 555 29290 
 
Laura Nicole Lesar 
PhD Candidate     
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus   
Phone Contact:   +1 (435) 901 0244 (USA) ; +61 409 838 810 (AU)   
Email Contact:    Laura.Lesar@griffithuni.edu.au 
 
Sarah Gardiner, Lecturer (PhD) 
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus 
Email Contact: s.gardiner@griffith.edu.au  ; Phone Contact (AU): + 61 (07) 555 27163  
 
 
 
Manager, Research Ethics 
Email Contact: research-ethics@griffith.edu.au; Phone Contact (AU): +61 7 3735 4375   
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APPENDIX E (CONTINUED) 

 
PARTICIPATION TACTICS 

 
 

Ethics Materials Provided with Personalised E-mail Invitations  
 

(Research Overview, Nature of Participation, Assurance of Informant Anonymity, and 
Written Consent Form) 

 

 
 

Customized Sustainability Innovations for the Park City Tourism Industry 
 

ETHICS # HSL/38/14/HREC 
 

INFORMATION COVER SHEET - INTERVIEW 
 
Conducted by: David Weaver, Laura Lesar, Sarah Gardiner  

Contact Information: 

Professor David Weaver (PhD) 
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus   
Email Contact: d.weaver@griffith.edu ; Phone Contact (AU): +61 (07) 555 29290  
 
Laura Lesar  
PhD Candidate     
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus     
Phone Contact (USA): +1 (435) 555- 5555 (USA); Phone Contact (AU) +61 409 838 810   
Email Contact:    Laura.Lesar@griffithuni.edu.au 
 
Sarah Gardiner, Lecturer (PhD) 
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus 
Email Contact: s.gardiner@griffith.edu.au ; Phone Contact (AU): + 61 (07) 555 27163 
 
 
Manager, Research Ethics 
Email Contact: research-ethics@griffith.edu.au ; Phone Contact (AU): +61 (07) 3735 4375  
 
Research Purpose: This research aims to generate new insights into the optimization of 
tools that tourism businesses can adopt to address sustainability. It seeks to understand 
what types of sustainability tools businesses adopt, why these tools were adopted, and how 
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to optimize the design of innovative sustainability tools to meet business needs, provide 
benefits to businesses adopting them, and provide customized approaches to progress 
sustainability in Park City. This research is being undertaken for Laura Lesar’s doctoral 
thesis.  
   
Research Objective: The research results will be used to develop customized sustainability 
innovations for Park City tourism businesses.  
 
Expected benefits of research:  The findings of this research will inform customized 
sustainability tools for Park City tourism businesses.  
 
Participant Involvement:  By agreeing to take part in this research, you will be asked to 
participate in an interview of up to one (1) hour duration. The information that the 
researchers will request through the interview will be based on your opinions of the area of 
research. The information obtained through interview will not identify any individual or 
organization; no identifying information will be collected in this interview or used in 
reports of the research findings. Your responses will remain anonymous in any publically 
available results. 
 
If you agree to participate, the interview will be audio recorded to enable transcribing and 
analysis of the data. As required by Griffith University, all audio recordings will be erased 
following transcription. The transcribed information will be stored securely at Griffith 
University and retained for five years, after which time it will be destroyed.  
 
Participation is Voluntary:  Participation in this research is completely voluntary.  As a 
result, at any time you may change your mind and are, therefore, free to withdraw from the 
study without comment or penalty. 
 
The basis by which participants will be selected: Destination stakeholders, managers and 
owners of tourism organizations (e.g., tours, attractions, hotels) were selected to participate 
in this research.  
 
Risk to participants:  Your participation does not involve any risks other than what you 
would encounter in daily life. 
 
Confidentiality:  You will not be named, or in any way, identified from the findings of this 
research.  To ensure confidentiality, we will disguise any information sought through the 
interviews which may identify you and/or your organisation.  By doing so, this will enable 
all information disclosed by you to be treated with confidentiality.   
 
All data will be kept in a secure location.  The information kept will not be disclosed to 
third parties without your consent, except to meet government, legal or other regulatory 
authority requirements.  For further information consult the University’s Privacy Plan at 
www.griffith.edu.au/ua/aa//vc/pp or telephone +61 7 3735 4375. 
 
The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your identified 
personal information. As outlined elsewhere in this information sheet, your identified 
personal information may appear in publications/reports arising from this research that may 
be available to overseas recipients. This is occurring with your consent. Any additional 
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personal information collected is confidential and will not be disclosed to third parties 
without your consent, except to meet government, legal or other regulatory authority 
requirements. A de-identified copy of this data may be used for other research purposes. 
However, your anonymity will at all times be safeguarded, except where you have 
consented otherwise. For further information consult the University’s Privacy Plan at 
http://www.griffith.edu.au/about-griffith/plans-publications/griffith-university-privacy-plan 
or telephone +61 7 3735 4375. 
 
Ethical Conduct:  Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National 
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans.  If prospective participants 
have any queries or subsequent complaints in relation to the project concerning the ethical 
conduct of the research, they should contact the Manager, Research Ethics on +61 7 3735 
4375 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au.  
 
Feedback:  A summary of this research will be available to you on request.  You will be 
required to provide your email address where a lay summary of the results of the research 
can be forwarded. 
 
Questions/further information: If you have any questions or require additional 
information about this research, you may contact one of the researchers listed at the top of 
this information sheet. 
 

 
 

ETHICS # HSL/38/14/HREC  
CONSENT FORM 

 
Conducted by:    
David Weaver, Laura Lesar, Sarah Gardiner 
 
Researcher Contact Information 

Professor David Weaver 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus   
Phone Contact: +61 409 838 810 (AU)   
Email Contact:    d.weaver@griffith.edu 

Laura Lesar 
PhD Candidate     
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus   
Phone Contact:   +1 (435) 901 0244 (USA) ; +61 409 838 810 (AU)   
Email Contact:    Laura.Lesar@griffithuni.edu.au 

Sarah Gardiner, Lecturer (PhD) 
Griffith Institute for Tourism 
Department of Tourism, Sport, and Hotel Management     
Griffith Business School, Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus 
Phone Contact: 
Email Contact: s.gardiner@griffith.edu.au 
Manager, Research Ethics 
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Phone Contact: +61 7 3735 4375 (AU)   
Email Contact:    research-ethics@griffith.edu.au 
 
I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet and in particular have noted that: 

• I understand that this interview forms part of the research carried out by Laura Lesar in 
conjunction with David Weaver (Griffith University)  

• I understand that my involvement in this research will include participation through an 
interview;  

• My employer has given me permission to participate in this research (not applicable to owners 
or CEO of organisations); 

• I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction; 
• I understand the risks involved; 
• I understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from my participation in this research; 
• I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary;  
• I understand that if I have any additional questions I can contact the researchers or Manager, 

Research Ethics; 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty; 
• I understand that in accordance with Griffith University policy, the audio data will be destroyed 

after data transcription; the research data will be retained for 5 years in a secure location at 
Griffith University before being destroyed; 

• I understand that the results of the research will be released in aggregate, and that my 
responses will remain anonymous in any publically available materials 

• I agree to participate in the project; and 
• I understand that participation in the interview will be accepted as an expression of consent. 
 
______________________ _______________________ Date: ___ / ___/ _____ 
Name     Signature 
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APPENDIX E (CONTINUED) 
 

PARTICIPATION TACTICS 
 

Telephone Script Example for Follow-Up Enquiry (When No response to E-mails) 
 

 
Hello, my name is Laura Lesar. I am a Phd Candidate at Griffith University. I am calling 
regarding participation in my doctoral thesis; is Mr./Ms. “Jones” (e.g., person to whom I 
sent the e-mail) available please? 
 
Hello Mr./Ms. JONES, this is Laura Lesar. I am a local Parkite currently pursuing my PhD 
in Tourism, at Griffith University in Australia.  
 
I recently sent your organization an e-mail inquiring if you would be willing to participate 
in my research. This will involve an interview surrounding sustainability related practices 
at your organization. 
 
I am calling to follow up about your participation, and would be delighted to answer any 
questions you may have about your involvement.  
 
Have you had a chance to review this material? 
 
If not, would you like to me explain the objectives and the nature of your involvement 
should you decide to participate?  
 
If so, would you like to participate?  
 
I would greatly appreciate your participation; it will assist the greater Park City tourism 
industry to sensibly manage their resources responsible for attracting visitors. I have 
received considerable community response, and as a valued member of the Park City 
community, your participation would be invaluable to assure a thorough depiction of 
sustainability practice in the Park City tourism industry.  
 
If you decided not to participate, may I kindly ask why so I can accommodate future needs 
of businesses with similar concerns? 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration! 
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APPENDIX F 
 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL: DESTINATION 
ORGANISATION INFORMANTS1  

 
PREPARATION 

v Introduction, meet and greet conversation 
v Thesis overview  
v Purpose of this interview 
v Ethics, participant rights, and signed consent 
v Key Concepts 
v Clarification of questions 

 
I. CONTEXT 
 
TOURISM IN PARK CITY 
 
PI Topic Introduction: Initially, I’d like to hear your perspective of the Park City tourism industry, 
including the approach taken, current state of affairs, priorities and challenges. 

 
Umbrella: In your own words, how would you describe Park City’s approach to tourism 
development? 

Probe: Are there priority areas for tourism development? 
 
Umbrella: From your perspective, are there any challenges in the Park City tourism industry? 

Probe: If so, what do you believe are the top three challenges? 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IN PARK CITY 
 
PI Topic Introduction: Now I’d like to discuss the sustainability initiatives at the destination level in 
Park City. 
 
Umbrella: When did Park City first initiate its commitment to sustainability at the destination 
level? 

Probe: Does the 2009 Environmental Plan guide Park City’s sustainability initiatives at  
the destination presently? 

Probe: Does this guide also pertain to sustainability in the Park City tourism industry? 
Probe: Has this report since been modified or updated?  

 Probe: Are there new goals specific to the tourism industry? 
 
Umbrella: As a destination, is Park City engaging in other sustainability initiatives? Please 
describe. 
 Probe: Are any of these initiatives tourism industry specific? 
 
Umbrella: From your perspective, what are key sustainability priority areas for Park City in 
general, at the destination level? Please explain. 

                                                
1 Semi-structured interviews with destination organisation informants were conducted for context, to refine the semi-structured interview 
guide for businesses, and to identify informants that they believed would be suitable to facilitate a thorough investigation of QCT practice 
in the area. Interview guide questions were tailored for each destination organisation informant, as some questions were better suited to 
some organisations than others. 
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 Probe: Has the community expressed any priorities? 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IN THE PARK CITY TOURISM INDUSTRY 
 
PI Topic Introduction: Now that I have a better understanding of sustainability initiatives in general 
within the destination, I’d now like to discuss sustainability in the Park City tourism industry 
specifically. 
 
Umbrella: In your words, how would you describe the Park City tourism industry’s approach to 
sustainability? 
 
Umbrella: How is the Park City tourism industry addressing sustainability presently?  
 Probe: Are they addressing sustainability as individual businesses, are they working 
together as  

an industry, by sectors, or in different partnerships? 
Probe: When did sustainability engagement initiate? 
Probe: How has the industry addressed sustainability in the past? 

 
Umbrella: From your perspective, what are key sustainability priority areas for Park City tourism 
industry, specifically? 
 Probe: Are these priority areas being addressed presently? If so, how? 
 
Umbrella: From your perspective, are there any challenges to addressing sustainability in the Park 
City tourism industry? (For example, are their technical challenges with infrastructure, or 
challenges with existing policies that inhibit action?) 
 Probe: If so, please explain. 
 
SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES, RESOURCES, SERVICES, AND TOOLS AVAILABLE 
TO INDUSTRY 
PI Topic Introduction: I’d now like to go one step deeper and discuss business specific resources, 
tools, and services available to Park City tourism businesses offered by destination organisations.  
 
Umbrella: In preparatory research, I found that Park City [destination organisation] offers a 
sustainability “toolkit” for businesses. Can you please describe this, in your own words? 

Probe: Is this toolkit still available to businesses?  
Probe: Are any components of this toolkit inactive at present? If so, please describe. 
Probe: Are they specific to the tourism industry, or are they available to all businesses? 
Probe: Are you aware of the uptake of these tools?  
Probe: Have you received feedback regarding the use of these tools from tourism  

    businesses? If so, please explain.  
Probe: How did this toolkit come about? 

 
Umbrella: Please describe the Environmental heroes award program. 
 Probe: When did this launch? 
 Probe: How did this come about? 
 Probe: Is this award scheme still active at present?  
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Umbrella: Are there any other resources, services, or tools available to businesses that you 
provide? 
 Probe: If so, please describe these resources/services/tools. 
 Probe: Are you aware of the uptake of these resources/services/tools? 

Probe: Are these resources specific to the tourism industry, or designed for general  
business use? 

 Probe: Have you acquired feedback from tourism businesses regarding these  
resources/services/tools? 

Probe: How did these resources/services/tools come about?  
 
Umbrella: Have Park City tourism businesses expressed any interest in sustainability tools to assist 
their efforts? 
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
 
RECOMMENDED BUSINESS INFORMANTS 
PI Topic Introduction: Finally, I’d now like to seek your opinion surrounding businesses that can 
facilitate a thorough investigation of QCT practice in Park City.  
 
Umbrella: In your opinion, who do you believe would be suitable to facilitate a thorough 
investigation of QCT practice in the region? 

Probe: To permit a thorough investigation of QCT practice in Park City, business informants 
may include those very commitment, those with lower commitment, and those in 
between. Similarly, it may include those that are highly innovative and cutting edge or 
businesses with comparatively more commonplace sustainability practices. With this in 
mind, would you recommend anyone else? 

Probe: For [recommended business], who do you think would be the best point of contact? 
 

Umbrella: Do you have any recommendations for how to approach these businesses? 
 Probe: Do you believe that it would be best to contact a given informant via phone, email, 
or in person? 

 
Umbrella: Do you have any further recommendations for how to best elicit participation among 
informants?  
 
CLOSING RECOMMENDATIONS (INFORMAL) 
 
Umbrella: From this interview, would you be willing to provide feedback surrounding the nature of 
interview questions, sequencing, and terminology?  

Probe: From your perspective, did you find the terminology used to be readily understood?  
Probe: Are there any colloquialisms that are used to describe “sustainability tools” or 

“resources” that you think would be best to use for comprehension? 
Probe: Any further recommendations? 

 
Thank you for your time! 
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APPENDIX G 
 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL: BUSINESS INFORMANTS2 
(STANDARD TEMPLATE) 

 
PREPARATION 

v Introduction, meet and greet conversation 
v Thesis overview  
v Purpose of this interview 
v Ethics, participant rights, and signed consent 
v Key Concepts 
v Clarification of any questions 

 
I. BUSINESS PROFILE AND SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH 
PI Topic Introduction: Initially, I’d like to hear about your business, from your perspective. 

 
Umbrella: In your own words, please tell me a little bit about your business. 
 Probe: How many employees do you have? 
 Probe: How long has the business been operating? 
 
Umbrella: How does your business approach sustainability? 
 
II. QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS ADOPTED (AS PER SECONDARY SOURCES) 
PI Topic Introduction: Now, I’d like to discuss the sustainability initiatives, tools, resources, or other practices 
that your businesses uses to address sustainability. I have done background research regarding your 
sustainability initiatives, and I’d like to hear about them, how they are applied, and the contexts of 
application, from your perspective. 
 
Umbrella for each Quality Control Tool: Do you still use (name of tool) presently?  
 

Probe: Please describe how this is used in your business (nature of use, broad approach,  
function, context of application) 

Probe: How did using [name of tool] tool come about? (Test-retest, context) 
Probe: When did you adopt this tool?  
Probe: Why did you adopt [name of tool]? (Test-retest)  
Probe: Are there any challenges/benefits to using [name of tool]? (test-rest, context) 
Probe: Was this an internally initiated practice/initiative, or was it part of an external  

program/initiative? (diversity/context) 
Probe (When Applicable for independent adoption v. de-bundled use):  

Was this tool adopted as part of certification program, requirements?  
 Is this used as part of your (name of tool) or unrelated?  

 
Example Umbrella for specific QCT: Please tell me about your environmental program 

Probe: Please describe how your environmental program is implemented within your business. 
Probe: How did your environmental program come about? 
Probe: Do you have a written policy? Please describe. 
Probe: Do you have associated goals or objectives for using this tool/program/initiative/resource? 
Please describe. 

                                                
2 Semi-structured interviews with business informants were tailored pending their level of engagement conveyed by secondary sources.  
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Probe: Do you have any environmental practices related to this? If so, please describe. 
Probe: Do you measure your resource use? If so, please describe. 
Probe: When did you adopt your environmental program? 
Probe: Why did you adopt your environmental program? 

 
III. ADDITIONAL QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS ADOPTED  
PI Topic Introduction: I’d now like to discuss any sustainability tools, practices, or initiatives that we have not 
yet discussed. 

Management Tools 
 
Umbrella: Do you use any mechanisms, protocols, or tools for managing sustainability progress?  
 Probe: If so, please describe how this is used in your business. 
  Probe: (when applicable): What is the name or “brand” of the tool you use? 

Probe: How did this come about?  
Probe: Do you use documented methods? 
Probe: When did you adopt this? 
Probe: Why did you decide to adopt (name of tool)?  

 Probe: If not, is there any reason that prevents you from doing so? 
 

Prestige Tools 
 
Umbrella: Have you received any recognition or awards for your sustainability commitments and practices? 
 Probe: If so, please describe.  
 Probe: What is the name of the award/recognition granted? (i.e., brand) 
 Probe: When did you receive this recognition/award? 
 Probe: How did this come about? 
 Probe: Why did you decide seek recognition? 
  

Assessment Tools 
 
Umbrella: Do you assess your sustainability progress?  
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
  Probe: How often? 
  Probe: Who is involved with the assessments? 
  Probe: Who assesses progress? 
  Probe: What do you assess? 
 Probe: How did this come about? 

Probe: When did you begin assessing your progress? 
 

Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools 
 
Umbrella: Do you measure sustainability progress in your business? 
 Probe: If so, how? Please describe. 
  Probe: How often do you measure progress? 
  Probe: What do you measure, specifically (waste, water, energy,  

emissions, economic key performance indicators (KPI’s), etc)? 
  Probe: When did you begin using this tool/practice/service? 
 Probe: If not, is there any reason for not doing so? 
  
Umbrella: Do you monitor sustainability progress in your business? 
 Probe: If so, please describe how you monitor progress. 
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  Probe: How did this come about? 
Probe: When did you begin monitoring progress?  

 Probe: If not, is there any reason for not doing so? 
 
Umbrella: Do you report your sustainability progress? 
 Probe: If so, Please describe. 
 Probe: What specifically do you report? (e.g., sustainability—environmental performance,  

practices, philanthropy, quality, health, safety, other sustainability?) 
 Probe: To whom do you report your progress? 
 Probe: Do have a written report? 
 Probe: When did you begin reporting progress? 
 Probe: How often do you report progress? 
 Probe: Was this internally initiated or do you use external reporting standards/templates? 
 

Guidance and Capacity Building Tools 
 

Umbrella: Do you use any tools, programs, or protocols for building capacity for sustainability in your 
business, such as guidance resources, employee training, and so forth?  
 
Umbrella: Do you provide sustainability training to employees?  
 Probe: If so, how? Please describe. 
  Probe: When did you begin doing so? 
  Probe: How did using (name of tool/program/protocols) come about? 

Probe: Why did you adopt (name of tool)? 
 Probe: If not, is there any reason for not doing so? 
 
Umbrella: Do you provide sustainability education to employees/guests?  
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
  Probe: When did you begin doing so? 
  Probe: How did this come about?  

Probe: Why did you decide to provide education to employee guests via (name of  
tool)? 

 Probe: If not, is there any reason for not doing so? 
 
Umbrella: Do you use any tools, programs, or protocols for building capacity for sustainability in your 
business, such as guidance resources, employee training, and so forth?  
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
 Probe: When did you adopt this? 
 Probe: How did using (name of tool) come about? 
 Probe: Why did you adopt (name of tool)? 
 

Other 
 
Umbrella: I’d like to discuss your engagement with the Park City “comm-Unity”. Are there any initiatives, 
campaigns, philanthropic initiatives, fundraisers, or other local initiatives in which you are involved? 
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
 Probe: When did you begin involvement in this initiative/program/campaign/event? 
 Probe: Why did you decided to engage in this initiative/program/campaign/event? 
 
Umbrella: Do you use any of the tools/resources/services provided by the Park City Chamber? 
 Probe: If so, please describe how they are used in your business. 
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  Probe: When did you adopt them? 
 
Umbrella (non-certification program adopters): Have you considered using certification programs?  
 Probe: If so, which one? 
  Probe: Why did you not pursue this program? 
 Probe: If not, why? 
 
Umbrella: Have you adopted a sustainability tool, but then decided to cease its use? Please describe. 
 
Umbrella: Are there any challenges with sustainability engagement in your business? 
 Probe: If so, please describe. 
 Probe: Are there any challenges specifically with using a particular tool/practice/program/initiative?  
 
Umbrella: From your perspective, what tool(s) would be most beneficial for your business in terms of those 
that assist: 

(a) Sustainability management 
(b) Provide recognition for sustainability progress 
(c) Assessment of sustainability progress 
(d) Measurement, monitoring, and reporting of sustainability progress 
(e) Your business to build capacity for sustainability progress? 

 
CLOSING REMARKS 
PI Topic Introduction: I would like to thank you for your time and insights. Would you be willing to 
recommend another business that you believe would provide a thorough investigation of sustainability 
practice in Park City?  
 
Umbrella: If so, who do you believe would help us to acquire a thorough, representative depiction of 
sustainability engagement in Park City? 

Probe: Who do you believe would be the best point of contact? 
 
 
Thank you for your time! 
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APPENDIX H 
 

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL CONCEPTS ARISING FROM THE RESEARCH 
FINDINGS 

 
Quality Control Tool Types (Types): Quality Control Tool Types are the basic unit of 
analysis of this study, referred to as “Types”. Each Type offers a distinct parallel approach 
to sustainable tourism progress, distinguished by their conceptualisation (broad approach), 
primary function (targeted approach), and QCT structures (detailed approach) (i.e., 
reflecting the three QCT distinction criteria). Each Type represents numerous QCTs 
because they house attendant variations. 
 
Quality Control Tool Variations (Variations): Quality control tool variations 
(“variations”) offer the same overarching approach as their parental Type, but are further 
distinguished by the variability parameters of TBL focus, industry applicability, 
administering organisation, and mechanics (i.e., representing the variation distinction 
criterion). Variations, while too numerous and dynamic to serve as useful units of analysis, 
are important for conveying the real world diversity of QCT practice. Selected examples 
are therefore drawn upon to illustrate diversity.  
 
Quality Control Tool Structures (QCT Structures): Each Type has a QCT structure, or 
the QCTs collectively bundled within. The QCT structures are important for Type 
distinction (i.e., distinction criterion 3), and are implicated in QCT organisation (i.e., 
important to derive conceptual strength, predicated on the functional diversity of QCT 
structures).  
 
Independent Quality Control Tools: Independent QCTs are Types and variations that can 
be used as a standalone QCT, albeit may also manifest as a constituent QCT “bundled” 
within another. For example, codes of conduct and commitment are a QCT that can be used 
a standalone, however, it is also a constituent component bundled within tourism 
certification programs. Independent QCTs are of research focus because they permit 
exploration of the Buffet Effect. 
 
Dependent Quality Control Tools: Dependent QCTs are Types and variations that cannot 
be used as standalones; that is, they are constituent components of a QCT structure, whose 
“de-bundled”, standalone use is implausible. Marketing hardware, such as the logos 
awarded by certification programs, are exemplary. Businesses cannot use the Green Globe 
Bronze Certified logo without adopting the entire certification program.  
 
Variability Parameters: The variability parameters encapsulate collective QCT diversity, 
which reflect the ways that QCTs can concurrently vary. They also represent latent 
classification that were considered to underpin the organisational framework. Seven 
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variability parameters were identified in the literature analysis. Three were selected for 
organisational purposes: function, strength, and conformance structures. The remaining 
four distinguish variations (i.e., TBL focus, administering organisation, industry 
applicability, and mechanics). Another two emerged from the empirical findings 
(independent/dependent continuua and informal/formal continuua). Each variability 
parameter is multifaceted, and it is their sub-parameters that permit useful organisation of 
Types. (Full articulation of each variability parameter is presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.3 
and Chapter 5, Section 5.4.3). 
 
Macro Schemata: In the context of QCT organisation, each selected variability parameter 
gives rise to an attendant macro schemata, including function categories (function), 
toolboxes (strength), and menus (conformance structures). The macro schemata are the key 
parameters of diversity herein, used to gauge QCT diversity as per the literature as per RQ1 
and in industry practice, as per RQ3. 
 
Function Categories: The function categories are among the three macro schemata that 
underpin the three-dimensional organisational frameworks encapsulating emergent and 
revealed QCT diversity. The five function categories show how each Type primarily 
advances sustainable tourism progress. The five function categories include Management 
Tools, Prestige Tools, Assessment Tools, Measurement, Monitoring, and Reporting Tools, 
and Guidance and Capacity Building Tools. They therefore show the diversity of Types by 
function, and serve as a key barometer of QCT diversity herein. 
 
Degree of Agglomeration (DOA): Degree of Agglomeration (DOA) is a proxy for 
conceptual strength, ranging from DOA of 1 (conceptually weak) to a DOA of 5 
(conceptually strong). DOA is akin to the functional diversity of a given Type’s QCT 
structure, or the number of function categories progressed by using a given QCT. For 
example, certification programs are among the conceptually strongest Types with a DOA of 
5. In turn, bundled within are QCTs that lie within all five function categories. 
 
Quality Control Toolboxes: The QCT toolboxes are also among the macro schemata, 
serving as a key barometer of QCT diversity herein. The toolboxes organise Types with 
similar levels of conceptual strength, predicated on degree of agglomeration (DOA). 
Initially the toolboxes, ranging from weak to strong, entailed the Basic Toolbox, 
Intermediate Toolbox, and Advanced Toolbox (literature analysis).  

The empirical findings revealed another two toolboxes. From weak to strong the 
revealed toolboxes entail the Basic Toolbox, Intermediate Informal Toolbox, Intermediate 
Formal Toolbox, and Advanced Toolbox. The toolboxes are also a macro schemata which 
underpin the three-dimensional organisational framework.  

The Basic Toolbox houses the conceptually weakest QCTs (DOA 1-2, singular and 
combo QCTs).  
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The Intermediate Informal Toolboxes houses informal QCTs with intermediate 
strength (i.e., informal Types with a DOA of 3-4, including Informal QCT bundles and 
Informal QCT agglomerates). 

The Intermediate Formal Toolbox houses formal QCTs with a DOA of 3-4 (Formal 
QCT bundles and Formal QCT agglomerates). These have higher strength than the QCTs 
within the Intermediate Informal Toolbox owing to their formal designations, as per the 
revised protocol.  

The Advanced Toolbox houses the conceptually strongest QCTs, with a DOA of 5 
(QCT systems). 
 
Quality Control Tool Menus: The QCT menus are also a macro schemata. The menus are 
the central construct for investigation of QCT diversity, organisation, and prevalence, as 
per the postulated “Buffet Effect” QCT adoption phenomenon. The QCT menus group 
QCTs with similar conceptual strength and conformance structures. In the literature 
analysis, they entailed the conceptually weak, flexible structured Buffet and the 
conceptually strong, highly structured Set Menu. The empirical findings unveiled another 
menu that occupies a middle ground between them, holding characteristics of each but are 
ultimately distinct, termed the A La Carte Menu. The Menus also underpin the three-
dimensional organisatinoal framework as serve as a key barometer of QCT diversity herein.  
 
Informal/formal Dichotomy: The empirical findings unveiled an array of informal QCTs 
that are conceptualised as “mimicking” the standardised, precise sustainability progress of 
formal QCT counterparts, offering opportunistic pathways for sustainable tourism progress.  
 
Informal Quality Control Tools (Informal QCTs): Informal QCTs are Types and 
variations that mimic formal counterparts, offering a less comprehensive alternative. They 
largely lack the formalities of documentation and do not offer the same degrees of precision 
in sustainability progress as formal counterparts. However, they offer a less intensive, often 
more “second nature” and “intuitive” alternative to formal counterparts.  
 
Formal Quality Control Tools (Formal QCTs): Formal QCTs are Types and variations 
that offer standardised progress, often involving the formalities of documentation, and 
thusly encourage precision in sustainable tourism progress.  
 
Internal Quality Control Tools (Internal QCTs): Internal QCTs are developed for and 
by businesses themselves or their parental organisation, designed for intra-organisational 
use.  
 
External Quality Control Tools (External QCTs): External QCTs are developed by an 
expert organisation independent of the business for which their use is intended.  
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Singular Quality Control Tools (Singular QCTs): Singular QCTs refer to Types and 
variations that have the lowest conceptual strength (DOA of 1). Singular QCTs lie within 
the Basic Toolbox.  

Arising from the empirically added diversity, singular QCTs manifest as informal 
singular QCTs and formal singular QCTs; the former the lowest in strength due to their 
informal designations.  
 
Combo Quality Control Tools (Combo QCTs): Combo QCTs refer to Types and 
variations with low conceptual strength (DOA of 2). Combo QCTs are also among the 
conceptually weak QCTs within the Basic Toolbox.  

Arising from the empirical findings, combo QCTs further manifest as informal combo 
QCTs and formal combo QCTs. They similarly have a gradation as informal combo QCTs, 
combo QCTs, and formal combo QCTs.  
 
Quality Control Tool Bundles (QCT bundles): QCT Bundles refer to Types and 
variations with an intermediary level of strength (DOA of 3).  

QCT bundles also manifest as informal QCTs and formal QCTs, thereby entailing 
informal QCT bundles and formal QCTs, respectively. Informal QCT bundles lie within the 
Intermediate Informal Toolbox, whereas formal QCTs lie within the Intermediate Formal 
Toolbox.  
 
Quality Control Tool Agglomerates (QCT agglomerates): QCT agglomerates refer to 
Types and variations with an intermediary level of conceptual strength (DOA of 4).  

They also manifest as informal and formal QCTs, entailing informal QCT 
agglomerates and formal QCT agglomerates, respectively. The informal QCT agglomerates 
lie within the Intermediate Informal Toolbox, while the formal QCT bundles lie within the 
Intermediate Formal Toolbox.  
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APPENDIX I 
 

EXEMPLAR DEPEDENT QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS BY FUNCTION 
CATEGORY 

 

FUNCTION 
CATEGORY TYPE VARIATION(S) KEY REFERENCES 

MANAGEMENT TOOLS Organisational 
Tools v Management Plans 

El Dielf & Font (2011) 
Tinsley (2001) 

PRESTIGE TOOLS Marketing 
Hardware 

v Hierarchal Logos 
v Membership Recognition 
v Commitment Recognition 

Black & Crabtree (2007) 
Buckley & Font (2001) 
Font (2002) 
Honey (2002, 2007) 
Toth (2002) 

ASSESMENT TOOLS 

Verification Tools  
v Performance Verification Tools 
v Commitment Verification Tools 

Font (2002) 
Toth (2002) 

Evaluation Tools 
(T) 

v Baseline Evaluation of 
Conformance 

v Benchmarking Evaluations 

Black & Crabtree (2007) 
Honey (2002, 2007) 
Bohdanowicz et al., 2011 
El Dief & Font (2011) 

Environmental 
Auditing 

v Environmental management 
system auditing 

v Environmental impact auditing 

Diamantis & Westlake 
(1997) 
Goddall (1995) 
Stoesser (2004) 

MEASUREMENT, 
MONITORING AND 
REPORTING TOOLS 

Reporting Tools (T) v Annual Compliance Reports 
CESD (2006) 
ECOTRANS (2016) 
Honey (2002, 2007) 

GUIDANCE AND 
CAPACITY BUILDING 
TOOLS 

Conformance 
Standards 

v Certification program 
conformance standards 

v Award Conformance standards 
v Recognition Program 

conformance standards 

Weaver et al. (2013) 
Toth (2002) 
Honey (2002, 2007) 
Honey & Rome (2001) 
Black & Crabtree (2007) 

Guidelines v Code of Conduct Guidelines 
Mason & Mowforth (1995) 
Mason (2007) 
Weaver (2006) 
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APPENDIX J 

 
TERMINOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

       Not articulated previously, the QCT distinction protocol and associated criteria organises by 
QCTs by Types and variations. This newfound protocol implicated the need to introduce and 
specify Type terminology. Also implicating the same is the varied, inconsistent, and sometimes 
non-existent QCT terminology (i.e., patterns in QCT discourse found that the literature refers to 
QCTs by umbrella terms, actions, brands, and variations). Conditions when Type terminology is 
introduced or specified is summarised below, and articulated in the following table. 
 
This research introduces Type terminology when: 

• Type terminology does not exist (i.e., empirically derived Types, or literary variation and 
brand referencing);  

• QCTs are described in the literature by umbrella terms, but thematic analysis found them 
as distinct Types as per the QCT distinction criteria (e.g., Types described as 
environmental management practices-environmental best practices, environmental 
programs, EMS),  

• To house emergent variations (literature analysis) and empirical variations (empirical 
findings) under the same Type (i.e., as per thematic analysis, QCT distinction criteria),  

• To distinguish among Types that this research found as distinct as per the QCT distinction 
criteria (e.g., the Types within the ecolabel genre).  

• Type terminology is also introduced to house emergent variations (literature analysis) and 
empirical variations (empirical findings) under one Type. 

This research also specifies/modifies Type terminology: 
• To differentiate among the many QCTs identified. 
• To distinguish when the research is describing defining procedures/nature of use versus the 

tool itself (and its diversity). “Tools” is thusly specified in the names of some Types (e.g., 
evaluation tools). 

• When QCTs are referred to by variation  
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APPENDIX J (CONTINUED) 
 

TYPE TERMINOLOGY INTRODUCTION AND SPECIFICATIONS 

TYPE Rationale 

Performance Reporting 
Standards 

This Type terminology was introduced because this is referred to by brand (GRI) and 
umbrella terms (CSR reporting) (Bohdanowicz & Martinac, 2007; De Grosbois, 2012; 
De Grosbois & Fennell, 2012). 

Management Systems  
[non-certified] 

As consistent with Weaver (2006), the TBL focus is not specified for Types where this 
varies. The tourism literature specifies the TBL focus, however, this terminology is 
used by other scholars and was therefore adopted.   

Recognition Programs 

This terminology introduced to differentiate them between awards and certification 
programs. Awards, certification programs, and recognition programs belong to the 
“ecolabel” genre, however, they are distinct Types as per the Type distinction criteria. 
(Notably, this research does not use Type I, II, and III ecolabels because this does not 
offer adequate distinction, and it conflicts the with “QCT Type” terminology).   

Performance Monitoring and 
Reporting Systems 

This Type terminology was introduced because they are referred to by brand in the 
literature (Bohdanowiz, et al., 2011). 

Organisational Tools 

During thematic analysis, this terminology was introduced to house emergent and 
empirical variations under the same genre (e.g., policies, management plans, action 
plans).  

(This Type belongs to Management Tool function category. This Type houses QCTs 
that facilitate organisational management, which is a sub-genre of the Management 
Tool function category. The introduce terminology is therefore reflective of this.) 

Resource Accounting Tools 

Similar to organisational tools, this reflects a sub-genre of the Measurement, 
Monitoring, and Reporting Tool function category. This Type terminology was 
introduced to house its variations under the same Type. While terminology exists for 
its variations (e.g., performance indicators, footprint calculators), Type terminology 
does not. As per the Type distinction criteria, these were revealed as the same Type, 
and therefore new Type terminology was introduced 

Reporting Tools, Monitoring 
Tools 

Similar to Resource accounting tools and organisational tools, Type terminology is 
introduced for these Types to house variations under the same Type. The sub-genre of 
their parental function categories were selected for this. 

Informal Sustainability 
Initiatives  
 
Informal Management 
Initiatives 

These are empirically derived Types not identified in the literature, and therefore Type 
terminology was introduced.  

(Notably, some studies use “sustainability initiatives” or “environmental initiatives” as 
an umbrella term that refer to numerous QCTs that this research finds distinct (Mensah, 
2014); sustainability initiatives used here does not reflect these umbrella terms, but 
rather delineates the unique empirically derived Type.) 

General Best Practices “General” was specified to differentiate it between strategic best practices. 

Conformance Standards “Conformance” was specified to differentiate when this study uses the term “standard” 
in the prose, and the QCT itself. 
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Strategic best practices 
 
Evaluation Initiatives 

Terminology was introduced because they are empirically derived Types 

Recognition Initiatives 

Terminology is introduced for this empirically derived Type. “Initiative” is used rather 
than program to signify its similarity to recognition programs, but are ultimately less 
robust and a step down, as per the QCT distinction criteria. This was done for 
consistency, as the same is done for “sustainability initiatives” and “environmental 
programs”; the latter also a step down from environmental programs 

Education Tools 

This Type is largely referred to as actions or “programs” in the literature (Marion & 
Reid, 2007; Smerecnik & Andersen, 2011). “Tools” was added for differentiation 
among environmental programs. “Tools” is also added to delineate when discussing 
associated QCT procedures and actions, versus the QCT itself. 

Employee Training Tools Terminology was specified for differentiation, and due to action referencing. 

Best Practice Guidance 
Manuals 

Terminology was specified to reflect the nature of the tool, as described in the 
literature (Bohdanowicz, 2006; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Synergy, 2000; UNEP, 2002) 

Codes of Conduct & 
Commitment 

Terminology specified (“commitment”) to reflect the fact that this Type houses codes 
of conduct and environmental charters. As per analysis, the latter is synonymous with 
codes of conduct for industry. 
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APPENDIX K 

 
QUALITY CONTROL TOOL TYPOLOGY 

 
       This is the updated typology, as reflective of QCTs revealed in this study. The 

typology presents QCTs by function category (domain), Type, sub-type, and variant. Each 

function category is color coded as consistent with that presented in this thesis. Selected 

dependent QCTs are also provided (while not focal units of analysis, they are important for 

organising diversity and Type distinction); they are denoted in gray cells or highlighted 

text. 

FUNCTION 
CATEGORY 

QUALITY 
CONTROL 

TOOL TYPE 

QUALITY CONTROL 
TOOL SUB-TYPE 

QUALITY CONTROL TOOL 
VARIANT 

MANAGEMENT 
TOOLS 

Certification 
Programs 
 

1. Hardware-Centric 
Certification Programs 

a. Environmental Certification 
Programs 

2. Software-Centric 
Certification Programs 

a. Sustainable Tourism Certification 
Programs 

b. Environmental tourism certification 
programs 

c. Certified Environmental 
Management Systems (EMS 
Programs) 

[Formal] 
Management 
Systems  
 

1. Sustainability 
Management System 
(SMS)  

------- 

2. Environmental 
Management Systems 
(EMS) 

------- 

[Informal] 
Management 
Initiatives 
 

1. Environmental 
Management Initiative ------- 

2. Targeted Environmental 
Management Initiative ------- 

3. Strategic Management 
Initiatives  ------- 

[Formal] 
Environmental 
Programs 

1. Comprehensive 
Environmental Programs ------- 

2. Targeted Environmental 
Programs ------- 

[Informal] 1. Comprehensive 
Environmental 

------- 
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Sustainability 
Initiatives 

Initiatives 

2. Targeted Environmental 
Initiatives ------- 

3. Social Initiatives ------- 

4. Strategic Sustainability 
Initiatives ------- 

Organisational 
Tools 

1. Management Plans 
a. Comprehensive Management Plans 
b. Environmental Management Plans 
c. Targeted Management Plans 

2. Action Plans ------- 

3. Colloquial Procedures ------- 

4. Sustainability Policy 
a. Environmental Policy 
b. Social Policy 
c. Holistic Policy 

5. Sustainability 
Commitment Statement  ------- 

PRESTIGE 
TOOLS 

Awards 

1. Applicant Awards 

a. Open Awards 
b. Closed Awards 
c. Single Issue Awards 
d. Multiple Issue Awards 

2. Non-Applicant Awards 
a. Single Issue Awards 
b. Multiple Issue Awards 

Recognition 
Programs 

1. Performance 
Recognition Programs 

a. Online Intermediary Recognition 
Programs 

b. Rating Recognition Programs 

Recognition 
Initiatives 

1. Commitment 
Recognition Programs 

a. Philanthropic Recognition Programs 
b. Environmental Stewardship 

Recognition Programs 

Marketing 
Hardware  

1. Performance Logos 
a. Hierarchal Logo 
b. Pass/Fail Logo 

2. Commitment 
[Membership] Logos 

a. Hierarchal Logo 
b. Pass/Fail Logo 
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ASSESSMENT 
TOOLS 

Verification Tools 

1. Performance 
Verification Tools  

a. On-site External Audits 
b. Remote External Audits 
c. Random Selection Criteria Audit 
d. Random Selection External Audit 
e. “Mystery Shopper” Audits 
f. Peer Audits 

2. Non-Performance 
Verification Tools 

------- 
 

3. Benchmarking 
Verification Systems ------- 

Evaluation Tools 

1. General Evaluation 
Tools  

a. Internal [Progress] Evaluations 
b. External Evaluations 
c. [Informal] “Crowd Sourced” 

Evaluations 

2. Targeted Evaluation 
Tools 

a. Baseline Evaluations 
b. Benchmark Evaluations 
c. Informal Benchmark evaluations 
d. Baseline evaluations of Conformance 

Evaluation 
Initiatives 

1. Pilot programs 
2. Feasibility Studies 

------- 

MEASUREMENT, 
MONITORING 

AND REPORTING 
TOOLS 

 

Performance 
Reporting 
Standards  

 

1. External Performance 
Reporting Standards 

a. CSR Reporting Standards 
b. Resource Accounting and Reporting 

Standards 

2. Internal Performance 
Reporting Standards ------- 

 

Reporting Tools   

 

1. Internal Reporting Tools 
a. Intra-Organisational Reporting Tools 
b. Extra-Organisational Reporting 

Tools 

2. Annual Compliance 
Reports ------- 

Performance 
Monitoring and 
Reporting Systems 

1. Performance Monitoring 
and Reporting Platforms ------- 
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2. Performance 
Benchmarking and 
Reporting Systems 

a. Internal Benchmarking and 
Reporting Systems 

b. External Benchmarking and 
Reporting Systems 

3. Interactive Monitoring 
and Reporting System ------- 

Monitoring Tools 

1. Internal Monitoring Tool  
a. Independent Monitoring Tools 
b. Dependent Monitoring Tools 

2. Spatial Monitoring Tool ------- 

Resource 
Accounting Tools 

1. Resource Footprint 
Calculators 

a. Comprehensive Footprint Calculator  
b. Targeted Footprint Calculator  
c. Guest Footprint Calculator 

2. Indicators 
a. Performance Indicators 
b. Anecdotal Indicators 

GUIDANCE AND 
CAPACITY 
BUILDING 

TOOLS 

Formal Codes of 
Conduct and 
Commitment 

1. Internal Code of 
Conduct 

a. Supply Chain Code of Conduct 
b. Employee Code of Conduct 
c. Visitor Code of Conduct 

2. External Code of 
conduct/charter 

a. Visitor Code of Conduct 
b. Industry Code/Charter  

Informal Codes of 
Conduct and 
commitment 

1. Visitor Code of Conduct 
2. Employee Code of 

Conduct 
------- 

Conformance 
Standards 

1. Certification Program 
Conformance Standards 

a. Sector-Specific Conformance 
Standard 

b. Location-Specific Conformance 
Standard 

c. Market-Specific Conformance 
Standard 

d. Hybrid Conformance Standard 

2. Recognition Program 
Conformance Standards ------- 

3. Performance Reporting 
Conformance Standards ------- 

Best Practice 
Guidance Manuals 

 
1. Best Practice Guidance 

Manual for Industry  

a. Sector Specific Best Practice 
Guidance Manual 

2. Conformance Guidance 
Manuals (“How to”) ------- 
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Strategic Best 
Practices 

1. Experiential strategic 
best practices (guests) ------- 

Incentive Schemes 
1. Expertise incentives 
2. Monetary Incentives ------- 

General Best 
Practice(s) 

1. Environmental Best 
Practice 

a. Environmental sub-dimension 
(waste, water, energy, renewables, 
emissions) 

2. Social Best Practices  
a. Social sub-dimension (fair labour, 

equal opportunity, community 
philanthropy) 

Education/Outreach 
Tools  

1. Sustainability 
Education/Awareness 
Outreach 

------- 

2. Sustainability 
Research/R&D Support ------- 

Employee Training 
Tools  

1. Intra-organisational 
Training  

a. Focused Training 
b. Integrated training 

2. Professional 
Accreditation  ------- 

Consultancy ------- ------- 
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APPENDIX L 
 

ADOPTION MATRIX MENU ENGAGEMENT 
(QUALITY CONTROL TOOL MIXES BY BUSINESS) 

 

MENU ADOPTION SUB-CATEGORY Buffet, A La Carte & Set Menu Buffet & Set Menu Buffet & A La Carte 

BUSINESS ID1 L7 L8 L9 A8 A9 L4 L5 L6 A6 A7 L2 L3 T8 T9 A4 A5 

QUALITY CONTROL TOOL TYPES                 

SET MENU                 

1. Recognition Programs [5] X   X  X X X         

2. Certification Programs [6] X X   X X X   X       

3. Awards [5] X  X X     X X       

4. Performance Reporting Standards [0] -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

A LA CARTE MENU L7 L8 L9  A8  A9 L4 L5 L6  A6 A7  L2 L3 T8 T9 A4 A5 

1. Recognition Initiatives [6] X  X X        X X X   

2. Incentive Schemes [3]     X         X X  

                                                
1 Business profiles available in Appendix D 
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3. Evaluation Initiatives [3] X X              X 

4. Performance Measurement, 
Monitoring And Reporting Systems 
[2] 

X          X      

5. [Formal] Management Systems -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

6. [Formal] Environmental Programs -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

BUFFET L7 L8 L9 A8 A9 L4 L5 L6 A6 A7 L2 L3 T8 T9 A4 A5 

1. General Best Practices [15] X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 

2. Education/Outreach Tools [13] X X X X X X  X X X   X X X X 

3. Strategic Best Practices [8]  X X  X   X X X   X X   

4. Reporting Tools[13] X X X X X X X  X X  X X  X X 

5. Employee Training Tools  [10] X X X   X X X X  X X   X  

6. Evaluation Tools [10] X X X  X X   X  X  X X  X 

7. Organisational Tools [6]    X X    X  X    X X 

8. [Informal] Sustainability Initiatives  
[6]    X X X     X    X X 

9. Resource Accounting Tools [8]  X X  X    X X   X X X  

10. Monitoring Tools [7]    X X X   X     X X X 

11. [Informal] Management Initiatives [7] X  X    X X  X  X   X  

12. [Informal] Codes Of Behaviour [4]         X X  X  X   
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13. [Formal] Codes Of Conduct & 
Commitment [3]    X      X     X  

14. Consultancy  [4] X    X     X  X     

15. Conformance Standards [3]     X  X     X     

16. Best Practice Guidance Manuals [1]   X              
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APPENDIX L (CONTINUED) 
 

ADOPTION MATRIX MENU ENGAGEMENT 
(QUALITY CONTROL TOOL MIXES BY BUSINESS) 

 
 

Single Menu Adopters 
[Buffet Adoption Only] 

BUSINESS ID2 L1 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 A1 A2 A3 

QUALITY CONTROL TOOL TYPES            

BUFFET            

1. General Best Practices [8] X X X  X  X X X  X 

2. Education/outreach Tools [10]  X X X X X X X X X X 

3. Strategic Best Practices [7] X X  X X X X    X 

4. Reporting Tools [1]         X   

5. Employee Training Tools [4] X X     X  X   

6. Evaluation Tools [2]         X  X 

7. Organisational Tools [1]         X   

8. [Informal] Sustainability Initiatives [2]       X    X 

9. Resource Accounting Tools [1]         X   

                                                
2 Business profiles available in Appendix D. 
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10. Monitoring Tools  [2]       X    X 

11. [Informal] Management Initiatives [1]         X   

12. [Informal] Codes Of Behaviour [6]  X X  X  X  X  X 

13. [Formal] Codes Of Conduct & 
Commitment [0]            

14. Consultancy [0]            

15. Conformance Standards             

16. Guidance Manuals             
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